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Detection of Sputtered Neutrals by
Ultrahigh-Intensity Postionization in the
Near-Infrared

Michael 11.. Wise,* A. Bruce Emerson, and Stephen W. Downey*

AT&T Beli Laboratories, 600 Mountain Avenue, Murray Hill, New Jersey 07974

Characterization of sputtered semiconductor materials by
ultrahigh-intensity postioni7.ation has been performed
utilizing a high repetition rate, regeneratively amplified,
ultrafast Ti-sapphire laser coupled with a modified
magnetic-sector SIMS instrument. The laser produces
120-fs pulses with focused intensities well in excess of
lOll W/cm2 at 800 nm and 1 kHz. Studies of common
matrices such as GaAs, lnP, InGaAsP, and SiOz indicate
that both singly and multiply charged ions as well as
molecular ions can be detected with high efficiency in both
surface analysis and depth-profiling sputtering modes.
Relative sensitivity factors for the different elements are
determined and related to the photoionization mechanism
and to the other factors that can affect the detection
efficiency. Future directions for such a technique are
cHscussed.

The depth profiling of dopant conccntrations across ultrathin
device structures is critical to microelectronic device design and
fabrication. Secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) remains a
common and extremely important technique for the characteriza

tion of sem:conductor devices. However, SIMS suffers from
strong n-,atri" effects which can complicate the characterization

elemental concentrations at and near the interfaces of two

materials- FJr this reason, complementary analytical techniques
referred :0 as sputtered neutral mass spectrometry (SNMS) have

been developed. In SNMS, usually a laser or an electron beaIn
is used to ionize the neutral species in the gas phase above the
sample after ion beam sputtering. At the cost of additional
complexity when compared to SIMS, these "postionization"
techniques can accomplish sunace analysis and depth profiling

high sensitivity and relative freedom from matrix effects.
Laser pos\ionization comes in two varieties. In sputter-initiated

resonance ionization mass spectrometry. a tunable laser is used

0003-2700;9SICi367-<!,033S9.DO/O © 1995 American Chemical Society

to selectively ionize one species via multiphoton ionization through
one or mOie resonant electronic levels.! This technique can often

achieve 100% ionization of the resonant species within the

irradiated volume' but does not ionize nonresonant species with

high efficiency. The absence of interferences can therefore

produce detection limits below the ppb level." AItenatively.

sputtered or desorbed atoms from surfaces can be ionized

nonresonantly by utilizing lasers capable of producing very high

intensities:' Until recently, both approaches used nanosecond

pulsed lasers, the difference being that resonance ionization used

miJJijoule energies and megawatt intensities while nonresonant

ionization uses hundreds of millijoules and gigawatt intensities

Neither approach is suited for detecting all sputtered species with

uniform high efficiency under one set of laser parameters in a

large sample volume. The application of ultrahigh-intensity laser

pulses (> 10 14 WIcm') to nonresonant postionization' increases
the probability that many species. regardless of ionization poten

tial, will be ionized with equal efficiency within the given volume.

Ideally. such a technique would allow all sputtered species to be

simultaneously quantified with a uniform sensitivity that is
independent of the electronic structures of the species or varia

tions in the matrix. This may, in turn. permit the quantification

of elemental concentrations in complex multicomponent structures

with little or no reliance on standards. Such work has already

been investigated using picosecoJHllaser pulses at the Iundamental

and harmonic wavelengths of the Nd-YAG lasec."

(1) Kimock, f. M.; Ba\1t:-,]. P.: Winograd, N. Oem, Pilys. Lett. 1982,88.
;)81-584.

(2) Downey, S. W.: Eml't'son B. Ailal. Gem. 1991, 63. 9IG-gIl:>.
(3) Arlingh8us. H. ]-'.: Sparr, M. T; ':'honnard. ~.] Val.'. Sci. Techllo!..4 1990.

8. 2318-2322.
(4) Becker. C. H.: Gillen. K. T. Anal. Chern. 1984,56.1671-10374.
(5) Dyer, M. J.: Jusinski, L E.: Helm, [-I.: Becker. C. f-I. ApjJ/. Surf Sci 199].

52.151-157
(6) Becker. C. lL Hov!>" J. S, f. Va,. Sci. Techno!. A 1994. 12. 2352-2356.
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Delay (fs)

Figure 1. Autocorrelation spectrum of the laser pulse. The
the curve represents the autocorrelation peak shape expected if the
individual laser pulses have time~dependent intensity sech2(t).

Opt. 1985.(7) Diels,]. M.; Fontaine,]. j.: McMichael, L C.: Simm:i,
24, 1270-1282.
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first filtered to remove the SOG-nm fundamentai and then detected
by a photodiode. A boxcar averager and compoter inteliace
integrates the signal and sends it to a Macintosh computer.

Changing the distance between the beam spliuer and the
moving hollow retroreflector changes the beam path of one of
the split pulses and allows one of the pulses to be scanned ovor
the other in time. The detected signal from the doubling crystal
is then proportional to the degree of overiap of the recombined
pulses. Figure 1 shows the 40G-nm light intensity generated in
the doubling crystal as a function of delay time. The delay time
was computed by taking twice tbe distance that the moving hollow
retroreflector was translated and dividing by the speed of light.

The fit to the curve represents the autocolTelation lJeak shalle
expected if the individual laser pulses have tim~-dependo'nt
intensity I(t) = sech'(t).' Deconvolution of the autocorrelation
trace indicates a fwhm laser pulse width of 140 [s. All the
experiments sho"'ll here were conducted with pulse "'idths
measured between 110 and 150 fs. It is noted that the autocor
relation spectra were collected after the laser had been attenuated
by two thin (Ll mm) glass neutral density filters identical to those
used in the ion signal vs laser intensity expeliments presented in
the Results section. The chromatic dispersion in these optics
would cause the autocorrelation spectra to indicate only a slightlv
longer pulse length than those actually produced by the lase'r
system.

(2) Sputtering, Ionization, and Detection. The lnstrun-,ent
is a modified UHV magnetic-sector secondary ion mass spectro
meter. Sputtering Xe ions are produced in a duoplasmatron

source and mass filtered with a Wien filter. Primary ion energies
are set at 4 keV relative to the sample, resulting an 3l1gle of
incidence of -60' relative to the sample normal. The beam has
a spot size of -lOG-I'm (fwhm) diameter. Beam current is
measured by monitoring the current at the sample ",it" a
picoammeter while the primary beam strikes the steel sample
holder. Secondary electron emission is suppressed dming the
measurement. For surface analysis, the primary ion beam is
pulsed so as to preserve the sample. Each sputtering pulse (l
kHz) is 600 ns long. To perform a depth profile, the plimary ion
beam is cycled between continuous, rastered sputtCling to create
the crater and pulsed sputtering, during which the ion signals

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
(1) Laser. The laser system for producir,g high-intensity,

femtosecond pulses is comprised of four lasers: a pump laser and
oscillator, a second pump laser, and an amplifier. The system is
supplied by Clark-MXR (Model CPA-lOOO) and fits on one 4 It
x 8 It optical table. A continuous AI ion laser (Coherent Innova
90) operating on all lines pumps a Ti-doped sapphire rod in the
passively self-mode locked (Model NJA4) oscillator. The repeti
tion rate of the pulses in the NJA4 is set by the cavity length and
is 92 MHz. The output of the oscillator is typically 400 mW at
800 nm. The pulse width out of the oscillator is less than 100 fs.

The output pulses from the NJA4 contain less than 10 nJ/pulse
and must be amplified for high-intensity applications. Prior to
amplification, the pulses must be stretched temporally in order
to efficiently extract energy from the gain medium in the
regenerative amplifier without incurring optical damage. The
pulses are increased to -300 ps by a (]\.!odel PS-IOOO) pulse
stretcher/isolator. This is achieved dispersively by eight passes
off a grating which changes the optical path length of the different
wavelengths (<,>X '" 10 nm) comprising the short pulses.

The regenerative Ti-sapphire amplifier (Model TRA-lOOO) is
pumped by an intracavity frequency-doubled, Q-switched Nd
YAG laser (ORC-1000). Between 7 and 11 W of -1 kHz pulsed
532-nm light is used to pump the amplifier. The aRC is triggered
by a submultiple of the pulse train out of a photodiode monitoring
the output of the NJA oscillator. In this way, the aRC and the
Pockels cell controlling the lasing and cavity dumping of the TRA
1000 can be synchronized to arriving stretched pulses from the
PS-1000. When a selected pulse is confined to the amplifier cavity
by the Pockels cell, it makes ~10 trips througb the gain medium
before being dumped out by the celi. The output power is ~1.5
W

The stretched. amplified pulses are routed through the PS
1000 to the pulse compressor (Model PC-lOOO), where four passes
on another grating are used to shorten the pulse width back to
nearly their width coming out of the NJA The efficiency of the
compressor is -60-70%, producing an output power of -1 W.

111e pulses emanating from the laser system were temporally
characterized by a home-made autocorrelator. In the autocor
relator, the laser beam is first equally split into two parts on a
beam splitter, one part moving toward a stationary hollow
retroreflector and the other toward a moving hollow retroreflector.
The moving retroreflector is mounted on a translatable stage
driven by a piezoelectric screw-drive actuator. The two beams
are then sent back to the beam splitter where they are displaced
horizontally from one another. From the beam splitter, the two
beams travel to a turning mirror, through a lens, and finally into
a /i-barium borate (BBO) frequency-doubling crystal where they
are recombined. The 40G-nm light from the doubling crystal is

TI1is paper -will evaluate nonresonant, ultrahigh~intensitypost~

ionization utilizing a high repetition rate, regene;atively amplified
ultrafast Ti-sapphire laser capable of producing focused intensi
ties in excess of 10" Wjcm' at 800 nm. A survey of a number of
different materials indicates that both singly and multiply charged
ions as well as molecular ions can be detected with high efficiency
in both surface analysis and depth-profiling sputtering modes.
Using these data, relative sensiti\~ty factors for different elements
are determined and related to the photoionization mechanism and
to the other factors that can affect detection efficiency. In addition,
future directions for such a technique are explored.
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RESULTS
A number of samples were analyzed under static sputtering

conditions to characterize the detection of different species u3in~
ultrahigh-intensity postioni7-8tion. Figures 4 and 5 show mass

spectra collected for GaAs and InP. respectively. In each case.
tte spectra were takt·n over the mass ranges necessary to resolve
all the possible singly charged atoms, dimers, and tli~ers, as well

as all the detectable multiply charged atoms. As an addltional

check, both suJiaces were also measured at least once using

After extraction. the photoions created in the laser pulse are

energy and mass analyzed before striking a Daly'! detector.

Perpendicular to the axis of the 'taser beam, the focused laser spot

is significantly smaller than the instrumental acceptancE volume

defined by limiting apeliures in the instrument and the primary
ion beam spot size (~lOO I'm). Con-espondingly, the 'a8e'- defines

the detected ionlzation volume in this dimension. Along the axis

of the beam, the detected ion volume is defined by the ion beam

spot size coupled with limiting apenures on the instrument such
as a ~l-mm-diameter hole in the extractor. The laser beam has

a depth of fiEld of~3 mm and, as a result. does not expand

significantly "ithin the ion detection region. The Daly detector

is calibrated from 1 to 5 kV and is variable during a mass spectrum

or depth profile ln order to create a large:- dynamic range for the

instrument. The output of the detector is sampled by 2 boxcar

integrator and sent 10 a computer via an analog :0 digit<.l (A/D)

inleJiace card.

D. 1 ..,"J4:'"0"----l!L~,~6'-'0~"-'-'~1~8LO~~~~20:'"O~-'-.'..~~2-'-2..0u.J

Mass (amu)

Figure 4. Postioniz2tion mass spec:rum of Xe+-sputtered GaAs.
The average intensHy of the focused laser beam was 4 x 1014 W/cm 2•

The total energy required for ionization 0" some of the species is
shown in parentheses. Some background 23Na"· appears to add to
the 69Ga3- peak at rnle 23. Also present are 'Ions reSUlting from
residual gas species
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,u-e measured. The pulsed sputtering ion detection occurs in the

center d [he crater to avoid side~wall effects.

The laser beam fires ~3 p.s after the start of the sputter pulse.

The laser allowed into the chamber through a CaF, vacuum
window anel is 'ocused -100 p.m in front of the sample surface

by a 35-cm [,xallength plamconvex lens external to the chamber.

The focused laser beam diameter can be calculated using the
equation fo! the focusbg of a collimaLed Gaussian beam given
by

10' 2 1013

intensity (WJcm
2

)

Figure 3. Cr"oss-sectionai areas at the focus of the laser beam with
Jifferent ave:"age intensities. Calculations are based on a pulse energy

700 pJ and a pulse length of 140 fs

Distance from center (un)

Fugulll"e 2. Time-averaged laser intensity at the foc·..ls of the 35-cm
focal lens as a function of dist2nce from the center of the focus.

are based on a pulse energy of 700 ./lJ and a pulse lergth
of 140 Is

where ls the waist diameter, ). is the wavele:1gth, F is the

focal length of the lens, and D is the diameter of the beam before

entering lens (8.6 mm). Based on eq 1, a focused beam
diameter of ·n ,um is esl.irnat~d. Figure 2 shows the time-averaged
laser intensity as a function of distance from the center of the
focus for a typical laser pulse with an energy of 700 ,uJ and a pulse

width of 140 fs. Actual peak intensities are 3.67 times larger than

the averaged intensities rej:resented here.' Additionally. Figure
3 shows the cross-sectional area of the beam at the different

intensities.
The sample holder is biased 6.2 kV greater than the grounded

Ion extractIon plate. which is located ~4 mm from the sample.

Gibson, C: Luk T. S.; Rhou~s, C. K Pllys. Rev. A 1990, 41, 504S-~052. (9) Daly. N. R. Rev. Sci. lustrum. 1960.
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Table 1. Distribution of Detected Ions from

'" Xe+·Sputtered GaAs and BnP Obtained with an Average
IS 79 ",Vi

1
Laser Intensity of 4 x 1014 W/cm2

0 0;
~ atoms/

l element molecules 3rd

iii GaAs
c j Ga 87/13 100/5/1 G 20.;5( 30.7.Q

i As 43/57 100/25/3 9.81 18,63 28.34
InP

In 92/8 100/4/1 :),785 2802
0.1 P 44/56 100/31/ - IDA84 19.72 :~O.15(~

40 80 100 120

Mass (amu)

Mass (amu)

Fugure 5. Postionization mass spectrum of Xe-+ -sputtered InP. The
average intensity of the focused laser beam was 4 x 1014 IV/em2.

The total energy required for ionization of some of the species is
shown in parentheses. 1151w is disproportionately small compared
to ,13 ln and appears to have saturated the detector. All the
calculations for atomic In are based on the 11311Y- signal. Also present
are ions resulting from residual gas species.
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Figure 6. Dependence of atomic postionization signals on average
laser intensity from Xe~--sputtered InOAGa01AsozPo 3. The signals have
been scaled to reflect all isotopes. The ratio of lnc'and Ga- signals
at high intensities is equai to the ratio of In and Ga in the sample.
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continuous sputtering instead of pulsed sputtering. No difference
in the results was observed, eliminating the possibility of elemental
segregation at the surface between sputtering pulses.

Singly, doubly, and triply charged ions of the primary matrix
elements are easily resolved in the mass spectra, demonstrating
the ability to create ions even with high ionization potentials (IPs).
In addition, all the possible singly charged dimers and trimers
are detected to some degree with the correct isotopic ratios
expected on the basis of the natural abundances of the constitu
ents. This suggests that Xe sputtering at large incident angles
(~600) produces significant quantities of sputtered clusters while
the laser beam only causes moderate fragmentation during the
ionization process. No multiply charged dimers such as GaAs'"
were detected to any great degree. However, these species are
mostly isobaric with the singly charged species and their hydrides,
making detection difficult Tab Ie 1 shows the relative fractions
of each matrix element detected in atomic and molecular forms
as well as the ratios of the relative charge states of the detected
atomic species. These ratios were obtained by simply summing
all the signals from the atoms and molecules that contained a given
element while correcting for the stoichiometry of the molecules.
For those elements with low first IPs. In and Ga. the vast majority
of each detected element is found in the form of the singly charged
atom. In contrast, those elements with relatively high first IPs,
As and P, are detected in roughly equal amounts as atoms and as
molecules.

As demonstrated by the number of species in the mass spectra,
the postionization technique provides the opportunity to measure
all the elements within a matrix simultaneously because of the
nonselective nature of the ionization process. However, in order

to quantify the elements in a given matrix ,vithoui the use of
standards, it is critical that 100% of the species within a well-defined
volume be ionized (saturation). If these conditions arc met, the

ion yield from all the detected atoms and molecules can simpiy
be summed to give a representation of the elemental concentration
of the matrix being studied. The relative sensitivity factors (RSFs)
obtained from the technique were detem1ined by summing all
the species measured in the GaAs and InP mass spectra. When
all the species containing Ga are summed and compared to all
the species containing As, one finds that the total detected Ga:As
ratio is 1:1.3. Likewise, the same calculation for In and P indicates
a total In:P ratio of 1:5.7. The GaAs results nearly reDect the 1:1

stoichiometry in GaAs, but the InP results yield a rather poor
representation of the InP stoichiometry, suggesting that all the
relevant sputtered species are not being detected with a unifcrm
efficiency.

An effective technique to determine whether the ionization of
a given species is saturated is to measure ion yield vs laser
intensity_ INhere saturation occurs, the ion yield should increase

very slightly with laser intensity, reflecting only the slow expansion

of the ionization volume fi With this in mind. the ion yield from
a sample composed of 40% In, 10% Ga, 20% As, and 30% P was

measured while the laser pulse intensity was varied by use of
neutral density filters. Sample composition was confirmed by
Rutherford back-scattering (RES). Figure 6 shows the signals
for In', Ga+, As+, and p' as a function of average imensity at the

focus ofthe laser beam. At low laser intensities, the ion signal is
seen to be constant and may be assumed to reDect only a
background secondary ion contribution to the ion signaL not a
laser-induced signaL However. above -3 x 1013 W/ em', the ion
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Figure B. Depth vctile of a sample composed of 1000-A SiD2 en
bulk Si. The average 'rntensity of the laser beam was 5 xl 0'-4 W/cm2..

saturated. This upvlard trend in a saturated singly charged atom
is perhaps more discernible in the saturated Ga--· data show1l in
Figure 6, A general decrease of the molecular signal along with

a corresponding increase in the atomic signal as laser intensity

increases can clearh' be ascribed to fragmentation during the laser
ionization process.' The extent of the fragmentation for 31W of

the detected clusters is unknown, Ii the goal of cOlllplete

fragmentation is desired, average intensities in excess of 10:'
WIcm' andlor alternative sputteling conditions maybe required,

Depth,profijjng experiments allow further characterization of

the postionization technique at 800 nm. Figure 8 displays a depth

profile of a sample composed of 1000,A SiO, thennally grown on

a Si substrate, Seven different masses were monitored during

the experiment. As expected. oxygen-containing species decrease

and exclusively silicon-containing species increase in the transition
from the SiO" to the bulk Si. This of course reflects the lack of

oxygen and the greater density of Si in the bulk materiaL More

significant, however. is the fact that the molecular species detected

in the depth profile provide information about the actual bonding

patterns in the respective matrices. Por instance, the Si:t signal

accounts for cnlv 29{ of the 5i signal in the 5iO:o: while accounting

for 22% in the Si~bulk, mirroring the lack of Si-Si bonding in the

SiO" and the abundance of Si-Si bonding in tlle Si. Interestingly,
a h~mp in the Si,(Y can be detected at the interface. The

sputtered SiO,/Si interface is composed of a nonstoichiometric
and rapidly changing mixture of oxygen and silicoIl which is

reflected in the enhancement of this cluster.

Moreover, Figure 8 also contains some indications of molecular

fragmentation, Because the ionization process is independent of

the sputtering, any single sputtered species should be ionized and
detected identically whether it comes from SiO, or bull, Si.

1l1ereiore, if both Si and Si" were created exclusively from the
same precursor species, such as sputtered Si atoms, they would
both be expected to change hy tbe same amount in going !i'om

ono matrix to the other. In fact, Si
'
- increases by a factor of 24

when going from SiO, to bulk Si while Si'" increases only by 2,

factor of 4.4. For this reason, il must be assumed that either or

both Si" and SF' is created from spurtered precursor species other
than just sputtered atoms. One possible explanation would have

SiO clusters from the oxide fragment to mal,e additional S( whiie

having Si, from the bulk Si preferentially fragment to make Si'

Promisingly, the depth profile results predict the relative silicon
densities in SiO, and bulk Si \\ithin a factor of 2, It is important
to note that SiOl and 5i spuLler at nearly identical rates, thus

Kopf. R. F. Nue!. Instmm. l"dethods Pliys.
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figure Dependence of sputtered molecule postionization signals
average laser intensity fo, Ina 4Ga01ASO,2P03. Some signals

(Jecrease Increasing intensiTY due to fragmentation of molecules.

vie!d for and Go rises rapidly with intensity before abruptly
[cvcling at an average intensity of'"'" loS x lOH W/cm2. Here

the ionization process appears to be saturated, and the ratio of

absolule signals for In' and Ga'" is nearly exactly equal to the

of rbe elemental concentrations of In and Ga in the sample.
higher IP species, As and P, also display a rapidly rising ion

viekl withntensity, but the increase is slower than that of the

'IP It is d:fficult to discern whether As and P

actually reach a saturation condition. Under 61e conditions used
rhes~ eXjJeriments, the As" and pc signals fall short of the values

expected their relative signals were to be proportional to the

concentrati:ms of As and P in the matrix.

is nol SUllllising that the In' and Ga' signals would appear

proportion;::,l to the actual concentrations of In and Ga in the

sarrple. Of all the Cimers and tlimers sputtered from the
r;uaternary sample, all the molecules containing In mel Ga are

also sabrated at the higher laser intensities but comprise only a

minor raction the total detected ln and Ga, As a result, [he

conespond :ng singly charged ions provide a good representation
of the actual elemental concentrations. The low amount of
detected In- and Ga-containlng molecules is surprising, because

:;Quttered group III clusters are known to be quite stable,

2~peciallY \dth Xc bombardmentl11 This suggests that these
n101ecules are fragmented by the laser. In contrast, As and Pare

'ied up to a considerable extent in stable, high ionization potential

sDutlered molecules, Consequently, As" and p" alone cannot give

good represe:Jtation of the elemental concentrations. Almost
much and P is found ,n /\si' and P,~ as is found in As~ and

These molecules not only detract from the atomic signals,

may not be ionized completely to saturation either.

Com~eting with molecule formation during sputtering is the
molecular fragmentatio"1 during the ionization process Figure 7
displays ion yield from In~, Inpc, and In,T as a function of

intensity. It is recognized that there are some
,iilie">,,,'p, lr the profile in this figure and the last figure which

attJllUtec\ to minor daHo,day differences in laser para,

InP' and In,' signals appears to saturate at ~3 x
md ~ 1 x 10:' WIcm', respectively, after which there appears

to be a sliQ'ht decrease in the ion yield with laser intensity,

Correspondingly, the In'" signal is flat or increases slightly when
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making comparison belween the two matrices easier. The density

of Si (atoms/em:!) in bulk Si is 2.3 times higher than in thermally
grown SiO,. If all the Si-containing species in the SiO, and Si
depth profile are summed, one Ijnds that ~4.6 times more Si is
detected in the Si bulk than in the oxide. By comparison, the
secondary ion yield for Si is more than 2 orders of magnitude
greater from SiO, than Si when Xc" sputteredll Most likely,
incomplete detection of the sputtered SiOx species detracts
somewhat from the total Si signal in the Si02. Nonetheless many
other explanations are possible. The relative sensitivity factor for
silicon in the two matrices is affected by the partitioning of each
element into atoms and molecules during the sputtering coupled
with differing ionization efficiencies for these species. In the next
section, it will be shown that ionization efficiency depends strongly
upon ionization potential; the first IPs for Si SiO, and 0 are 8.15,
lL5 and 13.6 eV, respectively. Note how severe this dependence
may be, as the detected 0- is less than 1% of the SiOe and Si+
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Figure 9. Calculated threshold intensity for tunneling ionization and
the Keldysh adiabaticity parameter as a function of ionization potential.
The KAP is calculated for an ir.tensity of 3 x 101" W/cm 2 .

The conditions under which tunneling ionization occurs have
been described by a number of models, One simple model
assumes that the onset of 11 will occur at the point at which the
potential barrier to ionization is suppressed due to an external
electric field by an amount equal to the ionization potential of ,he
atom or molecule. In one dimension, the threshold intensity for

TI, Ith , is defined as8.13.17.18

where E is the electric field and w is the frequency of the iaser.
The frequency term, w, is related to the condition that the
tunneling must occur faster than the wave period of the laser light
TI is predicted when y < 1 while MPI is predicted when y > L
The calculated KAPs as a function of IP at an intensity of 3 x 10"
WIcm' are also shown in Figure 9, For all the measured
elements, y lies between 0040 and 0.65. As a result, tunneling
ionization is also predicted by the Keldysh theory.

where c is the speed of light, E,oo is the ionization potential, e is
the charge on an electron, and Z is the charge state of the ion,
This prediction has been shown to be in good agreement wi,h
studies on rare-gas atomss .l7." Figure 9 displays the calculated
threshold intensities as a function of IP based on eq 2. Its ranges
from 4 x 10" to 1 X 1014 Vi'/cm' for the species measured in
these experiments. The intensities in a substantial part of the
beam are well above the lower threshold intensities (Figures 2
and 3), predicting ionization by TI in the high-intensity regions
of the laser beam. Importantly, the threshold intensity only
describes the onset of the TI mechanism, It does not describe
the extent of ionization which is dependent on an ionization rate
and the pulse length, Nevertheless, on the basIs of the measure
ments of ion signal vs laser intensity for a number of species. it
was found empirically that it required -10 times the to achieve
saturation of the ionization process under the conditions used in
these experiments, This partially explains the low detection
sensitivity for the high-IP species such as SiO and 0.

The transition from MPI to TI can also be tlesclibed by the
Keldysh adiabaticity parameter (KAP), y, which relates the
average kinetic energy of an electron in a laser fieid (pandero
motive potential) to the ionization potential of the atom or
ion, I:1.17.lS.10 y is defined by

(3)

(2)

The results presented in this paper are encouraging. If all the

relevant sputtered species are measured, the technique appears
to be able to detelmine the relative elemental compositions of a
number of matrices with reasonable accuracy and without the use
of standards. Vi'llile many factors can affect ion yield, these effects
appear to cause only small changes to the resultant elemental
RSFs, Nonetheless, as is evident by the poor Q+ detection from
SiO" improvements in the implementation of the technique are
necessary for critical applications such as characterization of
completely unknown materials.

Ciearly, one major factor that affects the RSFs is ionization
efficiency. Obtaining saturation ionization within a well-defined
volume for an array of different species is complicated by the fact
that, during a single laser pulse, the irradiated region of the
sputtered neutrals is exposed to a large intensity gradient in both
space and time Photoionization under these conditions can be
separated into t\".TQ regimes. Ionization at relatively low intensities

where the photon energy is much smaller than the ionization
potential can be described by a multiphoton ionization (MPD
modeL,u2- ii' MPI is strongly dependent on the electronic structure
of the species being ionized. Alternatively, under the conditions
of longer wavelength and high intensity, the ionization process
can transition from a multiphoton ionization (MPD mechanism
to a tunneling ionization (TI) mechanism.8.12.::',,17-~() TI is described

classically as the tunneling of an electron out of ics bound potential
well due to the reduction of the ionization barrier by an external
electric field.

(11) Dmvney, S. W.: Emerson. A. B. Surf h!terface /inal. 1992,20.53-59.
(12) Coelling. K: Frasinski. L. J I Phys. B: At. Mol. OPt. Phys. 1993. 26. 783

809.
(13) Freeman. R. K; Bucksbaum. P. Phys. B 1991,24,325-347.
(4) Kaesdorf, S.; Hartmann. ),it; Schroder, H.; Kampa, K L. In!. ]. Mass

Spec/rom. Jon Processes 1992. 116, 21S-247.
(13) L'Huillier. A.: Lomprc. L. A.; Mainfray, Manus. CJ. Phys. B 1983,16.

l363-1381.
(16) Perry, M. D.; Szoke, A.; Landen. O. L.; Campbell. E. M. Phys. Rev. Lett

1988, 60. 1270-1273,
(17) Mcvel, E.; Breger, P.: Trainham. R.: Petite. G.; A.gostini, P.; Migus, A.:

Chambaret, J,; Antonetti, A. Plzys. Rev. Lett. 1993, 70, 406-409.
(18) Augsl, S.; Strickland, D.: Meyerhofer. D. D.; Chin, S. L.; Eberly,.r. H. Phys.

Rev. Lett. 1989,63,2212-2215.
(19) /\mmosov, M. V.: Golovinsky, P. Kiyan, 1. Y.: Krainov, V. P.: Ristic, V.

M.j. Opt. Soc. Am. B 1992. 9, 1225-~230.

(2m Kciclysh. L. Sov. Phys. JET? 1965, 20. 1307 -1314.
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Conceivably, ionization at the focus of the laser beam also

occurs to some degree by a MPI mechanism. MPT may be

relatively efficient for low-IP species, accounting for a substantial
pot,ion the detected signal. In and Ga display low-lying

elect-onic ieve1s whicb are close to resonant for two- or three

photon transitions (1 photon = 12500 cm- I), These low-lying

electronic states may also bc strongly ac Stark shifted to become

more closely resonant. Narurally, ionization by both MPI and TT

simultaneously "ill be enhanced relative to ionization byTI alone

as a resuit of a greater effective ionization volume since MPI can

occur in the "w'ngs" of the Gaussian laser beam, In fact, according

to Figure 3, those species able to be ionized at laser intensities I
> ]0" WI em' would have an effective ionization volume 3 times

larger than those species requiring I> 1014 W/cm2•

The sensitivity of laser ionization utilizing high intensity and

long \vave]engths to differences in ionization potential is further

supported by the work of others, Becker and Hovis ionized

sputtered neutrals from semiconductor materials "ith all four

hanl10nics of aNd - YAG laser capable of producing 35-ps pulses

with focused intensities near 1014 \V/C1112•6 Interestingly, the

ionization 1064 nm, the wavelength predicted to move the

phctoioniz2tion most greatly into the tunneling regime, produced

tbe greatest IP dependence of any of the other wavelengths, This

wavelength also produced relatively small amounts of multiply

charged spocies, In contrast, the experiments conducted at 532
nm produced the most uniform ionizatlon efficiencies and the

largest numbcrs of multiply charged ions, According to the

532-nm light \vould be expected to ionize to a greater

extent by the MPI mechanism.
Other factors conbibuting to the ion yield for a given species

are d1e velocity and angular disbibution of the sputtered neutrals,

These factm's are important because detection of sputtered species

pulsed lasers constitutes a density detector in that the species

do not significantiy through the lascr beam volume on the

time scale of the laser pulse, As a result, those species that move

l"elative1y slowly (higher mass) are detected with higher efficiency

since they have a greater density In the irradiated volume, The
:lensity dijj"erence between two masses should be (mllm2) 1/2,

,'ssLming that the two species are sputtered with identical angular

distributioD3 and energies. This correction has been applied to

some of the experimental results with mixed results in terms of

',mpl"ovil1i!i worsening the measured RSFs with respect to the

bulk concentrations. In fact, the validity of such a simple
correction is questionable, Very likely, ail the atoms and mol

ecules are sputtered with differing amounts of kinetic energy and

differing anr"JUlar distributions. Experimental conditions that can

alIect this ratio are the width of thc sputtering ion beam pulse

and the distance oj the laser from the sample surface, If the

sputtering pulse is relatively long and the beam-sample separa

tion is r,elatively small, then the mass correction is valid except

for iarge differences in mass, A~ accurate correction would

require £Imher investigation into these dynamics,
Eased on the factors presented here that can affect the

elemental PSFs, three possible alterations to the technique arc

apparent. Increasing laser intensity by changing focusing condi
tions anel/or laser parameters may be extremely effective at

increasing the quantitative capabilities of this system, This is

remiorced by the fact that a laser intensity I '" 10Ith is required
saturate a given species. Additionally, the fonnation of clusters

(uring spunering could be reduced by enhancing sample atomi-

zation, Higher ion energies, or lighter ions, such as AT and Tilr,

used at more near-nonnal angles may be effective. In this way,

the complications of detecting many species in each matrix as

well as the effects of molecular fragmentation and varying energyI
",~gular disbibutions may be reduced, As mentioned earlier, even

higher laser intensities (> 10:,' WIem') may further dissociate

clusters, Finally, tJ Ie wavelength of the laser may be changed by

doubling or tripling. The choice of wavelength of light used for

ionization appears to be extremely important even with ultrain

tense laser intensities.' In fact. while tunneling ionization may

dominate at long wavelengths, the use of shorter wavelengths to

try to bolster the MPI mechanism may improve atomization and

detection efficiency, PJl three of these changes are currently being

explored in the lahoratory,

CONCLUSIONS
Nonresonant, ultrahigh-intensity postionization utilizing a 100

fs pulsed laser at 800 nm has been characteIized, Average

intensities at the focus of the beam are estimated to he greater
than 1014 W/cm'!.. Iviultiply charged atoms as well as singly

charged molecules are detected, In addition, evidence indicating

molecular fragmentation during the ionization process is ohserved.

Tunneling ionization and multiphoton ionization are predicted

to occur conclin-ently in the laser ionization region, The lonization

process displays a strong dependence on laser intensity and

ionization potential. Saturation of the ionization can be acbieved

for those species \\ith relatively low ionization potentials By

summing all the sputtered species together, a reasonably accurate

representation of reiative elemental concentrations for one matlix
or between two matrices can be obtained in a number of cases,

Use of a higher laser intensity, a different wavelength of light, or
different sputteIing conditions may improve the sensitivity of tite

technique.

The use of high repetition rate, ultrashort pulse lasers [or

postionization is best suited for time-of-flight mass spectromelly

because of the overall ionization efficiency and potential high data
acquisition rate, Moreover. high spatial resolution (submicrome

ter) focused ion bean1s, used for the analysis oj ultrasmall samples,
like semiconductor devices and their defects, also have high pulse

repetition capability but possess low average current and second

ary ion yield, Improving the useful yield is imperative for samples

that contain IOL 10 atoms «100 nm3) because sputtering will

destroy the sample, and ail ions need to be recorded to character

ize the sample.
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pH-Defining Equilibrium between Water and
Supercritical CO2 - Influence on SFE of Organics
and Metal Chelates
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A direct measurement of the pH of water in contact with
supercritical CO2 was made by observing the spectra of a
pH indicator with a UV-vis spectrophotometer. The pH
was analyzed under pressures of 70-200 atrn and tem
peratures of 25-70 0c. The measured pH varied from
2.80 to 2.95, and relative standard deviations of <1.5%
were achieved. The effects of pH on the efficiency of
supercritical fluid extraction of metals and ionizable
organic species in water-containing systems are dis
cussed.

Supercritical fluid extraction (SFE) has become an attractive
alternative to conventional solvent extraction fer the recovery of
organic compounds and metal chelates from solid and aqueous
samplesu Carbon dioxide is the gas of choice for SFE because
of its moderate critical constants, inertness, low cost, and avail·
ability in pure form, In many environmental applications, water
is often present in an SFE system, either as a part of the original

sample or added deliberately. The presence of water has been
shown to facilitate the extraction of metal ions from solid materials
using the in situ chelation technique in supercritical CO"2,,, The
role of water in the SFE of organics and metals is not well

understood, Water in contact with carbon dioxide becomes acidic
due to the formation and dissociation of carbonic acid:

Determining the pH of water in contact with supercritical CO2

is essential to understanding SFE of both metal ions and ionizable
organic species, For SFE of metal ions, complexing agents are
used to neutralize the metal charge and to transport the metals
into the CO2 phase, The degree of dissociation of the complexing
agents is dependent on the pH of the solution. If the complexing
agents are not ionized at the solution pH, complexation and

On secondment at the Department of Chemistry, University of Idaho.
(1) Hawthorne, S. B. Anal. Chern. 1990, 62, 633A
(2) Lin, Y; Smart, N. G.; Wai, C. M. Trends Anal. Chem. 1995, 14, 123.
(3) Wang, S.; Elshani. S.; Wai. C. M. Anal. Chem. 1995,67,919.
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transportation of metal ions into the nonpolar supercritical CO,
will be inefficient. The pH of the solution may also influence the
metal species present. Some metal speoies are extracted
ficiently at a given pH, while other species may be extracted to a
lesser degree or not at all. Similarly, the extraction efficiency of

ionizable organics is affected by the solution pH. lin acidic

medium may cause organic species to become charged, decreas

ing their solubility in CO, and altering the degree of malJix
association. When extracting metals or ionizable organics from
a solid matrix, hydrogen ions in the small amount of water present
in the sample may interact with the matrix, making the ions more
accessible to ligand attack and extraction, Knowledge of the pH

of the system is useful in both predicting favorable extraction
conditions and interpreting experimental results,

pH can be approximated by using Henry's law to calculate the

solubility of CO2 in water and then using the pK" of carbonic acid
to determine the degree of dissociation, Henry's law requires ideal
gas behavior and a dilute solution, Under supercriticai conditions,
these assumptions are not necessarily valid, Prior to this study,

no direct measurements have been made of the pH of water in
contact with supercritical CO,. pH detenninatiol1s have been
approached from a theoretical standpoint, using Henry's law to

predict solubility.' Landmark CO, solubility studies were pub

lished by Weibe and Gaddy in the 1940s. while the subject has
been studied more recently by King et al:H Additionally, studies
have been published reporting K, values for carbonic acid at
different temperatures and pressures.'9 These measurements
allow the calculation of pH, though the summation en'ors and
approximations from these works is substantiaL A more suitable

approach is the determination of pH via direct measurement In
this study, the pH of water in contact with C02 is measured by

observing the UV-vis spectrum of a pH indicator. The pH is

(4) Weibe, R; Gaddy, V. L.J. Am. Chern. Soc. 1940.62,815
(5) Weibe, R. Chern. Rev. 1941,29,475.
(6) King, M. B.: Mubarak, A; Kim,]. D.; Bott. T. R.]. Supercr/t. Fluids 1992,

5,296.
(7) Ellis, A.].]. Chern. Soc. 1959, 3689.
(8) Harned, H.; Davis, R. J.]. Am. Chern. Soc. 1943, 65. 2030.
(9) Reac. A.].]. Solution Chon. 1975,4, 53.
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(3)

(1)

(5)

(2)

Rearranging gives

(12) Clark W. M. Drtenninatioll ofHydroge}l ions; 1'iw Vv'iJliill11~ &. vVilkiil~

Ba1timo!'"e. I\Li\. 1920; p 65.

where C. is concentration, E; is the molar absorptivity. and L is
the path length. Since the cell path length is constant, eqs 1 ane!
2 may be equated as follows:

Figure 1, Absorption spectra of bromophenol blue (1.54 x 1D-3%)
in citric acid buffers over the wavelength range 340-550 nm.

rallged from 0.4 1.4% relative standard deviatinn at the 95%
confidence level.

Using Henry's law, a pH value of 3.1 is predicted for all aqueous
solution at 50 "C in contact with 150 atrn CO" Bromophenol blue
is reported to undergo a color transfom1ation over 'he pH range
3.0-4.6.12 Using a simplified indicator model, bromophenol blue,
which is a weak acid, would be expected to exist as a neutral

molecule at a lower pH and as an ionized species at higher pH.
The acidic form of the indicator has an electronic transition at
430 nm, while the basic form has an electronic transition at 590
IllII. The spectra of the buffer-indicator solutions were recorded
over the pH range 2.6-3.6 (see Figure 1). With increasing pH.
the absorbance at 590 nm increases, while the absorbance at 430

nm decreases.
Theory. To compensate ior the lmprecision of cell alignment,

absorbance ralios were used to determine pH. The absorbances
(A;) of the solutions at waveknglhs of 430 al1d 590 mn can be
expressed as

Since £,\301 Ey:JC, is constant, and the ratio of neutral to ionized

indicator (C.i'i()/C.3~J) is proportional to the hydrogen ion concentra·
tion, eq 4 may be rewritten as

C. Yl.; Yonker, C. R..; Smith. R. D. Anal. Chem. 1992,

T~. Hydrogen fmls; D. Van Norstrand Co.: PlincclOn, NJ, 1956:

measured at various temperatures and pressures both above and
below the critical point.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Equipment A Varian (Sunnyvale, CAl Cary 2200 spectrom

eter was used to measure the lTV-vis spectrum. Scans were
recorded from 340 to 650 nm at 10 nm/s in a high-pressure view

The cell body was made of stainless steel and had a volume

of 14.9 mL 'Doe qUaliz cell windows had a diameter of 1.27 cm
and were sealed using Teflon V rings under compression. The
cell path length was 7.6 cm. Cell temperature was controlled using
a Blue (Blue Island, IL) MagniWhirl full ,isibility water bath,
and the L:.:mperature of the cell waS monitored with a thermo
couple and a Fluke (Everett. WA) controller. The CO, was
deiivered by an lsco (Lincoln, 'IE) 260D syringe pump and
controller. The cell was thermally insulated from the UV-vis
spectrometer. A VWR Scientific (West Chester, PAl pH meter
,viti1 a Cole Parmer (Chicago, IL) polymer electrode was used to
standardi;~e the buffer solutions.

Chemicals. SFC/SFE graoe CO2 obtained from Air Products

(/'>.Ilento'0m. PAl was used. N2 was obtained from Oxarc (Spokane,
WA). AJI solutions were prepared with deionized water. Bro
mophenol blue (Eastman Kodak, Rochester, NY) was used as the

lndicatar and was dissolved in deionized water to yleld a 0.04%
(w/v) sot,rJon. Buffers for calibration were prepared from stock
citric acid and sodium hydroxide solntions. A 0.2 N stock solution

of citric acid (ACS specifications, Mallinckrodt Chemical Works,
St. Loius, M0) and a 0.2 N stock sodium hydrcxide (ACS
specifications, Fisher Scientific, Fairlawn, NJ) solution were
prepared. These two stock solutions were mixed in varying
volumes produce six butTers in the pH range 2.6-3.6. Primary
pH standards used were pH 2.0 glycine (VWR Scientific) and I'll
4.0 potassiLm hydrogen phthalate (EM Scientific, Gibbstovm. NJ).

Procedure, The experimental system was calibrated using
the following method. Six citric acid buffer solutions ranging from
pH 2.6 to 36 were spiked '"ith bromophenol blue and calibrated
against the pH meter. Citric acid buffer solutions were used due
'to the inherent temperature insensitivity of these systems (be~

tween 25 and 91 'C. pH change of 0"01 pH unit)11 The citric

acid buffers (10 mL) were individually placed in the IN-vis cell
and heated to the desired temperatures, followed by spectral
determinalion. 'D,e cell was pressurized with 175 atm of N2 gas
and the procedure repeated. An additional spectrJm of acidified
water (nH 3) containing indicator was determined as above, both
in the abse1ce and in the presence of N, gas.

The effect of CO, on the pH of water containing a small amount
(1.54 x 10<'%) of indicator was determined as follows. Ten
milliliters of the wa':er-indicator solution was placed in the high
pressure cell ane! preheated to the desired temperalure. The'cell
was pressurized with CO" sealed, and allowed to equilibrate for
benveen 30 and 60 min in a thermostatic system. The U\l-vis

spectra we-e then obtained. Fer each measurement, fresh
solution was used and the above procedure repeated. A minimum
of two determinations were carried out at each condition studied.

standare! linear regression was performed on calibration data,
and discrirdnation intervals were calculated for each pH data
point. The errors increased with increasing temperature and
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70 2.83 ± 0.02 2,84 ± 0.02 2.90 0,02 2.95 ± 0,02
80 2.82 ± 0.Q2 2.84 ± 0,02 2.88 ± 0.02 2.93 ± 0.0'1

100 2.83 ± 0,02 2.83 ± 0.02 2,88 ± 0.02 2.89 ± 0.03
150 2,82 ± 0.02 2.80 ± 0.0] 2.85 ± 0,02 2.86 ± 0.0;
200 2,80 ± 0.01 2,80 ± 0.01 2,85 ± 0.02 2,84 ± 0.0')

Table 1. pH of Water in Equilibrium with CO2 at
Different Temperatures and Pressures 3

temperature (OC)

.... ' .
.--

.....
.,:~ -----

....J.:.::.:..:~.:.;-:-

.;?.

pressure (atm) 25 40 50 70

confidencea Error values represent standard deviations at
level.

0.002250001750001250,00075

o.l-----.---------__t------.J

000025

Pressure (otmj

Figure 3. Variation of pH of water in equilibrium with supercritic8i
CO2 at temperatures of (+) 25, (.) 40, (A) 50, and (@II 70 'C and
pressures of 70, 80, 100, 150, and 200 atm.

" Measured pH
295

2.9

285

275

19D70 90 '50

L. T.]. High Resolut. Chrornatogr. 1990,13,312.
S.]. High Resolut. Chromatogr, 1994, 509.

(13) Hedrick, ].
(14) Tang, P. H.; Ho.

in the temperature and pressure ranges of most SFE experiments.

Figure 3 shows that pH decreases by <0.1 unit when the pressure
of supercritical CO, increases from 70 atm to 200 atm in the

temperature range of 40-70 '(, Increasing temperature tends

to lower the solubility of CO, in water and hence would raise the
pH. The increase in pH is about 0.1 unit from 40 to 70°C at 70

atm and <0.1 unit from 80 to 200 atm CO, pressure. The stand2.rd

deviations of our pH measurements at the 95% coniJdence limit
arc in the range of 0.01-0.03 units,

The pH values calculated from literature solubility data and
equilibrium constants are also given in Figure 3,'-' A comparison

of our measured pH values and the calculated pH vaiues reveals
that the relative trends with temperature and pressure are similar,
but the absolute values are different by 0.2-0,3 pH unit. The

discrepancies are probably caused by the different CO, concentra
tions and ionic strengths used in obtaining the experimental pIC

values. Additionally, some pI(, measurements involve substantial

errors. For instance, Ellis cites errors up to 20% in conducti,jty
measurements used in the determination of pl(, values.'

Relevance of Results to SFE. The results obtained in this

study provide an accurate measurement of the pH value likely to
be encountered in SFE from matrices containing water. This will
provide a means for predicting which systems win be amenable

to SFE. In extraction of ionizable organic species from aqueous
matrices, compounds will be most efficiently removed if they are

in a neutral form at pH 3. Examples of ionizable organic species

which are neutral at pH 3 are numerous, Recent literature shews

IH]

Figure 2. Calibration curves obtained from the ratio of A4301AS90

versus hydrogen ion concentration for citric acid buffers having pH
between 2.6 and 3.6, containing bromophenol blue at temperatures
of 25, 40, 50, and 70 °C.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
From the six citric acid calibration buffers, the A.no/ Asoo values

were plotted against hydrogen ion concentration (see Figure 2).
Values were recorded at 25, 40. 50, and 70°C at atmospheric

pressure, and linear plots were obtained, The effect of pressure
on the calibration plots was detennined by repeating the above

procedure under 175 atm of N, at 50 'C. No effect was observed
within the confidence limits of the calibration,

Additionally, the effect of pressure on a weakly acidic but
unbuffered solution of bromophenol blue was assessed. The

spectra taken while the cell was pressurized wieh 175 atm of Nz
were compared with a spectrum of the same solution at atmo
spheric pressure. The two spectra were the saIne within experi

mental error. This confirms that pressure changes have little or
no effect on the ratio of neutral to ionized species present at a
given pH.

Equilibrium pH of Water in Contact with COz• The time
required for equilibrium to be reached between CO, (supercritical

and suberitica)) and water was studied. A water indicator solution
was heated to 50°C and pressurized with 200 atm of CO,
(supercritical CO,). The cell was allowed to equilibrate for varying

time intervals before the spectra were recorded. A similar
experiment was conducted at 23°C (subcritical), For supercritical

CO2, a constant peak ratio was achieved in 30 min, while in the

subcritical case, 60 min was required. The difference is thought
to be due to the lower diffusion coefficient of CO, in H20 at the

lower temperature.

Equilibrium pH measurements of the C02lH,O system were
canied out over the temperature range 25-70 °C and pressure
range 70-200 atm. The pH values varied from 2.80 to 2.95 (see

Table] and Figure 3). According to Table 1, the pH of water in
equilibrium with sllpercritical CO, shows little variation with

temperature and pressure in the ranges specified by our experi
ments, It is known that the solubility of gaseous CO, in water is

proportional to the partial pressure of the gas based on Henry's
law. In the liquid region, the solubility of CO, in water is rather

independent of pressure because the partial molar VOlume ofJiquid

CO, varies little with pressure. The solubility behavior of
sup~rcritical CO, in water appears to resemble that of liquid C02,

and consequently, the pH of water at equilibrium is nearly constant

Thus, the pH of water in contact "ith CO, can be determined by

comparison with a calibration curve plotting A'30/ASOIJ versus [Re].
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that pheruls, aromatic amines, sulfonylurea herbicides, chloro

triazines. organophosphorous pesticides, and phenylurea pesti
cides can all be extracted with high efficiencyl3-21 Examples of
compound classes which will be difficult to extract in the presence

of water are nitrogen-containing bases (which protanate under
aCidlC conditicns), and highly acidic species, like carboxylic acids,
Extractions of aqueous systems containing nitrogenous bases have
recently been investigated.22 At pH < 3, six of the bases

investigated were expected to be protonated. These charged

species have low solubilities in supercritical CO2 and consequently
should be difficult to extract Five of the six bases were unable
to be extracted with neat CO2, The presence of large lipophilic
groups partially compensates for the poor solubility of charged
sp,:cics in CO2.

Many strategies have been developed to prevent ionization of
basic or acidic compocnds, The most common approach has been
La exclude water by means of a two-step extraction approach, The
first step :nvolves passing the sample solution through a solid
phase extraction disk, which retains the compounds of interest

but allows the water to pass, The compounds are then eluted
from the disk using SF£, TIlls approach has been used in the

eXTaction of suifonylureas, acid herbicides, aromatic amides,
phenols, ,md organochlorine pesticides, to name a few. 13,1G.17,:23

Another tuproach used in the extraction of amines from water
involved tbe addition of a strong base modifier to the extraction
celL 1:<,21 The strong base effectively saturated the solution '.vith
hydroxide ions, allowing the more weakly basic amines to
deprotonate and be pxtracted as free bases. Utilizing N20 rather

than CO, as the supercritical Jluid prohibits the formation of an
acid in aqueous solution and eliminates the possibility of carbam
ate formation in amine extractions, IIi Extraction of acid herbicides,
phenols, and tany acids has been accomplished by derivitizing
acidic functional groups and extracting the less polar reaction
PfGducts.2 Finally, water has been excluded from aqueous

pesticide samples by freeze-drying the samples prior to extrac
tionY;

Metal extraction by in situ chelation is also pH dependent
Since charged metal ions are not soluble in supercritical CO2,

1igands used to complex Lhe metal and provide charge
neutralization. In order for metal complexation to occur, the
ligand must ionize to some degree. Since many extractions are
done in the presence of excess ligand, and complexation kinetics
and, thennodyramics are favorable, the degree of ionization need
not be large, Favorable extractions have been achieved with
ligands like j1-dikeLones and ionizable crown ethers whose pKa

R. L; Snyder.J. L McNally. M. E. Anal. rhem. 1993,

L. T. Anal. ChoJl. 1990, 62, 1177.

Resolttl. Chromatogr. 1993, 16. 39.
Sci, 1992,30,374.

: Bayana.]. M. Chromatograj)hia 1994,

Taylor, L T.]. High Rf!solu!. Lnromatogr. 1992, 15, 15I.
!(apil<l. S.; \'am. :<. S.; Elseewi, A AI Chromatogr. 1993.639

Nive:1S, D. E.; \Vh:te, D. C. Anal. Chem.

In PrecoliceJ:tration Z. B., Wai, C. M.. Eels.;
BOC;,l l"~aton. FL lq~;l'

KhoDl~;,u', S. 1\1.; Chalmers. A. Solvent Extraction oj Me/als,
R. Van NoslraIld Eeinhald Co.: London, 1970.

values are in the range of 4-6, In addition to having :ow to

moderate pK, values, ligands must also be stable at pH 3, The

commonly used sodium dialkyldithiocarbamate decomposes to

CS2 and NHR, below pH 4,'" Not only is the fonn of the ligand

affected by pH, but the identity of the metal species depends on

solution pH as welL The degree of hydrolysis a metal undergoes

is a function of pH: at high pH, many species form insoluble

hydroxides and precipitate n-om solution, For this reason, metai

ions at low pH values are generally more extractable than those

at high pH values, Vast quantities of solvent extraction data exist

for various meLal and ligands systems.26 This provides a useful

database for predicting metal extractability and ligand efficiency

far SFE from water-containing matrices, Ligands which fomi

stable neutral complexes with metal ions at pH 3 should be use1'ui

in SFE as well, provided they show reasonable soiubiiity in

supercritical C02,

Fmally, matrix effects are highly pH dependent The ubiqui

tous silica matrix at pH 3 will have free silanol groups present.

These groups could potentially provide ions (metals or ionizable

organic species) with competitive binding sties, reducing the

tendency of the Ions to be extracted into CO" Several research

groups have reported the influence of the matrix on extraction
efficiency.":U'i.lr,h:<1 If extraction from a given matrix is not favorable

at pH 3, the matrix may be modified by blocking reactive groups

with an excess of counterionsH Independent studies by Wai et

aL and Steinheimer et a1 have shown that the presence of water

may be beneficiaL',:;'2J The hydrogen ions are thought to help

liberate ions from solid matrices, perhaps by an ion exchange

mechanism,

CONCLUSIONS

A method for the accurate determination of the pH of watcr

in contact with CO, has been demonstrated, Conditions relevant

to those often used for SFE have been studied, Over the

temperature range 25-70 'c and pressure range 70-200 atm,

the pH of water ranged between 2,80 and 2,95, pH increases with

increasing temperature and decreases with increasing pressure.

The results of this study allow extraction efficiencies to be

predicted for both metal species and ionizable organics. Solvent

extraction data at pH 3 provide useful guidelines in predicting
metal extraction efficiencies, Evaluating the neutrality and stability

of ionizable organic species at pH 3 provides an estimation of

extractability from water containing samples,
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Vacuum Distillation Coupled with Gas
Chromatography/Mass Spectrometry for the
Analysis of Environmental Samples
Michael H. Hiatt

National Exposure Research Laboratory, Characterization Research Division, u.s. Environmental Protection Agency,
P.D. Box 93478, Las Vegas, Nevada 89193-3478

A procedure is presented that uses a vacuum distillation!
gas chromatography/mass spectrometry system for analy
sis ofproblematic matrices ofvolatile organic compounds.
The procedure compensates for matrix effects and pro
vides both analytical results and confidence intervals from
a single sample analysis. Surrogate compounds are used
to measure matrix effects relating to boiling point and
relative volatility and to provide the infonnation necessary
to accurately detennine analyte concentration. Relative
volatility values (a) are e.xperimentally determined for 114
organic compounds and are shown to be comparable to
gas-water partition coefficients. These compounds in
clude those with boiling points up to 245°C and gas
water partition coefficients less than 15000. Multiple
samples are tested, and the accuracy of determinations
is shown to be within 5% for water, soil, and oil matrices.
Method detection limits are below 1 pph for most ana1ytes
studied.

One of the major objectives of the analytical chemistry research
program at the EPA's CharacteJization Research Division (Na
tional Exposure Research Laboratory) in Las Vegas is to broaden
the array of pollutants that can be determined ",th conventional
analytical instrumentation. The U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) has developed a vacuum distillation method for
determining the concentration of volatile organic compounds
(VOCs) in environmental samples' and identified the relationships
controlling analyte recovery and the potential of surrogate-based
matrix corrections.' The purpose of the present study was to
incorporate a surrogate-based matrix correction in a general
vacuum distillation/gas chromatography/mass spectrometry (VD/
GC/MS) method to be used for routine environmental analyses.
At the same time. the list of applicable analytes has been better
defined and documented.

Suitable compounds would reflect the effects of a matrix on
analyte recovery as functions of boiling point (fi-effects) and
relative volatility (a-effects). Through the analyses of multiple
samples, the ability of the specified surrogates to predict matrix
effects is demonstrated. The surrogate prediction routine is
simple and provides accurate determination of analyte concentra
tions in aqueous and mixed·phase samples. The quality assurance
needed to document a VD/GC/MS analysis is performed by
simply revie",ng the surrogate performance in the sample. This

(1) Hiatt, M.I-L; Youngman, D. R: Donnelly,]. RAnal. Oem. 1994,66,905
908.

(2) Hiatt. M. H.; FaIT C. M. Anal. Chem. 1995. 67. 426-433.
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replaces the need for costly matrix spikes or standard addition

analyses.
A vacuum distillation procedure for determining the relative

volatility of analytes as a constant (aK-values) is presented. The
aK-values for 114 compounds are expeJimentally determined and

shown to be comparable to their gas-liquid partition coefficients
(K). The aK-values determined in this study are an in1provement

over pre,iously reported' a-values (normalized), as the analyst
can use published K values to identify potential analytes and
estimate their behavior. The boiling point and K value of an
analyte govern its performance and determine whether it is

suitable for VD/GC/MS analyses. Suitable analytes include
compounds ",th boiling points up to 245 'c and partition

coefficients up to 15 000; note that this range includes compounds
not normally considered as VOCs (e.g., nitrosamines. aniline, and
pyJidine). Through multiple analyses of various matrices. toe

accuracy that can be expected for determining an analyte is
reported. Method detection limits for VOCs are in the low ppb
range for water, soil, and oil matrices.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Vacuum Distillation Apparatus. The vacunm distiller has

been previously descJibed.1.2 In the current study, a Nupro toggle
valve (0.172-in. oJifice) was used as the sample chamber valve.
A vacuum gauge was installed between the cryoloop and the
vacuum pump to monitor the integrity of the apparatus under
vacuum. The vacuum was considered acceptable at a pressure
of 0.5 Torr or less.

The condenser column was normally held at 'C duJing
vacuum distillations and at 40 'C between distillations. Water was
used to replace isopropyl alcohol as the temperature-controlling
fluid in the condenser.

GC/MS Apparatus. A Hewlett-Packard mass spectrometer
(Model 5972) and gas chromatograph (HP5890 Series II "'th
Model MjSC metal jet separator) ",th a 6O·m x 0.53-mm-i.d.. 3.0

I'm film thickness VOCaL capillary column (Supelco. Bellefonte,
PAl was used for the determination of analytes from the vacuum
distillation apparatus. Gas chromatograph operating conditions

were 3 min at 10 'c, 50 'C/min ramp to 40 'C; 5 'C/min ramp to
120 'C; 20 'C/min ramp to 220 'C; and isothermal at 220 'C for
3,4 min, resulting in a total run time of 28 min. The jet separator

was held at 210 'C and the transfer line at 280'(, The mass
spectrometer was operated at 3.1-s scans of 38-270 amu. The
injector was interfaced to the vacuum distillation apparatus by
connecting the camer inlet gas line to the cryoloop valve and back

This article not subject to U.S. Copyright. Published 1995 Am. Chem. Soc





Table 1. Relative Volatility Values (OK)

o:.K-va]ue

compound SUIT' bp'A (OC) concn' (Ppb) Kd aye de;;!'

Volatile Gases
dichlorodiDuoromethane -30 80 0.07 0.02
trichlorol1uoromethane 24 80 0.20 0.02
,inyl chloride -13 80 0048 0.06
chloroethane 12 80 1.01 0.02
chloromethane -24 80 1.37 om
bromomethane 4 80 1.82 0.12

Volatiles
l,l-dichloroethene 37 40 0.63 1l.1l7
carbon tetrachloride 76 40 0.64 0.02
hexafluorobenzene 0. 82 25 0.86 0.06
U-dichloropropene 104 40 0.88 Il.03
1,1,1-trichloroethane 74 40 1.4)5 1.3J 1l.lle]
allyl chloride 45 lOll 1.34 OA5
2,2-dichloropropane 69 40 1.37 0.18
tetrachloroethene 121 40 1.555 1.43 0.03
pentafluorobenzene 0. 85 9 L51 0.04
iodomethane 42 100 229 0.43
trans-1.2-dichloroethene 48 40 2.3 0046
trichloroethene 87 40 2.31 009
isopropylbenzene 152 40 2.205 2.75 0.05
fluorobenzene 0. 85 9 3.5 0.21
benzene 80 40 4.365 3.55 027
ethylbenzene 136 40 3.285 3.6 0.12
1,4-diDuorobenzene 0. 88 9 3.83 Om
toluene 111 40 3.93'5 3.88 0.12
m,p-xylenes 138 40 3.91 0.11
benzene-dB 79 26 4.4 3.92 0.27
l,l-dichloroethane 57 40 4.12 0.08
toluene-ds (3 111 25 4.28 0.09
n-propylbenzene 159 40 2.495 2.43 0.04
cis-l,2-dichloroethene 60 40 5.34 0.07
o-xylene 144 40 5.11s 5.54 009
o-xylene-d1o a 143 25 5.1 6.14 0.2
chlorobenzene-ds 0.+ 131 25 6.27 0.17
chlorofonn 62 40 5.855 6.39 009
styrene 145 40 6.87 0.36
chlorobenzene 132 40 607 0.24
bromobenzene 156 40 7.89 0.73
bromobenzene-d5 (3 155 25 7.93 0.59
4-bromo-l-fluorobenzene c 152 25 8.05 0.7
methylene chloride 40 40 9.33' 101 1.6
methylene chloride-d2 40 24 11.1 1.9
1,2-dichloropropane 96 40 10.9 0.2
1,2-dichloropropane-d6 95 21 11 01
1,1,1,2-tetrachloroethane 130 40 11.6 0.6
bromodichloromethane 90 40 12.3 0.6
trans~1,3Hdichloropropene 112 40 14.1 0.7
bromochloromethane 68 40 15.4 0.1
1,2-dichloroethane 84 40 20.235 18.7 0.9
dibromochloromethane 120 40 19.2 1.4
cis-l,3-dichloropropene 104 40 19.6 1.4
1,2-dichloroethane-d4 84 25 20 20
bromoform 150 40 23.4 2.4
dibrornomethane 97 40 23.9 1.7
1,3-dichloropropane 120 40 249 1-9
1,2-dibromoethane-d4 0. 131 26 26 1.7
1,1.2-trichloroethane 114 40 26.2 2.4
1.1,2-trichloroethane-d3 112 20 26.6 07
1,2-dibromoethane 132 40 26.7 2
1,1.2.2-tetrachloroethane 146 40 30.3 2.8
cis-1,4-dichloro-2-butene 152 100 33.3 8.1
1,2,3-trichloropropane 157 40 33.6 2.9
Irans-1,4-dichloro-2-butene 156 100 33.8 7.4

Neutral Semivolatiles
n-bu tylbenzene 183 40 1.655 1.88 008
sec-butylbenzene 173 40 1.91 0.04
hexachlorobutadiene 215 40 2.08 0.06
p-isopropyltoluene 183 40 2.25' 2.5 0.07
ten-butylbenzene 169 40 2.72 0.05
decalluorobiphenyl (3 206 25 3.03 0.06
1,3,5-trimethylbenzene 165 40 3.525 3.75 0.18
2-chlorotoluene 159 40 4.04 0.17
1.2,4-trimetbylbenzene 169 40 4.5 tH
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Table 1 (Continued)

uK·value

compound sun" bp'" (0C) concn' (Ppb) av' devf

Neutral Semivolatiles
4-chlorotoluene 162 40 4.78 0.43
1,3-dichlorobenzene 173 40 5.72 0.73
l,4-dichlorobenzene 174 40 6.14 0.84
1,2,4-trichlorobenzene 214 40 7.73 1.22
1,2-dichlorobenzene 180 40 7.86 1.19
1,2,4-trichlorobenzene-d3 {3 213 25 7.88 1.19
1,2-dichlorobenzene-d, {3 181 24 8.03 1.23
1,2,3-trichlorobenzene 218 40 11.3 1.6
pentachloroethane 162 100 13.2 3.3
naphthalene 218 40 16.7 2.2
naphthalene-ds 217 25 18 3.7
l,2-dibromo-3-chloropropane 196 40 38.9 4.9

Soluble Volatiles
diethyl ether 35 80 34.9 5.7
ethyl methacrylate 117 100 48.4 2.8
methyl methacrylate 101 100 71.4 4.1
methacrylonitrile 90 100 102.9 2.4
acrolein 53 200 18()6 116.8 1
4-methy~2-pentanone 117 100 119.9 8.4
2-hexanone 128 100 131.1 2.1
ethyl acetate-2-13C a 77 250 150" 150
acrylonitrile 78 100 161 32
acetophenone-ds 202 100 161 20
isobutanol 108 100 175 156
tetrahydrofuran 66 nla 456 67
acetonitrile 82 100 12007 545 103
acetone 56 100 580' 600 32
acetone-d, a 57 490 600" 600
2-butanone 80 100 38()6 770 110
propionitrile 97 100 1420 320
1,4-dioxane-ds a 101 240 5800 5800
1,4-dioxane 101 100 5750' 6200 700

Basic Semivolatiles
N-nitrosodimethylamine 154 500 129 37.3
N-nitrosomethylethylamine 165 500 1900 800
N-nitrosodi-n-propylamine 206 500 2400 2000
N-nitrosodiethylamine 177 500 4900 2200
aniline 184 500 13700 2300
o-toluidine 200 500 15200 2100

Marginal
1-methylnaphthalene-d,o {3 241 100 67
2-methylnaphthalene 245 500 67 17
2-picoline 129 100 6800 5200
pyridine 116 100 13100 600
pyridine-d, a 115 100 15000 15000
N-nitrosodibutylamine 240 500 21000 5000

° Surrogate type: 0., a-surrogate; {3, ~urrogate; and c, check surrogate. • Boiling point of analyte. ' Concentration of analyte solutions used to
determine a-values. d Partition coefficient of analyte between headspace and water at 20°C. 'Three to four replicates.! Standard deviation, 1a.

from the sample flask. The loss of analyte occuring at the

cryoloop is not easily distinguished from losses due to analyte

condensation, and therefore these cryoloop losses are included

as a component of Ii-effects.

The boiling point-condensation relationship previously de

scribed' is minimized in this study as both the samples and

standard solutions are vacuum distilled (previous study did not

vacuum distill standard solutions) using the same vacuum distil

lation conditions. Because ana\yte condensation on the condenser,
cryoloop trapping efficiencies, and the cryoloop-to-GC transfer are

essentially the same for samples and standards, there is a

normalization of the Ii-effects. The ,B-surrogates (surrogates to
measure boiling point effects) are now used to rectify any variation

of boiling point effects between the analyses of standard solutions

and the analyses of samples (including the cryoloop-to-GC

transfer).

The effects produced by varying the condenser column

operating temperature were evaluated by comparing analyte

responses obtained from direct GC injection of analytes with those

from the vacuum distillation of analytes using different condenser

temperatures. Figure 2 presents the relationship of ana\yte

recovery to condenser temperature using the surrogates naph

thalene-ds and ethyl acetate-2J3C as representative analytes. The

recoveries of both analytes are maximized when the condenser

column is between -6 and 10°C. As these compounds have

greatly different boiling points, the ,B-effects (at the condenser)
appear to be at a minimum when the condenser column temper
ature is between -6 and 10°C. The minimizing of the {3-effect
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Figure 3. Water collected on condenser column versus condenser
column temperature.

Condenser Temperaturc rcJ

lFigurl2: 2. Analyte recovery' versus condenser column temperature.

A cylindrical flask (l5-mm id., 8-cm length) replaced the
standard IOo-mL round bottom flask for this part of the study .

The cylindrical flask produced a constant sample sUliace (2.7 em')

in the flask and a more reproducible distillation rate of water «0.,)
mL of water per 10 min at 20 °C). The use of a lOO-mL round

bottom flask to contain the water sample would have resulted in
a rapidly changing surface area (decreasing as water is vaporized)
that would have to be addressed when comparing the vacuum

distillations within a set. The cylindrical flask also had the

advantage of slowing the vacuum distillation of ana1ytes (greatest

impact on the least volatile analytes) and exaggerating the losses

related to a-effects. While the cylinder would not be as desireable

as the round bottom flask for routine analyses, using the cylinder
made the distinction between analytes (related to a-eiIeets) easier

to observe and measure.

The cryo100p efficiency vades with pressure, to make
distillation conditions the same vvithin a set, it was necessary to

remove air from the flask containing the sample prior to the first

vacuum distillation. The evacuation of air was accomplished by
cryogenically freezing the spiked sample in liquid nitrogen and

then evacuating the flask for 3-5 min. The sample was then

warmed to 20 'C, and the first vacuum distillation was perfonnecL
The first vacuum distillation of each set was performed while

the sample was immersed in a 20 'C water bath. Tbe sample

temperatures used after the initial vacuum distillation were varied
(20-45 'C using a water bath) to exaggerate the range of

recoveries corresponding to a degree of relative voiatility (a

values). Vilhen fewer vacuum distillations (higher sample tem

peratures) were required to evaporate the 5-mL sample, tbe
recovery differences between the lower a-valued ana1ytes were

emphasized. More vacuum distillations (lower sample tempera

tures) emphasized the differences between the higher a-values.
It was also observed that the relative voiatilities of several of

the more soluble ana1ytes (Le., pyridine and the nitrosamines)

would vary as a function of the initial vacuum distillation time.
The relative volatilities of these analytes would increase as the
vacuum distillation times were increased, which seems to indicate

that some ana1ytes exhibit a retention time gap in the condenser
or the formation of an azeotrope with the water collected in the

condenser column. For this study, the relationship of recovery

to relative volatility for these allalytes was detennineci using initial
vacuum distillation times between 2 and 5 min.

The recoveries of selected surrogates (benzene-dr;, o-xylen e
dw, 1,2-dich10roethane-d4, ethyl acetate-2)3C, acetone-0i, dioxane

ds, and pyridine-ds) were then used to plot the a-value versus
recovery relationship. The values of their partition coefficients

(25 'C) were assigned as their respective a-vaiues so that

interpolated a-values (aK-values) would correspord to partition
coefficients. The ilK-values for 114 ana1ytes were experimentally

determined and are listed in Table 1. The assignment of the

value for pyridine-ds was an estimation.
It was observed that when the sample boiled vigorously, a large

amount of water collected on the condenser. the recovedes of

the less volatile analytes were greatly improved, and the recoveries
of the more volatile analytes were diminished. Tnis made the

recovery versus aKcvalue relationship less distinct anel interpolation

of values less precise. Therefore, a set was not used to determine
aK-values if the initial distillation bolled (the only distillation in a

set prone to boil vigorously).

30
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enhances the response of the higher boiling analytes and simplifies
the correction of such effects.

The amount of water being collected on the condenser column
was also a consideration. Preparaticn of the condenser column
between distillations is made simpler if the amount of condensed
water is minimized. Water collected as a function of condenser
column temperature (Figure 3) shows that the amount of water
collected decreases as the condenser column temperature is
increased. A condenser operating temperature between -6 and
10 'C minimizes analyte condensation, and one between 5 and
10 'C minimizes water collectecL TIle operating temperature of
5 °C was used in this study to allow for some temperature
fluctuations with minimal impact on analyte recoveries.

Detennination of Relative Volatility Values. The recovery
of an ana1yte in the absence of observable ,8-effects depends on
its relative volatility. Using the same operating conditions to
perform each distillation within a set (a series of lo-min vacuum
distillations required to completely evaporate a 5-mL sample)

makes the influence of fJ-effects (within experimental variation)
consistent. With the response of analytes comparable between
distillations in a set, the rate of removing analytes by distillation
(a-effects) can be measured. Therefore, the recovery of an analyte
corresponding to its relative volatility is calculated to be its
response in the initial vacuum distillation divided by the sum of
responses for the set.
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Table 3. Percent Accuracy ()If Surrogate Predictions for Various Matrices and Method Detection Limits in Paris per
Simona

waterb soilc oild

analyte subset AT' Ack/ a! MDU' AT Adev aT MDL AT A1kv aT MDL

volatile gases 111 ± 18 0.5-5.2 97 ± 6 18-28 8 0.6-5 99 ± 14 8-31 36 7-66;)-,);)

volatiles 100 ± 2 0-10 0.1-1.0 98 ± 5 0-20 3 0.1-0.7 97 ± 10 2-70 35 0.1-14
solub:e volatiles 95 ± 11 1-70 0.4-40 113+7S 2-300 9 1-6 108 ± 15 3-150 34
neutral semivolatiles 102 ± 17 1-40 0.2-0.7 98 ± 8 2-13 7 0.2- 1.2 81 ± 23 18-60 42 1-30
basic semivolatiles 132 5 9-37 4(1 22-33 115±9 7-19 19 11-27 81 ± 32 4-150 17 300-500
marginal analytes 87 ± 27 8-24 87 3-36 120 ± 69 5-61 31 1-100 61 ± 48 3-24 146 36

standard deviation (Ia) of three sets of seven rel)licate analyses, Pc'rfo..mle.Q.on
(vacuum spike soil 3). d I-g oil samples (vacuum

group.' Accuracy of 'each analyte was detennined using
replicate analyses by analyte group. g The group average v,,-;ation be1w"en predictHlJ1s

range of anaJyte MDLs v.ithin the analyte group.

Accuracy and standard deviation associated vnth the sun-agare

corrections are calculated as

where Rp is the average bias using cq 2 for the combinations of

fJ-surrogates in the analytes boiling point grouping.
The associated variance term for eq 3 is

of the surrogate, describes the a-effect versus recovelY relation

ship.' The relative recoveries of the fJ-suITogates toluene-dB,
chlorobenzene-i!s, bromobenzene-d,,, and 1,2-dichlorobenzene-d,
are adjusted for their a.-effects (R/, = measured recovery/ RJ. The
resulting relative recovery represents the component of the
relative recovery related to fJ-effects. Similarly, the a.-surrogates
l.2-dichloroethane4, and lA-dioxane-ds are used to solve eq 1
and to interpolate R{I for the fJ-surrogate 1-methylnaphthalene

d\U.
Using the fJ-surrogate R" values, the RI;-boiling point relation

ship is described using the equation
AT ± aT = CRT ± rT) / (measured recovery)

(4)

(5)

(2)

where RI; is the relative recovery corresponding to the boiling
point. a and b are constants, bp is the analyte's boiling point, and
bpi! is the lowest boiling point of the fJ-slirrogate used in the
solution" The impact of a single fJ-surrogate relative recovery
measurement error is minimized by calculating three solutions
to eq 2 for each ana1yte. The fJ-surrogate pairs used to solve eq
2 for groups of analytes by boiling point are identified in Table 2.
The average and standard deviation of three R/1 values (only two
solutions for the 80-111 'C and 220-250 'C ranges) generate
the predicted analyte relative recovery, !IIi ± ra, corresponding to

fJ-effects. The resultant !II; for each a-surrogate is used to corr~ct

their measured relative responses (K = measured recovery/ RII)

to isolate the relative recoveries related to a.-effects.
The a.-surrogate corrections are performed by grouping ana

lvtes w-;th similar aJ(-values. The o.-effects exhibited by those
~ompounds at the limits of a group are the best data to describe
the a.-effects for those analytes within these groups, and therefore
pairs of a-sUlTogates are selected to represent the extremes of
each group's range of aK-values (i.e., surrogates hexafluoroben
zene and fluorobenzene represent the lower and upper ends of
the grouping of a-values between 0.07 and 3).

One lower value a-sun'ogate and one higher value (I-surrogate
are selected to calculate the relationship of relative recovery to
aK-values within the group. Using the four possible combinations
of surrogates to solve eq Leach analyte will have four a-effect
measurements. The predicted relative recovery relating to a.-ef

fects for an analyte is !I" ± ro. The predicted relative recovery
that includes a.- and fJ-effects is

where the measured recovery is the response of the analyte from
a sample analysis compared with d,e analyte response in the
vacuum-distilled standard of the same concentration. Performing
replicate vacuum distillations, the average and standard deviation
of resulting determinations of.4;· are identified as A-i' ± .it"." and
the average aT is aT .

Water Sample Analyses, The list of analytes llsed in this
study is long, and therefore some grouping of data was necessary
for presentation. Analytes are categorized as the following
subsets: volatile gases (boiling points :530 ec), volatiles (boiling
points >30 'C and <160 °e), soluble volatiles (aK > 34),
semivolatiles (boiling point> 150 "C), and basic semivo1atiles. 11,e
marginal analyte subset was created for those analytes at the limits

of the method. Table 1 identifies the analytes in each grouping.
Analytical results (AT ± Ad", and aT) are provided as either ti,e
average or the range of the results for each of the analytes
contained in a group. The individual analyte data are available
as supporting information.

Analyses of distilled water and distilled water modified to
simulate more extreme aqueous matrices were conducted to

evaluate the accuracy of the VD/GC/MS method with the
specified surrogate corrections. The A-r ± Ad," and the Qf values
for the vacuum distillation of various water samples are presented
in Table 3. The surrogates accurately profile analyte performance
in water matrices, and determinations are continually accurate to

within 5% of the spiked values. For those analytes not normally
considered as volatile (e.g., nitrosamines), the system is less
accurate. The method detection limits (MDLs) were determined
using the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCM)
guideliness (see footnote in Table 3). The mass spectrometer

(3)
(8) U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. Test Methods lor Eualuating Solid

Waste, SW-846; Office of Solid Waste: Washington, DC, 1992.
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response lor most "nalytes indicated that lower MDLs could easily

be obtained should they 0e required in the future.

Distilled water proves to be an ideal matrix, as the Ar values
for the individual analytes are consistently within 5% of the spiked

value for distilled. water and the precision errors (il,b) and <iT
are typically < 5%. The addition of salt increases the relative

recovery of most analytes, especially those analytes with greater

a-values. The salting effects are as expected, but the important

finding is that the a-surrogates correctly compensate for the

increases in relative recoveries, as ih is consistently within 5% of

the spiked concentrations. The addition of glycerin depresses

the analyte response relative to their aJ(-values, but again AI' is
\Vi·.run of the spIked values for most of the analytes. Such high

conter.t soluble organic compounds is certainly an unusual
sample, but the accuracy of such analyses demonstrates the

rejiability of th:::: surrogate corrections.

The addition of soap produces one of the most difficult aqueous

matrices lor VOC determinations as the foaming produces an
ilTeguiar interlace between vapor and liquid. Foaming with

bubbles expanding to more than than 25 mL was persistent

throughout the vacuum distillations. However, the quality of the
analyte clerenninu-cions was still very similar to that obtained with

disti1l::::d v/ater. Nitrosamines, as a group, had recoveries lower

than those predicted, but their behavior was not dissimilar from

that obscNed with distilled water.

Tne higher boiling analyte~ are susceptible to cross-eontamina

tio:1. It was reported that the vapors of anaiytes being distilled
thet haveloiling points >220 °C were >90% condensed on the

condcnser.2 The removal of analytes between analyses was

effective DOSt analytes (>99%) with the exception of the

highest boiling anaMes, primarily N-nitrosodiblltylamine and

2-methylmphthalene. where >2% could remain. While the per

centage of analyte availabie for carryover is not normally signifi

cant, 2% remaining on the condenser may be a greater amount of
analyte than that condensed in the cryoloop and therefore a

relatively significant source of contamination. The condenser

temperatures used to eliminate carryover are an apparatus

limitation and evidently are not sufficient to completely remove

the highest boiling analytes. Heating the condenser column to

higher temperatures would be expected to minimize canyover

and generally improve the performance for N-nitrosodibut>/lamine
2-metl:ylnaphthalene.

A 20% ITethanol solution was previously shown to have minimal

impact on the vacuum distillation of analytes when the cryoloop

condensate was being analyzed by aqueous injection,2 With the

configuration used in this study, however, >20 ilL of methanol

interlereci "lith the measurement of many analytes. It appears
tha: the in terferences are a result of poorer chromatography of

some analj1es (higher a-values) and an attenuated mass spec

Lrometer response to analytes that coelute with methanol. Lower
recovery of higher boiling analytes is also observed and likely is

"elated to less efficient transfer of those analytes from the cryoloop

the Gc. The net eEects on analytes is primarily a depressed

--ecovery those compounds \Vith higher al(-values or higher
boiling points or those that elute with methanol. The presence

of 50 .uL methanol in a sample affects the chromatography of
most analYlos. The impact of methanol on chromatography is
critical, and therefore the methanol content of prepared samples

limited to 10 uL.

Even small amounts 01 methanol would periodically affect

(attenuated mass spectrometer response) those analytes that
coelute with methanol. ether consistently coelutes \Vith
methanol, and on occasion is biased high for this analyte.

Trichlorofluoromethane and acrolein are affected to a lesser

degree. Changing the Chromatography conditions could improve

these analytc accuracies. Adding isotopes of the analytes (espe
cially for ether) to the surrogate mix would detect the occurrence

of the effect and provide a means for correcting the attenuatecl

responses (i.e., isotopic dilution).
Larger sample sizes can be used with minimal impact on the

accuracy of analyie detenninations. Analyses of 25-mL samples
yield relative recoveries very similar te those for 5-mL samples.

'While AT for thc higher o.K-value "''lalytes begins to exceed lOW
deviation from the spiked concentrations. including the confidenCE:·

window generated by ±aT would g-enerate a window larger than
AI' that includes tl,e true anaiyte concentration. Only the nitro
samines indicated a bias in accuracy that could not be compen

sated by the aT. There was also some variation in the mass
spectrometer response to the lowest boiling analytes. The
presence of naturaliy occurring gases in the samples (carbon

dioxide) was apparently causing mass spectrometer pressure

fluctuations.
Sample bath temperatures of 10 and 30 'C were used to

investigate the sensitivity vacuum distillation to anlbient
temperatures. The low end of this temperature range reduced

the relative recoveries > 50%. The higher end increased the
analy1e responses relative to che increasing uK-value. The sur~

ragate corrections remain accurate \\ith few exceptions. rn.1e jL
values for nitrosamine concentrations generally exceed the tme
concentrations by > 10%. and the \Vindows generated using (ir are
too small to compensate. When the nitrosamines are of particular

concern, the sample analyses should be more constrained in
temperature and sample size variations. The response [or the

poorer performing analytes can be improved with the addition of
salt, but this normally should not be required.

Soil Sample Analyses, The evaiuation of soil matrices
requires some assu rance that there is matrix interaction. Rather
than perfonning SOIl sorption-time studies, two different spiking

techniques were u,ed (the water spike, and the more rigorous

vacuum spike). It was found that the accuracy of the analyses
was equivalent for the two techniques While the recoveries of
analyte were lower with the vacuum spike, the sun'ogates were
similarly affected and were accurate in predicting analyte recover

ies. This indicates that while the 0.- and {l-effects may differ hy
degree of matrix interaction, the matrix effects are still accuratelv
described using the Ct~ and fi-sun-ogates. .

In the same manner as the \vater analyses, the lb·, and

aT values for the soil analyses are presented as suhset results
(individual analyte data availabie as supporting infonnation), The
soil results are presented in Table 3 (vacuum spike scil 3) and

are similar to results from water analyses. The MDLs reported
in Table 3 are also velY similar to those reponed for water «1
ppb for most analytes), The detector response to analytes

indicated that lower MDLs could easily be obtained, but the leveis
being reponed already exceed most needs. Analyses of soils 1
and 2 provided a greater valiation in analyte accuracy that

indicates that the organic content of a soil will greatly influence
analyte behavior. Soil 1 was a heavily mulched garden soil and
was 21% organic matter and 37% water. Soil 2 was another garden
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soil that contained less organic matter (16% organic matter and
15% water). The analyses of the higher organic content soils

demonstrated good accuracy for most analytes.
The list of analytes for the soil analyses is abbreviated due to

apparent degradation of some analy1es. Acrolein apparently
degrades very rapidly and is poorly recovered from soil. Ethyl
acetate-2-13C and ethyl methacrylate were similarly affected but
could be recovered from soil 3 when they were added using the
water spike technique. These analytes were not considered as
viable analytes in the soil samples studied. Therefore, the
surrogate, ethyl acetate-2-l3C, is not recommended as an a-sur
rogate for soils but rather as a check surrogate to identify when
such degradation occurs. The surrogate, 1,4-dioxane-ds, is sub
stituted for ethyl acetate-2-13 C in the 20-150 aK-value grouping,
and the surrogate, 1,2-dibromoethane-d4, is substitute for ethyl
acetate-Cl3 in the 150-15000 aK-value grouping.

The relative recoveries of acrylonitrile, methacrylonitrile, and
propionitrile were at times unexpectedly low. This occurred only
when the analytes were vacuum-spiked into soil 1 or 2. It appears
that these analytes degrade in a soil matrix and may not be viable
analytes for soil analyses.

Acetonitrile is not accurately measured due to recurring
spectral interference. The manual integration of acetonitrile is
required, and a different temperature program would likely
improve this analyte's performance. An MDL of 100 ppb is
reported for 2-picoline, although the MDL was actually calculated
to be 5 ppb. The higher MDL is listed to minimize the frequency
of manual integrations (poorly defined chromatographic peak) that
would be required at the lower value.

Oil Sample Analyses. Analyses of cod liver oil proved
sensitive for most analytes despite a decrease in the relative
recovery of most analytes. The organic content also produced
spectral interferences that made some detem1inations difficult and
the determination of several analytes impossible. The relative
recoveries for the analytes are very similar for both water spike
and vacuum spike techniques, suggesting the oil matrices are not
as difficult as soil to spike. Both spike techniques produce Ar,
Ad,'" and th results that are accurate and quite similar. Table 3
presents the AT, Ad", and iiT values as group results (vacuum
spike of cod liver oil).

The analytes, N-nitrosodibutylamine and 2-methylnaphthalene,
were poorly recovered from the oil matrix and had relative
recoveries below 1%. The AT values for these analytes indicate
that the determination of analytes with boiling points greater than
240 'C in oil should not be considered quantitative. Warming
the sample to improve recoveries would not be desirable because
much of the matrix would also be vaporized and would likely
become system contamination.

The MDLs for analytes in an oil matrix are listed in Table 3.
TI,e limits are much improved compared with earlier work, I

reflecting the ability of the surrogates to coreect for matrix effects
and produce more precise results. A 0.2-g oil sample seems well
suited for waste oil analyses; and the MDLs for tl,e smaller sample
sizes meet current criteria. and the smaller sample minimizes
matrix spectral interference. Of course, such interferences would
vary by sample.

The analyses of the various matrices and the use of specific
compounds as surrogates have identified some additional matrix
effects that should be monitored. The use of ethyl acetate-2-l3C
has evolved from an a-surrogate for water analyses to a check
surrogate to detect potential degradation of analytes for soil
analyses. The variation of accuracy predictions of the nitro
samines shows that an additional surrogate might be beneficial if
it contains an amine or a nitroso functional group.
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The check surrogates methylene chloride-d,. benzene-d,], 1.1.2
trichloroethane-d3, and bromofluorobenzene are effective in moni
toring the behavior of the majority of analytes. The surrogate
1,2-dichloropropane-dohas spectral interferences tram the higher
hydrocarbon-containing sample matrices. The frequency
manual integrations that were necessary makes this compouHl
undesirable for routine use. The surrogate 1.1.2-trichioroethane
d3 was also affected but to a lesser degree.

Analytes that have either boiling points or relative volatilIties
at the limits of the method should be scrutinized closely. TI1e
check surrogates acetophenone-de (boiling point 202 'C anel aF
value 161) and naphthalene-ds (boiling point 217"C wr! Cl;<-valuc
18) are very useful in identifying how the matrices are affecting
the higher boiling analytes (to 220°C) and those higher
relative volatility (a-value to 200).

While all the analytes studied pelfonn very wen in an ideal
matrix such as distilled water, a high content of organic matter
can greatly impact the accuracy of analyte detenninations. The
analyst, however, is warned when such effects occur (in addition
to the performance of check sun'ogates) upon revie"ing aT (or
rT) values for the analytes, as they will nonnally exceed 50% when
accuracy of a determination is outside a 70-130% window for the
analyte.

CONCLUSION
This work demonstrates the accuracy and sensiti\lty of \JD /

GC/MS and surrogate-based matrix corrections. The list of
analytes is not limited to VOCs but can be expanded to include
compounds that have partition coefficients up to 15 000 and boiling
points up to 245 'c. The prediction of matrix effects on analyte
recoveries with confidence intervals provides the analyst and data
users with a powerful tool to interpret data and eliminates the
need for additional analyses, such as matrix spikes. to estimate
such effects. The accuracy of VD/GC/MS allows the analyses
of standard solutions (distilled water) to be used for the deter
mination of analytes in different matrices as well as sample sizes
without compromising the usefulness of the data.
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Structural Study of Electrolysis-Induced
Degradation of the Growth Hormone Releasing
Peptide His-D-Trp-Ala-Trp-D-Phe-Lys-NH2

Hung·Yuan Cheng,* Louisa L. Davis, Michael J. Huddleston, and Steven A. Carr

Physical and Structural Chemistry Department, SmithKline Beecham Pharmaceuticais, King of Prussia, Pennsylvania 19406

Growth honnone releasing peptide (GHRP, sequence His
D-Trp-Ala-Trp-D-Phe-Lys-NHz) is a synthetic hexapeptide
under consideration for transdcnnal iontophoretic drug
delivery. Cyclic voltammetry, controlled-potential elec

trolysis, HPLC/UV analysis, LC/MS/MS analysis, and
EPR spin-trapping studies indicate that the electrolysis
induced oxidative degradation of GHRP is likely to be
mediated by electrogenerated oxygen radicals from the

electrolysis of water. Within 2 h and up to 2.5 V versus
an Ag/AgO reference electrode, the peptide backbone

remains largely intact. The chemical modifications are
selectively on imidazole (histidine) and indole (tryp
tophan). Strategies for alleviating the electrolysis-induced

degradation of GHRP are proposed.

Transdermal iontophoresis is a drug delivery scheme in which

the transport of ionic drugs through skin is facilitated by the

applicatio:l of low-level electric current. This technique has
attracted :Buch attention in the field of peptide and protein drug
delivery because of the prospect for noninvasive systemic deliver
ies of charged macromolecules and the advantage of bypassing
both the gastrointestinal enzymc dcgradation and the first-pass
hepatic metabolisml.1 In addition, the electronic control aspect

of the technique offers a wide range of opportunities for engineer
ing novel controlled-release devices.' We have recently developed
a prototype iontophoretic device for the transdermal delivery of
growth hormone releasing peptide (GHRP).' GHRP is a synthetic

hcxapcptide that has been shown to stimulate the release of
gr:::n;vth hormone (GH) in humans via intravenous administration.:)":}

His-d-T rp-Ala- Trp-d- Phe-Lys-NH2
1 2 3 4 5 e

For" pharmaceutical formulation. the stability of the drug
SUJstance under various physical and chemical conditions must

(1) ParasnlInpuria. D.: Parasra:npuria, J.]. Clin. PIJarrn. Ther. 1991,16,7-17
(21 c.: RH.Jdv. 1992.8.291-329.
(3) Chien., Y. delivery of pharmaceuticals by

tnm"rIenna! [-'t'!-iodic system. In Dermal and Transdermai
Drug Ddivery: Curny, R., A., Eds.: Wissenschaftliche Verlagsge-

mbH: SLullgart, 1993; pp 129-152.

0003-2700/95/0337-405389.00/0 © 1995 American Chemical Society

be evaluated. In iontophoretic drug delivery, the drug substance

comes in direct contact with the electrode during the passage of
electric current. In essence, the drug patch compartment acts
as an electrochemical cell in which the voltage at the working

(delivery) electrode fluctuates with variations in current density.

overall impedance, concentration gradient. and other factors. For
GHRP, which is positively charged (at pH < 9) and delivered from

the anodic compartment, this means possible oxidative degrada
tion of the peptide at an applied voltage exceeding the solvent

breakdown threshold. We report here the results of a struclural
study of electrolysis-induced degradation of GHRP in pH 5 acetate
buffer both near and beyond the oxidative solvent decomposition
potentials using a platinum working electrode. Cyclic voltamme
try, bulk electrolysis, HPLC analysis, on-line LC/MS/MS, and
spin-trapping electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) techniques
are used to investigate the electrochemical reactions and to
characterize the products. The abjeclive here is to gain a better

understanding of the electrochemical process in order to rationally
optimize the electrical conlrol parameters for iontophoretic
delivery of GHRP

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Electrochemistry. A three-electrode potentiostat system was

used for the electrochemical experiments. A platinum disk

electrode was used for cyclic voltammetry, and a large area (20
em') platinum gauze electrode was used for bulk electrolysis. All
applied potenlials are measured versus an Ag/AgCl reference

electrode. Cyclic voltammetry was carried out using a BAS-lOO
electrochemical analyzer (Bioanalytical Systems, West Lafayette.
IN), and bulk electrolysis was carried out using a PAR 173
Potentiostat (princeton Applied Research, Princeton, N]). The
electrolyte solution contained 0.15 M NaCl ar,d 0.01 M sodium
acetate adjusted to pH 5 with acetic acid.

HPLC Analysis. A Beckman ultrasphere ODS 5,um. 4.6 mm
x 25 cm column was used for monitoring the disappearance of
the GHRP and the formation of products upon electrolysis. The
mobile phase was composed of 23 g of NH4H,PO, and 11.2 mL of
H:1PO, ill 150 mL water adjusted to pH 3.0 with l\ (C,fIsh then

400 mL of CKCN and enough water to make up 2 1. The UV
detection was set at 220 nm and flow rate at 1 mLimin.

LC/ESMS and LC/ESMS/MS Analyses. Chromatographic
separations were carried out using a Beckman System Gold (San

(4) Ellens, fL Lai. Z.: Marcello.].; Davis. (.;
K. Transdennal iontophoretic delivery of
submitted

(5) rison, B. E.; Jorka~:ky, D. K.; Curnow. R. T.; Stote, R. M.f. Clill. Endocrinol
i_felab. J 989. 69, 212-214.

(6) DeBell, W. K: Fezw:i S. S.: 1l10rner. M. 0.]. CUn. EndocriJwl. Me/ab. 1991.
72, 1:312-13J 6.
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E (Volt) vs. AglAgCI

Figure 1. Cyclic voitammogram of 5 mM GHRP in pH 5.0 acetate
buifer with 0.15 M NaCI using a platinum work,ng electrode.

1988. 21.(10) Armstrong, F. A.; Hill H. A 0.; \\ralton, N. ]. Acc. Chern.
407-413.

,--,-'--r-1
10 15 20 5 10 15 20

Minutes Minutes

Figure 2. HPLC analyses of the electrolysis-induced degradation
products of GHRP. The applied potentlai are 1.5 and 2.5 V for the
left and right columns, respectively. The elapsed times after the
Initiation of electrolysis. from top to bottom. are O. 30. 60. 90. and
120 min.

methionine (0.91 V), tryptophan (0.93 V), and tyrosine (1.00
in the same system. GHRP contains two tryptophan residues.
yet no oorresponding voltammemc wave was observed. Perhaps
the embedded tryptophans were less accessible lor electrode
oxidation. It is not uncommon that the heterogeneous charge
transfer to proteins and peptides is kinetically hindered.'" We
cannot deteffi1ine the contribution from direct oxidation of the
peptide at > 1.2 V because of the large magnitude of the solvent

background.
Controlled-potential electrolyses of GHRP were carded out at

1.0, 1.5, 2.0, and 2.5 V, separately. The disappearance of GHPJ'
and the formation of products were monitored by HPLC with the

UV detection set at 220 nm. There was no change in the peptide
concenLration for hours after the initiation of electrolysis at 1.0 V.

However, at higher applied potentials, both time-dependent an d
potential-dependent degradation of the peptide was observec1.
Figure 2 shows the timew elapsed chromatographic sequences ;:J t

the applied potentials of 1.5 and 2.5 V. The chromatograms reveal
a clear pattern of product formation. The product distribution

+0.0

T
SmA

1

+0.5+1.0.5+2.0+2.5+3.0

(7) Huddleston, M. .1.: Bcan. IvL CarL S. AAnal. Chon. 1993.65,877-884.
(3) Carr. S. A.: Huddleston, M. J: Bean. M. F. Protei;! Sci. 1993,2, 183-196.
(~)) Cheng. H.-Y.: Davis, L. L.; Bender. P. E.; Gleason, J. j. Electrochem. Soc.

1989,136, ::iG79-:;6S:l.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Cyclic voltammetry of 5 mM GHRP in pH 5 acetate/NaCi

solution indicates velY little electrochemical activity belore the
onset 01 the oxidative solvent background around 1.2-1.3 V, as
shown in Figure 1. Among the 20 naturally occurring amino acids,
a generally broad wave Vias observed for cysteine (0.65 V),

Ramor,. CAl equipped with a programmable solvent module and
variable wavelength detector. Three nanomoles of the original
sample was injected onto a 2.1 mm x 25 cm CI8 column at a flow
rate 01 200 .uLlmin. The gradient was programmed to start at
20% B (B = 90% CH,CN, 10% H,O. 0.1% TFA; A = 0.1% TFA) and
increase linearly to 50% B in 10 min. and then it was held at 50%
BioI' 20 min. The column effiuent was split approximately 25:1,
with the minor portion going to the mass spectrometer and the

remainder going to the UV detector.
Electrospray (ES) mass spectra were recorded as previously

desclibed7.•< on a Perkin-Erner Sciex API-Ill l1iple quadrupole

mass spectrometer (Thornhill. Canada) fitted with an articulated,
pneumatically assisted nebulization probe and an atmospheric
pressure ionization SOurce. 111e ion-spray needle voltage was
operated at 4.5 kV, with the orifice at 80 V. Online LC/ESMS/
\1S clata were acquired automatically using the RAn program in
the Sc'ex software. The mass spectrometer, in product ion mode,
was scanned repetitively from m/z 50 to 950 in 1.0 m/z steps at
a rate of 5.8 s/scan. All precursor ions chosen for MS/MS were
the (M + 2HY' for each component of interest. Collision gas
was a mixture cf argon/nitrogen (85:15), ,,,ith a collision gas
thickness (CGT) of 7 x 10" molecules/em' (obtained using a
value of -700 lor the CGTsetting on ehe API-III). The potential
difference between QO and Q2 was ~60 V, and this potential, when

multiplied by the charge state of the precursor ion. is ap
proximately equal to the collision energy.

EPR Spin-Trapping. A Bruker ER-I00 electron paramagnetic
resonance spectrometer and an in situ EPR electrochemical cell
were used tn verily the formation 01 hydroxyl radicals during
electrolysis. The procedure for in situ generation of free radicals
has been described previously." The electrolyte solution contained
tho same acetate buffer plus a 10 mM concentration of the spin
trapping agent 5,5-dimethylpyrroline N-oxide (DMPO). The EPR
spectra were recorded 5 min after a potential step to 1.5 V.

Chemicals. The GHRP (SK&F 110679) and the all-Phe analog
SKF 105544 were obtained from SmithKline Beecham Pharma
ceuticals. The spin-trapping agent 5,5-dimethylpyrroline N-oxide
was obtained ti'om l\Jdrich. The amino acid chemical kit was
purchased from Sig1l1a.
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Retension Time (minutes)

Figure UV chromatcgram for the corresponding LC/MS/MS
anaiysis. The numbers identify the products listed in Table 1.

34903470 3480

IVag'1etic field (Gauss)

;)4603450

888.4 (parent + 0)

to provide us v.ith a useful comparison. However, some structural

clues might be found in studies of oxygen radical·mediated
degradation of prcteinsIll2 A plausible explanation for such a
product distribution pattern as revealed by the MS/i'vlS data is
"'tat of a hydroxyl radical·mediated oxidative pathway. Hydroxyl
radicals have been ShOV,l1 to forn1 at a platinum anode during the
electrolysis of water. r3 If hydro;,,,i radicals were, indeed, geneI"

ated in our system during electrolysis, they would attack indole
(rrp) or imidazole (His) in the peptide structure to foo111 mono
(+ 0) or disubstituted (+ OJ hydroxylated products. This might
be fonowed by the loss of H,O to form the dehydcogenated (
H2) products. Dehydrogenation might also occur via direct
hydrogen abstraction by OH', followed by the loss of an additional

hydrogen to form a double bond. 111e (- H, + 0) product, mighl
be the combination of a hydroxylation and a dehydrogenation on
two different residues or the result of further 2e- /2W electrooxi
dation of a hydroxylated product.

888.4 (parent + 0)

M,

872.5 (parent)

870.5 (parent - H,)

, Peak numbcrin.c: refers to Fi.""re 3. b M,(]). Possible M,(2) = S87J!
(C-terminal deamidatian).

Figure 4. EPR spectrun reSUlting from spin-trapping of the radicals
formed during electrolysis of the buffer/peptide solution. Concitions:
E = 1.2 V for 5 min: microwave frequency, 9.74 GHz; modulation
100 KHz; peak-to-peak modulation. 2 G. receiver gain, 1J6

(11) S:adtman, E. R. SC!('f1ce 1992,2:57, 1220-1224 and references cled thcre:n
(12) Davis, K J. A.; Delsignore. M. L Un. S. \"1.]. Bio:. 1987,262.

9902-9907.
(13) Kasai, P. H., Mcleuc. D.. Jr. j. Phys. Gem. 1978.82.619-621.

6 and 7 904.6 (parent + 0,)

Table 1. MS/MS Analysis 01 Electrolysis Products of
GHRP

20.0

32
4 1

, 5

10.0

1.50

'" 1.0G

""'".0
(;
<II
.0

0.50«

a.oc

0.01

shifted toward shorter retention time at the higher applied

potential and/or longer electrolysis times. Almost all degradation
products have a shorter retention time than that for GHRP,
implying that the products are more polar than the parent
compound or are smaller fragments.

There 'vas some concern that pH change might contribnte to
the degradation of the peptide. The solution pH dropped from
pH 5.0 to 4.0 after 3 h of vigorous electrolysis at 2.5 V. We have
determined by HPLC that GHRP is stable for hours in pH 2-5
aqueous sDlutions without any trace of degradation in the absence
of an applied potential.

A reverse·phase HPLC procedure was adapted for the LC/
MS/MS analysis of the products (see the Experimental Section).
Follo'hing electrolysis of GHRP at 1.5 V far 1 h, HPLC separation

of the ensuing mixture produced nearly identical chromatographic

traces by lTV or electrospray MS detection. The corresponding
chromatogram for lJV detection is shown in Figure 3. The major
chromatographic peaks for MS/MS analysis are labeled 1-7 in
reverse order of retention, with peak 1 being the unreacted
peptide. The results of LC/MS/MS analysis are summarized in

Tabie 1.
The MS/MS data pro.ide important insights into the electro

degTadation process. The peptide backbone of GHRP essentially
remained intact, as significant fragmentation of the peptide did
not occur even at the applied potential of 2.5 V. The chemical
modifications were mainl)' on His', Trp', and Trp' which contain
either an indole or an imidazole group, which is lmO'hTI to be
susceptible to oxidative degradation. Phe is more resistant to
eiectrooxidation, since MS/MS analysis indicated no chemical
modifications on Phe. To verify this, additional electrolysis

experiments were carried out on an experimental compound SKF
105544 (H PheD-Fhe-Ala-Phc·D·Phe-Lys·NH,), which has all Phes
instead of Trps and His After 1 h of controlled·potential

electrolysis at 1.5 V, HPLC anaiysis/UV detection showed that
> 90% of the starting material remained, with only a minor HPLC
peak (about 5%) appearing at a longer retention time than that of
the parem compound. This confirmed that Phe is, indeed, more
resistant LO electrolysis-induced oxidation.

It is difiicult to judge the extent to which direct electrooxidation

of the peptide has occurred because of the overwhelming
electrolytic reaction from the breakdovm of solvent. We did not
find in the literature similar electrochemical studies on peptides
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Rotating Microdisk Voltammetry

Xiaoping Gao and Henry S. White*

Department of Chemistry, University of Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah 84112

The influence of the supporting electrolyte concentration
on the steady-state voltamme1ric behavior of a 12.5-"m
radius rotating Pt disk electrode (angular velocity, w =
0-378 rad/s) has been investigated for several electro
chemical reactions in acetonl1rile solutions. The results
demonstrate that the voltamme1ric response is a strong
function ofthe ratio ofthe supporting electrolyte and redox
concentrations (Celec! Credox) as well as the charge of the
reactant (z). for the oxidation or reduction of monovalent
and divalent species (e.g., [(1rimethylammonio)methyI]
ferrocene (z = + 1) and methylviologen (z = +2», the
observed voltamme1ric limiting currents are found to
increase linearly with wl /2, independent of CeleJCredoxo

Voltamme1ric currents corresponding to the oxidation or
reduction of neutral reactants (e.g., ferrocene and ni
trobenzene (z 0») show a more complex dependence
on Celec/Credox. In solutions containing an appreciable
quantity of supporting electrolyte, CeleJCredox > 0.1, mass
transport limited currents are found to increase linearly
with m1/ 2 . However, for CeleJC"dox < 0.1, the voltam
metric currents decrease with increasing w. The unusual
behavior observed for neutral species in low ionic strength
solution is interpreted in tenus of the rate of migration of
charge-balancing electrolyte ions to the electrode surface,
relative to the rate of removal of the same ions by forced
convection. In low ionic strength solutions, electrolyte
ions are removed by forced convection more rapidly than
they are replenished by migration, resulting in a decrease
in the electrical driving force for electron transfer.

One 01 several advantages 01 using microelectrodes in elec
trochemical investigations is the ability to perfonn quantitative
measurements: in low ionic strength solutions.1.2 For instance, a

steady-state, sigmoidal-shaped voltammetric curve can be readily
obtained at a stationary 10-flm-radius Pt microdisk electrode in
solutions which the concentration of the supporting electrolyte
is significantly lower than the concentration 01 redox-active
species, i.e.. C:'!t-c/Credox « 1. This experimental capability es
sentially eliminates the requisite use of solutions containing a large
excess concentration of an inert supporting electrolyte and has
provided opportunities for fundamental investigations and
applications 01 electrochemistry in low ionic strength solutions"

(l) Am<l!wr C: Fosset, R; Bartelt, ].: Deakin, M. R.; Wightman, M. R. j.
Electrouf!aL Own. 1988,256.255.

(2) Oldham, K B. Electroana!. Chem. 1988,260, l.

(3) There a large number 01 examples in the literature of electochemical
measurements made in low ionic strength solutions using microeJectrodes.
Recent thal provide listings of this literature include the following:

.. · .. r -C'-'.- G. Anal. Chem. 1995,67, 1125. (b)
1993,65,375. (c) Pendley, B. D.;

D.; Benson, W. E.; White, R S. Anal. Chem. 1991,

0003-27CO/95'0367-4057$9.00/0 © 1995 Amedcan Chemical Society

The ability to perform voltammetric measurements in low ionic
strength solutions using microe1ectrodes is a result of the transient
fluxes of supporting eleotrolyte ions in response to the electric
field created by electrogeneration 01 charged products. For
example. consider the oxidation 011 mM lerrocene (Fo) in an
unstirred acetonitrile solution containing a small quantity (-10
flM) 01 tetrabutflammonium hexalluorophosphate (TEA'PF,;)
(conditions that correspond to Cckc/ Credo); 4:: 1). 1\s initially

described by Amatore et al. l and Oldham.' oxidation of Fe to the
cation Fc+ (ferrocenium) results in a depletion layer surrounding
the microelectrode. in which the electrical charge associated with
Fc+ is balanced by a local increase and decrease in the concentra
tions 01 the electrolyte anion PF'i- and cation TBN, respectively.
For Fc oxidation~ charge compensation primarily occurs by

migration of PFi" from the bull, solution to the electrode, resulting
in the concentration 01 PF, within the depletion layer being
significantly larger than that in the bulk of the solution. A
consequence 01 this increase in ionic concentration is that the
conductivity 01 the depletion layer is significantly higher relative
to the bulk solution value, allowing voltammetric measurements
to be made under conditions that are nonnally considered to be
prohibitively resistive.

Although the near-surface electrolyte conductivity is greatly
increased relative to the bulk conductivity, a significant ohmic
potential loss occurs across the depletion layer during voltam
metric experiment using microe1ectrodes. This potential loss can
be expressed as the difference in the electrostatic potential
between the bulk 01 the solution (ifS) and the plane 01 eleco'on
transler (ifPer, where the PET corresponds roughly to the closest
approach 01 the redox molecules to the surface' ). Based all
simple thennodyllamic arguments, the quantity W'ICf - ifS) can
be readily related to the applied electrode potential (E) and the
equilibrium surface concentrations of the electrochemical reactant
and product. Thus for the general redox reaction, 0 + e = R,

(E - £0) (q,PJn - cps) = (RT/nF) In(Co/C,J (1)

where Co and C" represent the concentrations 01 0 and R at the
PET. Equation 1 is simply the 'lemst equation written to take
into account the effect of the electrostatic potential at the PET on
the chemical potentials 01 0 and R. It has been theoretically' and
experimentally'" demonstrated that (¢pC'[ - ¢S) increases at a rate
of RT!nF (-59!n mVat room temperature) per decade decrease
in Cc:kcl Credoxo For the steady-state voltammetric oxidation of Fe,
the effect is manifested in a shilt in the voltammetric half-wave
potential (El/2) to more positive potentials in lower ionic strellg:th
solutions. In the total absence of a supporting electrolyte
(including ionic impuIities), the theoretical description 01 this

(4) Norton,]. D.; "Vllile. H. S.; Feldberg, S. W. j. Phys. Chern. 1990. 94, 6772.
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FigulI"e 1. Schematic diagram of (a) the 'on and (b) potentiA!
distributions at a stationary (ev = 0) and rotating (w > 0) microdisK
electrode. OPET is the electrostatic potential (vs bulk soluiion) at the
plane at eleclron transfer.

(3) (a) Sloss, E.; Ewing, A G.A-na1. Clwn. 1993.65, (b) O·Shea. T.:
s. M.Ana!. Chern. 1993,65.247. (c) Lu, \V.: Cassidy, R Anai.
1993.65. t649.

(9) (a) McMurray. H. N.]. Phys. Chem. 1994, .98, 9361. (1) F!cischmann.
Ghoroghchian, L Rolison, D.; Pons, S.]. Phys, OW}) 1986,90,6392_ (c)

Rolison, D. Chern. Rev. 1990,90,867.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Chemicals. Ferrocene (Fc) was sublimed t"jce under vacuum.

[Cfrimemylammonio)methyljferrocene CfM.I\Fe) hexal1uoro

phosphate and methylviologen (MY!') hexafluorophosphate were

prepared by metathesis of the cOlTesponding halide salt Cfl'vLiV'cI
and MVCI2) with ammonium hexafluorophosphate Acetonitrile
(CH,CN, HPLC grade) was used as received. Tetrabutylammo

nium hexafluorophosphate CfBAPF,,) was reclystallized from
ethanol. Nitrobenzene (NB) was stored over molecular sieves.

Rotating Mierodisk and Electrochemical Apparatus, The

PI microdisk electrode was cor,structed by sea.ling a 1l.5-i'm-radlus

co -> 00)= 0
-----.. ':,;,,---.---

(b) O(r)

expected to decrease, asymptotically approaching the bulk solution

PFii - concentration as the rotation rate is increased. However.

as desclibed above, me accumulation of charge-compensating ions
within the depletion layer is necessary in order to observe a

voltammettic response in low ionic strength solutions. 11ms,

decrease in ion concentration resulting from electrode rotation
will cause a decrease in the depletion layer conduCl'vlty. thereby

increasing the potential drop - ¢is) across the depletion layer.

Figure lb. This physical scenario raises the interesting question

of whether it is possible for an electrochemical reaction to occur

at a RMDE in very low ionic strength solutions.
In the current work, we have examined the influence of rotation

ratc on the voltammetric response of a 12.5-um-radius Pt RL\JIDE

for several eleclrochemical reactions. Our results indicate that
fluid convection causes an increase in me potential drop (q>1"':1" 

q>S) in low ionic strength solutions, resulting. for some reactions,
in a dramatic decrease in the voltammettic current as the rotation

rate is increased. The voltammetric response of the RL\JlDE.

however, is strongly dependent on the electric charge of me
reactant (z) as well as the ratio Cd,"!C,.."". The results suggest
that the use of microelectrode voltammelry in analydcal applica

tions involving flowing systems (e.g" detectors in chromatogra

phy' ) or as models of chemistry OCCUlTing on dispersed
semiconductor or metal particlesS may be complicated by the

complex dependence of the reaction driving force on fluid
convection.

(5) Theoretical (refs 2 and 3c) indicates tbill the half-wave potential,
for the of neutral s!JL:cies shilts ~:~9 mV per 1O-fo1d decrease

ir (dssuming a :;ymmetrical1:1 electrolyte) Thus, for G,.lt.jC"'d"x
= O. E!i2 i:::. infinitely lnrge. However, ionic impur'1..(~S if: the solvent willlimil
Ell! to finite values. For instance. in lhe absence or an ,-lc<:tro1j1E\ and using

purified solvent, Eli? for Fe oxidation in CII:;CN is shifted positive
by mV from Thi:; shift corresplinds to an ionic impurity
concentration of 80 nM (ref :;c).

(6) Mallouk, '1'.].; Cammarak1., V.; Cray-;ton,]. A: vVri!,;!110n, M. S.]. Phys. Chem.
1986,90,2150.

(7) Levieh. V. Physicochemical JIydmdyamnics: Prcnt:cc-Hdl: Englewood Cliffs.

"J.1962.

problem indicates that the electrostatic potentifll drop within the

depletion layer is sufficiently large to prevent the laradaic reaction

[Tom OcculTing at a significant rate. Thus, all electrochemical
studies employing microelectrodes appear to require a finite
concentration of supporting electrolyte.-'

In tl1is report, we describe steady-state voltammetric experi

ments in low ionic strength solutions using a rotating microdisk
electrode (Rt'VIDE). As in experiments using a conventional-size

rotating disk electrode (RDE) , rotation of a mlcroe1ectrode results

in an increase in the convective dilfusional flux of me electroactive
component to Lhe electrode surface. Although a Jigorous theoreti

cal description of diffusional-convective transport to a RMDE
does not cUlTently exist. the hydrodynamic velocity profiles for a
rotating disk are independent of the electrode size (assuming the
electrode is shrouded in a larger insulating plane), suggesting

that voltammetric limiting currents, for a RlvlDE will have a

similar dependence on rotation rate as that predicted for a RDE.
Indeed, Mallouk et al." have previously investigated the response

of a 12.5-.um-radius Pt RlVWE in aqUEOUS solutions containing 1
KCI as supporting electrolyte. These authors reported that
for Fe(C!'<')c"' oxidation increased linearly with the square root

of the angular velocity of the electrode. of'. for large values of

w. An analogous linear relationship between him and w1/2 is
predicted by the well-knovm Levkh equation for a conventional

size RDE.'
In addition to increasing the conveclive-diffusional flux of the

reactant to the electrode surface. fluid flow induced by rotation

of the electrode also increases the rate at which product ions are

removed from the surface. Thus, for a Ri\1DE employed in low
Ionic strength solutions, it may be anticipated that the structure
of me depletion layer that camptises the product, reactant, and

charge-compensating electrolyte ions will be significantly altered

relative to the depletion layer structure in an unstilTed solution.
The situation is schematically depicted in figure 1, in which the

oxidation of a neutral reaclant (e.g., Fc) in a low ionic strength

solution (C"k'/ (",d,,, « 1) is considered ,'gain. As described
above, in the absence of electrode rotation. the electrochemical

generation of a charged product (Fe) causes the migration of

charge-compensating anions (PFi-) toward the electrode sUlface,
resulting in an increase in the concentration of iOllS (I'c+ and PFr;-)

within the depletion layer. Fluid convection induced by rotation

01 the electrode (shown by an-ows in Figure 1a) will tend to
transport these ions away from the surface. Evidently, the steady
state concentration of the ions within the depletion layer will

depend on the rate of migration of PFri- to the surface. relative to

the rate of convective transport of PF" away ii'om the surface.
At sufficiently high rotation rates. the convective transport of

electrogenerated and charge-compensating ions away from the

electrode surface is anticipated to occur a much larger rate
than migration of PFi- from the bulk solution to me electrode.
Consequently, the concentration of PFr,- in the depletion layer is
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Figure 2. (a) Mass transfer coeffiCients for statonary ald rotating
disk electrodes. (b) Dimensionless reactant concentration profiles for
stationary and rotating disks. The mass transfer coefficient and
concenfraflon profile for the stationary disk are independent of wand
are computed assuming a 10-pm-radius disk. The concentratiDn
profile for the stationary disk Is computed along the direction normal
to the electrode surface directly above the cente' of the disk. eq 5

where w is the angular velocity (rad!s) and v is the kinematic
viscosity Equation 3 is deIived on the assumption of an infinitely
large planar electrode, v,ithout interference from radial diffusion
at the electrode edges. Equation 3 indicates that the current
density is independent of the electrode size.

The dependencies of iii''!A on electrode size (eq 2) and angular
velocity (eq 3) fOj' stationary and rotating disks, respectively.
suggest that the magnitude of cun'ent enhancement resulting from
rotation of a microclisk will depend strongly on r" as well as on w

For instance, ilim/A resulting from radial diffusion (eq 2) will
dominate the totall1ux to a microdisk if r" is sufficiently smalL In
this situation, rotation of a microelectrode is not expected to have
a significant effect on the current. Conversely, for a sufficiently
large value of r". radial diffusion (eq 2) will bc negligibly small,
and the convective-diffusive flux described hy eq 3 will dominate
the response of the electrode, resulting in a linear dependence of
current on wIn.

Mass-transfer coefficients (m) for a lOpm-radius stationary disk
and a RDE are plotted in Fi&JUre 2a. The magnitude of (!j at which

fashion. Equation 2 demonstrates clearly that the current density
at a stationary microdisk increases as the electrode size is
decreased.

The analogous expression for a large rotating disk electrode
is given by the Lc\ich equation.

(2)

Pt wire in an 8-mm-diameter glass tube. The position of the disk
relative to the axis of rotation in RMDE experiments is critical in
determining the fluid velocity profiles effecting mass-transfer rates.
In these expeIiments, we have attempted to center the disk at
the center of the glass tube (corresponding approximately to the
axis uf rotatiun). Analysis of the voltammetrie response (vide
infya) suggests that the disk is located ~·250 j1.m from the rotation
axis. The electrode was polished using 0.02-j1.m AI,O" rinsed with
water, and sonicated in water for 4 min to remove polishing debIis.
TIle radius of the microelectrode was measured to be ro = 14.9
(Ill, as computed on the basis of the voltammetric limiting current
for Fe oxidation in acetonitrile and the literature value for the
diffusion coefficient of Fe (2.4 x 10-5 cm'/s)1O

A commercial rotating disk apparatus (pine Instrument Co.,
Model No. PIR) was used to rotate the microelectrode at angular
veloci:ies between 0 and 378 rad!s. A standard three-electrode
cell (~30 mL) containing a Ag/AgO, reference electrode and a
Pt \Vire counter electrode was employed throughout. Voltammo
grams were recorded using a BAS CV 27 putentiostat. The
current was low-pass filtered to reduce noise originating at the
electrical contact made te the shaft of the rotating electrode. All
voltammetric data were recorded at a scan rate of 10 mV/ s.

RESl.IlTS AND DISCUSSION
To our knowledge, no exact theoretical treatment exists that

describes convective-diffusive transport to a RMDE. In principle,
a description of the RMDE response can be obtained from the
simultaneous solution of the differential equations governing
momentum and mass transport :0 a rotating microdisk. Smyrl
and Newman considered a similar problem involving radial
diffusion at the edges of a conventional-size RDE.ll They obtained
a relationship describing the dependence of the voltammetric
current on rotation rate for situations in which the depletion layer
thickness is considerably smaller than the electrode dimension.
In this limit, radial diffusion at the edge of the RDE accounts for
a small percentage (~1%) of the total flux. However, as will be
shown below, radial diffusion represents a significant fraction of
the total flux to a microdisk, even at relatively large rotation rates.

The electrochemical responses of a stationary microdisk (area
'" 2 x 10" em') and a rotating disk of conventional size (area '"
0.5 em') have relatively simple and well-known descIiptions. It
is useful to consider these two cases in some detail in order to
gain insight into the magnitude of the effects that fluid convection
might have on the behavior of a RMDE.

In the presence of an excess concentration of a supporting
electrolyte (C"in';Cinl" » 1), molecular diffusion of the reactant
from the bulk solution to the snrtace of a stationary microdisk
electrode produces a true steady-state limiting current density
(ili,,/A) th at can be expressed as"

where A is the electrode area, D is the diffusion coefficient, C is
the concentration of the reactant in the bulk of the solution, and

is the electrode radius. For a microdisk electrode, the
diffusionai flux converges tuward the surface in a quasi-radial

(10) Kuwana, T.; BubElZ, D. E.; Hah, D. E.]. Am. Chem. Soc. 1960,82.5811.
(1) B.', Newman, J.j. Electrochem. Soc. 1971,118,1079.
(12) Y. Rev. Polarogr. 1968, 15,
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layer for the RDE is predicted to be much larger than that at the
stationary microdisk, as shown in Figure 2b. In this limit. the

concentration profiles are approximated by the theoretical descrip
tion of diffusional transport to a stationary disk. At intermediate
rotation rates, convective-diffusional transpol1 and radial molec
ular diffusion will make approximately equal contributions to the

transport of the reactant.
The qualitative description presented above allows several

predictions to be made about the behavior of a RJ'\IfDE. First.

rotation of a 10-i'm-radius electrode over a reasonable range of UJ

should result in a significant enhancement of ium. 111is. is verified
by the experimental data presented below. Second, from the

definition of the mass transpol1 coefficient for a stationary disk

(m,wtioo"l' = 4Dlnr,), it is clear that the effect of rotation will be
less influential as the electrode radius decreases. For instance.

for 10 = 0.1 i'm, m,~uo",ry = 1.3 cmls, which is ~100 times larger
than mimE for all reasonable values of w (see Figure 2a). For such
a small electrode, rotation should have an insignificant effect en

the voltammetric currents.

We note that the above discussion is limited to situations where
the microdisk is centered directly on the axis of rotation. As

be discussed below, mRDE can be significantly larger when tho

electrode is not centered exactly at the rotation axis. since the
fluid velocity tangential to the surface of a rotating disk is

dependent on the radial position (vide infra). The above discus

sion is also limited to situations where an excess an10unt of
electrolyte is present in the bulk of the solution (C,r,jCn,.", »
1), such that migration of ions is negligibly small compared

diffusive and convective transport. As ShOwl1 below, a rather

dramatic decrease in i lim is observed at a RJ'\IfDE for some
electrochemical reactions when this condition is not lult111ed.

In a related problem, Tait et al. have investigated the effect

tluid convection on ilim at microdisks inside a narrow channel r'

Finite difference simulations were used to compute the convec

tive-diffusive flux assuming a parabolic tlow distribution with

in the channel. These studies were limited to solutions con
taining an excess concentration of supporting electrolyte

Credox » 1).
RMDE VoltammetIy of Charged Redox-Active Molecules.

The voltammetric response of the 12.5-i'm-radius Pt RlyIDE was

initially examined as a function of the supporting electrolyte

concentration in CH3CN solutions containing either 1 m\l
TlviAFc·- or IvfV2+ as the redox~active species. As shovm in Figure

3, sigmoidal-shaped voltammograms were obtained both in the

presence and in the absence of a supporting electrol)1e (10 myI

TEAPF,;) for angnlarvelocities, w, between 0 and 378 rad/s. We
observed that rotation of the microelectrode significantly enhances

the mass transport limiting currents corresponding to the 1 - e
oxidation of TMAFc" and the 1 - e- rednction of MV!c, in
agreement with the behavior of the RMDE reported by Mailouk

et al6 However, the absolute value of the voltammetric CUlTent

(at constant w) is dependent on the concentration of the suPPOrt
ing electrolyte, For instance, the limiting current measured for
MV" reduction is ~25% larger in the absence of a supporting

electrolyte than in solutions containing 10 ml'v! TEAPF" (Figure
3b). To account for this difference, we recall the analysis by

Amatore et aLI of coupled migrational and diffusional t1uxes tc a

stationary microelectrode, In the presence of an excess support-

(6)

(4)

(3B) -1/3

0.8934

C(z)
"(Y

and the cOITesponding equation for a RDE is13

comparable fluxes are predicted to result from radial diffusion (at
a stationary disk) and linear convection-diffusion (at a rotated

disk) can be estimated fyom this plot. Values of m are determined
lTom the usual definitionY

yielding = 4Dlnr, and mimE = 0.C20D2/3W l/2v-I/6 (by

inspection of eqs 2-4). The results plotted in Figure 2a suggest

that at a stationary 10-,um-radius electrode is equivalent to that
of a RDE (of equivalent size) rotated at w = 400 rad/s.
FurthemlOre. since the convective-diffusive tlux increases very

rapidly with increasing w, mmlE is comparable to mslationary for all
angular velocities within the normal working range employed in

RDE experiments (10-1000 rad/s).

The effect of rotation on the concentration profiles of the redox
species and electrolyte ions at a microelectrocle will be considered
in more detail in a later section. Here, we briefly examine the

approximate thicknesses of the depletion layer at stationary and
rotating microdisks. Figure 2b shows normalized reactant con
centration profiles, C(z) I C, normal to the ekctrode surface for a

stationary 10-,um radius and for a RDE at different values of w.
For the RDE. the concentration profile within the depletion layer
is uniform across the electrode surface. For a stationary disk,
the convergent flux of reactant dictates that the reactant concen

tration increases as one moves in a radial direction away from
the center of the disk into the solution. Thus, fOe the purpose of

comparing the depletion layer thicknesses, the p:ofile of C(z) I C
for the stationary disk is computed normal to the surface at the
center of the electrode. C(z) / C for the stationary microdisk is
given by::!

where B = Dv l1210.51wJ!1. Inspection of Figure 2b shows that
the thickness of the depletion layer surrounding a microdisk is

expected to be a relatively strong function of w. However, the

depletion layer thicknesses for the stationary 10-i'm-radius elec
trode and a RDE are comparable for all reasonable values of w.

The similar magnitudes of the depletion layer thicknesses suggest

that rotation wili have a significant effect on the concentration
profiles of the various species that constitute the depletion layer.

For w » 100 radls, convection will reduce the thickness of the
depletion layer to a value significantly smaller that predicted for
a stationary disk. In this limit, the concentration profiles are
approximated by the theoretical description of convective

diffusional transport to a conventional size RDE. On the other

hand, at low rotation rates, e.g" UJ « 100 !'ad/s, the depletion
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where,B = (1 + Izl) (1- z/n). In eq 8, n is positive for reductions
and negative for oxidations. The sign (±) is taken as positive
when n < z and negative when n > z.

For MV2+ reduction, z = 2 and n = 1, yielding a theoretical
ilim/ilimxs = 1.27. The corresponding experimental value is 1.25
(computed from the ratio of the limiting currents for w = 0, Figure
3b). Similarly, z = 1 and n = -1 for TMAFc+ oxidation, yielding
ilim/ilimxs = 0.85. The corresponding experimental value is 0.85.
It is apparent that eq 8 yields excellent predictions of the influence
of migration at a stationary microdisk. Unfortunately, no analo
gous analytical expression exists that allows computation of the
current at a RMDE in the absence of an electrolyte (conditions
where the flux results from combined convection, diffusion, and
migration). Experimentally, we find that the ratio of limiting
currents (ilim/iHmXS) for MV2+ reduction remains nearly constant
over the range of w accessible in this study (decreasing slightly
from 1.25 at w =0 to 1.22 at w =378 rad/s), although there is no
apparent a priori reason for this ratio to remain constant. On the
other hand, iHm/iHmxs for TMAFc+ oxidation increases from 0.85
at w = 0 to 1.04 at w = 378 rad/s.

Figure 4 shows plots of il;m on the square root of the angular
velocity (w l l2) for MV2+ reduction, in the presence and in the

absence of 10 roM TBAPF6. The nonlinear dependence of il;m on
wl/2 at low w is essentially identical to that reported by Mallouk
et al.6for Fe(CN)6'- oxidation in a 1 M KCl solution using a 12.5
I'm-radius PI RMDE. At wl/2 > 5 (rad/s) 1/', the limiting current
increases linearly with W I / 2, indicating that convective diffusion
is the predominant mode of transport of the reactant to the surface.
However, extrapolation of this linear region to w = 0 yields a
nonzero intercept, demonstrating that radial diffusion also con
tributes significantly to the flux over the investigated range of w.

The fact that the extrapolated intercept is smaller than the
measured value of i lUn at w = 0 suggests that the contribution of
the radial diffusion is smaller when the electrode is rotating.

The slope of the linear region of the plot of iHm vs wl/2 (1.54
oN (rad/s) 1/2) is ~2.7 times larger than that predicted by the
Levich equation. We believe that this is due to the microdisk
being positioned slightly off the center axis of rotation (Figure
5). For such a geometry, Chin and littlS and Mohr and Newmanl6

have demonstrated (Ignoring the contribution of radial diffusion)
that the current at a RDE will be given by

where E (the so-called eccentricity factor) is defined as the ratio
of the distance between the axis of rotation and the center of the
disk (J() relative to the radius of the microdisk (rol: E = R/roo
Equation 9, which is applicable in the limit R » ro, indicates that
the voltammetric current increases as the cube root of the
displacement of the electrode from the axis of rotation. Physically,
this results from the dependence of the tangential fluid velocity
on the radial distance r from the center of the electrode. For a
rotating disk, both the angular (v.) and radial (v,) fluid velocities
are proportional to the position r. Thus, the rate at which the

(7)

O.S 1.0 O.S 1.0

V vs. Ag/AgxO

b

(J)=O
(J)=O

ISnA IsnA

In solutions in which the concentration of supporting electrolyte
is less than that of the redox species (C'lec/Credox« 1), significant
electric fields exist within the depletion layer, and transport of
the charged species MV2+ and TMAFc+ to the electrode surface
is controlled by both diffusion and migration. For a spherical
microelectrode, Amatore et aI. have shown that for such situations,
ilim is given byl

ing electrolyte (Colec/C'edo.» I), the electric field in the solution
is negligibly small, and the steady-state voltammetric current is
expected to be controlled solely by diffusion of the reactant to
the surface. For this condition, the current at a stationary
electrode is given by eq 2, which, for convenience, can be written
as

a
I mMTMAFc+ (J)=378 ImMTMAFc+ (J)=378
10 mM TBAPF 6 without electrolyte

(J)= 167
(J)= 167

ISnA IsnA
(J)=42 (J)=42

(J)=O (J)=O

-0.7 -0.2 ·0.7 -0.2

V vs. Ag/AgxO

Figure 3. Vo~ammetricresponse of a PI RMDE (radius'" 14.9 I'm)
for (a) the 1 - e- oxidation of 1 mM TMAFc+ and (b) the 1 - e
reduction of 1 mM MV2+ in CH3CN. Voltammetric curves were
obtained in the presence and in the absence of supporting electro
lyte (10 mM TBAPF.), as indicated in the figures. Scan rate,
10 mVls.
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Figure 6. Voltammetric response of a Pt RMDE (radius '" 1~.9 pm)

for (a) the 1 - e- reduction of 20 mM NB and (b) the 1 - c oxidaron
of 2 mM Fe in CH,CN as a function of toe supporting electi'Olyie
(TBAPF6i concentration (indicated on the figure). Scan rete,
10 mV/s.
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rotating disks. We now consider the oxidation and reduction uf
neutral (z = 0) reactants at a RMDE. Figure shows
voltammetric responses of the RMDE corresponding to the I 
e- reduction of nitrobenzene (NB) and the 1 - c oxidation of
Fc, We observe that, in the presence of an appreciable quantity
of electrolyte, the voltammemc behavior for these two redox
systems is qualitatively similar to that previously discussed i'll'
MV2+ and TMAFc~, For instance, Figure 6a shows that
the reduction of 20 mM NB increases with increasing rotation
rate in CH3CN solutions containing 100 mM TBAPF,;, A similar
behavior is observed for oxidation of 2 mM Fe in the presence of
0,2 mM TBAPF6. In each case, a plot of iiim vs cu ll2 exhibits linear

2fo

Y,

4.0 0.8

-? 30 C(zljC' 0.6

522-
" 0.4 ~'C 2.0
0

~ 1.0 0.2

10 15 20 25

Z (um)

Figure 5. (Top) Schematic diagram of a rotating microdisk offset
from the axis of (otation by a distance R. (Bottom) Velocity profiles
normal to the surface of an oliset RMDE (R ~ 250 I'm). C(z)/C is
the dimensionless concentration reactant profile for a 14.9~j1m-radius

stationary disk, computed assuming that transport occurs only by
molecular diffusion. eq 5.

reactant is transported to the electrode surface (by tangential
convective Dow) will increase if the electrode is located off of the
rotation axis (I.e., R '" 0).

From the data in Figure 4, and using D = 1.35 X 10-5 em'/ s
for MV2" we compute E = 20,4 cOITesponding to R '" 300 ,urn.
Similar values R were determined from voltammemc measure
ments using different redox systems; for instance, for Fe oxidation,
R was measured to be 210,LIm. Given the cubic dependence of R
on measured values of hm, the agreement between these values
appears quite reasonable.

RMDE Voltammetry of Neutrat Redox-Active Molecules.
In the preceding section, we have shown that the voltammemc

behavior of a RMDE in solutions containing charged redox species
(z = + 1 or +2) is adequately described (aibei: qualitatively) by
extension of existing theories of mass transport at stationary and
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Figure 7. Pial of normalized steady-state current i/~imxs as a function
of log( Celec/Credox) for the oxidation of 2 mM ferrocene in acetonitrile.
/i!mxs is the ,imiting current measured at 'og(CelecfCredox) = 1 for each
rotation rate. w. The four data sets correspond to (;J = 0, 42, 167,
and 378 lad/s. The supporting electrolyte Is TBAPFs.

electron transfer should be negligible in slow-scan RMDE experi

ments. Thus, according to the arguments presented in the

introduction~ the decrease in voltammmetric currents upon rota

tion of the electrode must resnlt irom an increase in the potential

drop between the microdisk surface and the bulk solution (1/1"

- rftS). This dependence results from the charge-compensating

ions being convected away irom the rotating electrode surface.

From Figure 7, it is apparent that even relatively low rotation rates

result in rapid convective transport of charge-compensating ions
away from the electrode surface.

The effect of electrode rotation is examined in more dewl by

considering the individual components of the fluid veiocity (v""

v" and v" where the cylindrical coordinate system is defined in
Figure 5). The magnitudes of these velocities are computed from
the following approximate expressions derived by Levich:7

where ~ is defined as z(wlv) 1/2. and the constants a 2nd bare

equal to 0.510 and -0.616, respectively. Figure 5b shows v", v"

and v, computed using the following parameters (corresponding

to the experimental parameters of the current work): w = 200

radls , v = 0.00452 cm2/s, and r (= R) - 250 ,urn. 1n examining

these curves, a key point is to recall is that the fluid flow affects
the driving force for electron transfer ,ia the disruption of the

depletion layer structure; fluid flow beyond the depletion layer

region should have very little influence on depletion layer

structure. Thus, in order to define an appropriate length scale

for considering the effects of convection, the dimensionless

concentration profile for a neutral reactant at a stationary micro

disk is also plotted in Figure 5b (using the experimentally

determined value of 70 = 14.9 ,um and eq 5).

Inspection of the plots of V,." V" and V, suggests that the
significant velocity components are those associated with flo\i!

tangential to the electrode surface (i.e., Vi' and v",). This follows
from v, being negligibly small \vi:hin the depletion layer (Le.. for

z < 25 ,urn) in comparison to either v, or V",. Thus, the fluid

velocity at any point within the depletion layer car_ be ap
proximated by v = + V1b2) L2. Tne net relative fluid velocity,

Vod, which is defined here as the difference between :he fluid

velocity at some distance z frem the electrode surface and the
velocity of the electrode, is the critical parameter ln determining

the rate at which ions are removed irom the depletion layer. This

parameter is given :)y V"" = (vi + (v" - wR)2) !/2). For z = 10

,urn, we compute ~ 0.9 em/so Thus, assuming that the

potentiai drop in the depletion layer is altered whenever charge

balancing ions are moved -1 radius from the electrode surface,

the time scale on whic" rotation alters the depietion layer structure

Ca.Il be estimated as Iro/lInctl. For r(l = 14.9.um, tl'xpt is equal to
-2 ms. For larger values of z, the corresponding time scale to
alter the depletion layer decreases; however, as noted above, any

effect of convection on the concentration profiles at distances far

from the surface is expected to have an inconse'111emial effect on
the potential and ion distributions near the surface. On the other
hand, v,'" decreases rapidly at very small values of z « 1 1,m)

behavior at high ongular velocities. The slope of the linear region

of the wl/2 curves yieids E and R values that are in reasonable

agreemeni with the corresponding values determined for the
~'yf\r2·;- system.

Wilen the ratio Ce!,,1CC'id" is decreased below a critical value,

the voltam!netric curIent at the RMDE is observed to decrease

\'vits. increasing rotation ra::e. Figure 6b, for instance, shows that

lJ-fold d'ccrease in the electrolyie concentration (irom 0.2 to

0.02 mM TBAPFs) results in a dramatic change in the vo1tarn

metric response for Fc oxidation. The i-Vcurves no longer have

a sigmoidai shape but are drawn out, suggestive of either a kinetic

or an ohmic potsntia1limitation that is dependent upon both the

angular velocity and ('lee!Credox.

The. resLllts of 2. number of voltammetric experiments for Fe

oxidation are s:lmmarized in Figure 7 as plots of i/ ilimxs vs Cdec/

for different angular velocities. Here, i is the voltammetric

currentmosured at 1.05 VvsAg,O (Note: i is nsed rather than

since 8 true limiting current is not obtained at small C,,!<'cI
Credox.). In these experiments, lhe concentration of Fe was held

constart ar 2 mM, and the concentration of TBAPF6 was varied

from 21llv1 to 20 mM. {Iimx, was taken as the value of the limiting

current at = 10 for computing ililim"' at each specific
rotation rat~.

The data in Figure 7 clearly demonstrate that there is a

precipitous decrease in cnrrent for all non-zero values of w when

CciejCruiox < 0.1. Voltammctric data were also obtained for the

reduction O~~ NB in CH;iCN 301ution, in which Celcc/ Credox was held

constant at 0.01, and the concentration of NB was varied from 20

mM to 1 The dependence of i/ilim" on w for these data (not
shown) was essentially identical to that shown in Figure 7 and,

more impcrtantly, was found to be independent of the absolute
concentration of NB. Based on these data sets, we conclude that

unusual decrease in voltammemc currents is only a function

of and w, and is not a function of the absolute

concentrations of either Ce'er or Cr:~dox.

Figure 7 also shows that there is a small increase (-10%) in

iimilmg current at a stationary disk (w = 0) as the electrolyte
concentration is decreased. This nonideal behavior is probably
due to a slight decrease i:J. the solution viscosity as the ionic

strength is :owered.

1n considering the above behavior, we note that the hetero
geneous rate constants for the oxidation of Fc and the reduction
of l\B in C:'hCN are sufficiently large that the effects of slow

V,'" rw[a~- (10)
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Thus: although our choice of z = 10 ,urn in computing t"xpt is rather

arbitrary, any value of Z within the depletion layer that is not too

small or too large will yield a comparable value of t,.,p\.
When the time required for migration of electrolyte ions from

the bulk of the solution to the electrode is longer than t('xpt, the
ion profiles that define the depletion layer stncture (which is

necessary to perform voltammeu'y in low ionic strength solutions)
can no longer be established. Consequently. the solution resistiv,

ityand (1'I'''!' - 1") become sufficiently large thn: the reaction will

not be driven at the normal convection-diffusion,controlled rate.
Recent computer simulations][ of the chronoamperometric

response of microsphericai electrodes indicate the time required

for the potential and ion distribution to be established following
a potential step is on the order of ~ :0-' s lor the oxidation of a

neutral redox species at a lO-pm-radius electrode when C,hiC"'d'"
= 10-1 The corresponding value for the oxidation of a charged

reactant (z = +1) is 10-' s. Since the value of computed for
the RJ.\J!DE (2 ms) is intermediate between ,hese cases, it follows

that a highly conductive depletion layer can be established at a

RvlDE in low ionic strength solutions for the reduction (or
oxidation) of a charged species but not fOe' a neutral species.

CONCLUSION
The voltammetric response of a Pt RJYIDE is dependent on

the charge of the electroactive reactant ane: the ratio CcieJCredox >

For charged species, z "'" O. the observed dependence of ilion on ill

and C,.it'l/ CI'dox appears to be interpretable in ':elTI1S of existing
mathematical treatments of fluid convection and ion migration.
albeit only in a qualitative fashion. A rigorous description of the

behavior of a rotating microelectrode that takes into account the
comparable magnitude of radial diffusion and convective diffusion,

as well as the eccentricity factor. is not ye, established.

RDME voltammetric cun-ents corresponding to the oxidation
or reduction of a neutral redox species have a mlch more complex

dependence on CbiCn ·"",. In low ionic strength solutions, the
voltammetric cun-ents have been shown to decr'case with increas-

ing OJ whenever C,,:c/Cr\'dox «0.01. This behavior results (TOlli

electrolyte ions being removed from the depletion layer by forced

convection more rapidly than they are replenished by migration.

We have qualitatively shown that this competition of transpOl1
paths results in an increase in the solution resistance and, thJs,
a decrease in the driving force for electron transfer.

The complex nature of RMDE behavior on the parameters
C'kJC:-,,(;OX' E, and OJ can be expected to apply to other electro
chemical systems involving forced convection. For instance. there

has been recent interest in the use of microelectrodes as on-line
detectors in chromatography, since the use of a microelectrcde
eliminates the need of a large excess concentration of supporting
electrolyieS Such an application may involve flow of the canier
fluid past a small microeleclTode, which, as shown here for a
RMDE. can alter the potential distribution near the electrode
surface. The degree to which tl,e potential distribution is altered

will be determined largely by the analyte charge (z). thus making
it difficult to obtain a useful relationship bei:'seen the detector

signal and analyte concentration. The present results are also

relevant to the use of microelecu'odes as models for eiectrochemi
cal reactions that occur on small metal particles dispersed in a

solution (by rapid stirring or gas sparging):' In these situations.

it seems altogether reasonable that increased convection may have
a significant and adverse effect on reaction rates, in clear

opposition to conventional wisdom.
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Trace Measurements of RNA by Potentiometric
Stripping Analysis at Carbon Paste Electrodes

Joseph Wang,* Xiaohua Cai, ,Jianyan Wang, and Colleen ,Jonsson
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Emil Palecek
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Remarkably low levels of ribonucleic acid (RNA) can be
measured by coupling its adsorptive accumulation onto
carbon paste electrodes with constant current potentio
metric stripping analysis (PSA). The computerized PSA
operation effectively addresses the high background re
sponse inherent to carbon surfaces, while the anodic
pretreatment of the electrode greatly enhances the pre
concentration efficiency. The detection limit for tRNA (10
pg, 4 x 10-16 mol) is substantially lower than that
reported recently (Palacek, E.; Fojts, M. Anal. Chern.
1994, 66, 1566) for analogous voltammetric measure
ments at mercury surfaces. Variables influencing the
accumulation and stripping processes of RNA are ex
plored and optimized. Results are reported for measure
ments of RNA in the presence of excess dsDNA, for PSA
of synthetic polyribonucleotides, for hybridization of com
plemental)' strands of synthetic polyribonucleotides, for
enzymatic hydrolysis of RNA, and for flow injection
operation. Such solid electrode experiments obviate the
need for mercury electrodes or a deoxygenation step and
open the door for modem RNA detectors and probes.

Ribonucleic acid (RNA) is a biopolymeric constituent of the
cell, which can be translated into protein sequences On the case
of mRNA). function as structural molecules (in the case of tRNA
and rRNA). or serve as a biocatalyst during gene expression.
Consequently, there is considerable interest in detennining low
levels of differellt kinds of RNA and in measuring RNA in the
presence oi DNA Absorption (UV) spcctroscopy is commonly
used for measuring RNA and DNA in nucleic acid samples.' Yet.
the optical procedure cannot differentiate between RNA and DNA.
and its detection limit is -0.1 mg/L. Separation techniques, such
as liquid chromatography,' gel electrophoresis," and capillary zone
electrophresis,' are more often used for measuring RNA and RNA
fragments.

Relativeiy few studies have been devoted to electroanalysis of
RNA. as compared to numerous ones dealing with DNA5-8 These
include polarographic.') cyclic voltammetric,1O capacitance,u and

(1) Hollkn, P:,-ie. Biochim. Biophys. Acta 1955, 16, 317.
(2) Preston . .\1. R..l Cliromatogr. 1983,275,178.
(3) Chan, K.: KouLny. L.; E. S. Anal. Chem. 1991,63.746.
(4) Shear, L Zare, Anal. Chern. 1990,62,2049.
(5) C. Bioelectrochem. Bioenerg, 1986, 15, 275.
(6) Palecek. I':. B£orleclrochem. 1988, 170,421-

Palecek E. In and Bioenergetics; Millazo. G.,

Ed.: 1983; Vol. 5, p 65.

0003-2700/95.'0367-4065$9.0010 © 1995 American Chemical Society

adsorptive strippinglJ measurements. These schemes have com
monly relied on the cathodic redox and interfacial processes of
RNA at mercUlY drop electrodes. Solid electrode experiments,
which may open the door to modern RNA probes and detectors.
have not been intensively explored due to large background
current contributions at these surfaces.

This article describes an effective solid electrode protocol,
based on potentiometric stripping analysis (PSA). for measuring
low levels of RNA PSA, originally developed for monitoring trace
metals."" couples the effective preconcentration step (inherent
to stripping analysis) with monitoring of the potential of the
working electrode (as a function of time) during the stripping step
The time required for stripping the accumulated analyte is thus
proportional to its solution concentration. 'While this relatively
new stripping technique has been widely used for trace metal
analysis,II it has not been applied for the quantitation or study of
nucleic acids. In the following, we will illustrate that the effective
accumulation of tRNA onto carhon paste electrodes can be
followed by passage of a constant (anodic) current to yield a well
defined PSA peak over a nearly flat baseline. Picogram quantities
of RNA can thus be conveniently detected without the need for a
mercury surface or an oxygen removal step. Such coupling of
solid-state sensors, simplified operation, picogram detection limits,
and microliter volumes is shown below to offer new opportunities
for nucleic acids measurements and research.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Apparatus. The TraceLab potentiometric stripping unit
(PSU20, Radiometer, Denmark). was used in connection with an
IBM PS/2 55SX computer. In accordance with the TraceLab
protocol, the potentials were sampled at a frequency of 30 kHz,
the derivative signal (dt/dE) was plotted against the potential, and
the peak area (following baseline fitting) served as t'1e analytical
signal. Voltammetric experiments were perfonned with a BAS
100A electrochemical analyzer. Most experiments were carried
out in a BAS VC-2 cell, containing a 1.0 mL solution. The carbon
paste working clectrode, Ag/AgCl reference electrode (Model RE-

(8) Brett, C M. A: Breit, A M.: Serrano, S.]. ElectrGanal. Chem. 1994.366.
225.

(q) Reynaud, J. Bioelectyochem. 1976,3.561.
(10) Fojta. M.; Teijeiro, c.: Palecek, E. Bioenerg. 1994,34,69.
(11) Palecek, E.: Doskocil, J. Anal. Biochem. 1974, 60, 518.
(12) Palecek E.; Fojt:a, 1\1. Ana!. Chern. 1994, 66, 1566
(13) Jagner, D. Anai. Chl'm. 1979,51.342.
(11) Jagner, D. Tyellds Anal. Chern. 1983,2 (3), 53.

(15) Wang,]. Analytical Electrochemistry: VCH Publishers: New York, 1994.
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a

below. All accumulation and stripping steps were canied out at
room temperature (23 ± 0.5 'C).

b

0.10

POTENTIAL (V)

1.30

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The anodic pretreatment of carbon paste gready enhances the

adsorptive accumulation of RNA Figure 1 displays repetitive
cyclic voltammograms for 2 mg/L tRt'lA at the untreated (a) and
pretreated (b) carbon paste electrodes after 2 mins stining at +0.1
V. A very small anodic peak (Ep = +1.02 V) is observed at the
untreated surrace. In contrast, this peak increases substantially
(> 15-fold) after the electrode is activated. No peaks are obserled
in the cathodic branch. Subsequent scans exhibit substantially
smaller peaks, corresponding to the response of the solution-phase
RNA (and hence indicating rapid desorption of the product).
Similar small peaks were observed at the treated electrodes
without plior accumulation (not shown). Notice also the sub

stantially larger background current contribution and envelope
following the surface activation. According to Adams and co
workers,l? the electrochemical pretreatment produces a more
hydrophilic surrace state and a concomitant removal of organic
layers. Such a change in the surface state appears to facilitate
the interfacial accumulation of RNA The similar oxidation peak
potentials (before and after the treatment) indicate that the treated
surrace has no electrocatalytic actiVIty.

Of the nucleic acid bases, only guanine and adenine can be
oxidized at carbon electrodesI8.l9 Our experimental data, and
those of others,18 suggest that the cyclic voltammetric anodic peak
of RNA corresponds to the oxidation of the guanine residue. For

example, similar cyclic voltammetric profiles were observed for
analogous experiments using the synthetic ribonucleotide poly
(G), which contains only guanine residues (not ShOM1). In

addition, guanine and adenine displayed defined oxidation peaks
at +0.9 and +1.2 V, respectively. The oxidation of these
monomeric bases commonly occurs at potentials ~0.2 V lower
that those of the bases bound in the polynucleotide.',' In view of

the large solvent decomposition current, it is more difficult to
evaluate the signal of the bound adenine residue [at the solution
pH (5) examined].

Figure 1. Repetitive cyclic voltammograms for 2 mg/L tRNA at the
untreated (a) and pretreated (b) carbon pas;e electrodes. after a 2-11ln
stirring at +0.1 V. Scan rate, 100 mV/s; electrolyte. acetate buffer
(pH 5.0; 0.2 M, 1.0 ml). Pretreatment (b) for 60 s at -'-1.7 V.

1. BAS), and platinum wirE" auxiliary electrode joined the cell

through holes in its Teflon cover. The carbon paste [made of

70/30 w/w graphite powder (Acheson 38, Fisher)/mineral oil
(Sigma; free of DNase, RNase or protease)] was housed in a
Teflon body to give a 3.5-mm-diameter disk surrace. Electrical
contact to its inner side was made with a stainless-steel screw.

Small (microliter) volume experiments were performed with a two
electrode system, involving a O.G-mm-diameter carbon paste

electrode (housed in a micropipet tip) and a Ag/AgCI wire
(placed/coilee! on the working electrode tip body). A copper wire
served as a contact to the microcarbon paste electrode. The flow

injection system consisted of a carner reservoir, a micropump
(BAS Model 1001), an injection valve CRainin Model 5041) with a
2O,uL sample loop. interconnecting Teflon tubing, and a thin-layer
carbon paste detector (BAS Model TL-A). l\ll glassware, contain
ers, and the cell (with the exception of the electrodes) were
sterilized by autoclaving for 30 min. The electrodes were
thoroughly rinsed with stelilized water prior to use.

The UV absorption of the Rt'lA was measured with a diode
array spectrophotometer (Model 8452A, Hewlett Packard). Tem
perature control (duling the RNase expeIiment) was achieved with

a digital temperature controller (Model 9101, Fisher).

Reagents. The followiIlg chemicals were obtained from Sigma
and were used as received; transfer RNA (tR.t\1A, from bakers'
yeast, lyophilized powder; Catalog No. R8759) double-stranded

calf dlymus DNA (dsDNA, activated and lyophilized; Catalog No.
D4522), polyguanylic acid (poly(G), potassium salt; Catalog No.
P4404). polymidylic acid (poly(U), potassium salt; Catalog No.
P9528). polycytidylic acid (poly(C), potassium salt; Catalog No.
P4903), polyadenylic acid (poly(A), potassium salt; Catalog No.
P9403), ribonuclease (RNase, EC 3.1.27.5, Type X-A, from bovine
pancreas). and diethyl pyracarbonate (DEPC). The RNase stock
solution was prepared with 10 mM Tlis buffer, pH 7." Total RNA
jj-om human lung tissue was prepared using RNAsol (precipitated

alld suspended in DEPC-treated water). All aqueous media used
for prepaIing the RNA solutions were treated with 0.1% w/w DEPC

far 12 h at 37 'C and were then autoclaved for 30 min," while all
other solutions were prepared "'ith stelile doubly distilled water.
A 1000 mg/L Rt'lA solution was diluted before use, as needed for
the specific experiment. The RNA and DNA concentrations were

verified by UV measurements at 260 nm. A 0.2 M acetate buffer
solution (pH 5.0) served as supporting electrolyte.

Procedure. The smoothed carbon paste surrace was pre
treated prior to each measurement by applying a potential of + 1.7

V [or 60 s, using the electrolyte solution. The accumulation of
Rt'iA proceeded from a stirred solution for different times
(depending on its level), using a potential of +0.5 V. After

completion of the accumulation, the potentiostat was disconnected,
and ti,e preconcentrated RNA was oxidized by applying a constant

oxidizing current (usually 4 ,uA). Stripping voltammetric experi

ments were camed out using a similar accumulation step, followed
by a 5-s rest period, and a positive-going square-wave potential

scan. For small-volume experiments, the combined working/
reference electrode assembly was immersed in a drop (5-100
ilL) of the RNA solution on a parafilm. The solution was VIbrated

to facilitate the accumulation O)y using a stirrer to vibrate the
plast'c support). Details of the flow injection operation are given

(l6} \.lanialis. E.: Sambrook, l
Springs Harbor Laboratory New York,

/i Laboratory Manual; Cold
p t90.

(17) Rice, M.; Ga.lus, Z.; Adams, R. N.f- Eler:troanaL Chem 19B:i. 143, 8~;

(18) Brabec, V.; Koudelka, ]. Bioelectrochem. Biormerg, 1980, 7. 793.
(19) Kafil.].; Cheng. H. Y.; La8t, T. Anal. Chern. 1986,58.285.
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Figure 3. Effect of accumulation potential (A) ana strioping current
(8) on the PSA "esponse for 1 mg/L tRNA. Accumulation for 30 s:
stripping current. 4 ,u.A. Other conditions as in Figure 28.

a

0.61.20.6

POTENTIAL (V)

1.2

ACCUMULATION TIME (5)

!Figure 2" Square-wave voltammetric (A) and PSA (B) peaks for 1
tRNA 'ollowing difterent accumulation times: 2 (a), 30 (b), 60

120 (d), and 240 (e) s. Preeoeentration potential, 0.5 V; stripping
current i,8), 8,uA; amplitUde and frequency (A), 10 mV and 40 Hz,
respectively: stirring rate (du'ing accumUlation), 400 rpm. Electrolyte
and prelre&:menl. as in Figure 1. (e) displays the resulting time
dependent plots.

The adsorption of Rl,A onto the treated carbon paste elec
trodes can be used as an effective ;>reconcentration step prior to
the measurement of the surface species. In this way, highly
sensitive measurements of RNA can be achieved by means of
adsorptive stripping analysis. Figure 2 displays the voltammetric
(A) and potentiometric (B) stripping responses for 1 mg/L tRNA

increasing accumulation periods [ranging from 2 (a) to 240
(e) s]. The square-wave voltammetric response, while increasing
with the preconcentraton tme, is poorly defined and superim
posed on a rising background current. In contrast, a sharper and
well-defined response, coupled with a nearly flat background, is
observed the PSi'}. operation. Convenient measurements are
thus feasible following very short accumulaton periods. Yet, the
longer the time, the more RNA is adsorbed, and the larger the
pea>: area observed. As indicated also from the resulting peak
area versus accumulaton tme plot, the peak rises rapidly at first
and then more slowly. For a 60-s accumulation (curve c), the
response is about 15 times that attained with a 2-s accumulation
(cur,e a). Overall, the dam of Figure 2 clearly demonstrate the
advantage of the potentiometric stripping mode over its volt"m
metric counterpart for trace measurements of RNA As will be
iilustrated later, such sensitivil'f advantage becomes even more
pronounced for :nonitoring cower (ultratrace) levels of RNA The
stripping step, coupled with the subsequent conditioning one,
result in a complete desorption of the accumulated RNA Hence,
a single carbon paste surface can be used repetitively without
affecting the precision (see data below).

Various procedure parameters, such as the accumulation
potential or stripping current, have a profound effect upon the

PSA response for RNA (Figure 3). For example, while ':he peak
area is only slightly affected by increasing the accumulation
potential between 0.0 and 0.6 V, it decreases rapidly at higher
potentials, approaching the peak potential (A). The RJ\fA respDnse
decreases sharply upon raising the stripping current between 2
and 10 flA and then decays more slowly (B). Such larger time
signals for small stripping cun-ents reflect the reduced cxidation
rates. A large background noise accompanied the peaks for
stripping currents smaller than 4 flA A potential of +05 Vand
a current of 4 flA were thus selected for most subsequent
quantitative work The solution pH can affect the peak area and
potential. For Qxarnple, the response increased rapidly UpOll
increasing the pH from 4 to 5. and decreased gradually above
5.3, e.g., to 60% and 40% of its maximum value at pH 7.4 and 9.
respectively. The peak patental decreased linearly, from + 1.07
to +0.82 V, upon raising the pH from 4 to 9 (not shown; Britton
Robinson buffer solutions; 5 mg/L tRNA and 30-s accuill'llation)
An acetate buffer solution (pH 5.0) was used in all subsequent
work, as it yielded the most favorable background response
(compared to sodium chloride or phosphate buffer solutions).
Carbon pastes conmining 70% w/w graphite yielded the most
favorable signal-ta-background characteristics. With lower graph
ite contents, it was difficult to resolve the Ro"lA response from
the background one. while higher ones (> 70% w/w) were not
suitable for the paste binding. We also assessed the effect of the
pretreatment time and potential and found that 60 s at + 1.7 V
yields the most favorable conditions (not shown). Similar signals

were observed by carrying out the pretreatment in the presence
and absence of the target RNA Such in situ pretreatment
capability (in the presence of the analyle) greatly benefits the
practical utility of the sensor.

The bioanalytical utility is based on the correlation between
the stripping response and the RNA concentration. A series of
five concentration increments, from 0.5 to 2.5 mg/L tRNA, was
used to evaluate the linearity. Figure 4A displays potentograms
for this series following a 30-s accumulation. The well-defined
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8 traces a are potentiograms obtained alter transfering the poly
(A)- and poly(G)-modifled electrodes to the background electrolyte
solution (panels A and E, respectively). Well-defined and stable
peaks are observed for the polyribonuc1eotide-modifed electrodes
in the blank solution. Substantially smaller (65% and 35%) and
yet stable peaks are observed at these eleclTodes upon repeating
the experiment in the presence of tl1e complementary strand [poly
(U) or poly(C)] in the exchange solution (traces b, panels A and
E, respectively). The decrease of the signal in the presence of
the complementary strand was proportional to its concentration
in the exchange solution, as was indicated for different levels of
this strand (not shown). Such dependence holds great promise
for the design of sequence-selective sensor,;.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated that PSA can be used
for measUling ultratrace levels of RNA following its adsorptive
accumulation onto carbon paste electrodes. Such PSA operation
effectively addresses the large b2ckground contribution inherent
to carbon electrodes. The new adsorptive PSA procedure offers
substantialloweling of the detection limit, not only compared to
analogous voltammetric measurements but also in comparison to
stripping voltammetry at mercmy electrodes. Such application
of solid electrodes. and the elimination of the deoxygenation step,

4070 Analytical Chemistry. Vol. 67 No. 22, November 15, 1995

may open the door to new RNA probes and detectors. For
example, the RNA-modified carbon paste electrode can be used
for investigating structural transitions and interactions of RI'lA.
Pretreated carbon paste or fiber electrodes may be useful for
amperometric detection for liquid chromatography or capillary
zone electrophoresis. The new FIA operation may also facilitate
the assay and study of nucleic acids. Similan results for single
or double-stranded DNA will be reported elsewhene in the near
future. The new coupling of solid-state sensors. picogram detec
tion limits, microliter volumes, and simp]iJjed operation shodd
expand the role of electroanalysis in nucleic acids research.
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Characterization of a Ferrocene-Containing
Polyacrylamide-Based Redox Gel for Biosensor
Use

Hai-zhi Bu, Susan R. Mikkelsen,* and Ann M. English*

Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, Concordia University, 1455 de Maisonneuve Boulevard West,
Montreal, Quebec, Canada H3G 1M8

A novel neutral ferrocene-containing polyacrylamide
based redox gel was prepared from the copolymerization
of vinylferrocene (VF) with acrylamide and N ,N'-methyl
enebisacrylamide in a one-step procedure. Hydroxypro
pyl-p-eyclodextrin (HPCD) was used to convert water
insoluble VF into the water-soluble VF-HPCD inclusion
complex, allowing the copolymerization to be perfonned

aqueous solution. A new ternary catalyst, consisting
of flavin mononucleotide, H20Z, and N,N,N',N'-tetra
methylethylenediamine, was developed for initiating thc
polymerization. A redox gel electrode, fabricated by
covering the redox gel on the surface of a carbon paste
electrode with a dialysis membrane, exhibits quasi
reversible electrochemical characteristics. The electro
catalytic properties of a glucose biosensor prepared by
entrapping glucose oxidase in the redox gel were inves
tigated. The simplicity and reproducibility of its prepara
tion make this new redox gel a good candidate for
biosensor applications.

Among enzyme-based biosensors,1-1 reagentless amperomelJic
enzyme electrodes have received much attention in recent
years. 4-:i In the preparation ofreagentlcss amperometric enzyme

electrodes. the redox mediators are immobilized so that leakage
the redox species from the enzyme electrode is averted.

Various methods for co-immobilization of enzymes and redox
mediators leave been utilized by different research groups.

Heller's group has repcrted biosensor applications of cross
iiaked redox gels' containing glucose oxidase (GOx) based on
poly(vinyJpyridine) (PVP) with complexed (bpylzOsCI (bpy = 2,2'
bipyridine). Free pyridine groups were quaternized with either
the bromoacetic or the hromopropionic acid ester of N-hydroxy
succinimide to promote cross-linking with lysines on the enzyme
surface. However, competition between the desired aminolysis
of the N-hydroxysuccinimide group" and their spontaneous
hydrolysis brought about unsatisfactory variation from film to film.
Subsequently they developed an improved redox polymer [PVP
containing complexed (bpy),OsCI and partially quaternized with
hromoethylaminel for the immobilization of oxidoreductases. The

Byfield. P.; Abuknesha. R. A Biost:1t$. Bloe/eetTon. 1994,9,373.

Sethi, R S. Bicscns. Bioe/ecfron. 1994. 9, 243.
Turner. P. F. Curro Opin. Biotechno~. 1994,5,49.

L.; Tighe. R J Sd EllIetrode Rev. 1991,13, 159.
Heller. A.: Madan. R.; D. SeilS. Actuawrs B 1993, 13, 180.

(!3) U>;l[I(uli. /\.. M .. Akmal. Diag1tOstic Bt:osensor Polymers: Maple
Press: Y(d<, PA, 18~)4.

Gregg, A.: Heller, A. .4nal, Chern. 1990, 62, 258.
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electrochemical characteristics of this redox polymer in the
absence of protein' and the steady-state electrochemical response
of GOx immobilized in the polymer" were examined. Heller's
group has recently reported Diva new oSIIlium~based three
dimensional rcoox hydrogel enzyme electrodes. These were
fonned by cross-linking poly(l-vinylimidazole) complexed with
Os(bpy),CJlII or OS(4,4'-dimethyl-bpy),CI" and poly(ethylene
glycol) diglycidyl ether in the presence of GOx or lactate oxidase.
The glucose sensor has since been developed for subcutaneous
in vivo glucose monitoring.12

Okamoto's group has designed highly flexible ferrocene
containing siloxane polymers. These facilitate electron transfer
from the reduced fla,in cofactor of several oxidases. and several
highly stable amperomelJic biosensors based on these polymeric
systems have been constructedU - 18 Calvo and co-workers
reported the direct electrical communication between a new
ferrocene~ontaining acrylamide-acrylic acid copolymer and GOx
or horseradish peroridase19 A kinetic model, based on fast
electron diffusion from the electrode to the ferrocenium redox
centers and subsequent enZ)1ne oxidation in the hydrogel film,
was validated 'mth experimental results. A new polycationic redox
hydrogel, obtained by derivatization of poly(allylamine) "ith
ferrocene carboxaJdehyde and cross-linking of the resulting
soluble redox polymer with GOx via epichlorohydrin, was also
reported by Calvo and co-workers.'" Foulds and Lowe reported
the syntheses of l\-substituted pyrrole monomers containing
redox-active side chains." The monomers were anodically poly
merized to fonn redox-active films, and GOx was entrapped in
fe1Tocene-containing polypyrrole films to construct a reagentless
glucose electrode. GOx biosensors based on entrapment within

(8) Gregg, B. A.; Helle, Chem. 1991,95,5970.
(9) Gregg, B. A.: Hener Chern. 1991,95,5976.

(10) Ohelnl, T 1.: R2.jagopalan, R.: Heller, A Anal. Chern. 1993.65,3512
(11) Ohara, T. J: Rajagopalan, R; Heller, A. Anal. Chern. 1994,66,2451
(12) Csoregi, E.; SChmidLke, D. W.; Heller. A. Anal. Chern. 1995, 67. 1240.
(13) Hale, P. D.; :na.«:;aki, T.: Karan, I-t L Okamolo. Y.: Skotheim. T A. 1- Arn

Clum. Soc. 1989, 111, 3482.
(14) Inagaki, T.; Lee. :1. 3.; Skotheim. T. A.: Okamoto, Y. j. Glum. Soc., Chem

Commun. 1989, 1181-
0.5) Gorton, L Karan, I-I. L Hale. P. D.: :nagaki, T.; Okamoto, Y: Skolhei1l.

A /!nal. Chim. Acta 1990, 228, 23.

(16) Hale, P. D.: Boguslavsk"y, L. L; H, 1.: Lee, H. S.; Skotheim
T. A.; Okamoto. Y. /lIUll. Chem.

(17) Lee. H. S.; Liu. L F; Hale. P. D.; 1992.3.
303.

(18) lIale, P. D.; Lee, H. S.; Okamot:), Y.Anat. Lell. 1993,26. 1.
(19) Cal·"o. E.].: )ani]o"l,yicz, c.; Diaz, 1.]. Ckern. Soc., Faraday Trans. 1993,

89,377.
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utileI' redox polymers were also reported. These include ferro~

ccne-substituted polylysines,22 poly(mercapto-p-benzoquinone),23

and poiyferrocenes."
Vmylfen-ocene (VF), a reasonably effective mediator for GOx,"

can undergo free radical polymerization to yield poly(vinyl
feITocene) (PVF) with a molecular weight range from 920 to
26 300.2ii The electrochemical behavior of PVF and feITocene
is quite similar, but field effects in the macromolecular environ
ment influence the microscopic potential for oxidation of adjacent
ferrocene residues in the polymer. jli PVF-modified electrodes
were also used to fabricate glucose biosensors,"'2S and lrie and
Tanal," reported a redox copolymer formed of N-isopropylacryl
amide copolymerized with VF [poly (NIPM!VF) ]." Oyama and
co~workers carried out the electrochemica1 characterization of a

polyINIPM/VF) film using quartz crystal oscillators30 and sub
sequently used the thermoshrinking property of this polymer to
fabricate GOx electrodes.:!1

Cyclodextrins form inclusion complexes with various hydro
phobic molecules:"·3:! and have been widely used in analytical
chemistry::" and electrochemistry.'" Recently, the water-soluble
inclusion complex of l,l'-dimethylferrocene with (2-hydroxy
propyl)-;3-cyclodextrin (HPCD) has been used in bioeiectrocataly
sis "' and a glucose biosensor';) by Luong and co-workers. In the
present study, VF-HPCD inclusion complexes were copolymer
ized with acrylamide (M) and NN-methylenebisacrylamide
(BIS). Polyacrylamide is the most commonlY used support matrix
in enzyme immobilization" and gel electrophoresis" because of
its good chemical and mechanical stability and its inertness to
microbial degradation. Moreover, polyacrylamide and its deriva
tives have been exploited as immobilization matrices for enzyme

eleclrodes."IH7 This paper reports the preparation and propenties

of a novel redox gel which was fOffiled in aqueous solution in a
one-step procedure on VF, AA. and BIS copolymerization and
designated PVAB. A new catalyst system, consisting of flavin
mononucleotide, H20" and N,N,V' ,N-tetranlethylethylenediamine
(FMN - H,O,-TEMED), was developed for the polymerization.

(22) Iijima, S.: Mi;wtani, F.: Yabuki. S,; Tanaka, Y.; Asai, M.; Katsura, T.: Hosaka,
S.; [bonai, M. Anal. Chilli. Acto 1993,281,48:-;.

(2Jl .A..rai, G.: Masuda, M.; Yasumori. 1. Chem. Leli, 1.992, 179l.
Hendry. S. P.; Cardosi M. Tl'rner, P. F A'I/cl. Chim. Acta 1993,
281.

(25) Casso A. E. G.: Davis, G.; Francis. C. D.; :-lill, H.. \.0.: Aston, W.].; Higgins.
L Plotkin, E. Scolt, L. D. L Tumer, A. P. F. Anal. Chem. 1984,56,
667,

(26) Smilh, Kuder. J. E.: IVychick. D.]. Polym. Sci. 1976, 14, 2433.
CD) Chen, C. j.: Liu, C. C.: Savinell. R. F.j. ELectroa!!al. Chern. 1993,348,317.

Nguyen, A L: ]. H. Aj)p!. Biochem. Biotechnol. 1993,43, 117.
(29) :vi.: Tanaka. T. Prepr" Jpn. 1991, Lt~, 461.
(3U) Oyama, N.: I'atsuma, T.: Takahashi, Kj. Phys. Chon. 1993.97,10504.

':'atsuma. Saito, K: Oyama, N. Anal. Chem. 1994, 66, 1002.
Cramer. F.; Saenger, Spatz. H. c.]. Am. Gem. Soc. 1967,89, 14.
Saenger. IV. Angew. Olem.! Inl. Ed. 1980, 19,344.

S.; Purely. W. C. Chon. Rev. 1992, 1457.
(35) Bersier, P. M.: Bersier. J; Kling-ert. B. Electrooitalysis ] 991, 3, 443.
(;:;6) Brmvn, R. S.: Luong, J H. T ElectroonaLysis 1994, 5, 391.

Groom, C. A: Luong,.r. H. T Biosensors Bioelectronics 1994, 9, 305.
C)'Driscoll. K. F. In Methods Immobilized Enzymes and Cells:
lvIosbach. K.. Ed.: Academic Press; New 1976: Vol. 44, pp 169-183.
Hames, B. D. In Gel Electrophoresis of Proteins, A Pmctical Approach, 2nd
('(l.; Hames. B. D.. Rickwood. D., Eels.; H?l Press: Oxford, 1990; pp 1-147.

('to) Hicks. G. P.: S. 1. Allol. Chern. 1966, 38, 726.
loll) Guilbault, G. MOl1lalvo, j. G., jr. Anal. Lett. 1969,2, 283.
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Ci l) Tor, R; Freeman, A Ana!. Chon. 1986, 58, 1(142.
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The electrochemical characterization of the redox gel is reported,
and the catalytic properties of GOx entrapped in the gel are
presented.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Materials. Acrylamide (fill), N,N-methylenebisacrylamicle

(BIS), vinylfeITocene (VF), hydroxypropyl-;3-cyclodextlin (HPCD,
average MW 1500), N,N,N,N-tetramethylethyienediamine
(fEMED), H20" a-D-glucose, and 3-(2-pyridy!)-5,6-bis(4-benzenc
sulfonic acld)-1,2,4-triazine (feITozine) were purchased from
drich. Flavin mononucleotide (FMN), trichloroacetic acid (TCA),
and mineral oil (light white oiL d 0.84 g/mL) were received
from Sigma. Mono- and dibasic sodium phosphate were from
Fisher, ethylfeITocenc (EF) was from Strem, and carbon powder
(99.9995% purity) was from Johnson Matthey. Glucose oxidase
(GOx) from Aspergillus niger (EC 1.1.3.4) was obtained from
Boehringer Mannheim (Grade II, 238 units/mg). All chemicals
were used as received, and solutions were prepared using
nanopure water (Barnstead). Other suppliers were as follows:
dialysis membrane (6000-8000 MW cutofi'), Spectmm Medical
Industries; electrode body (4 mm diameter. 2 mm deep) and Ag/
AgCI reference electrode, BAS, (West Laiayette, IN): and platinum
wire, Fisher.

Preparation of the PVAB Redox Gel, A stock solution of
50 mM HPCD was prepared by adding the powder to 0.1 ,II!
sodium phosphate buffer, pH 7_0 (PB), and stin-ing at room
temperature. Solid VF was added to the FIPCD stock solution,
which was stilTed in a sealed container for 2 h and stored at 4°C.
A VF-HPCD molar ratio of 1:5 was used in all polymerization
solutioll3. Stock solutions of 400 mg/mL (5.63 M) monomer and
25 mg/mL (0.16 M) cross-linking reagent were prepared by
dissolving M and BIS in PB. Both solutions were filtered through

O.45-,um disk filters and stored at 4'C. AJiquots of the stock
solutions (Ai\, 0.68 mmol; BIS, 0.05 mmo!) were mixed with 'v'F
(020-2.00 ,umol), and to catalyze the photopolymerization,
(30 nmol), H20 2 (1.76 ,umol), and TEMED (3.30umol) were
added. and then the final volume was adjusted to 1.0 mL. Since
oxygen inhibits polymerization. the reagent mixture was deo,"'Y
genated by flowing water-saturated N, over its surface for 10 min,
the container was sealed tightly, and the mixture was in-adiated
with a 9-W UV lamp (Ultra-Violet Products Inc) until a semirigid
gel block was observed (~30-260 min), at which time polymer
ization was considered complete.

Quantitation of Ferrocene Iron in the PVAB Gel. Iron

released from the ferrocene species in the PVAB by 5% TCA was
analyzed spectrophotometrically on a diode an-ay spectrophotom
eter (Hewlett-Packard Model 8451A) using fe1Tozine as a cololi
metric reagent.48 The PVAB gel (1 mL) was subjected to
exhaustive washing with PB, dispersed into panticJes by passage
through an 18-gauge syringe needle, and added to OJ M TCA
with 55 mM phosphate in a final volume of 60 mL. Standard
solutions containing 4_49-22.45 ,uM ethylfeITocene (EF) were
prepared by mixing 3_2-16_0-mL aliquots of a 84.2 I'M EF stock
solution with 1 mL of a gel formed from the copolymerization of
M and BIS in the absence of VF (i.e., a blank PAB gel) and
dispersed into particles as above, and the EF-containing gel

suspensions were added to the TCA solution. A reagent blank
contained the same components with the exception of EF, and

(48) Badia, A: Thai, N. H. E.; English, A. M.; Mikkeisen. S. R.' Pauerson. R. T.
Anal. Chim. Acta 1992,262,87.
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Figure 5. Stability vs time of a RGE containing 0.93 mM immobilized
VF (_! and a GOx-RGE containing 0.91 mM immobiiized VF and 1.0
mgimL entrapped GOx (0). Data points represent anodic peak
currents of the RGE measured in f\h-saturateo PB from 0.0 to 0,5 V
vs AgiAgCI at 0.01 Vis and catalytic currents of the GOx-RGE
measured in N2-saturated PB \Nith 50 mM glucose at 0.4 V vs Agi
AgCI.

and 0.91 mM immobilized VF over a 0-50 mM glucose concen

tration range. Tbe GOx-RGE shows typica, Michaelis- Menten

behavior toward glucose, and the reduced observed in air

sahlrated PB results from competition between the Fe" centers

and 0" for the reduced form of GOx. Conversion of i" to current

density gives a value of - B.:O ILA./em' for the GOx-RGE in 10

mM glucose in N,-saturated PE (Figure 413). which is surprisingly

high considering the extremely low VF loading of the PVAB gel

(-0.3% of the dry weight of PVAB). Glucose biosensors, con
stmcted from polymerized felTocenes [pvlOn", and poly(felTo

cenylenemethyleneV'I, exhibited catalytic current densities in 10

mM glucose (-24-38,uA/cm') that are only 2-3-fold higher than

those observed here. It should be noted that the voltammetric

method used in this work yields catalytic currents that represent

total active enzyme since. with excess glucose present, all GOx

ill the gel is in the reduced form at the beginning of the anodic

scan. This is not the case \vith amperomettic measurements at
fixed potential, where GOx would be in the oxidized form
throughout the gel, and the rate of glucose arrival would be

measured.

The long-term stabilities of a RGE ([VFi mm = 0.93 mM) and

a GOx-RGE ([WLmn = 0.91 mill [GOx] = 1.0 mg/mL), which
were stored in PB at 4 'C under nonsterile conditions when not

in use, are shown in Figure 5. The sensors were used only to

record the data points shown in Figure 5. The clata in this figure

indicate that the observed cun-ents decrease slcwly over 1 week

for the RGE. but more rapidly over 3 days for the GOx-RGE. ,Vhen

not fabricated into RGEs, the PVAB gels exhibt excellent long

tenn storage stability in sealed vials at 4 'C under nonsterile

conditions. For example, a RGE fablicatec: from a 2-month-old

gel had over 85% of the signal of a RGE fabricated from a freshly

4076 Analytical Chemistry. Vol. 67. No. 22, November 15, 1995

prepared gel. A similar comparison for GO:x~RGEs revealed that
PVAB gels with entrapped GOx can be stored for u~ to 1 month

with < 15% loss in signaL

Toe reproducihiiities of the RGE and GOx-RGE fabrication
methods VI'cre also tested using gels identical to those used in

Figure 5. The mean ± SD of the anodic peak currents obtained

at 10 RGEs was 808 ± 24 nA (from 0.0 to 0.5 V vs Ag/AgCI at 10

mVIs) with a coefficient of variation (CV) of 3.1%. The mean ::i:

SD of the catalytic currents from 10 GOx-RGEs was 2.30 ± 0.1'5
,uA (50 mM glucose at 0.4 V vs Ag/AgCl) with a CV of

Moreover, it took only -1 min to fabricate the RGEs or GOx

RGEs once the gels were prepared. Considering ti,e excellent

storage stability of the gels and the good stability of the modified

electrodes, along with their excellent reproducibilities. this neVi
redox gel should find applications in the construction of reagen'

less amperometric biosensors.

CONCLUSIONS
The novel redox gel prepared by the combination of one

the most commonly used classes of redox mediators. the ferro

cenes~ and the most widely used gelmatlix in bioanalysis, cross

linked polyacrylamide, offers several advantages over other redox

polymers'Hl used in biosensor construction. These advantages
are the following: (1) simple and rapid gel preparation by a one

step procedure: (2) since the polymerization reaction pedormed

in neutral aqueous solution. loss of activity during enzyme

entrapment should be negligible; (3) polyacrylamide-based gels

contain up to -94% water by weight, which is a more suitable

environment for enzymes than the commonly useel chemically

deposited high-density polymer films or carbon pastes: (4)

preparation and perfonnance of the RGE and GOx-RGE are very

reproducible; (5) although the percent by weight of ferrocene

residues in the copolymer is extremely low (-0.3%) compared to
other ferrocene-containing polymers,,>u,.~0 the catalytic CUlTent

densities for the GOx-RGEs are high, indicating the im

mohilized mediators in the gel are highly efficient: anel (6) in the

presence of glucose, the response of the GOx-ROE to dissolved

oxygen is comparable to or less than those reported others.;

It is anticipated that the new redox gel system discussed here
can be modified for the practical meaSllrenwnt of glucose and

used to entrap other enzymes to fabricate the corresponding

biosensors without appreciable difficulty
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gallstones.' Bodily fluids contain high concentrations of anions.
such as hydrogen carbonate. dihydmgen phosphate. anions of fatty
acids, and others, which readily form slightly ~oluble salls \vilh
Cah and heavf metc;l ions. Precipitation of such compounds of
limited solubility reSli its in fonnalien of deposits denoted as calculi.
Alternatively, they can act as seeds for nucieation and crystalliza
tion of other substances,

It has been postulated that bile salts (BS-) or their aggregates
(often denoted as micelles) interact with calcium ions, lower the
activity of free Ca2~- aqua ions':; and inhibit the precipitation of

slightly soluble ca1ci:Jill salts of biliary anions, such as bilirubi

nates. lecithins, and anions of fatty acids:' Similar interactions
can be assumed lo occur between bile salt and heavy melal ions.
but the expelimental evidence for such reactions has been rather
limited. Thus. for ions. it has been postulated,"li on the basis
of dialysis studies, [hat binding of Fe'- by tauroclwlate was
stronger than that by its aggregates.

To demonstrate that bile salts can act as metal ion bufffrs,
preventing precipitation of heavy metal salts with other anions,
the reactions of cholate'-,) and glycocholate' vvith metal(lD ions
were sludied. Polarography WiiS the method of choice since it
olIers information concenling the equilibria between BS--- 2nd IvF
ions. In solutions, where the reduction of I\f~-'- remains reversible,

the shifts of half-wave potentials oEer information about the
presence of rapidly established equilibria between free M"" aquo
ions and their labile complexes, Moreover. changes in the limiting
current of M'" yield information en relatively slowly established
heterogeneous equilibria between M'+ and their slightly soluble
compounds. It is an advantage of polarography that measure
me:1ts can be carriec! out directly in the reaction mixture, in the

presence of colloidal and solld particles, Under such conditions.
the use of spectrophotometry. l-IPLC. or ion-selective electrodes
is more Ilmited. ln the case of potentiometric measurements,
adsorption of colloiclal and solid particles can affect the data
obtained with a membrane electrode. To minimize the effects of

Tempel'liclle: Rochl.
:laly,

Americar Chemica: Society©

intenl,:tiion between anions of dihydroxy bile acids
(BS-) (chenodeoxycholate, ursodeox)'cholate, hyodeoxy

deox:rdlOlat,,) and divalent metal iOlls (CU2~,

ln2-) was followed For
CGIlwjnir,g 0.1 mM metal(U) ions invari-

0'''''''-'' nt TOw hett~wave potentials and limiting currents at
fR~"-l! hf,l(yw"hnH) 1 mM indicates the absence ofinterac

monomeric BS- At [BS-] between
the shifts of the half-wave potentials

il1(licatE: fo.,nlation of soluble complexes. Simultaneously,
CUlTent indicates formation of

compounds with small aggregates
Between about 7 and 10 rnM: BS-, the

solutions with L"-e compounds of M2- with
aggregates ofBS-. current oflVF- is a function

of product. At concentrations above
BS -, increase of current indicatos formation

nmicelle-lIke") aggregates bearing free COO
re,'ponsible for the increase in solubility. Exact

collc"ntratior,s corresponding to the limits of individual
ranges the natures of both BS- and !l'P-.
Overall equilibrium constants for the reaction ofM2c with

agg"cgates of BS-, obtained from ilid f[BS-] plots
the of these compounds, indicate depen-

dence on nature of the metal ion. The stabilities of
complexes increases and their solubilities decrease

> Cdz - > Znz- > Pb2'-. character
jm'eracjjol~sofM2 "ith carboxylate ions_ Struc

salt also affects the solubility of complexes
sequence or reactivity is different for each

TI,e position and stereochemistry
ofindividual hydroxy groups probably affects the stacking

the small aggregates, yielding slightly
comple~:es. The formation of larger aggregates

occurs at concentrations ofBS- comparable with reported
values concentration.

Bile cOl1£ains-in addition to alhali and alkaline earth metal
ions-ions iron. manganese, copper. molybdenum, and zinc at
levels ranging from;) to 20 ,ug per gram of the sDlid content. I

These levels can even higher in lithlaslc biles. as indicated by
the amounts of these metals found in pigment or cholesterol



adsorption, de polarography is preferred over differential pulse

polarography.

Studies on trihydroxy bile salts indicated that monomeric bile
salts practically do not interact with Cu'+, Cd'-, Zn'+, and Pb 'c
(refs 7-9), nor with Fe'T (ref 10). Taurocholate7- 10 does not react

either in the monomeric form or in aggregates. Unconjugated
bile salts, as well as glycocholate bearing a carboxylate group,
react with all M2+ ions studied at "premicellar" concentrations of

BS- Observed reactions are attributed to an interaction of M2+

with small aggregates of BS-. These reactions yield both soluble
and slightly soluble spedes. At concentration of BS- above the

critical micelle concentration (cmc) , formation oilarger aggregates
takes place, which show much higher solubility due to an excess
of free COO- groups. Turbidimetric results paralleled polaro

graphic results. Diametrically opposite conclusions of our stud
ies,7-1O as compared to those reached by Moore's groupS,6 in their

studies on the reaction of Fe'c, are probably due to their use of

dialysis, which is not snitable for study of equilibria between metal
ions and labile complexes. In the course of dialysis, such

equilibria are perturbed.
In this study, reactions of Cu", Cd'-, Zn2+, and Pb'" are

reported. Cu'" and Zn'" are present in biological systems,

whereas Cd'" and Pb'+ are xenobiotic, toxic species. It was of

interest to show how bile salts might be involved in a detoxification

of these ions. The reduction of Cu", Cd'+' and Pb'" at the
dropping mercury electrode in the absence of BS- is reversible,

while that of Zn" is irreversible. Reactions of these ions with

the fonowing dihydroxy bile acids were studied, which differ in

the position and orientation of the hydroxy groups in the steroid
moiety: chcnodcoxycholate(I) (CDC), ursodeoxycholate(ll) (ODC),

deoxycholate(lII) (DC), and hyodeoxycholate(IV) (HDC).

.~-
R.: R' R' R'

a:OH H etOH H

II aOH H ~OH H

III aOH H H aOH

IV ,'XOH .OH H H

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Apparatus, Polarographic current-voltage curves were re

corded using an Amel Mark 472 polarograph using an electrolytic

cen with a saturated calomel electrode. The dropping mercury
electrode used had the following characteristics: m = 1.9 mg S-I

at h ~ 50 ern, t: 4.2 s, controlled drop time t = 2.0 s.

The cyclic voltammetry (CV) curves (Figure 1) were obtained
with a hanging mercury drop electrode (fl = 3 mm') using the

Model 433-A trace analyzer (Amellnstruments, Milano, Italy).
Chemicals and Solutions, Sodium salts of chenodeoxycholic

and deoxycholic as well as hyodem:ycholic acids were obtained
from Sigma (St. Louis, MO): ursodeoxycholic acid was a gift from

AJfa-Wasserman (Bologna, Italy). All compounds were used as

delivered. Copper(lI), lead (lI) , cadmium(l!), and zinc(l!) nitrates

were analytical grade from Carlo Erba (Milano, Italy).
Stock solutions of bile salts were prepared freshly, usually less

than 24 h before the experiment. using oxygen-free distilled water,

either by dissolution of a sodium salt or by dissolution of an

(10) /I..: Feroci, G.; Fazio, G.; Zuman, P. Eur. I Pharm. Sci., submitted for
publication.
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Figure 1. Cyclic voltammograms for the system: 1 x 10.. 4 M Cd<+
1 x 10-3 M deoxycholate, and 0.15 M NaNO, af 25 'C: (a) 50 (b)
100, (c) 200 mV/s; slowly dropping DME, natural I, ~ 14.2 s, delay
5 s.

appropriate quantity of the acid in sodium hydroxide solutio] to
maintain a small fraction of the acid in the free form, in order to

control the final pH of the solution. The final pH or all solutions,

after being filtered through a 0.45 ,urn Millipore disk, was 7.80.
Procedures. Solutions containing 1 x lO- L 1 X 10-' M bile

salt and 1.10-4 M divalent metal ion, in which the ionic str'ength

was adjusted by addition of sodium nitrate to ,u = 0.15, were
equilibrated by shaking for 24 h. These solutions were then

deoxygenated with a stream of nitrogen, and polarographic
current-voltage were curves recorded. For evaluation of the free

metal ion concentration, the ratio of the limiting current (Ii in
the presence of bile salt to the limiting current governed by

diffusion (id), recorded in the absence of bile saiL was used.
Unbuffered solutions were investigated in this study to avoid

introduction of additional ligands; pH values of these solutions

were adjusted (when necessary) to 7.8. At this pR all the acids

are in their ionized forms, and the metal iJI) ions do not precipitate
as hydroxides, This follows for solutions of Cd" and Zn from
reported11 pH limits at which precipitation of hydroxide in

unbuffered solution occurs (pH 7.9 for Cd'c and 7.8 for Zn" at 1
x 1.0--' M M2+). For Cu2+ (pH 6.5) and Pb'" (pH 7.2), the onset

of precipitation is evidently shifted to higher pH in the presence

of bile salts acting as sunactant. This has been proved by identical

wave heights of Cu" and Pb' ions in the presence of 0.1 mM

bile salts at pH 7.8 and in solutions at pH 3 in the absence of bile
salts. Reversibility of the reduction process has been confirmed
by CV (Figure 1).

The reported values of half-wave potentials, measured relative

to that of TJ+ ions as internal standard, are accurate to 0.005 V
and are reported 'IS SCE. The limiting CUlTents were measured
with an accuracy of 5%, The values of overall equilibrium

constants Ki and K, are reproducible to 0.2 pK units (from triplicate

sets of experiments). The estimates of concentrations ccrre
sponding to the edges of individual concentration ranges have

an uncertainty of 0.2 pBS (where pBS = -log [BS ).

RESULTS
Polarographic limiting currents of reductions of metal(ll) ions

in the presence of bile salts (BS-) are proportional to the
concentration of free M2c aquo ions. Denoting the current at a

given [BS-] as i and the diffusion current in the absence of BS

(or at [BS-] < 0.1 mM) as id, the ratio iii" can be plotted as a

(11) Kalthoff, 1. M.. Elving, P.]., Eds. Treatise on Analytical 0, mistry. 2m
J. Wiley: New York 1983; Part L Vol. 3, pJl 38.'1 and 385.
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-1

(e, right-hand scale) in
ursodeoxycholate (0) for

function of log [ES] (Figures 2-5). On these plots, it is possible
to distinguish up to four ranges (Figure 2A). For some combina
tions of bile salts and M2+ , all four ranges I-IV can be observed.

In other combinations, range I or III can be rather narrow, and in

some, range IV cannot be reached within the accessible range of
[BS-j (Figure 4D).

In Figures 2-4. only the half-wave potentials of waves corre
sponding to electrolysis resulting in a rapidly established equi-
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librium between the oxidized and reduced forms of the metal
(called "reversible") are given for Cu2+, CdH , and Pb2+ Only for
such reversible systems is it possible to obtain information

about thermodynamic quantities from variations of hali-wave
potentials. The values of half-wave potentials at higher [BS-],
where the reduction is irreversible, were not included. Such
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At [BS- ] » K;, eq 11 simplifies to

£", = const - 0.029n log [BS-j (12)

(11)

(13)

r - 2)Na+(solution)

(8)

+ 0.059 log K i

2 Ki + [BST

MCBS) (,-;-,)Na(p-;-i_2,(solid) =

!vI CBS) (P+i) (p,·,-2'- (solution) + (p

(BS) /- (solution) -- rBS- (solution) =

CBS) (P-i) (P+')-(solution) (9)

(BS) (P~,) (P+,)- (solution) + MZ-!- (solution) =

M(BSlcHi) (p+,-2)- (solution) (10)

In range I, the equilibrium 3 is shifted to the left, most probably

because the equilibrium 2 is also shifted to the left. Hence, the

reduction of metai ions M2--' foUowing reaction 1 is not affected

by the presence of the bile salt, and consequently, the hali-wave

potential alld t1.e limiting current are both independent of [BS-j.

In range II, equilibria 2-5 are shifted to the right. As equilibria

2 and 3 are rapidly eS12blished, the hali-wave potential of reduction

of reaction 1 is shifted to more negative potentials with increasing

concentration of l,'1e bile salt. As long as the reduction occurs

reversibly, the shift of the half-wave potential (E1/2) follows eq

11:

where (Erd", is the potential of the reduction of M" in the

absence of the bile salt and K is the equilibrium constant
con'esponding La reaction 3, defined as

Thus, the plot of £:/2 tCiog [BS-]) consists of two linear
segments with an intersection at -log [BS-j = pKi .

In range III, equilibrium 6 is partly shifted to the right.

Because the equiliblillm between MCBS)pNa~-2) in the precipitate
and the oligomer (BS)/- in the solution is established slowly

relative to the time window of the measurement (typically 3 s),

the decrease in current in this range is a measure of the
concentration of the free M2+ aqua ions in these solutions.

For a slowly established heterogeneous equilibrium, it is

possible to derive for the current i (relative to the CUlTent i"

observed in the absence of the bile salt or the current measured
in range I) expression 13,

!vI'+ (solution) 2e = !vI (0) (Hg) (1)

nBS- (solution) = CBS),,"- (solution) fast (2)

(BS) , (- (soiution) -:- !vI2~ (solution) =
!vI (BS) , t(-2)- (solution) fast (3)

pBS (solution) = (BS)/- (solution) fast (4)

+ M 2+ (solution) ,~

M (BS) P(P-2)- (solution) fast (5)

values have no simple physical meaning. Since the reduction of
2n2'" ions is only quasireversible, half-wave potentials in Figure 5

indicate only trends in the ease of reduction. Information obtained

iTom limitiog currents is independent of the rate of the electrode
process. The limiting current changes offer information about

chemical reactions occuning in the studied solutions independent

of the electrode process being reversible or irreversible.
The changes of limiting currents and half-wave potentials in

individual ranges can be described as rollows:

Range 1. The limiting current does not change with increasL~g

concentration of the bile salt, and the half·wave potential of the

reduction of the metal ion remains unchanged.

Range A decrease of the limiting current with increasing

concentration of the bile salt is observ"ed. Simultaneously, in the
majority of cases, a shift of the halicwave potential to more negative

values with increasing concentration of the bile salt occurs. In

this range, solutions become turbid, indicating formation of slightly

soluble compounds, formed by the interaction of bile salts and
metal ions, which are in equilibrium with soluble species.

Range III. Limiting currents attain the smallest value and

remain independent of concentration of the bile salt. The intensity

of the curren in this range is directly proportional to the solubility
of the compound formed by the interaction of the bile salt and

the metal(U) ion. In some instances, where the solubility is very

low, the intensity of the current in this range of concentration of

the bile sair limits to zero. In this range, the reduction of the

metal ion becomes irreversible, probably due to a surface coverage

the eleC1Y"de by slightly soluble species; hence, the half-wave

potentials measured do not have a simple physical meaning. In
this range. solutions also remain turbid.

Range IV, The limiting currents of metal(II) ions increase

vitth increasing concentration of the bile salt. Simultaneously, the

turbidity of the solution decreases, and in some instances the

solution becomes translucent. The half-wave potentials are shifted

to more negative values with increasing concentration of the bile
sait, but the reduction remains irreversible, preventing simple

correlation between these shifts and the complex formation.
Based on expelimental results, the interaO'dons of metal (II)

ions with studied dil-,ydroxy bile salts can be described by the

fol1mving equations:

M(BS)p V'-1'-(solution) + (P - 2)Na+(solution) =

M(BS)pNa(p_2) (solid) slow (6)

where

M (BS)pNa(p_?) (solid) + rBS- (solution) +
rNa+(solution) = M(BS) (ph)Na(D+i-2) (solid) (7)

Therefore, the piot of i/ i" as a flmction of log [BS- ] has a
dissociation curve wieh an inflexion point at -log [BS-l = pKj •
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The steepness of this dissociation curve depends on the number

of participating bile salt anions, p.
Available experimental data indicate that in some cases pK, =

pK, and n = p. In such cases, the complex which is predominant
in the solution is also the least soluble one. In other instances,

pK, "" pK; and n "" p, indicating that a complex other than the
least soluble one predominates in the solution.

In range III, all equilibria 2-6 are shifted to the right. Under
these conditions, concentrations of M2c, M(BS),("-2)-, and

M(BS)p~-2)' are all low. The concentration of the free metal ion
M2-', and hence the limiting current of M2+ are governed by the
solubility product, K,,, = [M2c][BS'jP. The transport to the

electrode involves both free ions M2c and SOluble complex anions,
M(BS),,('''')- and M(BS)p~-2)'. For n andp in the expected range

between 1 and 4, the differences in the diffusion coefficients do

not affect substantially the ratio ilid, partly because the ratio of
diffusion coefficients is a small value, and partly because the

relationship involves the diffusion coefficients in a square root.
In range IV, a solubilization of the precipitate takes place. This

can be achieved, in principle, in two ways: (a) Anions of the bile

salt can add to the slightly soluble compound M(BS)pN~-2) in
reaction 7. This is followed by a shift of equilibrium 8 to the right.
(b) Alternatively, a larger aggregate (BS) I;>"') Ii+')- is formed in

the solution in reaction 9, which can form a larger complex species
in reaction 10. As the species M(BS)(,~,)~+"2) hes a more negative

charge rille to a larger number of free carboxylic groups not bound
bound to the metal than M(BS)!,I'-2I', the larger species is more

soluble. Dissolved complex M(BS)~+'I"D""2I' is in a rapidly

established equilibrium-reversed reaction lO-with the reducible
ions M2+

Changes in the polarographic limiting current are paralleled

by changes in the turbidity of the reaction mixture. In range I,
solutions remain translucent. Turbidity increases in range II,

reaches its maximum in range III, and decreases in range IV,
where at sufficiently high concentration ofBS', solutions become
translucent

Investigated systems can be characterized by several quanti
ties:

(a) The value of log [BS] at which the two linear segments

of the EI/2 = f(log [BS']) plots intersect (if accessible). This value
corresponds according to eq 11 to the value of pK,.

(b) The slope of the £1/2 ~ {(log [BS'I) plot (dEl/2/dpBS =

0.029n). At pBS> pK" this offers informaLion about the number
of BS- bound to a M2c ion, provided that the electrode process is

reversible and effects of adsorption can be neglected.

(c) The value of pBS at which the dependence of ilid on log
[BS'] shows an inflection point of the dissociation curve. At this
pBS, £/ i" = 0.5, and the value of -log [BS-] = pK

(d) The slope of a tangenl to the plot of ih = {(log [BS-]) at

the inflection point. This offers information about the number

(P) of bile salt anions bound to the metal ion in the slightly soluble
compound M(BS) pNa~-2>

All the data in a-d can be obtained in range II.

(e) The limiting current in range III, which is proportional to
the concentration of the free metal M'+ This enables determi

nation of the solubility of M(BS)pNa~-2) and solubility product
K,p (if the value of p is known).

Apart from these quantitative data, two semiquantitative types

can be obtained:
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(f) The concentration of bile "alt at which the first decrease in
limiting current is observed. This can be considered as the lower
edge of range II. This value offers semiquantitative information
about equilibria 4-6.

(g) The concentration of bile salt where, at concentration
higher than that corresponding to range III, the current of
reduction of M2+ shows the first increase. This concentration can
be considered as the lower edge of range IV and offers semi
quantitative information about equilibria 7 and 8 or 9 and 10,
respectively.

Values of pK, obtained from shifts of half-wave potenlials and
offering informalion about reactions 2 and 3 are, in mOSI instances,
practically equal to values of pK; obtained from the decrease in
limiting currents, corresponding to reactions 4-6. As discussed
in more detail below, that means that at n = p, the same complex
predominates in the bulk of the solution and in the precipitate.

and the sequence of reactions corresponding to processes
ranges II and III simplifies to reactions 1, and 4-6.

The shapes of the ilid = [(log [BS']) plots indicate that,
some instances, a single complex 'With a given p predominates,
while in others several complexes are present simultaneously In
a complex system like the one involved, which might be further
complicated by mixed complexes involving hydroxo ligands,
qualitative agreement of experimental data 'with Ihe predicted
shape of ilid = f(log [BS']) plots is the bestthat can be expected.

Similarly, eqs 7-10 qualitatively describe the increase in
current in range N and are in accordance \'vith conversion of a
slightly soluble species into a well soluble species. No infonnation
is available to decide whether forn1ation of Jerger, soluble
aggregates results from additions of BS'anions to the precipitate
following reactions 7 and 8 or whether formation of larger
aggregates (reaction 9), observed in the absence of bile sahs, is

followed by their reaction with M'+ ions (reaction 10). The
proposed interpretation is supported by fornmlion of soluble large
aggregates in solulions containing only Na' ions. L

Data available for dihydroxy bile acid anions are summarized
in Table L

DISCUSSION
Comparison of Figures 2-5 and data for individual systems

(fable 1) indicates that, for all systems, principally four siluations
occur. At sufficiently low concentration of the bile sah, where
monomers predominate, there is little interaction between the

metal ion and the bile acid anions. In range II, roughly between
0.1 and 10 mM bile salt, both soluble complexes and slightly
soluble species are formed. It is assumed that, in this range. smaU
aggregates (dimers to tetramers, premiceUar species) are formed
which interact with divalent metal ions. For these aggregates.
where the two carboxylate groups arc located close each other,
the interaction with metal ion results in a slightly soluble
precipitate. In the majority of cases studied, the values of pK.
obtained from the decrease io current (Table 1) and characterizing
the slowly established equilibrium between metal ions in Ihe
solution and metal ions bound in a precipitate are similar to the
values of pK; obtained from shifts of half-wave potentials, reHecting
the rapidly established equiliblium between aqua ions of metals
and labile complexes. This indicates tl1at the soluble labile
complexes which predominate in the solution have praclically the

(12) Reference 1, pp 52-54.





hydrophobic parameters

Table 3. Comparison of Hydrophobic Parameters with
the Solubility of Products of Reactions of Metal(lI)
Ions with Bile Salts

Table 4. Comparison of the Solubility of MetalllUl
Oxalate with the Solubilities of the Products of
Reaction of Metal(lIllons with Bile Acid Anio",s
(Solubilities in Millimolar Concentration)

DC'

<0.01

DDC

0.01i
Oil"
0.0 1

<11.0',

CDC'

0.05
O.lR
0.03

<0.01

HDCb

0.03
0.02

<0.01
<0.01

M2+ oxalate

Cd'+ 0.20
0.17
005

Pb2+ 0.05

Pb'

;~olubility, mM

0.015 0.U2 0.03 <0.01 <0.01
1.37 0.59 0.027 0.l8 0.05 0.03 <0.01
0.49 -0.31 0.009 0.08 0.06 <0.01 <0.01
1.46 0.72 0.028 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0.01

HIlC 3.0B 2.2R
CDC 3.28 2.25
liIlC 3.00 2.20
DC 3.50 2.65

Table 5. Comparison of the Concentrratuons at Which
the Precipitates of the Metal(lI) Compounds with
Small Aggregates of Bile Salts Begin To D;ssoive with
Reported Values of cmc

Chenodeoxycholate. r:"

bile cmcO concn at the beginning range

salts H2O 0.15 M NaCi eu;!" Cd" Zr."' Ph'

HDC' 14 6 20 10
CDC' 9 4 10 10
UDC' 19 7 70 10
DC! 10 3 10 10 20

that the composition of precipitate M(BS)pNalp-2) is the same for

all bile salts studied. Attempts are therefore currently being made
to determine the content of metal in the precipitates formed. 111is

approach is, nevertheless, complicated by the colloidal character

of the resulting products. To achieve the formation of a precipi
tate, the reaction of MH with BS- must be carried out in

presence of an excess of BS-. Under such conditions, some of

the BS- ions present in excess are adsorbed on the precipitate of

M(BS)pNa~-2). Consequently, analyzed products will not have
stoichiometric composition. The determination olthe content ot

the metal in the precipitate hence does not offer infonnation about

the number of ligands, p.
Finally, the conditions accompanying the dissolving of the

precipitate at sufficiently high concentrations of bile salt wilJ be

discussed (Table 5). The concentration at which the increase in
current is first observed is considered to be the lower limit of

range IV. This concentration is of the same order of magnitude
as the reported l8 values of the cmc. These erne values probably
represent a concentration at which larger aggregates (BS) /:

(consisting of ~5-10 units) are formed. Differences between the

limit of range IV and cmc values can be attributed to differences

in solubilities of CBS),/,- and MCBS)j,NaV'-2l' These. in tum, are
affected by the differences in the interaction of both anions with

the solvent and by the variations in strength of the interaction in

the solid state. Any comparison can be further complicated by
differences in the predominant number of bound ligands (p - r)

for individual metal ions.
To summarize, small aggregates (dimers, trimers, or tetra

mel's) of bile salts react with M2+ ions and fonn compiexes which

are slightly soluble. The solubilities of these compounds depend

primarily on the nature of the metal (II) and its affinity for

(18) Roda, A.; Hofmam. A. F.; Mysels. K j. j. Bioi. Gem. 1983. 258. 6362
6370.

I: Data from
sodeoxycholate.is the intrinsic partition coefficent of the

partition coefficient of the anion for the
Data from ref 13. HIBA is the hydrophobic
is the hydrophobicity index of the anion

{. Data from ref 14. Solubility of bile acid in

Roc!a, A; MinuleJlo, A; Angellotti. M. A; Fini, A.]. Lipid Res. 1990.31,
l'~::i3-1442.

(15) Neuman. D. M.]. Lipid Res. 1989, 30, 719~7:W.
(16) Fini, A.; Roda, A.: Fugazza, R; Grigolo, B.]. Solu/ion Chern. 1985,14,595

603,
(17) Handbook 0/ Chemistry and Physics, 67th ed.; eRe Press: Boca Raton, FL,

1986.

Were the hydrogen bonding the predominant effect, the

aggregation and thus the complex formation would be strongly

dependent on the number of hydroxy groups in the steroid

molecule and their stereochemistry. Our experiments indicate
relatively small differences between the solubilities of metal (ID
complexes with the dihydroxy bile salts studied in this work and

those of the trihydroxy bile salt complexes reported earlier.7-9

Predominant roles of hydrogen bonding 'A ould also be reflected

in a principal difference between complexes of CDC and UDC,
which differ in stereoisomerism of the hydroxy groups in position
7. Data observed for reaction of Cd2-+-- and Pb2~- indicate similar

solubility of complexes with CDC and UDC, and the differences

observed for the reactions of CuH and Zn'- are relatively small.
It can be concluded that hydroxy bonding is not the predominant
factor affecting solubilities of complexes of BS- with M2·-.

To evaluate the role of the hydrophobicity of the bile salts on

the solubilities of the products of their reactions with M2+ ions,
comparison with the hydrophobic indexes]4,]; is used. These

indexes (Table 3) increase in the sequence UDC < HDC < CDC

< DC. In accord with this sequence, products of reactions of
M' with DC are the least soluble among investigated compounds

(Table 3). On the other hand, for the remaining three bile salts,
there seems to be no correlation between hydrophobicity in
dexes l."!:; of individual acids and the solubilities of their com
pounds with M2+. The solubility of the unclissociated bile acids]6

increases with increasing hydrophobicity index (Table 3). But
there is no simple correlation between the hydrophobicity of the
bile salt and the solubilities of its compounds with divalent metal
ions

The predominant factor governing the solubility of MCBS) p

Na,>_,) is the nature of the metal(ID ion. lloe solubility decreases
in the sequence Cd2+ > Cu2+ > ZnH > Ph'-, similarly as observed

for corresponding oxalates (Table 4))7. For UDC and CDC, the
SOlUbility of compounds with Cd2~ is smaller than expected. This

sequence is different from that of the affinity of the metal (II) to

form a Me-O bond, which governs the stability of complexes of
bile salts in the solution.

To interpret better the dependence of solubility on the nature
of the metal (ID involved, it would first be necessary to ascertain
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carboxylate groups. The decrease of solubility in the sequence
Cd'- > Cu 2+ > Zn > Pb > parallels that observed for
corresponding oxalates. To a lesser degree, the solubility of
'Drmed species depends on the nature of the bile salt, the

deoxycholates fanning the least soluble species. The observed
differences are attributed primarily to differences of stacking of
bile salt molecules in small aggregates. No simple relationship

the hydrophobicity of the bile salt and the solubility of
11;1(BS)p:-iac,-2) has been found. The concentration of bile salt at
which larger, more soluble aggregates are fanned was found to

be in a range similar to that in which erne values have been

reported. The nature of the metal ion included in the aggregate
affects structure and possibly composition of soluble aggregates.
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Voltammetric Studies of Carbon Disk Electrodes
with Submicrometer-Sized Structural Diameters

Danny K. Y. Wong* and Lisa Y. F, Xu

School of Chemistry, Macquarie University, Sydney, New South Wales 2109, Australia

A procedure for the fabrication of carbon disk electrodes
with tip diameters approaching 100 nrn is described. In
this procedure, quartz capillaries are initially pulled down
to a small tip by a horizontal micropipet puller. A high
gas pressure (900 kPa) is then applied to force methane
gas through the pulled capillarywhile it is being pyrolyzed.
A prolonged pyrolysis duration (4 min) is employed to

form a carbon deposit at the tip of the capillary in order
to construct a carbon disk electrode. Electrical contact

is then made between the carbon deposit and a nichrome
wire via a small pool of mercury inside the capillary.
Hence, unlike the construction procedures for many other
microelectrodes, there is no epoxy sealing, cutting, or
beveling of electrodes needed in the fabrication procedure
for ultrasmall carbon disk electrodes. The fabricated
electrodes are then characterized by cyclic voltammetry
in a dopamine solution, showing a well-defined sigmoidal
response for the oxidation of dopamine with minimal
background charging current. The absence ofepoxy resin
at the tip of carbon disk electrodes also permits elec
troanalysis in nonaqueous media.

Microelectrodes are often used in many voltammetric studies
owing to several advantageous features over conventionally sized
electrodes, ]-5 Some of these features include reduced ohmic drop,

enhanced mass transport, and discrimination against charging
currents.

A number of microelectrodes of diiferent geometries have now
been reported in the literature,' These include microdisk and
arrays of microdisks, microband, microcylinder, and ultrathin ring
electrodes. Also, disk-shaped electrodes with radii as small as
10 Ato 20 I'm have been constructed.' While many of these
electrodes have very small areas, in general, they have consider
ably large total structural diameters, making them not suitable
for use in such microenvironments as the extracellular region in
the brain7-l'and the cytoplasm of single cells, :::H8 where many

(1) Wightman, R. M. AnaL.Chem. 1981,53. 1125A··1134A
(2) Wightman, R. M. Science 1988.240,415-420.
(3) Wightman, R. M.: WipL D. O. In Electroanalytl>al Chemistry; Bard, A J,

Ed.; Dekker: 'Jew York, 1989: VoL 15. pp 267-353.
(4) Electroanalysis 1990, 2, 175-262.
(5) Bone!. A. M.; Oldham K. B.; Zoski C. AliaL. Chi;n. Acta 1989,216,177

230.
(6) Pellner. R. M.: Heben. M. J.; Longin, T L: Lewis, ;\L S. Science 1990, 250,

1118-1121.
(7) Baur, J. E.; Kristensen, E. W.; May, 1. ].: Wiedemann, D. ].; Wightman, R

M. Anal. Chem. 1988, 60. 1268-1272.
(8) Wiedemann. D. .I.: K. T.; Kennedy, R. '1'.; Ciolkowski, E. 1.;

R. M, Anal, 1991,63,2965-2970
(9) Kawagoe, K. T.: Wig'1tman, R. M.; Lefrou,

c.: Amatore. C. Anal. Chem. 1992,64, 3077-3U83.
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neurotransmitters can be easily detected anodically, This prompted
a number of research groups to construct electrodes with very
small structural diameters. For example, Kelly and ViTightman:9

beveled the surface of carbon fiber electrodes to a sharp tip (~l0
I'm) which showed enhanced faradaic currents. Kim et al.2I'

reported an elegant procedure for constructing carbon ring
electrodes with tip diameters approaching lliffi by pyrolysis of
methane inside pulled quartz capillaries, Similarly, Saraceno et
al.21 described a methodology involving a low-temperature Pl'TOly
sis of ethylene on nickel to fabricate carbon disk electrodes with

~1.8 I'm tip diameters. More recently, Strein and Ewing"
reported the construction of electrodes with an overall physical
dimension as small as 400 nm by flame-etching carbon fibers to
small tip diameters which were then insulated with a phencl
allylphenol copolymer. To date, only carbon fiber electrodes and
ultrasmall carbon ring electrodes are often employed in extracel
lular voltammetry7-l2 and intracellular voltametry,"-ls This is

presumably due to the simple construction procedure and the
higher fabrication success rate of these two types of electrodes.

Also, these sharp electrodes facilitate smooth penetration into the
specimen and minimize tissue damage along the track made by
the electrode. In addition, Garguilo and MichaeF: pointed out

the suitability of small modified electrodes, for example, by
immobilizing enzymes and redox mediators in a cross-linkable
polymer on the electrodes, to be used as an in vivo probe since
leaching of the enzymes and redox mediators into the surround
ings was minimal. These workers fabricated choline microsensors
from carbon fibers (7 or 10 I'm diameter and lengths of 200-400

(10) Pihel, K; Schroeder, T.].; Wightman, R M. rinal. Chem. 1994,66,
4537,

(ll) LeszclYszyn, D.].; Jankowski,]' A; Viveros. O. H.: Diliberto, E.)., Jr.: Near,
]. A; Wightman, R M.l Biol. Chern. 1990,265,14736-14737.

(12) R. M.; Jankowski, ]. A.; Kennedy. R. T; Kawagoe, K. '1'.;
Leszczyszyn, D. J.; Near, J. A.; Dilibe11o, E. .r., .If.: Vive~cs,
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F;gure 1. Schematic of an ultrasmall carbon disk electrode.

we have examined the appearance of the tips obtained after
performing pyrolysis with a gas pressure ranging from 500 to 1000
kPa through the pulled quartz capillaries. After applying pressures
less than 850 k1'a, visual examination under an optical microscope
revealed that the carbon deposit formed did noc reach all the way
to the tip but ceased a short distance from the tip inside capillaries
of diameters in the 100-1000 nm range. Cutting or beveling the
capillaries would have aided in exposing the carbon surface.
However, this would have inevitably enlarged the tip diameters
and we thus have not proceeded further with these electrodes.
On the other hand, when a pressure higher than 950 kPa was
applied, the tips of the electrodes were always found to be

damaged and not useful for further experiments. From these
results, an optimum pressure of 900 kPa was applied in all
subsequent experiments and a well-defined voltammogram was

obtained in the characterization experiments (vide infra).
In another experimen~ we investigated the duration of pyroly

sis required to promote the formation of a compact carbon deposit
inside quartz capillaries of diameters between 100 and 1000 nm.
A range of pyrolysis time from 2 to 7 min was employed. With a
duration shorter than 3 min, the characterization experiment
involving cyclic voltammetry of dopamine (vide infra) at the

fabricated electrodes yielded a nonsigmoidal response with a large
background charging current. This seems to indicate that
insufficient carbon deposit and/or a rather porous structure was

formed at the tip of electrodes. However, when a duration longer
than 5 min was applied, the tips of the fabricated electrodes were
again found to be damaged. Hence, in this work, a pyrolysis time

of 4 min seems to be an optimum duration in the fabrication of
ultrasmall carbon disk electrodes. Despite a wide range of tip
diameters from 100-1000 nm, electrodes fabricated by employing

a pressure of 900 k1'a and pyrolysis duration of 4 min were found
to produce wel~defined cyclic voltammograrns in the characteriza
tion experiments as described below,
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We also examined the tip dimension of carbon dis!;: electrodes
and the morphology of the carbon deposit fanned at the tip using
scanning electron microscopy. Figure 2a shows a photograph of
the often short and sharp tips of carbon disk electrodes obtained,
a feature similar to that of ultrasmall carbon ring electrodes. Such
a feature is particularly attractive for in vivo experiments as this
pennits minimal tissue damage upon implantation and also veri
careful selection of the region of tissue where measurements can

be performed. The micrographs of the two electrodes in Figure
2a were then magnified, as sho"11 in Figure 2b. From Figure 2b,
the tip diameters of the two electrodes were estimated to be
approximately 300-400 Oeft) and 500 nm (light). respectively.
O"ing to the small size of the tip of electrodes, it has been difficult
to obtain micrographs of the carbon surface at the tip of electrodes
with sufficiently clear contrast between the carbon and the glass
insulator. Nonetheless, the carbon deposit seems to have fanned
in distinct small globules within the capillary during pyrolysis. In
general, these small globules appear to be evenly distributed in
the deposit and adhere to the inside wall of the qu artz capillary
with no observable cracks,

Electrochemical Behavior, (a) In Dopamine Solution, AJi
ultrasmall carbon disk electrodes fabricated were initially tested
by cyclic voltammetry in 1.0 x 10-4 M dopamine in pH 7.4 citrate
phosphate buffer solution. Note that the tips of carbon disk
electrodes are sufficiently small that they can be filled with a

carbon deposit. Figure 3 shows the voltammograms obtained at
the carbon disk electrodes displayed in Figure 2b. As expected,
a sigmoidal response corresponding to the oxidation of dopamine
with minimal background charging current was obtained at these
electrodes. These results seem to indicate that the car-bon deposit
is a relatively nonporous struoture which adheres sufficiently onto
the inside wall of quartz capillaries. This feature then obviates
the necessity of sealing the tips with epoxy arld cutting of
electrodes, in contrast to that often required in the procedure [or
constructing many microelectrodes. By adopting a hemispherical
diffusion model around an ultrasmall disk electrode, the limitlng
current, hm, is given by the expressionUI

Ium = 2nrnFDC

where r is the radius of electrode, D is the diffusion ooefficient (6
x 10-6 em' S-1 for dopamine"), and C is the bulk concentration
of the electrolyzed species, All other symbols have their usual
electrochemical meaning. By substituting the values of limiting
currents in Figure 3 into this equation, the diameters of the two
electrodes were calculated to be 320 Oeft) and 740 nm (right),
respectively. These results are thus of a magnitude similar to
those estimated from the micrographs shown in Figure 2b.

In examining the analytical perfonnance of ultrasmall carbon
disk electrodes, we have carried out cyclic voltammeby and square

wave voltammetry of dopamine at a 1 flm carbon disk electrode.
as shown in Figure 4. In these experiments, the concentration

of dopamine was increased by a standard addition method. F,am
the corresponding calibration plots, a detection limit (based on
twice the level of background noise) was then determined to be
~5.8 x 10-1 (by cyclic voltammetry) and 7.6 x 10-' M (by squar-e

wave voltammetry), with correlation coefficients of 0.996 and 0.991.

(28) Fleischmann, M.; Pons, S.; Rolison, D. R.; Schmidt. P. P U7tl'amicroeleclrodes:
Datatech Systems: Morganton. NC, 1987: Chapter 3.
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electrode) in CH2Cl, obtained at a conventional sized glassy carbon
electrode.:~o Hence, the reduction of cobaltocenium cation seems

to be less reversible on the ultrasmall carbon disk electrode.
Apart from a small overall physical dimension required for an

electrode to be used in vivo, it is equally important that the
fabrication procedure is simple and convenient to pertorm with a

relatively high success rate. In the fabrication of ultrasmall carbon

disk electrodes, all quartz capillaries are pulled by a honzontal
micropipet puller which can nearly reproducibly (~80%) manu

facture capillaries of a desired tip diameter. The other major step

involves pyrolysis of methane which can also be carried out
without any special skills. Hence, after experimenting with more
than 500 electrodes fabricated, we have been able to reach a
success rate of ~85% for const111ction of carbon disk electrodes

with total structural diameters between 500 and 1000 nm. On

the other hand, the success rate for constructing electrodes with

structural diameters between 100 and 500 nm is slightly lower at

~70%. However, this still represents a significant improvement
compared to a success rate of 10% in fabricating electrodes with

400 nm tip diameters."

I
-1100

E (mV)

Figure 5. Cyclic voltammograms obtained at a 1 ,um carbon disk
electrode for the reduction of (~5-C5H5),CoPF6 in 0.1 M Et,NCIO, in
(a) acetonitrile and (b) CH,CI,. Scan rate, 50 mV S-1.
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Figure 4. (a, b) Cyclic voltammograms and (c) square wave
voltammograms of dopamine at a 1 .um carbon disk electrode in pH
7.4 citrate-phosphate buffer solution. Successive increase in dopam
ine solution was pertormed by a standard addition method. In (a) and
(b), the scan rate is 100 mV S-1. Concentration of dopamine in (a)
and (b): (i) 0, (ii) 1.0 x 10-6 , (iii) 1.0 x 10-5, (iv) 5.0 x 10-5and (v)
1.0 x 10-4 M. In (c), the frequency of pulse is 25 Hz, and pulse
amplitude is 25 mY. Concentration of dopamine in (c): (i) 5.0 x 10-7 ,

(ii) 1.0 x 10- 6, (iii) 1.0 x 10-5• and (iv) 5.0 x 10-5 M.

in which (a) CH3CN (dielectric constant 37.529) and (b) CH2Cl,

(dielectric constant 7.31;') were used as the solvents, respectively.
Nate that a sigmoidal wave was obtained for the reduction of

cobaltocenium cation in Et,NClO.) in both solvents, although CH,

C1, is a relatively more resistive solvent. No significant deteriora
tion in the current signal was observed even after completing 20
cycles of voltammetric scans. The wave slope and half-wave

potential were calculated to be 102 ± 10.0 mV/decade and -111.9
± 0.40 mV (N = 5) in CB3CN and 219 = 5~ mY/decade and
-110.6 ± 7.0 mV (N = 5) in CH,Cl,. These are compared to 70
mV/ decade and -135 mV (vs an internal ferrocenium ion/
ferrocene reference electrode) in Cl1,CN, and 62 mY/decade and

-135.6 mV (vs an internal ferrocenium ion/ferrocene reference
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The sensitivity was recognized as the major issue
the optimization of the coupled HPLC-NMR experi

ment. Each of the relevant interactions between HPLC
parameters and NMR parameters has been examined in
detail such that workers should be able to design a
strategy to optimize their own experiments.

The coupling of NMR and HPLC is not a new concept: a
physical link has eXIsted for several years,l-7 Indirect links, Le.,

sequencia! xeparative HPLC and then NMR, have existed even

anger and are probably still used more widely than LC-NMR.
One-off requirements ere probably more easily satisfied by

sequential prepara,jve LC and NMR, where the time taken to

remove protonated solvent and transfer it to an NMR tube is small
cOIllpared to the lime taken to change the NMR probe.

'Nhere many NMR problems require preseparalion by LC, LC
NMR coupling becomes expedient, and the decision whether to

do preparative LC and then NMR or coupled LC-NMR (apart from
the availability of a probe) depends on the amount of material
involved. TypicaI4.6-mm LC column loadings are of the order of
10 ,ug, very 'nuch at the lower limit of detection of NMR, especially
where a minor component «10%) is concerned. Minor compo~

nenls are probably still bercer detected by sequential preparative

LC and NMR, but only where the eluant is readily removed.
While there has been an outpouring of publications in the area

over the last year or two, the comparative insensitivity of NMR
remains a crucial factor in planning LC-NMR experiments. This
\vork investigates the factors contributing to the detection limit

LC-NMI< so that LC-NMR experiments can be optimized more

readily.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
HPLC experimenls were performed on a Hewlett Packard 1050

quaten1ary, pump, injection system, and UV detector. The column

was a Hichrom 25-cm x 4.6-mm-i.d. Hypersil 5-l'm ODS, and the
dime thy! phthalate was as supplied by j\']drich. The solvent
system was 70% acetonitrile and 30% DcO. UV detection was at

254 nm.
The NMR spectra were obtained at 400.14 lVIHz on a Bruker

Al\1X400 using a 4-mm LC probe. Solvent suppression was via

C. Anal. Cherll. 1984,56, 7·17A-7481\.
[) A.: 1,o,'ilkins, C L Trends Anal. Chern. 1986,5.230235.

Baver. E. Trends A.nat. Chem. 1988, 7,288-293.
• K: Nieder, M.; Gran:, E.; Keller, T.]. C/;yomatogr. 1979,

Nicclcr, M.; Gram, E.; Rindlisbacher, M. Anal. Chem.

",,,e,,,,.,,,.;Bayer, L SpraLl, M.]. Chroma/ogl'. 1985,34617-

Bayer, E.; SprauL \II.; GerTnel, W.]. Chromatogr. 1989,

0003-2700/950367-409189.00/0 © 1995 American Chemical SDciety

presaturation, the carrier (01) set at the acetonitrile frequency
and the decoupler (02) set at the residual water frequency.

Stopped-flow decection was facilitated with a Spark Holland
"Must" column switcher, with integral timer. This unit was,

however, initiated manually at the TN peak maximum.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
LC-NMR can essentially be run in two modes: stopped-flow

and on-flow. In the former case, the LC pump is stopped or the
solvent diverted, so that the desired chromatographic peal< sits
motionless in the probe, allowing extended NMR acquisition. The

presence of a peak is usually detected by a UV detector between
the column and the NMR probe, with some time allowance made
for transfer between the lTV detector and the NlVIR probe.

With on-flow NMR detection, NMR acquisition is started with
the start of the chromatognaphy and arbitrarily brol<en into a seties

of time slices, the spectrum for cach being stored in a serial file.
In this situation, extending acquisition leads to a trade-offbelween
decreased LC resolution and increased NlvlR sensitivity. 'The data
are usually processed as a "pseudo-2D plot", with the normal NMR
spectrum along the f2 axis and chromatographic elution time along
the f1 axis. Not only Is on-flow NMR detection limited in
sensitivity, but gradient elution also causes problems wi.th changes

in susceptibility and drift of signals relative to the lock, whence

the position of presaturation' for each time slice needs ta be
established in a separate run, douDling the time taken. The major

advantage of on-flow NMR cletection is the lack of need for
independent detection of chromatographic peaks: this allows far
the detection of. for example, nonchromophores. Oll-J]OW delec
tion suffers the same sensiti,ity problems as stopped-flow, but

with some additional constraints. It therefore mal,es sense to
consider stopped-flow sensitivity l1rs1.

The first parameter to consider is the size of the NlVIR probe
cell. Brul<er, for instance, supplies a variety of sizes, quoting the
outside tube dimell:::;ioll in millimeters. The solvent pressure is
assumed to have dropped to atmosphclic after the column and
UV cell, so the NlVIR cell is conSl nwted from glass of nonnal NMR
tube wall thiclmess, wbence i.d. = o.d. - 1.0 mm. Since the length
of the coil is 17 mm in our probe. the nominal size of the cell is
therefore 120 I'L for our 4-mm cell.

In principle, the coil could detect outside of the volume it
encompasses. To test this hypothesis, the 21 shim was turned
to maximum, generating a field gradient along the NMR cell
equivalent to 28.9 Hz/mm or 0.07 G/em [calibrated with a sample
of known length in a 5-mm QNP (combined 'H, "'F, ::p, '::C)
probe]. Anormal pulse and collect spectrum then yields an image

of the sensitivity vs distance along the cell, assuming the field

(S) Bax, A.f. Magli. ReslJ//. 1985,65.142·-1·15.
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Figure 1. One-dimensional image of NMR flov! cell.

gradient is linear. The resulting image is given in Figure 1. The
points at which the plot drops sharply are 520 Hz (18 mm) apart,
agreeing very well with the coil dimensions. However. it is clear
that there is, indeed, signal detected outside the coil, which by
manual integration gives 15% of the total area. The volume
detected, therefore, increases from 120 to 140 flL. For the purpose
of any of the mathematical models contained in this work, this
volume is approximated to a cyclinder of 140 flL, considerably
simplifying the treatment but introducing negligible error; 140 flL
is of the same order as the volume sampled in a 5-mm high
resolution probe, but because the coil is glued directly to the cell,
the sensitivity is higher. Because of the difficulty of making up
and maintaining an unsealed standard sensitivity solution, the
sensitivity of LC probes is not measured directly.

Until the market for LC-NMR probes becomes more competi
tive. this parameter will be an issue, but for the time being, the
choice is simply about what size of cell to use. The coil itself
distorts the field, so larger diameter cells yield better line shapes,
which compensate for the slightly lower Q Sensitivity can,
therefore, be treated as roughly proportional to the cell volume.

A 5-mm cell will have a volume of 210 jJ.L. yielding a sensitivity
five-thirds times that of the 4-mm cell. The obvious question is,
therefore, why not have a large celi? The answer is clearly the
degradation of chromatographic resolution. A typical UV cell is
14 jJ.L, and a microcell is 1 jJ.L. By compatison, the NMR cell is
enormous and may be considered to be extremely disruptive to
the resolution.

There are several factors to consider. however. First, the
design of the cell very much affects the mixing characteristics,
and the broadening will not necessarily simply be proportional to
size. Second, mixing within the cell can be augmented at the
outlet of the cell. and simply placing a UV detector after the NMR
cell to monitor line broadening within the cell could lead to
erroneously high results. Last, coeluting components can be
separated spectroscopically with NMR, so the chromatographic
resolution is not a primary concern. If the width of an NMR
spectrum is regarded as equivalent to the totai retention time in
a chromatogram, then a 600-MHz proton spectrum (ignoring
couplings) with lines 1 Hz in \\idth possesses 5.545 x [(10 ppm
x 600) /1]2 = 2 x 10' theoretical p1ates,9 while a carbon spectrum
yields 5.545 x [(220 ppm x 150)/1]2 = 6 x 109 theoretical plates.
In most instances, it is therefore the sensitivity of the cell that
matters. not the chromatographic resolution per se.

(9) (a) Giddings,]. C. Unified Separation Science; John Wiley & SO'ls: New
York, 1991; p 101. (b) Reference 9a, p 94.
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At 1 mL/min, a 5-s-wide peak is exceptional, ClHd oue 30 :s

wide is far more representative: 30 s corresponds to 500 uL, so
a 140-flL cell would only be detecting ~0.3 of the available peak.
This is a very high price to pay for chromatographic resolution,
and since the square of the resultant chromatographic peak width
is the sum of the squares of all the contributions," a 140-jJ.L cell
would have to be designed very badly to broaden 500-flL peak
unduly. The size of the NMR cell, therefore, needs to be
considered in conjunction with the volume of the chromatographic
peak.

To examine this in more detail, the sensitivity obtained for
various width chromatographic peaks was modeled on the

assumption that the chromatographic peak shape is Gaussian;
i.e.. the area of a slice through a Gaussian peak was calcu
lated at varying positions across the peak, where the slice

width is cell volume/flow rate. This is clearly a simplification.
but it does represent an "ideal" peak shape. and it iliustrates the
time dependence of sensitivity. Furthermore, it has to be assumed
that the flow through the cell is perfectly laminar. with no
mixing.

Figure 2 shows the calculated sensitivity as a function of the
stopped-flow delay time at various chromatographic peak widths.
The flow rate is 1 mL/min, and the cell size is 140 ,uL. Curves
are presented for chromatograph peak w'idths at half-height of 2.
3, 5, 10. 20, and 30 s. At 1 mL/min, assuming no turbulence. a
solvent front would pass through a 140-jJ.L cell in 8.4 s (the cell

width, say). The first obvious observation for Figure 2 is that
down to a chromatographic peak width of about 4 s (0.5 of cell
width), provided the stopped-flow is done optimaliy. increcsed
sensitivity results from decreased chromatographic peak width.
When the chromatographic peak width exceeds the cell width
(expressed in the same units), the sensitivity is approximately
inversely proportional to chromatographic peak "idth. A peak
width of 3 s (0.4 of the cell width) corresponds to the onset of
maximum intensity, and below this there is no advantage in
sensitivity, apart from a flattening of the curve, which removes
the stopped-flow delay dependence. In contrast, there is de
creased dependence on stopped-flow delay at very large chro
matographic peak widths.

Since typical chromatographic peak widths are of the order of
2:30 s, the optimal sensitivity would result from a cell of 30/0.4 =

75 s long at 1 mL/min, 1250 ilL. or 10-rom diameter. Rather than
increase the diameter of the NMR cell (an expensive proposition),
some optimization of the chromatography could result in de
creased chromatographic peak widths. For late-eluting peaks. for
instance, the use of gradient elution is an obvious option.

The third observation is that even the idealized NMR cell,
because it is of finite volume, broadens the chromatographic peak
For the 140-flL cell at 1 mUmin, this amounts to approximately
an extra 2 s when the chromatographic peak width is greater than
the cell width, and considerably more when the peak width is
less than the cell width. For most practical purposes, this is not
significant, but of course, no cell will have perfectly laminar flow,
and the question therefore remains, does the NMR cell broaden
more than would be calculated from its volume above? This can,

of course, be tested with an on-flow experiment, comparing the
observed chromatographic peak width in the f1 direction with the
theoretical. In practice, the time resolution of such an experiment
is too low to obtain a meaningful result.
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Figure 2, Signal to nose vs stopped-flow delay. Depe1dence on LC peak widlh (4-mm probe).

cell, a constant equal to 79. While narrow chromatographic peaks

would be significantly affected, nom1al "idth peaks would not be
affected unduly (e.g.. a chromatographic peak 30 s wide entering

the IN cell would only be 31.5 s "ide in the NMR cell).
The great spectroscopic separation potential of NMR makes

it periinent to reexamine the optimization of the preceding

chromatography. Since chromatographic resolution is neither
significantly compromised by the NMR nor is it necessaJily
required, flow rate and saJnple loading can be adjusted away from

the optima] chromatographic method.
For stopped-flow, the adjustment of solvent flow rate has little

implication with respect to sensitivity, apart from increased flow
rate resulting in less time spent on the chromatography and

perhaps slight nan-owing of peaks. In a lot of instances, the
viscosity of the solvent and the porosity of the column packing
wi11 impose a limit on how fast the solvent can be pumped, anyway.

There are serious implications of flow rate in on-flow detection,
however, and this will be considered later.

Sample loading is, howeverj extremely relevant to the sensitiv
ity of stopped-flow detection. It is a well-known phenomenon of
chromatography that increased peak width results from increased

column loading. If ti1e width increases less than linearly "ith a

slope of 1.0 with respect to sample loading, however, increased
NMR sensitivity will result.

Turning now to the special considerations of on-flow LC-NMR
The two conflicting requirements are the maximization 01 signal
to-noise via repetitive scans against the concomitant decreased

chromatographic resolution.
The problem breaks down inlo two: how fast can I puise, and

for how long can I pulse? So far as thefoffi1er is concerned, apart

from the acquisition time, tile two parameters to consider are the

length of the presaturation pulse (which can be relatively long)
and the degree to which flow removes saturation from rapid

pulsing.

The number of points acquired can clearly be reduced in an

effort to increase the repetition rate, with concomitant reduction
in digital resolution. To obtain reascnable signal to noise and
chromatographic resolution, spectral digital resolution will have

Instead, the stopped-flow experiment with vaJiation of transfer

time delay, the very one modeled, is more likely to yield a

satisfactory result. Figure 3 shows the NMR chromatographic

peak shape deteffi1ined by stopped-flow/vaJiation of transfer delay

time and the TJV on-line chromatographic peak shape for com-

parison.

By adding an extra detection cell, interposing a short connec
tion and then the long NMR transfer tube and taking cognizance

of the UV chromatographic peak and NMR chromatographic peak

widths of 5.6 and 11.2 s at 1 rnL/min, respectively, the various

conbibutions to line width were characterized as

where LVi, the width of the peak as it exits the column, UV is

the broadening by the L'IT cell (Hewlett Packard 1050, 14 ilL), a

constant equal to 8.0, TR is the broadening by the transfer tube,

a constant equal to 6.5, and NMR is the broadening by the NMR
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Determination of Octane Numbers and Reid Vapor
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FT-Raman Spectroscopy and Partial Least-Squares
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A Fourier transform Raman spectrometer was used to
collect the Raman spectra of 208 commercial petroleum
fuels, The individual motor and research octane numbers
(MaN and RON, respectively) were determined experi
mentally using the industry standard ASTM knock engine
method. Partial least-squares regression analysis was
used to build regression models which correlate the
Raman spectra of 175 of the fuels with the experimentallY
determined values for MaN, RON, and pump octane
number (the average ofMaN and RON) of the fuels. Each
of the models was validated using leave-one-outva1idation.
The standard errors of validation are 0.415, 0.535, and
0.410 octane units for MON, RON, and pump octane
number, respectively. By comparing the standard error
of validation to the standard deviation for the experimen
tally determined octane numbers, it is evident that the
accuracy of the Raman determined values is limited by
the accuracy of the training set used in creating the
models. The Raman regression models were used to
predict the octane numbers for the fuels which were not
used to build the models. The results compare favorably
with the leave-one-out validation. Also, it is demonstrated
that the experimentally determined Reid vapor pressures
are highly correlated with the Raman spectra of the fuel
samples and can be predicted with a standard error of
0,568 psi.

The Clean Air Act of 1989 has mandated radical changes in
the petroleum refining industry. Based on seasonal and geo
graphical considerations, commercial gasoline blends must meet
stringent environmental requirements while at the same time
providing automotive compatibility and efficiencyI Conventional
methods of determining these characteristics of a fuel are time
consuming and expensive. Examples include determining total
aromatics and olefins via gas chromatography, determining octane
numbers via ASIM knock engine methods, and determining vapor
pressure via the Grabner method.

As early as 1950, Raman spectroscopy was proposed as a
method to determine aromatics and olefins in hydrocarbon
mixtures. '.3 However, until recently, extensive use of Raman
spectroscopy in the characterization of hydrocarbons has not been

Old Dominion University.
Ashland Petroleum Co.

(1) Rhodes. A K. Oil Gas]. 1994, 17 Jan, 16-25.
(2) Dubenboste1, B. F. U.S. Patent 2,527.121, 24 Oct, 1950.
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practical. One early limitation to Raman analysis was the absence
of a high-intensity and stable excitation source. This problem has
been overcome with the advent of lasers. Another limitation was
the presence of fluorescence in hydrocarbon fuels when excited

by visible lasers. The development of Fourier transform Ramon
spectrometers, however, now allows Raman spech'a to be collected
using near-IR lasers (e.g., the I\d:YAG laser emitting at 1064 nm)
which eliminate or severely reduce fluorescence in petroleum
fuels.

Recently, Raman spectroscopy has been demonstrated as
viable quantitative technique in the analysis of analytes which are
present in liquid mixtures as minor components:' Chung, Clarke
and others have demonstrated that Raman spectroscopy can be
used in the qualitative analysis of aviation fuel for the detemj
nation of general hydrocarbon makeup, aromatic components, and
additives.56 Williams and co-workers have shown that IT-Raman
spectroscopy in combination with chemometrics can be used to
determine gas oil cetane number and cetane index.' in addition.
Seasholtz et a1. have demonstrated quantitative anaiysis of the
percentage of each fuel in fuel mixtures containing three unleaded

gasoliness Despite these investigations, Raman spectroscopy is
still not significantly utilized in the industrial analysis of petroleum
fuels.

In contrast, near-IR absorbance/reflectance spectroscopy has
gained wide acceptance in the industrial analysis of octane number
and total aromatic as well as individual aromatic species concen
trations in petroleum fuels during the blending process'"':"
Multivariate analysis of near-IR spectra cun'ently provides real
time feedback for on-line process control of blending operations
(as well as other processes) at the Ashland Petroleum refineries
in Cattletsberg, KY, Canton, OH. and S1. Paul, MN. Despite the
success of near-IR spectroscopy in the petroleum industry, it also

(3) HeigL].].; Black, J. F.; Dudenbostel, B. F. U.S. Par.ent 2,527.122, 24 Oct.
1950.

(4) Shope, R; Vickers, T. ].; Mann, C.
(5) Chung, W. M.; Wang, Q.; Sezerrnan, U.;

45, 1527-1532.
(6) Clarke, R H.: Chung, W. M.; Wang. Q.: Dejesus, S.: Sezermal'

Spectrosc. 1991,22,79-82.
(7) Williams, K P.].: Aries, R E.; Cutler. D. L Lidiard, D, P. Anal.

62,2553-2556.
(8) Seasholtz, M. B.; Archibald, D. D.: Lorber. A; Kowalski, B. R. :4.ppl. Spectrosc.

1989, 43, 1067-1072.
(9) Maggard, S. M. PCT rnt. ApP!. VI/O 91 15,762. ~ 7 OCI. 199J'

506,391, 09 Apr, 1990.
CI0) S. M.; Welch, W. T. PeT Int. App). \VA 92 10.738. 25 Jun, 1992:

Pat. AppL 626,132, 11 Dec, 1990.
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Figure 1. Five overlaid FT-Raman spectra of commercial pelroleum
fuels. These spectra are representative of the majority of the 208
petroleum fuels.

has.certain limitations. For example, the overtone absorbances
which constitute a near-IR spectrum are typically broad and ill
resolved. This results in a decrease in the "chemical information"
contained in the spectral data. In the case of blends containing
0-, m-, and p-xylene isomers, near-IR spectroscopy is incapable of
quantifying individual isomer concentrations. We have recently
shown, however, that fiber-optic Raman spectroscopy with partial
least-squares analysis is capable of quantifying individual xylene
isomer concentrations (with standard errors of <0.5 vol %) in
hydrocarbon blends containing significant concentrations of all
three isomers. I] This advantage over near-IR spectroscopy is due
to the abundant yet sharp and well-resolved spectral peaks in the
Raman spectra.

In this article, we describe the use IT-Raman spectroscopy
and partial least-squares (PLS) regression analysis to accurately
determine the research octane number (RON), the motor octane
number (MON), the pump octane number (pump), and the Reid
vapor pressure (RVP) of 208 commerical petroleum fuel blends
produced by the Ashland Petroleum Co.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
The Ashland Petroleum Co. (Ashland, KY) supplied 208

commercial fuel blends from its Cattletsberg refinery. The fuels
were sealed in 6 dram glass vials with Teflon-lined caps. Head
space in the vials was kept to a minimum. The samples were
shipped overnight, and upon anival at Old Dominion University,
they were immediately placed in an explosion-proof freezer
maintained at -18 °C. Prior to shipment, the samples were stored
by Ashland at -40 °C for several months. During this time, the
motor and research octane numbers were experimentally deter
mined using current ASTM knock engine methods (ASTM
method D2699 for determination of RON and ASTM method
D2700 for determination of MON). In addition, the Reid vapor
pressure was determined for 201 of the 208 samples. The RVP
bomb was equilibrated at 38 °C, and the vapor pressure was
measured and corrected for barometric pressure via the Grabner
method.

Each octane number was determined at three different knock
engine laboratories (Ashland knock engine labs in St Paul,

(11) Cooper, ]. B.; Flecher. P. E.; Vess, T. M.; Welch, W. T. Appl. Spectrosc.
1995,49,586-592.
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Figure 2. FT-Raman spectra of the five fluorescent commercial
petroleum fuels. Of the 208 fuels, these are the only five which
fluoresce when excited with 1064 nm radiation.

Canton, and Cattletsberg). The average standard deviation for
all of the samples was -0.4 octane unit

The Raman spectra of the 208 samples were acquired using a
Nicolet 950 IT-Raman spectrometer. A 1800 collection geometry
was used. Prior to spectral acquisition, a sample was removed
from the freezer, warmed until no condensation appeared on the
container, and placed in the sample holder. The Nd:Yag laser
(1064 nm) was focused through the glass to the center of the
container. The laser power incident on the glass container wall
ranged from a high value of 380 mW to a low value of 356 mW.
Although it is possible to maintain laser power at the sample at a
constant value, the slight variations better approximate the
fluctuations which might be expected in a "real-world" application.
Each spectrum consisted of 200 scans, collected over 110 s at 8
cm- I resolution with Happ-Genzel apodization being used in the
transformation. All spectra were meaIH:entered and variance
scaled and subsequently processed using Quant-IR PLS software
(Nicolet).

RESULTS
Figure 1 shows the IT-Raman spectra for five of the 208

petroleum fuels. These samples are representative of the majority
of samples received. For octane analysis, the petroleum fuels were
divided into two groups. One group (the training set) consisted
of 188 petroleum fuels, and the other group (the test set) consisted
of 20 fuels. The subdivision into two groups was random and
was performed prior to any PLS analysis. The Raman spectra
for each of the samples in the training set were taken and were
used to construct PLS regression models correlating the Raman
spectra with the octane numbers for each sample. In these
models, two Raman spectral regions were used: 2510-3278 and
196-1851 cm- I . From these regression models, it is evident that
the model-predicted octane values for five samples consistently
show large deviations from their experimentally determined
values. The Raman spectra for these samples are shown in Figure
2. These spectra differ dramatically from those of the remaining
samples. The difference is due to a weak fluorescent background
which decreases to zero in the CH stretching region of the spectra.
These samples were removed from the training set, and new
regression models were constructed. Leverage plots for the
resulting models were used to eliminate eight additional spectra
from the training set, bringing the total number of standards to
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Figure 5. Predicted versus actual plot for pump octane number:
o (total of 175), samples which were included in the training set; «l
(total of 20), samples in the test set; and" (total of 8), highly leveraged
samples which were removed from the training set prior to construct
ing the PLS regression model.
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Figure 3. Predicted versus actual plot for research octane num
ber: 0 (total of 175), samples which were included in the training
set; • (total of 20), samples in the test set; and" (total of 8), highly
leveraged samples which were removed from the training set prior
to constructing the PLS regression model.

90 Table 1. Standard Errors of Validation for Partial
Least·Squares Regression Models

determined low high no. of
property' value value factors SEV

MON 75.563 89.55C 8 175 0.415
RON 87.325 99.950 10 175 0.535
pump 83.738 94.288 9 175 0.410
RVP (psi) 7.070 14.735 8 175 0568

'Spectral regions used in models: 196-1851 and 2510-3278 cm-'.

The above-described procedure was also used to construct
models which correlate the RVP with the Raman spectra. Of the
208 samples, only 201 had experimentally determined RVPs
associated with them. The training set consisted of 175 samples
(the five fluorescent samples and one highly leveraged sample
being removed from the 201 samples), and the remaining 20

samples were used as the test set and were identicai to the test
set used for the octane determinations. The predicted versus
actual values for the resulting model constructed from the 175

standards are plotted in Figure 6, where the test set values are
plotted as e.

DISCUSSION
In the analyzed petroleum blends. there are in excess of 300

individual chemical species of varying concentrations, all of which
affect the octane numbers of the samples. Despite the complexi
ties of the samples, t.l1e resulting Raman correlation models predict
the octane numbers remarkably well. This is evident bo th in the
standard errors of validation for the models determined with leave
one-out validation and by the prediction of the test set. In both
cases, the standard error is comparable to the standard deviation
for the experimentally determined values (0.4 octane unit). This
suggests that in this work, the ability of Raman spectroscopy to
predict the octane numbers of commercially available fuels is

limited primarily by the accuracy of the training set. It is
reasonable to expect that if the accuracy of the octane values in
the training set is improved, the standard errors for the models
will be reduced even further.

Of the 208 petroleum fuels supplied by Ashland Petroleum.
only five exhibit any fluorescence when excited with 1064 nm

908880

78

78 82 84 86
Actual MotOr Octane Number

Figure 4. Predicted versus actual pic! for motor octane number:
o (total of 175), samples which were included in the training set; •
(total of 20), samples in the test set; and" (total of 8), highly leveraged
samples which were removed from the training set prior to construct
ing the PLS regression model,

175 for RON, MON, and pump models. The predicted versus

actual octane plots for RON, MON, and pump are given in Figures
3-5, respectively. These plots include the predicted values for
the eight most leveraged samples which were removed from the

training set. Table 1 includes the number of factors included in
each of the models as well as the standard error of validation using
the leave-one-out validation method.

For the fluorescent samples, the background under the CH

stretching region is linear. Hence, a separate regression model
was constructed using only the 2510-3278 cm~J region. This

regression model did not contain the fluorescent samples in the

training set either. Once this model was constructed, the model
was used to predict the octane numbers for the fluorescent

samples. These values are given in Table 2, along with values

for models constructed using the entire spectral region (196

3278 cm- J) and the spectral regions used in the octane models
(2510-3278 and 196-1851 cm~').

In addition to leave-one-out validation for the regression

models, the models were also used to predict the octane numbers
of the test set. These results are plotted in Figures 3-5 (the test
set values are plotted as e).
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Table 2. Predicted Values for Five Fluorescent
Petroleum Samples Using Various Spectral Regnons

sampk entire 2 spectral CH
no. actual spectruma regionsb region t

I,ON Model Predicted Values
9H6 14l.43 103.51 95.29

176 88.61 1l0.50 93.19 89.06
94.80 127.14 101.10 95.20
9:3.97 107.34 96.76 94.78

209 9457 115.74 95.91 92.94

MON Model Predicted Values
85.02 116.89 87.15 85.31

176 80A5 93.71 80.67 80.10
105.'14 86.63 85.78

17~) 93.07 84.39 83.98
83.13 97.70 83.16 82.76

P1J1np Model Predicted Values
8982 11799 103.71 89.88
84.53 96.87 90.32 81.71
8998 109.119 99.06 90.63
88.80 97.24 92.71 89.38
88.85 101.113 93.57 87.88

RVP (psi) Model Predicted Values
111.80 31.97 42.64 9.14
111.40 18.78 23.79 9.40
11.32 2369 30.12 10.44
11.68 18.93 21.87 n.82

209 21.37 27.03 12.29

" 19E-1851 and 25111-3278 em-I, 2510-3278

16

~ 12

c:
~ 10

>:

c: 6

model, the eITor improves but is still relatively high. By using
only thc baseline-corrected CH stretching region, however the
models become highly accurate in predicting the octane numbers.

In the construction of all of the PLS regression models. the spectra
were mean-eentered and variance-scaled prior to processing. For
the present and previous work in our laboratories, ulis has resulted
in more accurate and robust models than those obtained if other
or no preprocessing of the data was peIiormed. We believe that
the primary reason for this improvement is the existence of slight
intensity changes due to variations in the laser power during the
collection of the Raman spectra of the training set. Although it
is possible to rigorously control the laser output in the laboratory
environment anel therefore yield more accurate models, the
models will not be as robust unless the spectra of the samples to
be predicted are subjected to the sanle rigorous control of the

laser intensity. Tilis is not likely to be the case for many industrial
applications.

Accepting that some degree of laser intensity variation is
inevitable in an industrial application, it is still possible to improve
the peIiormance of the system via calibration. As an extreme
example, wc have acquired the Raman spectra of one of the fuel
samples using laser powers of both 250 and 450 mW. These

spectra represent extremes in laser power variations. In addition,
the spectrum of toluene was acquired under the same conditions
as the spectra in the training set (380 m~') as well as at 250 and
450 mW. The intensity of the strongest toluene peak in the CH
stretching region (the calibration peaks) was used to construct a
calibration ratio for the extreme spectra by dividing the calibration
peak intensity acquired under training set conditions by the

calibration peak intensity acquired under one of the extreme laser
power conditions. This ratio was then multiplied by each of the

intensities in the extreme spectrum of the petroleum sample to
give a nODnalized spectrum. In both cases (250 and 450 mW).

the models predict the octane numbers as well as if the spectrum
had been acquired under similar laser power conditions. \Vithout

the calibration step, the extreme spectra result in predicted octane
numbers with high errors.

CONCLUSIONS
IT-Raman spectroscopy in combination with partial least

squares regression analysis can be used to construct highly
correlated models relating a petroleum fuel's Raman spectrum to
its motor octane number, its research octane number, its pump
octane number, and its Reid vapor pressure. Using leave-one

out validation, the standard elTors for MON, RON, and pump are

0.415, 0.535, and 0.410 octane units, respectively. For the RVP
model, the standard error of validation is 0.568 psi. Using a blind
test set of 20 petroleum fuels. the regression models predict MON.
RON, and pump with average absolute errors of 0.389,0.383, and
0.365 octane units, respectively. Using the same blind Lest set,
the RVP model yields an average absolute error of 0.425 psi.

For the experimenta!ly detennined RON and MON values. the
average standard deviation is 0.4 octane unit. This suggests that
the regression models are limited primatily by the accuracy of
the training sets. This is comparable to the accuracy rep0l1ed
for ncar-IR absorbance/reflectance methods currently being used
by the petroleum refinery industry.".lll Although near-IR spec

troscopy appears to be capable of similar quantitative results in
octane measurement. near-If{ analysis requires that petroleum
samples be classified prior to PLS regression analysis. For
example, Ashland Petroleum Co. currently separates fuels into

16148 10 12
A~tual Vapor Pressure (psi)

Figure Predicted versus actual plot for Reid vapor pressure: 0
(Iotal of 1(5). samples which were included in the training set;. (total
01 20). samples in the test set; and T, a highly leveraged sample
vl/hich removecl from the trainirg set prior to constructing the PLS
regression medal.

radiatioH. This is attributable to the long wavelength of the laser.
We have also obtained the Raman spectra of 100 of these fuels
L1:3ing a c1:spersive Raman instrument with excitation at 852 nm

and have found that 10% of these samples exhibit signiiicant
flLoresccnce. Since longer wavelength excitation is not presently
practical for a dispersive system, the use of a Fourier-transform
instrume:1t is preferred when collecting Raman spectra of highly
colorod pcb'oleum fuels. Even in the case of the five fluorescent
samples (using the IT-r<aman), the fluorescence is weak and

decays to the baseline in the CH stretching- region of the spectrum.
As shewn in Table 2, a model constructed using the entire spectral
region (dngeI]lrim and CH stretching regions) results in large
prediction errors [or the~e samples. If the region betv.reen the
fingeI]lrinL and CH stretching regions is eliminated from the
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either oxygenated or nonoxygenaterl fuels. Subsequently, the
[llelS are separated into high and low octane fuels. Finally, PLS

regression analysis models are used to predict the octane numbers
of fuels within each category.

In the present study, no preclassification of fuels was per
formed. Of the 208 fuels utilized in the study, 79 of the samples
were oxygenated with methyl tert-butyl ether (MTBE). Hence,
Raman spectroscopy has the demonstrated ability to quantitate
octane numbers and vapor pressure across a diverse range of fuel
compositions with a single multivariate model for each property
being quantified. TIlis capability has not been demonstrated with
near-IR spectroscopy.

In addition, Raman spectroscopy has the demonstrated advan
tagc of also being able to quantitatively determine chemical
species in hydrocarbon blends where near-IR analysis failsll

4100 Analytical Chemistry, Vol 67. No. 22. November 15, 1995

Hence, Raman spectrscopy may prove to be a more viable method
of fast and efficient quality control in the industria! setting. With
the use of fiber-optic probes, Raman spectroscopy could eventually
be used for an on-line process control similar to existing near-IR
systems.
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Chromogenic and Fluorogenic Crown Ether
Compounds for the Selective Extraction and
Determination of Hg(ll)
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developed by Takagi and co-workers, have proven particularly
effective as selective extraction agents for divalent metal cations.

for many other purposes. 15 Lipophilic crown ethers constitute an
interesting subgroup of these compounds. largely because of their
ability to extract selectively metal ions from an aqueous solution
into an organic medium. One particularly attractive strategy
couples the selective binding of metal ions by such compounds
and the ability of the resulting complex to fonn an ion pair with
a chromogenic or fluorogenic dyeIH2 The resulting neutrally
charged, ion-paired complex is then partitioned into an organic
phase and detected optically.

The success of these efforts has led to the construction of
crown ethers with pendant proton-ionizable chromophoric or
fluorophoric groups, i.e., side anns. The incorporation of such
side anns eliminates the ion pairing step, which facilitates
applications in chemical analysis processes (see Scheme 1).
Several forms of this type of crown ether have been synthesized
and evaluated for the selective determination of alkali, alkaline
earli, and heavy metal ions.2Hll The diprotonic chromogenic and
fluorogenic crown ethers IIJ,2617.31,37 and 2,2427 respectively,

21

address: Depanment of Chemistry, The Silesian Technical
44-100 Gliwice. Pc1and.

(1) C. 1.]. Am. Chern. Soc. 1967,89,7017-7036.
(2) Brad~;haw, J. S. In MacTOcyclic Cumpuunds: Izatt, R

M., Academic Press: New York. 1978, p,p 53-1.09.
(3) Korzeniewski, S. H. Reactivity and Stntdure in

0",0"" CI,,»,i",y, Springer-Verlag: New York, 1982; Vol. 13.
(4) Frensrlorff. H. K.]. Am. Chem. Soc. 1971,93,4684-4688.

Pannt'!l, K E.: Eambtick, D. C; Lewandos, G. S.]. Organomet. Chern. 1975,
99, C.'.;1-(23.

:6) Danest, P. R.: :VIeider-Gorican. E.; Chiarizia. R: Scibona, G.f Inorg. Nucl.
1975. 37, 1·179-~483.

mDanesl, P. R.: Chiarizia, R.; Saltelli. A..f.lnorg. Nuet. Chern. 1978,40,1119-

Since their discovery, I a wide variety of crown eliers have been
created1.: fo- applicatioQs in solvent extraction4-" and isotope
separation,1O as components in ion~se1ective e1eclTodes,11-\4 and

Two novel crown ether compounds, N,N' -bis(2-hydroxy
5-nitrobenzyl)-4,13-diazadibenzo-18-crown-6 (CCE) and
N,N'-bis(7-hydroxy-4-methylcoumarin-8-methylene)
4,13-diazadibenzo-18-crown-6 (FCE). have been synthe
sized as potential reagents for the selective extraction and
detennination of heavy metal ions. Characterizations of
the acid-base reactivity and the heavy metal ion extraction
capabilities are reported. Both CCE and FCE undergo
four-step ionization processes with associated tautomeric
transformations and form stable complexes with divalent
metal cations that can be extracted into 1,2-dichloro
ethane. Extraction constants for Ba(II), Ca(II), Cd(II),
Cu(II), Hg(H), Pb(II), and Sr(I1) have been determined
for boli reagents. For CCE, the extraction order is Hg
(II) ),> Pb(H) > Cu(U) > Cd(II) > Ca(U) > Sr(I1) > Ba
(II), whereas the order for FCE is Hg(I1) » Cu(U) > Pb(I1)
> Cd(lI) > ea(U) > Sr(II) > Ba(II). The selectivity of CCE
for Hg(lI) over the next-best-extracted cation, Pb(II), is
~2 x 107 and that of FeE for Hg(II) over next-best
extracted cation, Cu(I1), is ~5 x 106 • Potential applica
tions to chemical analysis, based on the unprecedented
selectivity of both reagents for Hg(U), are briefly exam
ined.

is) Sadak;me, Iwachido, T.: Toei, K Bull. Chem. Soc. lPn. 1975,48, 60--
63

(9) Banscl1, R. Czech, B. P.; S. L: Stewart, L. E.; Walkowiak, W.;
Chanvicz, 'IV. A.: Heo, G. S.; Son, Am. Chem. Soc. 1985. 107,4997-
4998.
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from TIleS. Determinations of pH were performed with an Orion

Research digital ionalyzer (Model 501) and an Orion combination
glass pH electrode (Model 91-04). The pH electrode was

calibrated ""ith a set of standard aqueous huffer solutions (Fisher);

all values of pH independent of solution composition are reported
with respect Lo this calibration. Absorbance measurements were

conducted w'th a computer-eontrolled Hewlett Packard diode array
spectrophotome:er (HP3452A) at a spectral resolution of 2 nm

and integration time of 2 s. Fluorescence measurements were
performed with a 1 em quartz cell and a SPEX double monochro

mator sjcectrofluorimeter (Fluorolog 2-F112A1) equipped with a

450 IV xenon lamp; a spectral band pass of 1 nm and a scan rate
of 1 nm/s were used. All the mathematical and graphical

simulaticns were performed using a spreadsheet program (Ka
leidagraph) .

Ditosylate of N·Tosyldiethanolamine (3). N-Tosyldietha

nolamine-1 (92.5 g, 0.357 mol) was dissolved;n 600 mL of pyridine.

The solution was stirred at -10 'c in an ice-salt bath, and tosyl

chloride (136.1 g, 0.722 mol) was added at such a rate that the

temperature was maintained below -8'C. The reaction mixture

was stirred for 1 h, ~efrigerated overnight, and ponred into 500

mL of a slurry of ice and 6 N HCl. CH2Cl, (200 mL) was added.

and the layers were separated. The organic layer was washed

"ith 6 HCI (3 x 50 ml) and water (2 x 50 mL) and evaporated

in vacuo. The resultant golden oil was triturated with MeOH (~50

mL) and 30lidi£ied after 0.5 h. Recrystallization from MeOH gave
153.8 g (76%) of a wbite solid with mp 96-98 'C (lit.'2 mp 78-79

'C). :lMR (CDClJ): ,) 2.33 (s, 9 H), 3.22-351 (t, 4 H), 3.97

4.28 (t, H), 715-790 (m, 12 H).

N·Tosylbis-[2-(2-hydroxyphenoxy)ethyl]amine (4). To a

stilTed. -5'C solution of catechol (16.80 g. 0.153 mol) and 2 drops
of concentrated HCI in Et,O (30 mL) was added 6,43 g (00765

mol) of dihydropyran; the soluticn was then stirred for 1 h at this

temperalure. The acid catalyst was destroyed by addition of 5%

aqueous "IaHCO", the Et,O was evaporated in vacuo, and the
aqueous iaye~ was extracted with CH,Cl, (75 mL). The organic

solution',;;as washed with 5% aq \iaHCO, (2 x 50 mL) and water

(2 x 50 mL), dried over MgS0 4, and evaporated in vacuo to give

10.31 g a yellow oil. lH NMR analysis revealed that the oil

was 50% the mono-THP-protecIed catechol. with the remainder
being di-THP·protected catechol.

The impure mono-THP-protected catechol was dissolved in

DMF (209 mL) under nitrogen, and I-BuOK (4,48 g, 40 mmo!)

was added. The solution was stirred at 80 'C for a 6 h period
while a solution of the ditosylate of N-tosyldiethanolarnine (9.80

g. 17.3 mnol) in DMF (5C mL) was added dropwise. The solution

was then stirred at 80°C for an additional 5 days, and the solvent
was removed in vacuo. The residue was dissolved in CH,CI, (200

mL), wasl1ed with water (3 x 59 mL). and dried over MgS04.

The solvent was evaporated in vacuo, and be residue was

dissolved in 200 mL of 1:1 MeOH-CH,CI, (v/v). After addition

of concentrated HCI (12 drops), the solution was stirred overnight

at room temperatnre. TIe resulting precipitate was filtered and

reclystallized from 1:1 toluenc-EtOAc (v/v) to give 5.85 g (69%)

of 4 as off·white needles with mp 171-173'C. lH NMR (acetone·
ds): ,) 232 (s, 3 H), 3.50-3.74 (t, 4 H), 4.00-4.29 (t, 4 H), 6.75

(s, 3 H), 712 (s, 2 H), 7.12-7.80 (q, 4 H). IR (KEr): 3438 (OH),

1271, 1149 (SO,) cm-:. AnaL Caled for C':JH",NOr;S: C. 62.29:
H. 5.68. Found: C, 62.43: H, 5.75.

Dimesylate of N-TosyldiethanoJamine (5). According to

the procedure of Crossland and Servis,''' N-tosyldiethanolamine!1

(5.18 g, 20 mmo]), Et,N (464 g, 46 mmol), and mesyl chloride

(5.04 g, 44 mmol) were reacled in 35 mL 0' CH2Cl, at -5 "c.
After workup, the solid was recJystaliized from EtOH (200 mL)

to give 6.06 g (73%) of 4, as a white solid, mp 62-64 'C. IH NMR

(CDCI,): 0 2.45 (s, 3 H). 3.07 (s, 6 H), 359 (t, 4 H), 4.41 (8,4 H),

7.36 (d, 2 H) IR (deposit fro:n CH,Cl, on a NaCI plate): 1339,

1155 (SO,), 1124 (C-O) cm- 1 AnaL Caled for CuHnNO,S::: C,

37.57; H, 5.10. Found: C, 37.67: H, 5.10.

N,N'-Ditosyl-4,13-diazadibenzo·18-crown-6 (6). Bisphe

nol4 (4.00 g, 9.0 mmcl) was dissolved in 500 mL of MeCN. and

powdered Cs,CO: (9.00 g, 23 mmol) was added. The mixture

was stirred at reDux for 5 h. followed by the addition of a solution
of dimesylate 5 (3.38 g. 8.14 mmol) in 45 mL of MeCN during a
2.2 h period. 111(; mixture wos refluxed for 3 days and filtered.

The filter cake was rinsed with CH,Cl,. The filtrate and rinsing

were combined and evaporaced in vacuo. The residue was
chromatographed on silica gel with CH,Cl, as eluent to provide

3.01 g (55%) of 6 as a white solid \vith mp 225-227 'C (lit:'-; 215

216 'c). lH NMR (CDCl:-DMSO·d,; ~10:1): ,) 2.41 (s. 6 H), 3.73

(t, 8 H). 4.12 (t, H), 4.12 (t. 2 H). 6.70-7.00 (m, 8 H), 728 (d.

2 H).
4, 13-Diazadibenzo-18-crown-6 (7), To a mixture of cyclic

ditosylamide 6 (410 g, 6.13 mmol) and Na,HPO,: (1.85 g) in 410
mL of 5:f dioxan-e-methanol (vIv) was added 60 g of freshly

prepared, pulverized 6% Na(Hg) amalgam.'1:! The mixture was

stirred at 80 'c for 2 days and filtered, The solvent was removed

in vacuo, and the residue was dissolved in CH,Cl,. The solution

was washed "ith water until the aqueous layer was neutral, dried
over MgSO" and evaporated in vacuo to give 2.10 g (95%) of 7 as

white needles with mp 181-133 'C (lit.'·' 175-177 'c). 'H NMR

(CDCh): 02,42 0)[ s, 2 H). 3,13 (t, 3 H), 4.12 (t, 8 H), 6.85 (s,
H).

N,N' -Bis(2-hydroxy-5-nitrobenzyl)-4, 13-diazadibenzo

18-crown-6 (CCE). A solution of7 (1.00 g, 2.79 mmol) and Et"N

(1.20 g, 11.9 mmol) in 40 mL of THF was cooled to 0 'C and a
solution of 2-hydroxy-5-nitrobenzyl bromide (1.28 g, 6.13 mmol)

in 20 mL of THF was added over a 20 min period. The mixture
was stirred at 0 'C for 8 h, retluxed for 4 h. and filtered. The

filter cake was washed with cold THF and cold deionized water

(3 x 20 mL) and dried with a CHI; azeotrope in a Dean-Stark

trap. The Cof-l, was evaporated in vacuo to provide 1.67 g (93%)
of CCE as a light yellow solid with mp 225-227 'C dec. lH NMR

(DMSO-dr;): 0317 (t, 8 H), 391 (s, 4 H). 4.12 (t, 8 H), 6.70-7.00
(m, 10 H), 8.00 (d 2 H,j, = 8.96 Hz,]" = 2.90 Hz), 8.18 (d, 2 H,
j= 2.88 Hz). lR (KEr): 3498 (OH), 1336 (NO,), 1253, 1218, 1124

(C-O) em-I Anal. Caled for C1H1liN"Ow: C. 61.8': H. S.49

Found: C, 61.37; H, 5,46.

N,N'-Bis(7-hydroxy-4-methylcoumarin-8·methylene)

4,13-diazadibenzo-18-cro,-,n·6 (FCE). To 0.60 g (1.67 mmo!)

of 7 dissolved in 53 rnL of 151 THF-DMF (v/v) with gentle

warming was added 7-hydroxy-4-mcthyleoumarin (0.66 g, 3.74
mmo]) dissolved in 3 rnL of THF. followed by 041 g (5.0 mmol)

of formalin. The mixture was stirred for 8 days at room

(.41) GrilL E.: Lehn. J. M. Helv. Chim. Acta 1981. 64, 1051-1065.
(42) Pettit. G. R; Chamberland, M. R: Green, B. Can.]. Chern. 1967,45,1555

1560.

(43) Crossland, R K: Servis. K.
(44) S. G.: CralL D.
(4S) L F.: Feiser, M. Reagenis foy

1970; VoL 1, pp 1030-1033.
Synthesis: Wiley: York
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Scheme 3"

H,L2•

, Protols omitled ior clarity.

CH3

ArOH = o"IV or ~O
'Y'o" o"'-oAf' OH

(G,) can be defined as the sum of the concentrations of all of their

possible protonic states and is expressed by

Combining the formulization for the acid-base equilibria for
reactions 1-4 with that in eq 11, the concentration of eaoh protonic

fonn of the crovm ether as a [unction of hydrogen ion concentra,

tion can be written as represented in eq 12 for H,L'+,

factors, including the calion, ionic strength, and polarity of the

sclvent. Fully protonated CCE or FCE can then transform from

to H::L' through the loss of a proton from either the
ammonium or the phenolic functionalities, yielding the respective

tautomeric forms I{;L'+ and H:;L"·+. Similarly, the loss of a proton

from R,L eouid give rise to three different forms of HzL, ie., HzL',

HzL", and H,L'" The loss of a third proton results in the

formation of HL' which can exist as, HL'- or HL"-, and finally,

the deprotonatioD afRL' yields 1'-. In each of these cases, the

tautomeric equilibrium can be expressed with the designations

given in Scheme 3 as (12)

Kll = [H3L"J![H3L"+]

K,j = [HzL'J/[HzL"]

Ktt = [H2L"]/[H2L''']

K:3 = [HL'-J/[HL"-]

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

where

G = [H+]' + [H"]3Ka1 + [I-r"]'Ka1K,z + [H+]Ka,K"zl\'3 +
KalKazKa3K"c,

As a consequence of the tautomeric equilibria, the acid

dissociation constants as exemplified by eq 5 are the sum of the

acid dissociation constants for each of the possible protonic
states.,:ii For example, Ka1 is the sum of Kl and Ka(, where Kal'

and K,(' represent the dissociaticn of H4Lz+ [Q H3L'" and HJ;'+,

respectively. Furthermore, each of the tautomeric equilibria can

be related to the appropriate dissociation constants following
Scheme 3 and as shown by eq 10 for K".

(10)

To complete the development of the multistep equilibrium for

CCE and FCE, the analytical concentration of the crown ether

Finally, following the additi,ity iaw, the absorbance (A;) of a

solution of CCE or FCE at a given wavelength (A) can be written

as

+ [H2L+]Edj,L

[HC]E;..HL + [L2-]E;.,Ll.}1 (13)

where fa is the molar absorptivity for eaoh of the fonns of CCE
cr FCE at }, and ! is the optical path length in a transmission

measurement. These fOffilUlations will be used in a subsequent

section to oharacterize the equilibria for CCE and FCE.
Optical Properties of CCE and FCE as a Function of

Solution pH and Acid Dissociation Constants. (a) Optical
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Figure 1. Absorbance spectra of CCE in 7:3 MeOH-water (v/v)
as a function of pH: la) pH 2.01-4.60, (b) 5.30-7.33, (0) 7.33
9.43, and Id) 9.43-11.98. The arrows point to fle isosbestio points.

Properties. Figure 1 details the absorption spectra of CCE
between 250 and 500 nm as a function of pH. A 7:3 MeOH

water (vIv) solution was used for solubility purposes. At pH 2
and below (Figure la), CCE has an absorption maximum at 312

nm. Increases in pH (Figure 1) result in the appearance of a new

feature at much longer wavelengths that undergoes a continuous
evolution in neutral and alkaline solutions. pH 12 and above,

the absorbance maximum is at 410 nm. Over this pH range, four
isosbestic points are observed: 326 nm at pH 2-5 (Figure la),

340 nm atpH range of5-7 (Figure Ib), 358 nm atpH 7-9 (Figure
Ie), and 374 nm at pH 9-12 (Figure Id). The existence of the

['our isosbestic points is consistent with the stepwise deprotonation
process shown in Scheme 3. In addition, as c:escribed below, the
continual evolution of the spectrum reflects the existence of a

tautomeric equilibrium at each step in the dissociation process.

Considerations of the acid-base chemistry and the related
optical properties of the parent chromophon: of CCE (i.e"

p·nitrophenol) provide insight into the strllctural changes that

accompany the spectral changes shown in Figu:e L Based on

the pH·dependent spectral data for structural analogs of the
chromophoric side arms of CCE (i.e.. p·nitrophenol and2·hydroxy

5·nitrobenzyl alcohol':;"), the changes in the spectra at high pH

(Figure lc,d) primmily retlect the acid-base chemistry of the side
arms. The acid-base chemistry of the amine fJnctionalities is

therefore dominant at low pH. However, the tautomeric trans

fonnation of a small amoun: of the chromophoric side arm gives
rise to a small spectral change in the low pH region.

Absorption spectra for FCE were also examined as a function
of pH under the same experimental conditions used for Figure L

(14)
A r - A

pK, = pH + log A - A ..
hI

Wavelength (nm)

where A, the absorbance at the analytical wavelength (358 nm

for CCE and 344 nm for FCE), is the sum of the absorbances

the deprotonated species (AJ) and its conjugated acid (Alii).
111e remaining two PK, values can be detemlined by

mathematical simulation of the equilibria using the absolllticr

maxima for the protonated and deprotonated [arms of
chromophores. This was accomplished by estimating values for

Ei.JU.-) f;,JI21., E;',HL-, pKa:h and pKa4 and then calculating absorbances
using eq 13 at all three wavelengths for the absorbance spectra
shown in Figures 1 and 2 Typically, the first estimates

A portion of the results is shown in Figure 2. Though spectra
lack wen-defined isosbestic points (an observation not present

understood), the overall behavior of FCE is similar to of CCL

with absorbance maxima at slightly longer wavelengths at low
pH and slightly shorter wavelengths at high pH. The pH range
for the transformations occurs at slightly higher values (~3-12.5).

Further, a comparison of the spectra of FCE between pH 8 and

11 (see Figure 2) with those of the parent chromophore (7
hydroxy-4-methylcoumarin) reveals that the changes the high

pH range arise primarily from the dissociation of the phenolic

protons. Therefore, as with CCE, the changes in the spectra at
low pH are attributed to the acid - base chemistry of the am inc
functionalities and the corresponding tautomeric equilibria.

(b) Detennination ofAcid Dissociation Constants. Based
on the above observations, CCE and FCE are present predomi

nantly in their H"L'" forms at pH 2. Thus, the molar absorptivily

(E;J for H,V- can be readily calculated. The same analysis can

be applied to the data at the upper pH limit. where and FCE
exist almost exclusively in their U fonns. Additionally. since the

absorbance for CCE at 358 nm remains constant in the pH ranges

4-5 and 7-10, and the absorbance for FeE at 344 nm remair:s
constant in the pH range 5-6 and above pH ~S, the values of

pK'J and pK", can be determined. The value of PK,] is found t;'om
the absorbance data below pH 5. The value of pI{", can be
determined from the absorbance data betiVecn pH 5 aDel 7 using

the method described by Albert and Serjeant,

o
u

j
<

Figure 2. Absorbance spectra of FeE In 7:3 MeOH-weter (v/v) as
a tunction of pH: (a) pH 1.9, (b) 4.0, (c) 6.2, (d) 7.2, (e) 8.2, (I)
(g) 9.9, (h) 10.3, (i) 11.2, and U) 12.0.

rH 4.50

pH 2')1

pH 247

pH 34J

- pH i~S

pH 5.30

pH 5.86
pH 6,:2

,1H 6AO
. pHfi,n:

--rH 7J3

a

lJ(ll _

0,02

0,01

0,01

0.01

Cli) KoshlancL D, E,. Jr,; Karkhan:s. Y. 0.; Lalham, G.}. Am. Chern. Soc.
196"L 86, 14·!8-14;'i(J. (48) Reference 46, pp 70-73.
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CCE

(: 02 ,

a

Fourier-transhml speclroscDPY_ Unfortunately, the 10v·
solubility ofborh CCE and FeE precluded detection cf any N-H vibrational
moues, features which would r,ave aided our assessment.

(50) FinstaD, H. L.; C. A. New View oiCurre"J'it Acid·-Base Theories:
Wiley: New

(4SJ) We 1O investigate the structural details of these transfomul-

In agreement with the earlier interpretation of the optical data,
the pEe values for p-nitrophenol given in Table 2 suppon the
general assignment of the processes at high pH to the ~-ansforma

lion of the phenolic functional groups of CCE. However. the

difference in the pK, values for each of the steps indicates that a
subsequent dissociative step initiates before completion of the
ongoing step. These transformations, when coupled with the
existence of tautomeric equilibria, hinder an overall structural
description for each of the steps in the dissociation process.
Nevertheless, each dissociative step can proceed through a variety
of possible pathways, with the viability of each pathway dependent
on the polarity and ionic strength of the solution. The existence
of multiple pathways in the dissociation of CCE is evident from
the spectral data shown in Figure la, which reflects the conversion
of H4U+ to I{lL-'c-. This series of spectra exhibit an increase in
the absorbance at the absorbance maximum (410 nm) for the U
form of CCE that corresponds to ~10% conversion of the
chromophoric side arms. This low level of conversion is incon
sistent with a transformation that occurs solely through either of

the two pathways in Scheme 3. Thus, the loss of the first prawn
from CCE yields both H:;L" (~90%) and H:;L'+ (~10%) as
products.''! These data also reveal that Ko1 " is greater than K,,i
by almost an order of magnitude and that K" is ~9.

(c) Effects of Ionic Strength and Identity of Cation, The
effects of the ionic strength of the solution and of the identity of
the cation on the acid-base chemistry of CCE and FCE have also
been investigated. An assessment of the former provides insight
into the possible pathways ior the dissociation of the two species.
Ii. study of the latter probes the imponance of cation uptake into

the crown ether cavity on reactivity. The results of these
experiments, which used (CH3)lN-, Li~, and Na+ as cations and

focused primarily on CCE, are summarized in Table 2.
The ionic strength dependences of the acid-base chemistry

were examined using two different cations: (CH3),N+ and Li-. In

both cases, the oK, values in the first, second, and fourth
dissociative steps exhibited an increase as the ionic strength oi
the methanolic solution increased, whereas the value for pK,,:
remained essentially constant. The trends in the pK", pK,,z, and
pKa4 values can be qualitatively attributed to the relative stabiliza
tion of each of the possible species in each of the dissociative
steps from microscopic charge cOl1siderationsJJo Thus, in agree~

ment with the analysis of the optical data shown in Figure la, the
transformation of H4L2+ to H..:L- leads primarily to H3L"- (as
opposed to H3L'C) as the more stable product. That is, the
increase in the PJ(" with the increase in the ionic strength, as
observed for CCE in Table 2, argues that the higher ionic strength
favors the protonated form (H"U-) more than the deprotonated
form CH3L+). Since H3L'+ has larger relative charge separation

than H.,U+, HilL'" should be the major species formed.

The second dissociative step, H3L" - H2L, can be analyzed in
a similar but more qualitative manner. From the ionic strength
dependences, there are two possible dominant pathways: H"L'
- H,L" and H3L"'c - I1,L'''. Boll1 pathways are expected to
exhibit an increase in pKa values \x:ith increasing ionic strength.

The spectroscopic data reveal that -30% of the chromogenic side

312 nm 358nm 400 nm

H2 4.4 1.0
16.2 10.0 1.8
15.:, 13.0 90
9.0 13.0 22.2
4.13 11.8 402

FeE
322 nm 344nm '170 om

25.7 12.3 0.6
23.4 19.0 5.6
25.1 21.7 18.5
17.5 21.7 5.6
8.2 21.7 36.2

species

species

Table Mola. Absorptivities (, x 10-3 , L mol-' cm-',
oj CCE and FCE at Selected Wavelengths in 7:3
Methanol-Water (v/v)

for and Ei..HL- were chosen to be between the values

for EF and U The tRO pIC values and molar absorptivities
were changed iteratively (increments of 0.05 and 100 M-l cm-1

for the pI{" values anc molar absorptivities, respectively) until the
average rdativc deviation between the simulated and experimental
absnrbance data at each of the three wavelengths was <5%. The

simulated and measured absorbances at the three wavelengths
are compared in Figure 3a for CCE and Figure 3b for FCE. The
simulated data are sho"TI by the solid lines. The agreement
between the simulated and the experimental data at all three
wavelengths con.firms the effectiveness of the simulation. TIle
absorption coefficients for the different ionized forms of CCE and
FCE in 73 MeOH-water (v/v) are listed in Table 1. The pK,
values are listed in Table 2, which also includes the results of a
study of ionic strength effects (see below) and comparison with
the pK, values for 1, 2, and related functional analogs.

pH

Figure Measured absorbances (a) for CCE in 7:3 MeOH-water
(vlv) at 312 (0), 358 ("), and 4,0 nm (0) and (b) for FeE in 7:3
MeOH-water (v/v) at 322 (0), 344 ("), and 372 nm (0) tn tr,e pH
range of 2-,2. Symbols represent experimental data, and solid lines
represent the simLlated data. The uncertainty of the absorbance data
is abcut the sze of the symbols.
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Table 2. Acid Dissociation Constants for CCE, FCE, and Related Compounds in Solutions of Varied Ionic Strength
and Cation Content

compel solvent ionic slrength (M) cation pKal pKa2 pK,,, pK",

CCE 70% Me()H 0.01-0.035 3.42 6.00 8.15 9.65
CCE T)%MeOH 0.1 3.90 6.30 8.20 10.10
CCE 70% MeOH 0.1 3.50 6.00 8.IlO 8.90
CCE 70% MeOH O.Gl-O.1 Li+ 3.60 6.20
CCE 70% MeOH 1l.5-1l7 Li' 3.95 6.48 810 10.13

10% dioxane 0.1 (CH"J"N+ 4.1l3 5.52 9.81l
water 7.15
70% MeOH 1l.1 (CH3),N" 8.1l3

FeE 70% MeOH 1l.01-1l.1l35 4.31l 7.21 9.35 11l.05
FCE 71l% MeOH 0.1 4.80 6.40 830 lO.OIl
FCE 70% MeOH Il.Ol-O.1 Li+ 4.40 7.00 9.()5
2i. 10% dioxane 4.28 7.23 leUS

water 7.84
coumarin' 70% MeOH 0.1 Na- 8.80

Ii I\efen~nce26. b E.eference 46, p 145. '" Vaidya, B : Porter, M., unpublished results. d Reference 33. (' Moriya, T. Bull. Chem. Soc. jpn. 1983.
()-14.

Scheme 4

where [H,LL, and [MLL, are the equilibrium cance:ltrations of
H2Land MLln the organic phase and IM'-]", and [ELi are the
equilibtium concentrations of M27 and H- in the aqueous phase.
respectively. The extraction constant for this equilibtiulll, K",
is wtitten as

(CH3),N+ more accurately reflect the inmnsic reactivity of each
of the dissociative steps. We believe that similar arguments apply
to an acid-base reactivity description of FCE.

ln closing this section, we note that only three acid-base
transitions have been reported for 1, and 2, and structurally
related compounds.'''.27.:n It is not yet clear whether these
differences reflect the inherent reactivity of the compounds or
the properties of the solvent system (e.g., the MeOH-water
solvent system used herein and the 1:9 dioxane-water salven
system utilized in the studies of 126 and 233).

Metal Ion Extraction. (a) Equilibrium Formulation. Ca
pabilities of CCE and FCE for extraction of divalent metal cations
into 1,2-dichloroethane were tested. As a starting point. the overali
equilibtium for the extraction of a metal ion by a proton-ionizable
crown ether is considered. A generalized desctiption of ti1e overall
process is shown in Scheme 4. which depicts the transfer of the
neutral extractant from the organic phase to the aqueous phase,
the multistep ionization and metal ion complexation in J,e aqueous
phase, and the movement of the neutral complex (ML) into the
organic phase. The equilibtium between H2L in an organic phase
and a divalent metal cation, M27, in aqueous phase can then be
desctibed as

(15)

Huheey,]. E.lnorganic ChemistiY; Harper & Row: i\ew York. 1983: pp 73-

arms have been affected by the transformation at the completion
of the second dissociation step. 111erefore, a large fraction (~70%)

of H,L must be present as H,L'''. These data, together with the
shift of tautomctic equilibtia toward species with a lower charge
as ionic strength decreases, indicate that H,L'" and H2L" are
present to a greater extent than H2L'. These conclusions are
consistent with the pathways predicted by the ionic strength
dependences, although small conmbutions from the other two
pathWayS are also possible.

The development of a descliption ofthe pathways for the third
dissociative step is also hampered by the complexities affecting
the above treatments. Based on the large "elative amounts of
H,L'" and H,L" ptior to dissociation and the virtual absence of
an ionic strength dependence of the pK, values, it is likely that
all three of the possible conversions are of importance. The
collective result of these conversions yields roughly equal amounts
of IlL'- and HL"-, with HL"- present at a marginally (a few
percent) larger amount over HL'-.

Lastly, the ionic strength dependences for the conversion of
HL . to U- indicate that the favored pathway is the conversion of
HE" to F This finding suggests that the tautometic conversion
of HL"- to HL'- plays an obvious role in the process by the
resupply of HL'- upon conversion to U-.

The cation dependences reveal that the acid strengths of the
ionizable protons in each of the steps are affected by Na+, but
not notably so by Lj" and (CH::l,N' Compatisons of the sizes of
each of these species to the cavity diameters of CCE and FCE
reveal that Li' has an ionic diameter ) smaller than that
required for strong interactions within the cavity and that stetic
effects block the movement of (CH:l 4W (ionic diameter 4.30 A'l)
into the On the other hand, the uptake of Na+ (ionic
diameter 2.32 is dtiven, in part, by a more favorable size
match-up with the cavity of the parent crown ether, 18-crown-6
(diameler 2.68-2.86 A"). This added dtiving force results in
the uptake of Na+ by CCE, which induces an effective decrease
in the pK value. Thus, the pIC data obtained using Ij7 and

Lamb. 1- D_: IZ<1IL R M.: Christensen, J J. In Progress in Macrocyetic
Chemistry; Izalt, R. M.. Christensen, J. j., Eds.; V/iley: New York, 1981;
Vul. 2. pp 41-90.

(16)
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TIlls equation can be recast to give

-1

the extraction of Cd(II). Changes in the spectra are similar to
tllOse noled in Figure 4. In the case of Cd (II), however, the uptake
by FCE as well as by CCE (see below) occurs at higher pH values,

which translatps to lower values for 1(".
Figure 6 summarizes the pH dependences Df the metal

complexation for CCE and FCE. For each of the cations, the plots
of log q exhibit a linear dependence on pH, "ith a nominal slope
of 2. This dependence confirms the general applicability of eq
15 in describing the extraction process. The changes in the
spectral properties of the chelates upon complexation, which are

similar to those abserved for the dissociation of the phenolic
protons of H2L to U- in Figures 1 and 2, are consistent with this
conclusion.

The pH dependences of log q shown in Figure 6 can be used

to calculate the values of J{" for each of the metal ions '.vlth CCE
and FCE. These clata are presented in Table 3, together with

reported values for 131 and 2."" CCE and FCE rlisp12y similar

but not identical binding preferences. For CCE, the order is Hg
(II) » Pb(II) > Cu(II) > Cd(m > Ca(II) > Sr(II) > Ba(II). 1110

order for FCE is Hg(lI) »Cu(II) > Pb(l!) > Cd(II) > CallI) >

Sr(II) > Ba(II). The selectivity of CCE for Hg(II) over the next
best-extracted catioo, Pb(II) , is 2 x 107, and that for FCE for Hg
(II) over the next-best-extracted cation, Cu(lI) is 5 x 106 Both
values reflect unprecedented selectivities for Hg;(II). Comparisons

to the K" values for 1 and 2 further reveal that both CCE and
FCE have significantly greater binding strengths for Hg(lI) ,
suggesting an opportunity for these novel crown ethers in
chemical analysis (see below).

Insights into the complexation properties of CCE and FCE

toward Hg(lI) can be developed by comparison with those of 1
and 2. With the important exception of Hg(II), the orders of
preference toward metal ion binding for CCE and 1 are the same.

pH

Figure 6. Selectivity of CCE (ai and FCE (b) shown by iog([ML]J
[HaL]) vs pH plots, where M(ll) Is Hg(II), Pb(II), Cu(ii), Cd:I!), Ca(il),
Sr(II), and Ba(II).

44C

440

400

400360

Wavelength (nm)

320

320280

log 1(" = log q-2pH -log [M2+Lq (17)

Figure Absorbance spectra for 25 I'M CCE solutions In 1,2
dichloroethane before (a) and after extraction 0' Hg(ll) from an
aqueous 1.0 rnM Hg(ll) solution at pH 2.0 (b), 2.2 (c), 2.5 (d), 2.7 (e),
3.0 (f), 3.2 (g), 3.4 (h), and 39 (i)

360

Wavelength (nm)

Figure 5. Absorbance spectra for 25 ,LlM FeE solutions in 1,2~

dichloroethane before (a) ald after extraction of Cd(ll) from aqueous
1 mM Cd(ii) soiution at pH 5.8 (b), 6.0 (c), 63 (d), 65 (e), 6.8 (f), 70
(g), 7.3 and 7.6 (i).

where q = [ML],,!lH2L],.
(b) Metal Ion Extraction. Figures 4-6 summarize the

extraction data of CCE and FCE for Ba(ID, Ca(II), Cd (II) , Cu(II) ,
Hg(l!) , Pbll!) , and Sr(II). Figure 4 shows the absorption spectra

of CCE in 1,2-dichloroethane before (spectrum a) and after
extraction of Hg(Il) (spectra b-i) as a function of the pH of the
aqueous solution. The pH was varied incrementally between 2
and 4. Formation of the complex results in a bathochromic shift
in the spectrum and an increase in molar absorptivity as compared
to the spectrum of llncomplexed CCE. Increasing the pH of the

aqueous solution enhances formation of the complex, which
reaches a maximum at pH ~4. The absorbance maximum of the
complex is 388 nm and has an E of 4.1 x 10' L mol-I em-I An
isosbestic ]Joint at 348 run confinns the existence of only two forms
of CCE in the organic phase, as well as the negligible loss of CCE
to the aqueous phase during the extraction process.

The complexes formed by CCE and FCE \vith the other metal
10m exhiblt similar spectral characteristics but have different pH
dependences. For example, Figure 5 presents the pH·dependent
absorption spectra of FCE in 1,2-dichloroethaIle before and after
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ment of new methods for Hg(1I) analysis based on conventional
solvent extraction principles. Possible extensions to chemical
sensor applications are also under consideration.
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times were lower by -larder of magnitude. lw

An altemative way is to modu'; the tetrapyrrole macrocycle.

The heart of the porphyrin structure is an 18 Jr"'electron aromatic
system, which determines basic optical properties and electronic

spectra. Hydrogenation of one or more of the exo-pyrrole bonds

in the macrocycle (like that occurring in related structures of
chlorine, bacteriochlorins, and dihydrochlorins) results in sub
stantial red-shifting of both absorbance and emission spectra."

Palladium (II) and platinum (Il) complexes of chlorins, bacterio

chiarins, arc also known to shew phosphorescence,13 but they

are less stable than corresponding porphyrin complexes. It is even

difficult to synthesize platinum (ID complexes of the "reduced

porphyrins". since metalation at elevated temperatures is ac
companied by the decomposition of such compounds. For these

reasons, the applicability of reduced porphyrins (for example, to

the measurement of oxygen) is rather limited.
In the present paper, new porphyrin-like dyes, the platinum

(II) and palladium (II) complexes of porphyrin ketones (or

"QxochIOlins"), are described. These new dyes show improved
photochemical and chemical stability and long wave spectral

characteristics. Representative compounds were synthesized and

investigated with respect to their main optical properties: absorp
[ion spectra, extinction coefficients, emission spectra, phospho

rescence q"antum yields, and phosphorescence lifetimes. Appli
cation of 'these dyes to oxygen sensing is demonstrated with

platinum (ll) octae:hylporphine ketone dissolved in an oxygen

permeable polymer layer. All oxygen measurements were per
formed with a home-made fiber-optic instrument based on the

measurement of phosphorescence lifetime.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Dyes. TIle free bases of octaethylporphine ketone (OEPK)

ane coproporphyrin-I-ketone tetraethyl ester (CPKTEE) were

synthesized at the Institute of Biophysics (Moscow, Russia) from

the corresponding porphyrins according to a method published

by Chang and Sotiriou." Platinum IJD and palladium (ID porphyrin
ketone complexes were prepared in a similar manner from the

free bases with PtCiz and PdCI, (Aldrich, Milwaukee, WI),

respectively. TIle metalalion of the porphyrin ketones was

accomplished by heating them with PtC!, in bcnzonitrilc or with
PdCJ, in dimethylformamide under reflux. The complexes were

purilied column chromatography on Silica gel 40 (Merck,
Dannstadt. Germany), followed by recrystallization.

Oxygen-Sensitive Membranes. PtOEPK/polystyrene film

coatings with a dye concentration of 2% (w/w) were prepared in
similarly to the way described for the platinum (II) porphyrins8

An amount of 10 mg of the dyc was dissolved in 10 mL of a
solution 5% polystyrene (MW 230000; Aldrich) in toluene.

Typically. 150 uL of this paint was spread onto 20 em' of a
polyester transparency plotter film (A4-format sheets, 0.1 mm
thickness; Hewlett-Packard, Palo Alto, CAl and left for evaporation

of the solvent. Foils coated with a 5-10 I'M thick dye/polystyrene

film were obtained by this method. Slides (20 x 10 mm2) or disks
(10 mm diameter) were cut from the foils and used for
luminescence measurements and oxygen sensing experiments.

(12) Khalil, P. U.S. Patent 4,810,655, 1989.
(3) P.. T.; Solov'ev, K l\.: Turkova. A L Tsvirko, M. P. Biofi,zika

(USSR) 1975.20,602-608.

(14) Chang. K.: Sotiriou, c.]. Hetef'ocycl. Chem.1985, 2, 1739-1741.

Absorbance and Luminescence Measurements. Absor
oance speclra and molar extinction coefficients for the dyes were

measured in 10 x 10 mm' quartz cells on a Hewlett Packard 8452A
diode array spectrophotometer having a spectral resolution of 2
nm. Excitation and emission spectra were measured on a Perkin
Elmer LS-50 luminescence spectrometer (Perkin Elmer Corp.,

Norwalk, en equipped with a Hamamatsll R928 red-sell3itive
photomultiplier tube (Hamamatsu Photonics K K, Hamamatsu
City, Japan). The spectra were corrected for the instrument

response. Luminescence emission yield determinations were
made "ith platinum tetraphenylporphyrin (TPP) as a standard."
Phosphorescence decay time measurements were made using an
intrinsic short-decay phosphorescence option of the LS-50 spec
trometer. The latter realizes the time domain approach by
measuring the pbo::lphorescence intensity at different delay times.

Delay time step 0.01 ms (minimal time resolution of the
instrument), gating time of 0.5 ms, and integration time of 1 s for
each point were typically used. Enzfitter software package
(Elsevier-Biosoft, Cambridge, U.K.) was used for acquisition of
the phosphorescence decay data and calculation of the lifetime
values.

A phosphate/sulfite buffer solution of pH 7.0 containing 5%
Triton X-lOO (Fluka, Buchs, Switzerland) was used for phospho

rescence measurements at roem temperature (20-25 'C). This

micellar solution was -0.05 M in KH,PO" and 0.04 M in Na,SO:1
and provided facile and continuous chemical deox'Ygenation witll
sullite" and solubilization of the monomeric dye molecules. As
a result, elimination of typical interferences, such as quenching
by oxygen and water or self-quenching, was achieved. All

luminescence studies with long-lived triplet state molecules (room
temperature phosphorescence spectra, quantum yield determina
tions, and decay time measurements) could be easily perfomled
without special precautions in contact "ith ambient air.

Oxygen Measurements. Oxygen sensing experiments were
performed with a fiber-optic O}:ygen probe in combination with a
home-made instrument. The principal scheme and construction
of the instrument were described in detail earlierH ' The instru
ment had a yellow light-emitting diode (LED, emission maximum,
586 nm; light output, 2500 mcd; Toshiba Corp., Tokyo, Japan) as

a light source whose intensity was modulated at a frequency of

3683 Hz. The photodetector was an S2386-44K silicone photo
diode from Hamamatsu Photonics K K A 591 nm interference

filter (15 mm diameter, 5 mm thickness; DiaM. Moscow. Russia)
and an RG9 glass filter (10 x 10 mm', 2 mm thickness; Schott,
Mainz, Germany) were used for effective separation of excitation
and phosphorescence light. The analog electronic scheme
provided amplification, low-frequency lilteriIlg and acquisition of
the phosphorescence signal, and measurement of the phase shift.
The instrument allowed continuous real-time monitoring of the

phosphorescence intensity and phase shift, which were both
dependent on the oxygen concentration. The instrument response
was variable from 5 to 50 s.

The fiber-optic oxygen probe consisted of a bifurcated 3 mm
glass fiber bundle with light-protective coating. The oxygen
sensitive membranes (disks 10 mm in diameter) were fixed at
the common end of the bundle, with the sensitive coating facing

the sample by means of a metal fenule. The two other arms wefe

(15) Garcia, M. E. D.; Sanz-Medel, A. Ana/. Dwm. 1986,58,1436-1440.
(15) D. B.: PO:lomarev. G. V: O.Q1l11sov, V. I.: Dvornikov. A. A. Proe

Or1lO, .010''"''''. Biomed. SeJ1$. 0993; 1994,2085,54-60.
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III.

Figure 1. General chemical structures of the meal complexes (M
~ Pt(ll) or Pd(II)) of porphyrin ketones (t). porphyrins (II), and chlorins
(III)

connected to the light source and photodetector of the instrument.
Oxygen standards were prepared by precise mixing of pure

nitrogen (99.9%) and air (20.95% 0,) in a 5 L balloon. For
calibratjon, the fiber-optjc probe with the OA'Ygen sensor mem
brane was placed in a 15 mL glass tube. which was purged with
a stream of standard gas mixture. Both oxygen probe and gas

mixtures were typically thennostated at 22 "C.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Dyes. The metal complexes of the porphyrin ketones (or

oxochlorins) belong to a new class of phosphorescent dyes. A
comparison of their chemical structures with the structures of
the metal complexes of porphyrins and chlorins is shown in Figure
1. Representatjve compounds. such as lipophilic platinum (II) and
palladium (II) octaethylporphine ketone (PtOEPK and PdOEPK;
R: - R, = -CH,CH,), were synthesized and isolated in a pure fonn
with a minimum dye content of 99%. Other dyes investigated were
platinum(II) coproporphyrin-I-ketone tetraethyl ester PtCPKTEE)
and the water-soluhle platinum(lI) and palladium(II) copropor
phyrin-I-ketone free acid complexes (PtCPK-FA and PdCPK-FA,

respectively; R" 1\" Rc" R; = -CH:;; R" R,. Rc" Ra = -CH,CH2

COOR). These porphyrin ketones were obtained by treatment
of the corresponding porphyrins with a strong oxidizing agent
(OsO,) and appeared to be resistant to further oyjdation. Due to
their stability, metalatjon at elevated temperatures could be
perfonned quite easily, and platinum(II) and palladium(II) com
plexes were obtained with high yields. The metal complexes also
displayed high stability to chemical transfonnations, in particular
to photooxidation and to degradation during long-tenn storage
in the dark. No spectral changes were observed during 2 years
of storage of clystalline dye samples in the dark and at ambient
temperature.

Some other platinum(II) and palladium(IJ) porphyrin ketones
could be prepared in a similar way. However, the chemical
S}11thesis is limited by the starting compounds. Porphyrins which
have peripheral substituents which are not stable to strong
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Figure 2. Absorption spectra of PtOEPK (1), PdOEPK (2), and
OEPK (free base, 3) ,n chloroform. The y-axis corresponds to mola,'
absorption values, in mM-1 cm- 1

oxidation, should be avoided. Porphyrins which are not substi
tuted symmetrically give numerous porphyrin ketone isomers
which are not easy to separate.

The electronic structure and absorption and emission spectra

(see Figures 1 and 2) of the porphyrin ketones and their metal
complexes showed greater similarity to chlorins than to porphy
rins. In contrast to chlorins and other reduced porphyrins, which
are light-unstable, the porphyrin ketones displayed a higher
photochemical stability than porphyrins.

Absorption Spectra. A typical metalloporphyrin spectrum
comprises the following bands (nomenclature given by Platt) :" two
Qbands, which can be seen between 500 and 600 nm (the lower
energy band is the electronic origin Q(O,O) of the lowest-energy
excited singlet state), B bands (the very intense band B(O,O) (Soret
band) is the origin of the second excited state and appears

between 380 and 420 nm), and N, L, and M bands Coelow 350
nm). In the case of the free bases, the visible absorption spectrum
changes due to a splitting of the two Q bands into four bands.
Dramatic changes were observed in the spectra of reduced
porphyrins (e.g., chlorins) and their metal complexes. Here. a
strong far-red band appears in the absorption spectrum::

The absorption spectra of PtOEPK, PdOEPK. and OEPK (free
base) are shown in Figure 2. One can see the characteristic B
band(s) in the near-ultraviolet (Soret) region and several visible
bands, with the most intense being the long wave Q(O,O) band.
The B(O,O) band of porphyrin ketone complexes displays pro
nounced splitting and decrease of intensity compared to the
corresponding free base OEPK The Q(O,O) band of the metal

complexes is rather intense and sharp. Spectra of palladium (II)
complexes appeared to be about 10 nm red-shifted ccmpared with
corresponding platinum (II) complexes. The main absorption
characteristics are summarized in Table 1.

Solubilization in the aqueous surfactant solution (5% Triton
X-lOO) led to slight blue-shifting and sharpening of the absorbance
bands. For the polar, water-soluble PdCPK-FA, substantial
broadening of the bands was also observed both in methanol and
in surfactant solution. Addition of pyridine to the solutions of
PtOEPK or PdOEPK in chlorofonn caused only trace changes in
absorbance. For this reason, extra liganding ability is expected
to be weak, in accordance with results for other platjnum(lI) 0"

palladium(II) porphyrins.:J

The absorbance data actually seem to be very similar to those
of chlorins.3,l2 In comparison to the corresponding porphyrin
complexes, the Q(O,O) band of the metalloporphyrin ketones



TabHe 1. Absorbance Data for the Porphyrin Ketone Free Bases and Their Platinum(lIj and Paliadium(1I1 Complexes

B(O,O) (urn)

compound solvent maximum half-width

PtOEPK 398 31
396 28
398 31

P1CPK"rEE 397 36
397 35

PtCPK-Fj, CH30H 394 38
MSS' 397 40

PdOEPK CHCh 410 34
MSS' 408 34
polystyrene 410 34

PdCPK-l CH:;OH 406 42
Mssa 410 40

OEPK CHCl" 408 32
COK-FA CH"OH 100 10

a Micellar sul.fi1.e solution.

RELATIVE INTENSITY

extinctn Q(O,O) (nm)

coeff (cm- t M-l) maximum ha1cNidth

86200 :592 55100
589 13
S92 14

82700 592 17 45700
S89 15
S88 18
:=iSI! 18

82600 (303 b3 bOO
(JOO 12
ii02 14
;;99 19
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151000 li42 12 30400
()40 12
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Figure 4. Correcteli emission spectra of PtOEPK (1) and PdOEPK
(2) in buffered micellar sul'ite soiution at 22 'C,

700

WA VELENGTH. NM

Figure 3. LEO compatibility of the metalloporphyrin ketones,
:::omparson of the visible absorption spectra of PtOEPK (1) and
PdOEPK (?: and the emission spectra of yellow (3) and orange (4)
cEOs,

500 750 850 9~O

----I

I

appeared to be red-shifted for -55 nrn. In addition, the intensity

afthe B(O,O) band and the B(O,O)/Q(O,O) ratio were substantially

suppressed Similality with the chlorophyll (Le" magnesium (II)
:hlorin) spectra can be mentioned,3,t?

Absorbance characteristics of the new dyes and the oxygen

membranes prepared with them showed a very good compatibility

\Vith LEDs as light sources, Overlapping of the absorbance

spectra of the dyes and the emission spectra of twc custom LEDs

is presented in Figure 3, One can see that yellow LEDs are

effective for excitation of PtOEPK, whereas orange LEDs are

3uitable for PdOEPK excitation

Emission Characteristics. In deoxygenated media, the

platinum(lI) and palladium(Il) porphyrin ketone complexes showed

distinct emission in the very near-infrared region, which was

attributed to room temperature phosphorescence (Figure 4),

Fluorescence deriving from the ketone complexes could not be

tletected, If existing at all, its quantum efficiency must be 3-4

:>rders of magnitude lower than that of the phosphorescence, The

ph03phorescence excitaticn spectra were very close to the

oorresponding absorbance spectra, The main characteristics of

the phosphorescence of the porphyrin ketone complexes are
summarized in Table 2,

The S T energy values (difference between lowest-energy

excited singlet state and triplet state) calculated for the porphyrin

(17) Saloy'ev. :<:. 01.: Gladkov, L. L.: Staruhin, AS.: Shkirman, S. F. SpectrosCfJPY

·JfporjJhyrins: vibro1!.ic states; Nauka i Technika: Minsk. 1985 (in Russian).

Table 2. Emission Data for the Porphyrin Ketone
Complexes at 22°C

T(O,O) (mn)

compound solvent maximum half-widt:1

PtOEPK MSS' 75t) 20 0,12 60,0
759 19,5 ELrJv

PtCPK-TEE 760 31 0,11 49.7
PtCPK-FA MSS' 763 35 O,OS 31.4
PdOEPK MSS' 78~) 22 1l,lll

790 21
PdCPK-FA '35 O,OOS 237

a Micellar sulfite solution. b Under nitrogen.

ketone complexes were 3700- 3800 cm ~ 1 for platinum (II) com

plexes and 3900-4000 cm-; for palladium(Il) complexes, This

is somewhat larger than for most of the porphYJin-like com
pounds. Ii

The phosphorescence efficiency (quantum yields) of the

porphyrin ketone complexes was measured in micellar sulfite

solution (Table 2), For the platinum (II) complexes, the quantum

yields exceeded 10%, which is considered to be very high, Similar

high quantum yields were observed for platinum(lJ) porphyrins,HlI

Phosphorescence quantum yields of palladium(1T) porphYlin

ketones were found to be an oreler of magnitude lower (Table 2),

The emission spectra for rhe metallopoI1=,hyrin ketones were
red-shifted for more than 100 nm when compared to the corre-
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(below 10%) was observed during 3 weeks of continuous operation
of the sensor, which did not affect oxygen measurement or
calibration in the phase shift (or lifetime) mode.

CONCLUSIONS
A new ciass of dyes comprising platinum(ll) and palladium

Ill) complexes of porphyrin ketones (or oxochlorins) was intro
duced. The dyes show strong phosphorescence at room temper

lure, comparable to the phDsphorescence of u~e corresponding
porphyrin ccmplexes. The emission wavelengths are more similar

to the emission of chlorins. The dyes have a photochemical and
chemical stability superior to those of related chlorin and por
phyrin complexes. Through varying the chemical structure (by
changing th·c functional groups), different physicochemical prop
erties (e.g.. iipophilicity or water solubility) and phosphorescence
characteristics (quantum yields, lifetime values, emission and
~bscrptiDn maxim;:t) can be obtained.

Application of PtOEPK to oxygen measurement by means of
a fiber-optic device based on phosphorescence lifetime measure
ment proved to be successful. Compared to other phosphorescent
metalloporphyrins, the new dyes overcame two major drawbacks,
namely, weak LED compatibility and poor photostability. Other
optical approaches to oxygen sensing known to date. in which

fluorescentllthenium probesl9 and phase measurements') were
used, also seem less advantageous due to complex luminescence
decay the probe and complex calibration for oxygen and/or
high-cost instrumentation. So, the new solution (which included
dye chemistry, oxygen probe optimization, and instrumental
design) makes the new sensor competitive and promising for

practical applications.

1%(,0", R R.: Derm.s.]. N. Anal. elzeYl/. 1987,59,2780-278.'),
(20) Thompso;:, R. E.: Lakowicz, J. KAna!. Chem. 1993,65. 853-856.

Moreover, oxygen-sensitive membranes consisting ofPdOEPK

and polysttrene could be prepared in a similar way. Due to the

much longer phosphorescence lifetimes of PdOEPK (480 J1s in

nitrogen and at 22 °C: Table 2). these coatings have a correspond

ingly higher sensitivity to oxygen. In fact, they appeared to be

useful for the measurement of oX'jgen at partial pressures below

20 hPa. The phosphorescence quantum efficiency for PdOEPK

is much lower than that for PtOEPK, which may result in lower
phosphorescence intensity signals and higher signal-to-noise

ratios.
TIle spectral region of 700-900 mn is attractive for lumines

cence studies with complex biological samples and living tissues,

where good light permeability, a reductiDn of the sample back

ground signal (caused by, e.g., light scattering and sample
fluorescence), and stable signals are desired. The new dyes also

seem promising for such relevant analytical systems and applica

tions. In particular, binding assays and sensitive time-resolved

phosphorescence measurements could be realized witb rather

simple and cheap instrumentation and chemistry.
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transducer is controlled by the tether length linking the electron
mediator to the protein.!9 Amperometric biosensors for glu

cose.'"'' amino acids,211 and glutathione" were developed by this
method using fen-ocene or N,N-bipyridinium derivatives as

electron transfer mediators
Monolayer-modified electrodes were applied as interfaces for

electrocatalyzed oxidation of biomaterials" and controlled electron
transfer to proteins.") Recently, we demonstrated that redox
enzymes car be organized as covalently linked protein monolayers

onto electrodes by attachment to a functionalized base self

assembled thiol monolayer associated with Au electrode surfaces."
Electrical communication between the redox center of the protein
and the elcctrode surface was attained by the application of
diffusional electron mediators or covalent attachment of electron
relay units bked to the protein through long and flexible bridging
chains. I'! The sensitivities of these :nonolayer electrodes and the
resuhing arnperometric: signals are low due to limited amounts

of enzyme attached as a monolayer to the electrode surfaces. In
a preliminmy study," we reported on a method to enhance the
sensitivity of such electrodes by the stepwise construction of a
multilayer network of redox enzymes on a base self-assembled
monolayer (SAM) of thiolate attached to Au electrodes. This

approach has been applied successfully to develop a glucose

biosensor" and later a bilirubin amperometric biosensor.24b

Here report on the application of multilayer enzyme
electrodes as amperometric sensing interfaces for glucose, choline,
and acetylcholine. Specifically, we describe the detailed methods
to organize multilayer enzyme electrodes and demonstrate the
advantages associated with the use of rough Au surfaces as base

substrate for the organization of multilayer enzyme electrodes.
We alsc report on a method to organize multilayer enzyme
electrodes consisting of two enzymes and discuss the application

of bifunctional enzyme electrodes as amperometric biosensors.
In this approach, one of the enzymes is a redox protein, whereas
the second enzyme is non~redox~active. The analyte substrate is
transformed by the non-redox-active biocatalyst to a product that

is electrocilemically sensed by the redox enzyme. This method
is exemplified by the development of an acetylcholine sensing
electrode using a multilayer electrode composed of choline
oxidase acetylcholine esterase

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Eiectrochemica] measurements were performed 'lNith a BAS

CV-27 potentiostat linked to a BAS x-y recorder. Absorption
spectra were recorded on a Konb'on CUvikon-860) spectropho

tometer. Radioactivity measurements were performed with a
Beckman LS 2800 liquid scintillation counter.

Tritiated iodoacetic acid (Du Pont), 4,4/-diisothiocyanato-trans

stilbene-2,2'-disulfonic acid disodium salt (DIDS, Fluka) , 2,f>
dichloroindophenol (DIP, Aldrich), N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS),
l-ethyl-3- [3- (dimethylarnino)propyl] carbodiimide (EDC) , ferrocene-

1.; Katz, Chern. Soc. 1992. 114,
Willner. L: Lapidot, N,; RiJ.;lin, A.: R: Zahavy, E.; Katz,

Chem. Soc. 1994, 116, 1428.
(20) ])t:.·galli. Y.; Heller, Pl..]. A.m. Chon. Soc. 1988, 110,2615.
(21) \ViHner. I.: Riklin, A.: Shoharr:, B.; Rivclson. D.; Katz, E.Adv. Mater. 1993,

;),

(22) Schlerelh, D. D.; Katz, E.; Schmidt, H.-L. Electroanalysis 1995, 7.16.
IZt) S. E.; Olsen, K G. Anal. Chim. Ada 1995,307,277.

1.; Riklin, A. Anal. Own .. 1994, 66, 1535. (b) Shotam, B.;
R.ildin. /\.: Willner, 1.: Tartakovsky, B. Biosens. Bioelectrotl. 1994,

carboxylic acid (Fc-COOH), glucose oxidase (GOx, EC 1.1.3,4),

choline oxidase (ChO, EC 1.1,3.17), and acetylcholine esterase

(AChE, EC 3,1.1.8) (Sigma) were purchased and used without
further purification. [(Ferrocenylmethyl)amino]caproic acid (1)

was prepared as described previousiy.'4b

The electrochemical cell consisted of a three-electrode system
where the chemically modified Au electrode acted as working
electrode, a glassy carbon was the auxiliary electrode, isolated
by a frit from the working volume, and a Ag/AgCI electrode,
connected to the working volume by a Lugin capillary, was used

as reference electrode. The cell was thermostated during the
electrochemical measurements.

Au foils (-0.2 or 0.4 cm') were used as surfaces for modifica
tion, Rough Au electrodes were prepared by amalgamization as
reported," The gold surfaces were purified by boiling in a

concentrated KOH solution for 2 h, followed by rinsing with
distilled water and storage in concentrated H,SO,. Prior to

modification, the purified electrodes were immersed in concen

trated HN03 for 15 min and rinsed extensively with distilled water.
The roughness factors of the Au foils and the rough Au electrodes
were determined by recording" the cyclic voltammograms of the
base electrodes in 0.5 M H2S04. The roughness factors cor

responded to ~1.2 and 30 for the Au foils and the rough
amalgamated Au surfaces, respectively.

GOx-Modified Multilayer Au Electrodes. The clean gold
foil or rough Au surface was immersed in a 2 x 10-3 M cystamine
aqueous solution for 2 h. The monolayer-modified electrodes were
then rinseu twice with water mru introduced into a cold (0 0C),
0.1 M potassium phosphate buffer solution, pH ~ 7.3, that

contained 2 x 10-3 M DIDS for 10 min. The resulting electrodes

were rinsed twice with a cold phosphate buffer solution and then
soaked in a GOx solution (3 mg'mL-1) for 30 min at room

temperature. 111e monolayer enzyme electrode was rinsed vrith
a phosphate buffer solution, and the two-step procedure using the
reaction with DIDS mld GOx was repeated to assemble the desired
number of enzyme layers on the electrodes. In the appropriate

systems, ~lrther modification of the multilayer GOx electrodes
by the ferrocene electron mediator was performed. Tne GOx
multilayer electrodes were immersed in 1.5 mL of OJ M HEPES
buffer solution, pH = 7.4, that contained 90 mg of urea, 8 mg of
1, 12 mg oiEDe. ancl5 mg of NHS for 12 h at 4°C. The resulting
electrodes were washed with the HEPES buffer solution and
stored dry in the reDigerator ('1°C).

Preparation of ChO and AChE Multilayer Electrode, The
clean, rough Au electrodes were immersed in a 2 x 10-' M
cystamine aqueous solution for 2 h. The monolayer-modified
electrodes were rinsed with water mld introduced into a colel (0

°C), 0.1 M potassium phosphate buffer solution, pH = 7.3, that
containpd 2 x 10-2 DInS for 10 min. The resulting electrodes
were rinsed with the aqueous buffer solution and introduced for
30 min into a potassium phosphate buffer solution, pH = 7.3, that
contained 2 mg'mL- ChO and 1 x 10-4 M choline. The resuiting
electrodes were rinsed with the buffer solution. The two-step
procedure using the reaction "With DIDS and the enzyme solution
was used to assemble the desired number of layers onto the
electrodes, In the appropriate experiments, the ChO multilayer
electrode was further used to immobilize AChE layers. After
treatment of the ChO multilayer electrodes with DIDS, as

(25) Katz. E. SchlerC'ih, D. D.: Schmidl, H.-LJ ElectroanaL Chem. 1994.367.
.'39.
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described above, the electrodes were introduced into a 0.1 M
phosphate buffer solution, pH = 7.3, that included 0.2 mg'mL-l
AChE and I x 10-" M choline. The two-step procedure involving
the reaction with DIDS and AChE was repeated to assemble the
appropriate number of AChE byers onto the electrode.

Preparation of Ttitiated GOx. An excess of [:lHJ iodoacetic
acid was added to a 2 mL potassium phosphate buffer solution,
pH = 7.5, that included 6 mg of GOx. The mixture was stirred at
room temperature for 4 h. The resulting solution was chromato
graphed over Sephadex G-25, and the collected fractions were
assayed for their protein content by Lovn-y's method.'" The
appropliate fractions of high protein content were then analyzed
by liquid scintillation. The counts of 1 mg of protein corresponded
to 39200 counts/min. The labeled GOx was used to modify the
All electrodes as described above. The counts of the resulting
electrodes were recorded. It was assumed that roughly 50% of
the emission was absorbed by the electrode smface. Hence, the
experimental counts were multiplied to estimate the enzyme
density.

Electrochemical Analysis of Glucose by GOx Multilayer
Electrodes. The electrolyte soiution consisted of 2.2 mL of 0.1
M potassium phosphate buffer, pH = 7.3. The working electrode
was a multilayer GOx-Au electrode or a ferrocene-modified
GOx-Au electrode. In the systems where the GOx multilayer
electrode was used. 2.9 x 10- 1 M fen-ocenecarboxylic acid was
introduced into the electrolyte solution as diffusional electron
mediator. Samples of glucose to generate the appropriate
concentration were introduced into the ceil, and amperometric
responses were recorded by cyclic voltammetry. All electro
chemical measurements were performed at 35 ± 0.5 °c.

Electrochemical Analysis of Choline and ofAcetylcholine
by ChO and Cho/AChE Multilayer Electrodes. The electro
lyte solution was composed of 0.1 M potassium phosphate buffer
pH = 7.8, and 1 x 10-" M DIP. The ehO or ChO/AChE
multilayer Au electrodes were applied as working electrodes.
Samples of choline or acetylcholine, at the appropriate concentra
tions. were introduced into the cell, and the amperometric
responses were followed by cyclic voltanlmetry. All experiments
were performed at 35 ± 0.5 'C.

flESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A GOx was immobilized on Au electrodes according to Scheme

1. A Au electrode (geometrical surface area. 0.2 cm'; roughness
factor, 1.2) was modified by 2,2'-dithiobis[ethanamine] (cysta
mine). Previous studies" indicated that the disulfide cystamine
dissociates on Au surfaces, and the SAM of the thiolate is formed
on the surface. TIle surface density of the monolayer was
determined by reacting the monolayer v,ith 2,3-dichloro-l,4
naphthoquinone. followed by electrochemical analysis of the
charge associated with the two-electron reduction of the quinone
units." The surface density of the redox units attached to the
monolayer corresponds to 5.2 x 10- 11 mol'cm-', and this value
can be considered as a lower limit to the sulface density of the
aminothiolate monolayer. The monolayer was reacted with the
bifunctional reagent DIDS, followed by reacting the free isothio
cyanate group "ith the enzyme GOx to generate the respective

(26) Lowry, O. H.: Hosenbrough, P.].; Farr, A. L.; Randall, R.].]. Bio!. Chem.
1951, 193.265.

(27) Ta11iguchi. I.; Iseki, M.: Yamaguchi. [--I.; Yasukouchi.].j. Etectroanal. Chern.
1985. 186, 299.

(28) Katz, E.: Slov'ev, A A.I Elettroanai. Chem. 1990,291,171.
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thiourea links. Layers of GOx were Lhen auached to the prima!).'
base layer of the enzyme by a two-step procedure that included
the modification of the enzyme layer "ith DlDS, followed by
reaction of the resulting layer with the enzyme. The number of
enzyme layers constructed "ithin the network is then controlicd
by the sequence of steps involved in the modification procedure.
The construction of the multilayer electrode is supported by an
experiment employing 3H-Iabeled GOx to organize the multilayer
assembly." An almost linear increase in the radicactive counts
is observed upon construction of the layers. This suggests
the enzyme content in each of the deposited layers is almost
identical to that of the primary enzyme layer (for further support
of the network assembly, vide infra). From the number of
radioactive counts associated with the base enzyme layer, we
estimate the surface density of the enzyme to be (7.5 ± 1.5) x
10-12 mol'cm-2 in a monolayer configuration. It should be
emphasized that we do not imply that each of the enzyme units
is linked by a single bridging component to a seconaalY enzyme
site to form an ordered multilayer assembly. The reaction of DIDS
with the primary enzyme layer can yield modification of the
enzyme by several linking units. As a result, several enzyme units
could be attached to one enzyme component in the primary
monolayer. The labeling experiments imply, however, that the
density of GOx in any layer is almost unaltered during the
chemical assembly of the network. Thus. we believe that the
resulting GOx network associated with the electrode represents
a cross-linked structure in which the density of the protein is
preserved in each layer. Furthermore, we note that reaction of
DIDS with the primary cystamine monolayer or the enzyme base
layer yields a free isothiocyanate group for further modification.
and intralayer bifunctional reaction with DIDS is eliminated. The
high DIDS bulk concentration employed, and the Iigid trans

configuration of the bifunctional reagent, presumab ly favor tile
single-site modification of the monolayer.

The resulting multilayer enzyme electrode, which includes a
tailored number of layers, was then modified with 1 acting as
electron mediator for GOx. The ferrocene units reveal a quasi
reversible redox wave (Figure 1, inset), where the anodic
cathodic) currents increase as the number of byers in the network
increases. By assuming that all ferrocene units linl{ed to the
protein units electrically communicate .""ith the electrode, the
charge associated with the oxidation (or reduction) of the
ferrocene units represents the overall content of the electron
mediator in the assembly. The coulometric analysis of the cyclic
voltammograms as a function of the number of layers is ShO""]
in Figure 1. A linear increase in the content of ferrocene units is
ohserved, suggesting that the average loading of each layer by
the electron mediator is similar. Kno'Oing the density of the
enzyme in each layer of the network and Ll,e total content
ferrocene units per layer, we estimate the average loading of each
GOx unit by ferrocene to be 8. It should be noted that
ferrocene electron mediator 1 includes an eight-atom bridging

chain. This relatively long, flexible chain was selected to facilitate
electron transfer communication between the enzyme redox
and the electrode. l9

Figure 2 shows the amperometric responses of GOx monolayer
electrodes modified by the fen-ocene elecn-on mediator consisting
of one, four, and eight layers associated with the electrode in the
presence of 2 x 10-2 M glucose. An electrobiocatalyiic anodic
current is observed for the electrodes that include four and eight



Scheme 1. Organization of Multilayer GOx Network on Au Electrode and Its Modification by the
Ferrocene Electron Transfer Mediator
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GOx layers. whereas a single monolayer does not yield a
detectable anodic current Also, the catalytic anodic current is
substantially higher with the eight-layer enzyme electrode. Con
trol experiments reveal that in the absence of tethered ferrocene
units or glucose, or upon deactivation of the enzyme electrode
(by heating to 90 'c for 3 min), no electrocatalytic anodic currents
are detected in the electrochemical celL This suggests that the

demon reiay units tethered to GOx facilitate electron transfer

communication between the protein redox site and the electrode
interface, as schematically presented in Scheme 2. Electrochemi·
cal oxidation of the ferrocene units mediates the oxidation of the
redox-active flavin cofactor of COx.'" and biocatalyzed oxidation
of glucose generates the catalytic anodic current. TIle results
demonstrate an important feature of multilayer enzyme electrodes.

(29) Wilson, R.: Turner, .\. P. F. Biosen$. Bioe1ectnm. 1992,7.165,
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Figure 1. Coulometric analysis of ferroc'9ne content on GOx
multilayer as a tunetion 01 the number of ;,ayers. (I nset) Cyelk
voltammograms of ferroeene units: (.-.) one layer, (-) four layers,
(- - -) eight layers. E!ectrode area. 0.2 cm 2; electrolyte solution,
phosphate buffer, 0.1 M, pH 7.3: scan rate of cyclic voltammo
grams, 200 mV·s- 1 .
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lFoogure 2. Cyclic voJtammograms of ferrocerle-rTodified GOx mul
tilayer electrodes in the presence of 0.02 M gll-'case: (.-.) one layer,
(-) fcur layers, (- - -) eight layers. All experiments were performed
with a Au foil. 0.2 ern', in 0.1 M phosphate buffer, pH ~ 7.3, 35 ± 0.5

under Ar; scan rate, 2 mV·s--
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Figure 3n (a) Calibration curve of electrocatalytic anodic current
developed by a four~layer ferrocene-modified GOx electrode as a
function of glucose concentrations. Results are recorded by majn~

taining the enzyme electrode, surface area 0.2 cm 2. at a fixed potential
(E~ +0.4 Vvs Ag/AgCI) and sequentialln,ection of glucose Intone
electrochemical cell. Electrolyte consists of phosphate 0.1
pH = 7.3. Amperorletric responses were recorded at 35 == 0.5 ::'C
under Ar. (b) Kinetic analysis of the electrocatalytic alodic cur'relts
at different glucose concentrations according to the Micheelis-Men:en
model,

Scheme 2. Electrical Communication of the
GOx-Assembled Multilayer and the Electrode
Surface Using Redox-Tethered Urnit", Covale..tllI
Linked to the Protein
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whereby the sensitivity of the electrode is tuned by the number
of layers associated with the network. We see that by increasing
the number of layers, the electrobiocatalyzed anodic current is
enhanced. With the four-layer COx network electrode, we have
examined the anodic currents developed in the electrochemical
cell as a function of glucose concentration (Figure 3a). The
amperometric responses increase as the giucose concentration

is elevated, and the current reaches a saturation value at high
glucose concentrations. Significant differences in the generated
amperometric signals are observed up to a glucose concentration

corresponding to 15 mM. This range is adequate for monitoring
normal and deviating glucose levels in blood. The saturated
constant amperometric responses at high glucose concentrations
suggest that the active sites of the enzyme units are saturated at

these glucose levels. Assuming that effective electrical com
munication between the ferrocene units and the electrode exists
and, similarly, that efficient electrical interaction between
electron mediator and GOx redox site takes place. then the rate
of clcctrocatalyzed oxidation of glucose is controlled by tile
biocatalyzed transformation at the enzyme redox center. 1118 t
is, the electrocatalytic anodic current is proportional to the rate
of the biocatalyzed oxidation of glucose. This allows Ylichaelis

Menten analysis of the electrobiocatalyzed oxidation of glucose
according to eq 1, where 1represents the observed anodic CUlTent

(1)

at any glucose concentration,'iII Ima, is the saturation value of
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F~gure 4. Cyciic \ioltammograms of a fouHayer GOx electrode in
the presence of 2.9 x 10- 4 M ferrocenecarboxylic acid as diffusional
electror mediator and glucose: (a) J, (b) 6.8 x 10-3, (c) 36 X 10-3

In presence of a rough Au electrode (geometrical area.
{].4 rOughness factor, 30). (8) In the presence of a smooth Au
electrode (geometrical aree, 0.4 cm'; roughness factor, 1.2). All
experiments were recorded in phosphate buffer, 0.1 M, pH = 7.3,35

0.5 °C, under Ar: scan rate, 2 mV·s~1.

anooic C'cUTent, and Km is the apparent Michaelis-Menten
constant. Rearrangement of eq 1 yields eq 2, which enables the
analysis of the enzyme kinetics. Figure 3b shows the Line-
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Figure 5. Calibration curves of the amperometric responses of (A)
two-layer and (B) four-layer GOx electrode as a fonction of glucose
concentratons: (a) rough Au eleclrode and (b) smooth Au electrode.
In all experiments, 2.9 x 10-4 M ferrocenecarboxyJic acid is applied
as diffusional electron mediator.

of a four-layer network of COx on the rough CA) and smooth (B)

Au electrodes, respectively. Note that the cyelic voltammograms
were recorded at different sensltivity scales of the current. The
amperometric responses of the enzyme network associa:ed '.vith
the rough Au electrodes are substantially higher than those
observed with the smooth electrodes that have the same number
of layers. Figure 5 shows the derived calibration curves COlTe

sponding to the aoperometric responses of a two-layer and faur
layer COx networks immobilized onto rough and smooth elec
trodes, respectively. We see that the amperometric responses of
the rough electrodes are 7.5- and 6-fold enhanced for the two
and four-layered netNork associated with the rough electrooes,
respectively. The amperomettic siguals of the rough electrodes
show saturation proliles, suggesting that the bioclcctrocatalytic
enzyme performance reaches a saturation value as the glucose
concentration increases. The electrocatalytic anodic currents are
proportional to the rate of bioelectracatalyzed oxidation of glucose.
The calibration curves, representing the anodic currents as a
function of glucose cDuceulration ior the two-layer and four-layer
GOx networks on rough Au electrodes (Figure 5), were analyzed
according to the Michaelis-Menten model eq 2. The Michaelis
Menten analysis was performed at a saturation concentration of
the ferrocenecarboxylic acid cosubstrate (2.9 x 10-" M). Both
electrodes reveal a similar Km value, corresponding to Km = 33.3

(2)

Hammerich, OJ Efectroanal. CJW1n. 1994,374,
R; Fernandez, A.: Battaglini, F.; Mikkelsen, S.

A lv1. J. ,1m. Chem. Soc. 1993, 115, 7053.

IVeaver-Burk plot of the experimental results deplcted in Figure
3a, acccrding to eq 2. A linear plot is obtained, and the values
J(" = 8.0 mM andl"., = 0.14 fJ.A are derived.

The layered GOx network electrodes revealed unaltered
activity for 6 months when stored dry at 4 'c. The modified
electrodes showed stable amperometric responses for at least 12

at room temperature and applied potential These stability
features reflect the potential application of such modified elec
trodes as amperometric glucose biosensors.

The immo bilization of multilayers on an electrode sUliace
provldes approach to control the protein content associated
with the electrodes. A further method to increase the enzyme
content associated ',vith a monolayer configuration involves the
use of rcugt Au electrodes as the base substrate to assemble the
multilayer enzyme network The Au foils were amalgamated to
increase their roughness." By this procedure, the roughness
factor of [lie electrodes was increased from ~1.2 to 30 (the
rooghness factor is defined as the ratio between the real surface
area and the geomenical area). The enzyme COx was im
ooblized as a layered network on the rough Au electrodes The
enzyme layers associated with the rough electrodes exhibit
stability cooparable to that of the layers linked to the smooth
surfaces. The aoperometric responses of the resulting electrodes
were compeTed to those of lhe respective smooth enzyme
electrodes. In these experiments, rough and smooth GOx
multilayer electrodes were employed. and ferrocenecarboxylic acid
was applied as diffusiond electron mediator. Figure 4 shows the
resuling cyclic voltammograrns at different glucose concentrations
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(32) (a) Kacaniklic, V.; Johansson, K; Marko·Varga. G., L.; .fiinsson-
Pettersson, G,; Csoregi. E. E!ectroanaLysis 1994. 6, 3S~ (b) £)lanp:, X.:
Rechnjtz, G. A. Eiectroanalysis 1994, 6, 361. (c) Yoshidil, S.: K.anno,
Watanabe, T. Anal. Sci. 1995, 11, 25l.

(33) Marelis, R. M.; Coulet. P. R. Ana!. Chim. Acta 1990,23],

Scheme 3. Organization of a Bifunctional
Enzyme-Layered Network Where a Secondary
Enzyme Is Applied for Amperometric Detection
of the Product Generated from the Analyte
Substrate by the Primary Enzyme

1

01

protein that electrically communicates with the electrode thro'Jgh

the diffusional electron mediator. The second eazvme is non
redox-active, but its biocatalytic activity LTansfoffi1S its substrate
into a product that acts as substrate for the plimary redox protein.

That is, amperometric detection of the product fanned by the

secondary enzyme, using the redox enzyme as sensing biomat
erial, allows the analysis of the substrate. TIluS, by orgari2a

tion of coupled enzymes in a layered network, a variety of novel

amperometric biosensors cO"lld be developed. This ~ethod is.
however, viable only if the product formed by the secondary

enzyme does not escape from the electrode interface into the bulk

electrolyte solution and its amperomel1ic detection is sufficientlv
rapid. Previous studies used bienzyme assemblies on electrode~s
by their organization in polymer matrices,'" i.e., bienzvme elec

trodes composed of AChE and ChO for acetylcholine ~nalvsi' J::

The principle of bienzyme layer electrodes was established
with the development of an acetylcholine amperometric biosensor
using a multilayered network consisting of the two enzymes, ChO

and AChE. A network of four layers of ChO was immobilized
onto a rough Au electrode, using a base cystamine monolaver

and stepwise organization of the ChO network using DIDS' as

coupling reagent, similar to the method employed to assemble
the GOx multilayer electrodes. In the presence of fen-ocenecar

boxylic acid, no electrical communication is established between

the ChO multilayer network and the electrode. DIP acts, however,
as an effective electron mediator for ChO. Figure 7A shows the

0
1
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1
4 0

1
5 ·56
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Figure 6. Cyclic voltammogram of ferrocene~modified GOx as
sembled onto rough Au electrodes, 0.4 cm 2. (2) One layer in
absence of glucose_ (b-d) In the presence of 2 x M glucose:
(b) one layer, (e) four layers, and (d) stx layers. All experiments were
recorded in 0.1 M phosphate buffer, pH = 7.3. 35 ± 0.5 °C. under
Ar; scan rate, 2 mV·s- 1,

(31) (a) Shu, F. R: Wilson. G. S. /lilaf. C!leln, J 976,48,1679. (b) Swoboda, B.

Massey, V.]. Bio!. Choll. 1965,240.220':). (c) Foulds, :.J, c.; Lowe,
C. R..f. Chem, Soc" Faraday Trans. 1 1988. 2259,

ml'vI. ll1is value is very siIllilar La that [or native GOx in solution
or GOx immobilized by a polymer onlo electrodes." The

enhancement in the amperometric responses of the rough Au
electrodes certainly reflects an increase in the protein content

immobilized onto the electrode. For example, assuming that the

GOx enzymes immobilized onto the rough iUld smooth electrodes

exhibits similar activities. it is suggested from Figure 5A that in

a two-layer network the amount of enzyme asso~iated \\ith the

rough electrode is ~7.5-fold higher than that associated with the
smooth Au electrode. Attempts to compare the content of protein
associated with the rough and smooth Au electrodes using 3H_

labeled GOx failed, however, to yield meaningful results, and

substantially lower values of protein than expected were detected
on the rough electrodes. We assume that quenching of the

radioactive emission by the rough surface yields the unexpectedly

low counts for these electrodes. Nevertheless, assuming that the
enzyme activities on the rough and smooth electrodes arc similar

then by comparing the amperometric responses of the tw~
electrodes, we conclude that the enzyme content on the two-layer

network associated "ith the rough electrode is 7.5-fold higher

than that associated with the smooth Au surface. Using the

enzyme smiace density value for a single monolayer on the

smooth electrode. 7.5 x 10 I' mol'cm-', we esdmate the surface

coverage of the enzyme monolayer on the rough surface to be
5.2 ;< 10' II mol'cm -'.

The GOx aITOYS immobilized onto the rough Au electrodes
were further modified by 1 to electrically communicate the protein
with the electrode in a rigid assembly that eliminates the need

for a diffusional electron mediator. The caulometric analysis of
the charge associated with the oxidation (or reduction) of the

[errocene units linked to the enzyme an-ays consisting of a

different number of layers revealed an almost linear relationship
between the total charge and the number of enzyme layers. This

suggests that each layer is almost identically charged by the

[elTocene relay units in the chemical modification step. Using

the estimated value of surface coverage GOx per monolayer,
and knowing the total charge associated with the oxidation (or

reduction) of felTocene units linked to an enzyme monolayer, the

average loading of an enzyme component by the felTocene units
is ~10. This value is similar to that observed for the enzyme

associated with the smooth electrodes. The resulting ferrocene

modified GOx rough electrodes exhibit, similarly to the smooth
Au surfaces. electrical communication between the protein and

electrode (Figure 6). TI,e electrobiocatalytic anodic current is

controlled by the number of layers assemble:! onto the rough
elcctrode surfacc. We thus conclude that organization of an
enzyme network on a base SAM linked to a Au electrode and

specifically, a rough surface, enables the amperometric detection
of glucose. In the general perspectives, the method allows the

tuning of the electrode sensitivity by the electrode roughness and

number of layers associated with the electrode.

A further important feature of the enzyme electrodes originat
ing 11-om the method of organization of the enzyme network is

the ability to construct a multienzyme network Scheme 3

schematically outlines this advantage of the enzymes-layered

electrode. Here, two enzymes are organized onto the electrode

in an ordered layered array. TI,e primary enzyme is a redox
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transfer-mediated oxidation of choline formed by the hydrolysis
of acetylcholine by AChE, Scheme 4. The electrocatalytic anodic
currents developed by the two-enzyme layered network at different
acetylcholine concentrations are shown in Figure 8B. The
calibration curve is almost identical to that observed for choline
itself. That is, for a fixed acetylcholine concentration, the
amperometric signal is almost of the same magnitude as that
observed for choline at this concentration. These results reveal
an important feature of the two-enzyme network electrode related
to mass transport of the analyte within the protein network.
Hydrolysis of acetylcholine to choline by AChE proceeds ef
fectively, and the concentration of the hydrolytic product (choline)
in the enzyme network is identical to that of acetylcholine in the
bulk solution. The escape of the product from the enzyme
network is slow, and hence the redox protein ChO senses
electrochemically the hydrolysis product at a sensitivity corre
sponding to the similar concentration of acetylcholine (or choline)
in the bulk electrolyte

CONCLUSIONS
The advantages of organization oflayered enzyme electrodes

in the development of biosensor devices were discussed in the
present study. It has been shovm that organization of multilayers
of redox proteins on a base SAM associated with a Au electrode
provides a general means to design amperometric biosensors. The
electrical communication between the enzyme array and the
electrode interface was accomplished by diffusional electron
mediators or by covalent attachment of electDn relays to the
protein network. Two methods to enhance the sensitivity of the
enzyme electrodes were discussed: (i) application of rough Au
electrodes and (ii) control of the number of layers in the network.
It should be noted that the method to enhance the enzyme content

(34) BDurdillon, C.; Delllaillc, C; MoinlUx, .1.: Saveacl, J.-M.]. Am. Chern. Soc.
1994,116,10328
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on electrode surfaces by enzyme multilayers was recently el
egantly further developed by Saveant and co-workers'" using an
antigen monolayer as a linking unit for antibody-modified glucose
oxidase layers. This method can be viewed as compiementary
to the described method. The chemical method to fabricate the
layered enzyme electrodes by a stepwise synthesis has important
implications for future biosensor devices. We have shown that
organization of two enzymes in an ordered array allows the
amperometric detection of the substrate of one enzyme by
electrochemical detection of the product formed by this primary
enzyme. One could envisage more complex biosensor devices

where several enzymes are coupled in a series and the ultimate
product acts as substrate for the redox enzyme acting as the
electroactive biomaterial for probing tloe primary non-redox-active
analyte.

A further advantage of the stepwise construction of layered
multienzyme electrodes could relate to the selectivity of the
resulting biosensor. By the covalent attachment of appropriate
enzymes, interfering reagents could be screened from the analyz
ing redox enzyme layers associated with the electrode.
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quadrupole ion trap interfaced to a reflectron time-of-flight (reTOF)
mass spectrometer was used as a detector for MALDI/MS.30 An
enhanced resolution of several thousand has been obtained for
peptides up to 2100 units. The ion trap/reTOF device combines
the storage capabilities of the ion trap with the speed and high
mass capabilities of the TOF to produce a hybrid instrument with
several potential advantages for MALDI/MS.

In this work, a continuous-flow probe is used to directly
introduce solutions of peptides into an ion trap/reTOF mass
spectrometer for MALDI/MS analysis. The advantages of the
trap, including the ability to operate efficiently at the elevated
pressures required for direct liquid introduction into the trap, are
demonstrated. In addition, the advantages of the trap for improv
ing the resolution of MALDI/TOF experiments and the ability to
enhance the SIN by selective ejection of unwanted solvent and
matruc ions are also shov'll. The capabilities and limitations of
this method are evaluated herein, including the sensitivity and
quantitation for several peptides. It is demonstrated that picomole
level sensitivity can be routinely achieved with quantitation over
2 orders of magnitude. In addition, a mass range of >8000 units
has been achieved in these experiments.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Ion Trap/Reflectron Time-of-Flight Mass Spectrometer

(IT/reTOF), The experimental setup used for continuous-flow
MALDI is shown in Figure L 111e IT/reTOF mass spectrometer
shown in Figure 1 has been described in detail elsewhere,30 The
instrument consists of a reTOF mass spectrometer (Model D850,
R M. Jordan Co., Grass Valley, CAl using a quadrupole ion trap
(Model C1251, R M. Jordan Co.) as the ion source region. The
ion trap is located in a vacuum chamber pumped by a 6 in.

(30) Chien, B. M.; MichaeL S. M.; Lubman, D. M. Rapid Commun. Mass $oectrom.
1993, 7 (9), 837-843.
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diffusion pump and liquid N, cryobaffle, while the TOF flight tube
is pumped by a 4 in. diffusion pump and liquid N2 cryobaffle. The
two vacuum chan1bers are connected by an aperture 0.12 in. in
dian1eter so that these two regions are differentially pumped. The
result is that the pressure in the flight tube is -1-2 orders of
magnitude lower than that in the ion trap chan1ber during the
time liquid solvent is being injected into the trap region. This
arrangement allows injection of liquid at ground de potential on
the trap to minimize arcing while maintaining a sufficiently low
operating pressure in the reTOF to preserve resolution and
detector lifetime. At the flow rates used in these experiments,
2-4 flLlmin of 1:1 acetonitrile/water, the use of liquid :--12

cryopumping using the liquid N2 cryobaffles is essential for
maintaining a sufficiently low pressure for operation of the reTOF.
The detector used in these experiments was a dual 40 mm
microchannel plate detector with a Cu-Be postacceleration stage.
The postacceleration stage operated up to ±15 kV and allowed
enhanced detection of high mass ions (> 2500 units) that could
not otherwise be detected with tl,e acceleration voltages used in
the reTOF, and it provided enhanced sensitivity for ions below
2500 units. However, the postacceleration stage limited the
resolution in static MAIDI experiments to <500, as compared to
a resolution of typically> 1000 that can be achieved without this
stage.

The continuous liquid injection flow probe is inserted into the
ion trap chamber using a vacuum interlock The flow probe is
orthogonal to the reTOF flight tube axis and is inserted into a 3.1
mm hole in the ring electrode of the ion trap. The probe though
does not make electrical contact with the ring electrode since the
probe tip is made of Vespel, an insulating materiaL The fourth
harmonic (266 nm) of a Nd-YAG laser (Quanta-Ray DCR3,
Spectra Physics, Mountain View, CAl was collimated through a
converging/diverging lens system (30: 10 mm focal length) and
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Fig....e 2. Schematic of the continuous MALDI flow probe: (1) the
rear part of the tip (0.5 mm i.d.). (2) the front part of the probe
tip (3.5 mm (3) septum to prevent backftow, (4) small hole (004
mm diameter) to guide the capillary tube, (5) housing for the frit (1.59
mm diameter. 079 mm depth), (6) stainiess steel tube (0.5 in. o.d.,
0.375 in. i.cL), (7) LC fitting consisting of a stainless steel male nut
and a PeEK ferrule (400 .um i.d.) as the vacuum seal. ard (8) fused
siiica capiiiary tube (50 .um i.d .. 360 um o.d.).

passed through a 31 mm hole in the ring electrode and onto the

probe s·.llface. An IR lamp (F3 quartz IR lamp. Puritan Electric

Co.) was placed below the ion trap to heat the trap to ~60-80 °C

Juring the continuous-flow liquid MALDl process. The heated

trap region was necessary to prevent freezing of the liquid matrix

Dn the probe tip dtie to expansion of the carner solvent. The
freeze/thav\' phenomenon that is othenvise observed in these
experiments without the heating causes the pressure to vary

unstably in the mass spectrometer.

Continuous-flow MALDI is performed from the liquid film

:omled on the probe tip :nside the ion trap. The ions were

typically stored in t~e trap for 311 ms and then ejected from the

trap using n phase-synchronized dc pulse (-325 V, 21'S duration)

applied to t~e exjt endcap electrode. The MALDI process was

run at 10 Hz. while the IT/reTOF cycle was at 2.5 Hz. so that
four iaser pulses were used in each storage/ejection cycle. More

pulses could be stored in each cycle, but this was generally not

done to prevent saturation of the trap. Following ejection of ions

ti-orr the trap into the reTOF. the ions were accelerated to the
iiner voltage (-2000 V) and ultimately to the MCP detector.

Probe Design. The design of the flow probe for liquid sample

intrcduction is shown in Figure 2. It consists of a probe tip and

a probe bod/. The probe tip is constructed ofVespel, which was
chosen for its abillel to maintain its mechanical strength at the

operating temperature of the ion trap (60-80 'C), and it serves

2S an electric insulator benveen the ion trap ring electrode and
the probe body. A small recessed area is drilled into the face of

the fi-ont piece of the probe tip (2 in Figure 2), which houses the

round fit disk (pore size 2 I'm, 11:" in. diameter, 1/16 in. loickness).
hoie (0016 in. dia:neter, 0.04 in. length) is drilled in the center

cf the recessed area to allow the capillary tubing to pass through
the Vespel tip to the back of the fut. The rear part of the probe

t'p (l) is screwer! into the front part (2) and squeezes a septum

bat seals tightly around the capillary tube. The dead volume for

be Equid after it eletes fi·om the capillary tubing is almost zero.
A low dead '1olume will be important for interfacing to capillary

separations and to reduce the time necessary to build an

equilibrium condition on the sUliace of the probe. TIle probe tip
is screwed into the probe body, which is made of stainless steel

(0.5 in. o.d, 0.375 in. Ld.). An in-hause-designed cap is placed
on the atmospheric pressure side of the stainless steel tube, where
the tube fits into one side of the cap with an a-ring seaL The

other side of the cap is a standard LC fitting for capillary tubing,

where a maie nut and a PEEK ferrule are used to seal the capillary.
Sample Delivery. Two SM-909 isocratic HPLC pumps with

microhead delivery (Anspec. Ann Arbor. MD were used to pump

the carrier solvent and the matrix solution separately. The micro

pump head has a working range from 2 to 1000 I'Limin. The

carrier solvent was pumped into a Reodyne four-port injection valve

with a 5 I'L internal loop. The carrier solvent from the injection

valve was then mixed with the matrix solution. The mixed

solution was then split by a tee, where the splitting ratio was

experimentally determined to he •:24. A fused silica capillary tube

(50 I'm i.d., 360 am ad.) (Polymicro Technologies, Phoenix. AZ)

was used to carry the split solution to the back of the frit. The

composition of the matrix solution is 3-NBA/CH:CN/H20/
ethylene glycol/l%TFA (in H20) 8:40:40:2:9 (v/v). The carrier

solvent is composed of acetonitrile and water in a 1:1 ratio. The

optimal flow rate ratio between the matrix solution and the canier

solvent varied in the experiment for different samples.
Frequency Modulation. Two Wavetek Model 112 VCG

function generators were connected in tandem to produce a

modulated sweep frequency output applied to the entrance endcap

electrode for resunance ejection of unwanted background tram

the trap. The first VCG outputs a triangular wave (600 Hz), which

causes the output fi'om the second VCG to sweep from a low

frequency to a high frequency, determined by the - v,,,,, and the

+v,,,,, of the first VCG. respectively. The amplitude of the

modulated output can be optimized independent of the fi··st VCG.

A more detailed description of this method can be found in ref

31
Chemicals. All peptides used in this work were purchased

from Sigma Chemical Co. (St. Louis, MO). The analyles were

prepared at concentrations of 0.001, 0.01, and 0.1 mg/mL in

deionized water. The matrix used in this work was 3-nitrobenzyl

alcohol (3-NBA) dissolved in a 1: I (vIv) mixture of acetonitrile

and water. Both the carrier solvent and the matrix solution were

sonicated in order to degas the sample before use.

Data Acquisition. All the spectra were collected using a

leCroy 9350M 500 MHz digital oscilloscope. Twenty IT/reTOF

(I.e .. 80 laser shots) cycles were averaged for each spectmm

(except the spectra in Figure 3). Each spectrum collected in the

continuous mode was saved on a floppy disk by the oscilloscope
and later copied into a Gateway 2000 P5-66 PC. The data were

transformed into the Excel lonnat and then pasted into lvlicroCal

Origin (version 2.94. MicroCal Software. Inc.). Each spectrum

was smoothed by three-point adjacent averaging to remove some

background noise caused by the conversion dynode

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In Figure 3 are shown MALDI mass spectra of gramicidin S

obtained in the static and dynamic flow modes. These spectra

were obtained using either static or flow probe injection in the
IT/reTOF-with a storage time of311 ms. The static mode MALDI

spectrum of gramicidin S in Figure 3a was taken using a liquid

3-NBA matrix at 266 nm and was averaged over 50 IT/reTOF
ejection cycles using -20 pmol of material on the probe tip. The

dynamic mode lvlALDI spectrum in Figure 3b was taken with

3-NBAmatrix solution/carrier solvent 1:5. where ethylene glycol
was added to the matJix solution to prevent freezing and clogging
of the capillary. The amount of granlicidin S reaching the probe

tip after injection and splitting of the sample solution was also
~20 pmole. The laser was operated at a repetition rate of 10 Hz

at 266 nm, and the signal of Figure 3b was also averaged over 50

IT/reTOF ejection cycles.

(31) Fountain, S. i.; Lee H.: Luhman. D. Rapid COrtin/WI. Mass Spec/rom.
1994. R, 487-4q4
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Figure 3. Comparison of the mass spectra of gramicidin S in (a)
static mode and (b) dynamic mode. The same amount of sample was
consumed on the probe tip in both modes.
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Figure 4. Comparison of the mass spectra of neurotensin in (a)
dynamic mode without resonance ejection and (b) dynamic mode with
resonance ejection.
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The MALDI mass spectra obtained in the static mode using
the IT/reTOF detector generally showed better resolution and a
higher signal intensity under the same concentration conditions
relative to the spectra obtained using the dynamic flow technique
(shown in Figure 3b). These observations are similar to those
already published by Ii and co-workers.]4 The static mode
MALDI/MS of gramicidin S provides a resolution of 350 with use
of the IT/reTOF in these experiments under the conditions used.
The main limitation to the resolution and the SIN in these
experiments as compared to previous work" appears to be the
use of a Cu-Be postacceleration stage in front of the MCP
detector. In comparison, the dynamic flow mode MALDI/MS
experiment results in a resolution of 280 under similar conditions.
In addition, under comparable conditions of analyte concentration
and laser power, the signal intensity is considerably better for
the static MALDI than for the dynamic flow MALDI experiment

The reduced resolution and signal intensity in the dynamic
flow experiments might be expected due to the higher pressure
and solvent background in the trap. The solvent ions in the ion
trap appear to interfere "ith extraction of the trapped peptides
ions, as compared to a lighter buffer gas such as helium. It might
be expected that a lower flow rate will help to improve the
resolution. However, under a lower flow rate, it becomes more
difficult to maintain the "wet" surface on the probe tip due to the
effect of pumping in the mass spectrometer and the elevated
temperature (60-80 °C) of the ion trap. The pressure during the
static MALDI experiments was estimated to be between -5 x
10-' and 1 x 10-3 Torr in the trap and -1 x 1O-1i Torr in the
reTOF flight tube. In comparison, the pressure in the trap during
the dynamic flow MAWI experiments is unlmovm but is estimated
to be _10-1 Torr. The pressure in the flight tube during these
experiments is -2 x 10-6 Torr. The He buffer pressure in the
trap and the ultimate pressure in the reTOF can be easily
controlled during the static !vlALDI experiments to optimize
resolution and signal intensity, whereas the pressure in the ITI

reTOF during the dynamic flow experiments will be determined
by the flow rate that is used to optimize the MALDI process from
the liquid flow.

A method to improve the resolution and SIN involves eliminat
ing the background and solvent ions in the b-ap using resonant
ejection techniques. A unique advantage of trap technology is
that this task can be accomplished by using a low radio frequency
(rf) voltage on the endcaps of the trap. By properiy choosing
the frequencies applied to the trap, one can eject background while
selectively storing the target ion. The effects of eliminating the
low-mass background ions in the dynamic flow M!\LDI expeJi
ments are shown in Figure 4 for the peptide neurotensin at a level
of 12 pmole. The auxiliary rf voltage applied to the endcaps is
scanned over a frequency range of 72-1000 kHz at a repetition
rate of 600 Hz and an amplitude of 9.3 V (peak-ta-peak). The
background noise is significantly reduced by applying the scan
ning frequency, and the SIN is greatly enhanced, as shown in
Figure 4b compared to Figure 4a. The resolution in the non
resonance-ejection mode is not degraded significantly, which
suggests that pressure in the IT/reTOF is still the limiting factor
for resolution.

The detection limits of the experiment for samples introduced
via the continuous-flow probe were evaluated for various peptides,
as shown in Table L Since the detection limit can be increased
markedly by ejecting background ions from the trap using
resonant ejection, all measurements shown in Table 1 were taken
using this methodology. The detection limits shown were
determined by using the successive dilution method to generate
the lowest level of sample detected. The minimum amount of
sample injected was then divided by a splitting tee to a splircing
ratio of 1:24, which corresponds to the actual sample sent to the
probe tip. The flow rate used in these expeJiments was 2-3 !iLl
min. The detection limit was determined for peptides ranging in
size from -1000 to 8500 Da. and the limit in each case is typically
in the 1-5 pmol region, The limit was determined over an
average of 100 laser pulses or 10 s. Since the sample may elute
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Elution tim::(s)Table 1. Detection limits of Various Peptides in
Continuous-Flow MALDI

uCleCln lima
pcptide MW (pmoi)

IiI 931.1 0.0100 4.5
1060.2 0.0125 4.9
!l40.5 0.0125 4.6
1296.5 0.0100 3.2
1347.6 0.0125 3.9

nC1.lrol.cnsin 1(i729 0.0050 1.2
mclittin 2847.5 0.0300 4.4

6511.5 0.1000 6.4
8564.8 0.1000 4.9

I: .r\moUD! of sample actually senllO probe tip.
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Figure 6. Mass spectra of neurotensin taken at different times after
the injection of 5 ul of neurotersin W.1 pg~L!l). The flow ratio is matrix
solution/carrie~ salven: 10:50 pL'min.
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iF~9'ull"e5. Cluantitation plot of CF-MALDJ experiment for neurotensin
us'lng gramicidin S 8.8 an internal standard. Sn/Sg represents he ratio
of signal intensities of neurotensin anj gramicidin S. Cn/C~ represents

ratio of GoncenlratiolS of neurotensin and gramicidin S.

point represents the signal olnained as an average of 100 laser

shots. The response was found to be linear over 2 ordcrs of
magnitude as shown in Figure 5 Above 125 pmol of sample on

the probe tip, a deviation from linearity was observed that may

be a result of overloading the probe surface or ion trap or possibly

suppression of the gramicidin S internal standard signal.

A.n important factor involved in obtaining reproducible CF

MALO! results is achieving stable opcration of the liquid flow D'om

the continuous-fiow probe. The ,t"ble operation of the probe can

be achieved in a mass spectromeTer when the rate of evaporation

of the solvent from the probe surface and tbe pumping speed of

the source of the mass spectrometer are in balance. The

evaporation rate may be altered by changing either the dow rate
ofliauid to the probe tip, the total vapor pressure of the solution,

or the amount of beat applied to the tip. Insufficient heat will

lead to clogging within the capillary tip and will give rise to

unsteady ion signals. 'Nhen too much heat is applied to the probe
tip, ion signals wiJl disappear due to the rapid evaporation of

3-NBA A fiow rate that is excessively high may lead to arcing of

the rf storage potential inside the iOIl trap and to space charge
problems. The optimum temperature for this system was found

to be 60-80"C. The optimum flow rate was typically 2-3 ilL!

min.

Another important aspect this experiment is the memory

effect of the continuous-fiow injection of sample. This :Jroblem

will be especially important when interfacing this method to

capillary HPLC. An example of the time profile of the signal for

a 5.uL injection of neurotensin as a function of time is shown in

Figure 6. The signal rises sharply at -70-80 s after injectior.

and slowly decreases for over a minute. The laser continues to

desorb the neurotensin until the memory effect from neU"otensin
eventually is eliminateu. The ability to minimize the memory

I-btchens, T. W.Anal. Chem. 1994,66.14-08-

over 1-2 min, one might expect that if the total ion signai was

collected. an additional facter of up to 10 might be feasible. Similar

limits of sensitivity have been previously claimed by Li and co-

\vorkers CF-:\1J\LDI eX,Jerimcrts. 1

measure of the quan:itation capabilities of the CF-MALDI

IT/reTOF metbod was investigated for several compounds and

demonstrated for neurotensin in Figure 5. The MALDI process
vcrv sensitive to laser l1uence. Sinall valiations in laser fluence

caus; iarge fluctuations in analY1e signals. Absolute quantitative

measurements uf biopolymers using lV1A.LDI are difficult since
signal level is strongly depende:lt on laser flucnce, laser beam

homogeneity, sample homogeneity, and probe surface conditions.

internal caiibratior. with moiecules having similar chemical

:)[operies can be used to obtain absolute quantitative measure
order to determine the linearity of response of the

CF experiment. 5 ilL sample solutions containing 0.030 nmol

(O.OlO flg/i'L), 0.30 nmol (0.10 lig/,uL), 1.5 nmol (0.50,ug/,uL),

nmol portions of the peptide neurotensin and 0.11

nmcl (0.025.ug/uL) of gramicidin S (as internal standard) were

;qjected the probe. lifter split1ing, the amount of sample that
actuallv reaches the probe tip is 1.2, 12, 62, and 125 pmol,

respecdvelj·. for neurotensiJ. and 4.6 pmal ::or gramicidin S. The

solvent :tlO\\' rate "vas 3.0 ,uL/min in these experiments, and each
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effect depends on the flow rate, the temperature of the probe tip,

the desorption laser power, and the minimizing of the surface area

of the probe tip. Further efforts are underway to optimize these
parameters to minimize the memory effect

It should be noted that the CF-MALDI method has certain key
advantages and disadvantages as a method for generating large
ions from solution as compared to electrospray ionization (ESD.
For example, the CF-MALDI method generally produces molec

ular ions, MH+, for identification, whereas the use of ESI may
result in the production of multiply-eharged ions, which can result
in confusion in identification of the molecule. Although the
presence of multiply-charged ions results in the ability to detect
large ions at relatively low mlz, the mass range of the IT/reTOF
is generally sufficient for detection of the singly-charged products
of enzymatic and chemical degradation of large proteins, which
would be analyzed by the CF-MALDI method.

Key advantages of CF-MALDI compared to ESI are that the
molar sensitivity is relatively constant as a function of mass over

a large mass range (see Table 1) and that the sensitivity is not
strongly affected by the presence of salts, impurities, or organic
buffers. Thus, the sample preparation is fairly simple, and the
CF-MALDI process is not affected by the presence of buffers such
as TFA often required in separation processes. This is in contrast
to ESI, where the ionization efficiency of different compounds may
vary by several orders of magnitude, depending on the peptide
structure. Also, the ESI source is adversely affected by the
presence of large amounts of salts, impurities, or organic buffers.
Although femtomole level detection of peptides via ESI has been
achieved in the IT/reTOF in the continuous-flow mode,33 the
presence of organic buffers such as TFA required in chromato
graphic separations often limits the sensitivity to the low picomole
range.:)r,

A third important advantage of the CF-MALDI technique is
that it uses a relatively simple and rugged interface, where the
flow probe tip is inserted directly into the ion trap for MALDI.
The exact position of the probe in the trap is not critical, although
the alignment of the laser beam to the probe is important. In
comparison, ESI requires a rather sophisticated atmosphere-to-

(33) Michael, S. M.; Chien. B. M,; Lubman, D. M.Ana!. Chem. 1993,65,2614
2626.

(34) Qian, M.; Lubman, D. M. Ana!. Chem. 1995. 67, 2870-2877.
(35) Lee, H.; Lubman, D. M. Anal. Chern. 1995,67. \40(-1408.
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vacuum interface, with a high pumping speed needed to evacuate

the interface region, skimmers to slam the ion beam, desolvation

of ions produced under atmospheric pressure conditions, and
critical alignment of the source and interface. In addition, CF
MALDI is perfonned directly in the ion trap, as opposed to ESl,
where ion transmission through the interface and into the trap is
a relatively inefficient process. It is expected that with continued
improvements the CF-MALDI method will provide comparabie
or even improved sensitivity relative to ESI.

CONCLUSIONS
In this work, a continuous-flow probe has been constructed

which can deliver solutions of peptides directly into a mass
spectrometer for detection by MALDI. This method generates
singly-charged molecular ions from solution which can be used
for identification of peptides. An ion trap storage/reTOF device
has been used for detection which has distinct advantages in its
ability to efficiently operate at the elevated pressures that result

from direct liquid injection and to operate at ground de potential
to minimize arcing. Under the conditions of the experiment, the
flow probe can operate up to a tlow rate of 4 ,uL/min, and by
optimizing the temperature of the probe, a very stabie signal can
be obtained. In addition, resonance ejection methods can be used
with the t.rap to selectively eject unwanted background from the
trap to enhance the S/N. Using this method, picomole level
sensitivity can be obtained for peptides over a mass range of
>8000 units, and the detection limit remains relatively const.ant
as a function of mass. Also, quantitation using an internal standard
was found to be linear over 2 orders of magnitude. In addition,
the IT/reTOF presents the opportunity for structural analysis of
these peptides in TOF using either MS/MS or Mi\.LDI activated
decay in the trap.:J5
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Figure 1. Schematics of electrospray mass spectrometry for on-line analysis of photochemical reactions. Two modes of photoirradiation (I,

> 420 nm; a UV cutoff filter) were used: the cell mode, involving irradiation of the sample solution in a quartz cell, and the spray mode. involving
irradiation of charged droplets distributed in the plume at the tip of needle.

bidentate ligand is proposed. 13 However, it has not yet been
possible to demonstrate the existence of such an intermediate, at
least for tris(bidentate)-type chelates. In the on-line ES-MS study
of Ru (bpy),'" and Ru (bPZ)32+, 11 an attempt to detect an intermedi

ate with an 1)' bidentate ligand failed after photoirradiation,
However, we have recently been able to identify an intermediate
with an 1)' bidentate ligand in the photosubstitution of Ru(bpy)z
(dmbpy)'" (dmbpy = 3,3'-dimethyl-2,2'-bipyridine) by 'H NMR
and HPLC separation." We have also detected an intermediate
in another complex, Ru(bpy),(ampy)2+ (ampy = 2-(aminomethyl)

pyridine)." However. the details of the photoreaction have not
yet been clarified.

In this paper, we report the use of on-line ES-MS with a flow
through photoreaction cell and direct photoirradiation of electro
sprayed droplets to obtain direct evidence of intermediate forma
tion for the two complexes mentioned above. Moreover, some
mechanistic details of the photoreaction, such as the effects of
solvent and intensity of irradiation, will be presented. Through
this study, it is hoped that on-line electrospray mass spectrometry
will be demonstrated to be a powerful tool for the study of

photochemical reactions in solution.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

A laboratory-made ES interface was connected to a sector-type
mass spectrometer 0EOL D300). As illustrated in Figure 1, a
sample solution is sprayed from the tip of a needle by applying a
voltage 3.5 kV higher than that of a counter electrode. The
distance between the needle and the counter electrode was 1 cm.

(13) (a) Basolo, F.; Pearson, R. G. Mechanisms of Inorganic Reactions, 2nd ed.;
Wiley: New York, 1967. (b) Durham, B.: Caspar.]. V.; Nagle,]. K; Meyer,
T.].]. Am. CJum. Soc. 1982,104,4803-4810. (c) KE.lyanasundaram, Kj.
Phys. Chern. 1986, 90, 2285-2237. (d) Zhang, S.; Zang, Y; Dobson, G. R;
Van Eldik, R. Inorg. Chem. 1991, 30, 355-356.

(14) Tachiyashiki, S.; Ikezawa, H.; Mizumachi, K. Inarg. Chem. 1994,33,623
625.

(15) Tachiyashiki, S. 10th International Symposium on Photochemistry and
PhoLOphysics of Coordination Compounds, Sendai, Japan, 1993; Abstr. A12.
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The counter electrode consists of a 12-cm-Iong stainless steel
capillary tube (0.5 mm Ld,). A stream of heated N, gas (70 'C)
was used to aid desolvation of sprayed charged droplets. The
flow rate of the sample solution was 2,uLlmin. The voltage of
the second skimmer determines the translational energy of ions
in the mass spectrometer. The ion translational energy was 2
keV. The voltages of the capillary electrode and the first skimmer
were respectively 100 and 50 V higher than that of the second

skinuner.
The sample solution was irradiated with a high-pressure Xe

lamp (150 W). The light spo~ focused by a lens, was ~5 mm in
diameter. A light shutter was mounted at the exit oi the lamp to
control photoirradiation. A UV cutoff filter was used. Two
different modes of irradiation (;I, > 420 nm) were used for
photoreaction: cell mode and spray mode irradiation. For the
cell mode irradiation, a cylindrical quartz cell (1 mm i.d., 2 mm
o,d,) was installed in the middle of the needle (Figure 1). 11 takes
about 2 min for the flowing sample to pass across the irradiated
area in the cell and about 40 s for it to arrive at the tip of needle
for spraying; therefore, photoproducts with lifetimes of more than

a few minutes can be detected by ES mass analysis using the cell
mode irradiation.

Under normal circumstances, a Taylor cone and plume with

charged droplets "ill form at the tip of the electrospray needle,
as illustrated in Figure 1. The spray irradiation was carried out
3 mm from the tip; i,e" the charged droplets were irradiated in
the plume state and immediately injected into the mass spectrom

eter. Therefore, photoproducts with lifetimes as short as several
milliseconds could be detected. However, the product yield is

expected to be lower for the spray mode than for the cell mode
because of a much shorter irradiation time.

Ru(bpyJ,B(Cl04J, (B = dmbpy and ampy) complexes were

prepared by methods described in the literature." For measure
ment of ES mass spectra, samples were dissolved in freshly
distilled acetonitrile or pyridine, and nothing was added to promote
ionization. The concentrations of samples were kept at ~0.1 mM.
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fig.ue 2. Positive 100 ES mass spectra of Ru(bpY)2(dmbpy)(CI04)2
(bpy = 2,2'·bipyridine; dmbpy ~ 3,3'-dimethyl-2,2'-bipyr'ldioe) in
acetonitrile (0,1 mM) obtained(a) without irradiation, (b) with cell
irradiation, and (c) with spray irra,jiatioo (X > 420 om). L,s bpy, B is
dmbpy, /",N is acetonitrii8, and X is C104 -, The underlined ions
represent intermediates with a monodentate 8 ligand. The peaks
given by nomina: m/z va,ues are unknown peaks.

F1ESULTS AND DISCUSSION
I. [Ru(lJpy),(dmbpy)](CI04b Figure 2a shows an ES mass

spectrum of the complex in acetonitrile solution without photoir
radiation. The spectrum is simple, showing only two peaks of
RuL,B!· and RuL!BX+, where L, B, and X represent bpy, dmbpy,
and CIO, - respectively. Photoirradiation of the complex in the
reaction ceii (the celi mode) by visible light (>420 nm) promoted
photosubslilution and resulted in the on-line ES mass spectrum
shown in Figure 2b. 111e photoproducts were divalent RuL,
VIl'i),!+ (Ai'; = acetonitrile, n = 0-2), monovalent RuL,(AN)2X+,

and dmbpyW. the protonated dmbpy liberated from the complex.
EuLiB(Ai'i)' and RuL!B(AN)X'f were also observed; they must
be reaction intermediates with a monodentate B ligand since an
AN molecule is expected to coordinate to Ru in these species.
Such a signal was not detected ill the ES mass spectra obtained
after photoreaction of Ru(bpy),''' and Ru(bpz)P.ll

fuenol1!?: the signals of RuL, (AN),,2+ (n = 0-2) in Figure 2b,
the intensities of RuLr and RuL,(AN)'+ were larger than that of
RuL,(AI'l)F This must be due to a facile dissociation of
acetonitrile molecules from RuL, (AN)," by collision-induced
dissociation (eID) s,n 111e relative intensity of RuLl+ increased
l"iJpidly as the collision energy was raised from 50 to 75 eV. The
monovalent RuL2(Al'i)zX-, a six-eoordinate ion associated with a

Figure 3. ES mass spectra of Ru(bpY)2(dmbpy)(CI04)2 in acetoni
trile (0.1 mM) obtained in -he dark (wiihout room light) (a) with oell
irradia1ion, whose effective light intensity was reduced about the same
as that used for the spray irrad'18tion, and (b) with spray irradiation,

CIa," anion, did not yield signals of its fouc - or five-coordinate
species in the mass spectrum, as were detected with the divaient
RuL,(AN)p. The Cl04- in the monovalent ion probably protected
the weakly coordinating acetonitrile molecules from CID.

The first observation of photoproducts induced by irradiation
of the complex at the plume in the spray mode is shown in Figure
2c. The photoreaction products generated by the spray mode
were quite similar to those seen by the cell mode, although the
photoreaction environments were dillerent-microscopic charged
droplets versus ordinary solution. However, the internlediates
of monodentate dmbpy, RuLB(P.N)2+ and RuL,B(AN)X", were
clearly observed. The effective light intensity per unit 'cime for
spray irradiation is about 10-'; that for cell irradiation; the flow
rate of the complex ions is 10 mls for the spray and 10'" mls for
the cell irradiatiun. The difference between the photoreactions
taking place in oell irradiation and in spray irradiation was sbudied
in detail by an additional experiment (without room light) in which
the light intensity per unit time for cell irradiation was equal to
that used for spray iJTadiation. Under this condition, there was
little secondary photolysis of the intermediates for cell irradiation
(Figure 3). The spectrum for cell irradiation was quite similar to
that for spray irradiation. It burned out that the intermediate with
the monodentate ligand was a plimary product in the photoreac
tions for both cell and spray irradiation. No apparent difference
in the reaction environments was observed for the present system.
It is shown in Figure 2c that the room light must promote the
photosubstibuted products. The rate of thermal rechelation of the
monodentate B = dmbpy in the intermediate seems to be much
slower than that of B =byp or bpz, so that the intermediate could
be detected after photoirradiation, The monodentate dmbpy h"s
steric hindrance between the 3 and 3' methyl groups, which may
hinder the rechelation.

In spray irradiation, one would expect possible complication
arising from the photodissoeiation or photoreaction of the gas
phase ions in addition to the photoreaction taking place in the

spray

700'"0
mh

,00
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4b). Among the photoproducts, five-coordinate RuL,(PY)2+ ion
gave the strongest signal intensity. This was probably dne to the
strength of the Ru-PY bond (stronger than the Ru-A..N bond),
which would prevent simultaneous rupture of the two Ru - PY
bonds. Rather, it seems that one Ru-PY bond was broken by
cm to produce the five-coordinate ion. The small a-nount of fcur
coordinate ion was probably formed from the five-coordinate ion.

A univalent ion, RuL, (PY)X+, with a coordinated solvent
molecule was observed in the pyridine system. Such an ion was
not observed in acetonitrile (Figure 2). Since the molecular size
of PY is larger than that of AN, the CiO,- countorion may be able
to protect one but not two PY groups from cm, resulting in a
monosubstituted PY complex. The relative signal intensities of
photoproduct ions with coordinated solvent molecules are different
in acetonitrile and pyridine. The difference can be attributed to
the sizes of the solvent molecules and their coordinating ability
in relation to the protective effect of the counterions.

The photoreactivity of the complex was much greater in
pyridine than in acetonitrile. This is because the larger
quantum yield of the substitution of monodentate dmbpy in d,e
intelluediate RuL,B(pY)2+ than in RuL,B(AJ.J)'·'. ,. Quantum

yields for the formation of the intermediate in the two solvents

were quite similar." The reason that the intermediate could not
be detected in the cell mode (Figure 4b) must be due to a facile
photosubstitution of the intermediate of monodentate dmbpy. The
weak light intensity would minimize the secondary photolysis of
the intermediate. This might contribute to the detection of the
intermediate by spray irradiation.

The preference for coordination of different solvent molecdes
was studied for Ru(bpy),(dmbpy) (PF6) 1 in an acetonitrile/pyridine
(1:1 v/v) mixture. Even without irradiation. we observed that the
intermediate ions RuL"B(AN)2+ and RuL,B(PY)'c, as well as BH',
protonated dmbpy liberated from the complex (Figure Sa).
Formation of ions must be caused by room light since they were
not observed in the dark (Figure 5b). A signal with m/z = 181
was assigned to (pY)2Na+; the Na+ ion presumably carne from a
contamination. Using the cell irradiation mode, the parent ion
RuL"B2+ disappeared completely, and several divalent ions. RuL,
(PY),,2+ (n = 0-2), RuL,,(AN)(PY)2 and RuL,(Al'-fY, and
monovalent ions, RuL,,(AN) (PY)X+ and RuL2(Py),X , appeared
(Figure 5c). Spray irradiation gave mono- and divalent intennedi
ates with a monodentate dmbpy ligand (Figure 5d). The results
showed that PY coordinates preferentially (relative 10 A..N) to the
RuL" moiety of the metal complex.

II. [Ru(bpy).{ampy)I(CI04)2. The photosubstitution inter
mediate RuL,B2+ (B = ampy), with a monodentate ampy ligand,
has been identified by using 'H NMR in aqueous acidic solution. ,-,

The monodentate ampy ligand in the complex was not readily
photosubstituted or thermally substituted; the intermediate could
have a long lifetime in an acidic solution because proLonaLion of
ampy would prevent rechelation. In acetonitrile solution. however,
no evidence has been obtained for the intermediate RuL,B(Al'\i)"
with B = ampy, despite the fact that such an intermediate bas
been observed for the complex with B = dmbpy (Figure 2)."

Figure 6a shows the ES mass spectra of the ampy complex
without photoirradiation in acetonitrile solution. Figure 6b.c
shows the spectra of the complex in the cell irradiation mode (.1
> 420 nm) in acetonitrile and in trideuterated acetonitrile,
respectively. The signals marked with a circle in Figure 6c were
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Figure 4. ES mass spectra of Ru(bpY)2(dmbpy)(CI04 )2 in pyridine
(0.1 mM) (a) without irradiation, (b) with celi irradiation, and (c) with
spray irradiation.

droplet. 16 The photodissociation product of the gas phase ions,
such as dmbpy-released ion Ru(bpy)l+, is generated from Ru
(bpy),(dmbpy)2T ion by a two-step process \~a the five-coordinate

intermediate. On the other hand, for photoreaction in the droplet,
RU(bPY)22+ is generated from cm of Ru(bpy),(AN),'+, which is
formed via six-coordinate intermediate Ru (bpy)2 (dmbpy) (AN)2+
Since the lifetime will be far shorter for the former intermediate
than for the latter, the production yield of Ru(bpy),'+ in the gas
phase photodissociation is much lower than that in the droplet
reaction. Similarly, the production of the monodentate intermedi
ate Ru (bpy),(dmbpy) (AN) 2·- is the two-step reaction involving
solvent addition in both the gas and droplet phases. However,
the concentration of the solvent is extremely smaller in the gas
phase than in droplets. Finally, in the present system, the
photoreaction of the gas phase ions is negligible compared with
the photoreaction that takes place in droplets.

The mass spectra of the complex in pyridine (PY) are shown
in Figure 4. Even without irradiation, weak signals of the
photosubstitution product RuL2(PY),'+ and its intermediate RuL"B
(PY)2+ were observed (Figure 4a). These must be caused by
room light since they were not observed in the dark. When the
cell irradiation mode, in which the light intensity is far higher
than that for the room light, was used, the parent signal RuL,B2+,
as well as the intermediate signal, disappeared completely (Figure

(16) Suggested by the reviewers. (17) Tachiyashiki, S.; Mizumachi, K Coord. Chem. Rev. 1994. 132, 113-120.
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Figure 6. ES mass spectra of RU(bpY)2(ampy)(CiO,12 In acetonitrile
(0.1 mM) (a) without irradiation, (b) with cell irradiation in CH:}CN.
and (c) in CD3CN. The circies due to binding
of acelonit·ile. Unidentified are shown with norr:inal mlz.

OS) Jones, W. £,,1r.: Smi:h. H. A.: Abrc.:llo,:VI. L Williams. M. D.: Van Houlen.
J. InMg. Chern. 1989. 28. 22:i1-2:J.R~\

The results clearly indicate that ES mass spectrometry is a

powerful tool for the study of photosubstilution of a mixed ligand

complex. 18 It call easily tell us which ligand has been dissociated

by photolysis. In Figure 6, signals with nominal m/z value~ are

unidentified photoproduCls. All of these prnducts mL1st contain

no solvent molecules, since no mlz shifts were observed with

spectra taken in deuterated acetonitrile (mlz = 460 and 535 are

the most abundant isotope ratios in both spectra). Reducing the

intensity of irradiation by a factor of 10 did not significantly change

the spectra, but it increased the signal intensities of the intennedi

ates, This is probably clue to a decrease in secondar! photolysis

of the 'ntermediates, The photolysis would connect the interme

diate RuL,BCAN)2+ iO five-coordinate RuL,B", which could go

back to the parent complex by rechelation (Scheme 1).

Interestingly, we observed a mass shilt ot the base peak (the

most abundant peak) near mlz = 260 in the spectra of lRu (bpy) ,

Campy) ](CIO,)2 (Figure 6). Without iO'2diation, the base peak

had a nominal mlz = 261.2, corresponding to the parent ion

RuL2B2+, The peak was shifted to mlz = 260.2 by irradiation in

the cell mode. This shift must be caused by photoproduction of

RuL2 (B - 2H)'" in the presence of oxygen in solution. There

was no shift of the peak ill the spectra of deaerated (N,-purged)

solutions when cell irradiation was used. The conventional
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identified due to complexes with AN coordination, which all

shm'v'fo (l 3 mass unit shifts from the respective signals in Figure

lib. The observed products were similar to those observed for

Ru 0Jpy),(dmbpy) (CIO.,J,. The Intennediates with monodentate

amp! were Dbserved in the cell mode, In addition, new ohoto

products RuLB'-. Ru LB (AN) ,X' , and LH" were observed, ~hich
indicated that not only B but also L can be dissociated from the
complex by photolysis, although the relative intensities of RuL,2-1

and RuLB" indicated that the dissociation of L was a mi~or
process. Such;; process had not been identified in the previous
CV-visible spectrophotometric study,'" probably because the

method was not sensitive enough and the intensity of the radiation

nay have been tJO weak for the reaction. Neither vho1Dproducts

monodcntate intelmeciiates for the ampy complex were
detected in lhe spray irradiation.

Figu1!"e 5. ES nass spectra of in acetoni-
(1:1 v/v) (0.- mM) (a) irradiation, (b) in the dark,

(e) ceii Irradiation, and (d) with spray irradiation. A signal with
rn/z - 181 \\'OS assigned to ,:PY)2Na
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spectrophotometric study of the photolysis of the complex in
acetonitrile in open air showed that the shift was due to the
formation of a 2-(iminomethyl)pyridine complex, RU(bPY)2(PY
CH=NH)2+ 19 Product analysis by column chromatography on
SP-Sephadex (eluent, 0.3 M NaCl) showed the 2-(iminomethyl)
pyridine complex and an unidentified product with an absorption
peak at 438 nm. The unidentified product is probably a 2-oxi
matopyridine complex, Ru (bpy), (pY-CH=N-OH)2+, which cor

relates well with the unidentified mass signals of m/z = 268
(Ru(bpy),(PY-CH=N-OH)2+) and 535 (Ru(bpy),(PY-CH=N-O)+).
These signals decreased in the spectrum obtained from the
deaerated solution. The two other unidentified signals, m/z =
275 and 460, may be tentatively assigned to Ru(bpylz(PY
CO-NO)2+ and Ru(bpylz(PY-CN) (Cl04)+, respectively. For the
monovalent ion Ru(bpy),(pY-CN)(CIO,.)+, which possesses a
chlorine atom, the isotope mass distribution was in good agree
ment with the calculated ratios.

CONCLUSION
We have studied the photosubstitution of RU(bPY)2B,'+ (B =

dmbpy and ampy) by on-line ES mass spectrometry in order to

obtain direct evidence for intermediate formation and to have a
better understanding of the photosubstitution reaction. We found

(19) Rid,!. M.].; Keene. F. Rj. Am. Chern. Soc. 1981. 103. 5733-5740.
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that intermediates can be readily identified by this method and
unequivocal evidence for the mechanism can be obtained. We
also characterized the effect of solvent on the photoreaction and
discovered a new reaction pathway for Ru(bpy),(ampy)2+. the
photoinduced oxidation of the complex.

The intermediates with monodentate dmbpy were detected by

both cell and spray irradiation. However, we could not show an
apparent difference in the photoproducts, although the photore
action environment was different between solution and micro
scopic charged droplets. There was some difference in the extent
of complete dissociation of a hidentate ligand. This is principally
due to the change in the effective light intensity. On-line ES mass
spectrometry was shown to be a powerful tool for the study of

photochemical reactions, especially for the detection of reaction
intermediates.
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Detectable mass spectrometric signals from low femtomole
amounts of protein have been produced by Smith and co-workers
by interfacing capillary electrophoresis to an Fr-ICR instrument."
McLafferty et a1. reported ESI Fr-ICR results obtained from only
10- 14 mol of sample introduced into the mass spectrometer with
a commercial microvolume injector3D

Very recently, McIver and Li reported detection limits for a
prototype external ion source MALDI Ff-ICR instrument at 6.5
T for several polypeptides3 ! Typically 1-5 fmol of analyte was

applied to the external sample probe, and time-domain data from
several laser shots were summed to construct magnitude-mode
mass spectra. Recently, Duncan and co-workers, by recovering

peptides and proteins following MALDI, demonstrated that SDS
PAGE and radioimmunoassay may be performed on the recovered
samples,3' suggesting major potential improvement in MALDI

detection sensitivity.
Here. we combine two methods to improve significantly the

sensitivity of MALDI Ff-ICR mass analysis of biomolecules: (a)
sample deposition onto small indentations on the probe tip and
(b) multiple remeasurement of ions from a single laser shot. First,
in conventional MALDI experiments, nanomoles to picomoles of
the analyte are deposited on the probe tip, whereas only amols of
analyte are consumed for mass analysis. To reduce the amount
of sample deposited, we constructed a probe tip with a series of
small indentations, such that amols of sample could be placed on
a spot < 1 mm' in area. Second, in Fr-ICR MS experiments, mass
spectral peak area is proportional to the number of trapped ions,"
thereby defining the minimum number of ions that can be

detected from a single time-domain acquisition with a typical
broadband detector preamplifier. However, if the initially detected
ions are brought back near the ion trap central axis, either by
collisional damping of the cyclotron motion alone or by combined
use of azimuthal quadrupolar excitation and collisional damping,
ions may be reexcited and redetected. If the ion initial population
is not significantly depleted due to axial ejection and magnetron
expansion, then repeating this process and summing the ac
cumulated time-domain signals will result in an Ff-ICR mass
spectrum of increased signal-to-noise ratio, \vith a signal-ta-noise
ratio enhancement factor as large as nl/2, where n is the number
of summed time-domain data sets. Remeasurement of heavy ions
trapped in an Fr-ICR cell was first introduced by Williams et al.;33
Speir et a1. later used azimuthal quadrupolar excitation" to
enhance remeasurement efficiency3" Recently, Laude and ca
workers employed ion remeasurement techniques to observe real
time charge stripping of electrosprayed biomolecules.3S

In this paper, we describe the modifications required to
construct a MALDI sample probe for microsample deposition. We
also discuss the experimental conditions (e.g., ion initial radius

and excitation profiles) required to perform multiple Fr-ICR

(29) Smith, R D.; WahL], H.; Goodlett, D. R.; Hofstadler, S. A Anal. Chem.
1993. 65. 574A~584A

(30) Kelleher. N. L.; Senko, M. W.: Little, D. P.; O'Conoor. P. B.: McLafferty, F.
W-I Am. Soc. Mass Spectrom. 1995,6,220-221.

(1) Li, Y.; McIver, R. T., ]L Rapid Commun. Mass Specttom. 1994, 8, 743~

749.
(32) Cerpa-Poljak, A; Jenkins, A; Duncan, M. W. Rapid COffimun. Mass Spectrom.

1995, 9, 233-239.
(33) Williams, E. R.; Henry, K. D.; McLafferty, F. W.]. Am. Chem. Soc. 1990,

112,6157-6162.
(34) Speir, J. P.; Gorman, G. S.; Pitsenberger, C. C.; Turner, C. A: Wang, P. P.;

Amster, 1..r. Anal. Chern. 1993,65,1746-1752.
(35) Guan, Z,; Dracler. J. J.; Campbell, V. 1.; Laude, D. A Anal. Chern. 1995,

67, 1453~1458.
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Figure 1. Modifications to a standard Extrei sample probe tip. The
indentation spots are located at positions 1-5 and are 5' apart. Note
the two guide pins and the corresponding holes on the indented plate,
proViding for alignment of the laser beam with the sample placed in
the indentations (see text).

excitation/detection events on a small number of o'apped ions,
Attomole detection of several MALDI-generated biomolecules by
Ff-ICR is demonstrated.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Equipment. The MALDI Ff-ICR mass spectra reported

herein were acquired with an Extrel FTM5-Z000 Fourier transform
ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometer (FrMS) equipped

with a 3 T superconducting magnet, dual ion trap mass analyzer,
automatic insertion probe, and Odyssey data system. Desorption/
ionization was performed with a cartridge-type pulsed N1 laser
(Model VSI.r33ND, Laser Science, Inc., Newton, lVL"I.) operated
at a wavelength of 337.1 run with a pulse 'Width of3 ns Gaser power
density of -~106 W cm-2). The UV laser beam was directed
through a quartz window on the analyzer side of the main vacuum
chamber. The laser beam was focused to a spot size of - ZOO
I'm x ZOO I,m on the probe tip by aIm focal length lens. A
scanning electron microscope (environmental scanning electron
microscope, Electroscan E-3) produced the sample probe surface

micrographs.
Sample Probe Design. To reduce the amount of sampie

deposited on the stainless steel probe tip, we constructed a probe

tip with a series of small indentations such that attomoles of
analyte could be placed on a spot size of < 1 mm'. First, the
stainless steel sample probe was mechanically polished to a mirror

shine. The stainless steel surface was ground with a series of
silicon carbide abrasive paper from 600-1200 grit at medium
speed (300 rpm) on a Rotopol-Z Struers (Waterlake, OH) disk
grinder, followed by a low-speed (150 rpm) polishing disk with a
broadcloth covering. Finish polishing was performed by applying
a polishing abrasive (6-1 I'm diamond suspension) on a Buehler's
Vibromet (Lakebluff, IL). A Vickers microhardness tester (Series
ZOO, Wilson-Tukon, Canto, MA) confirmed that the indentations
on the polished probe tip were aligned with the laser beam.

To mark the sample probe tip at the laser focal point, we

applied a thin film of 4-nitroaniline to the probe tip, and several
laser shots then removed the organic layer at different probe
angular positions; these laser spots were identified and marked
under the diamond-tipped microhardness tester with a 1000 kg
load. The probe tip and indentation marks (~100 I'm deep and
-5 x 10-3 rum' area) are shown schematically in Figure 1;



typically, four indentation spots were required to completely mark
the laser spot Oaser spot size is ~200 I'm x 200 I'm), Two pins

locked the angular position of the probe tip onto Extrel's standard
solids autoprobe Wigure 1), Results were highly reproducible
tram one marked spot to another, confinning the accuracy of the

laser alignment and spot placement (see Figure 4 and discussion

of Figure S below),
Sample Preparation. Polypeptide (angiotensin II, bradykinin,

and substance P) and phospholipid samples were purchased from
Sigma Cl10mical Co, (St. Louis, MO) and used without further

pUlification, AIM s:ock solution of 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid
(DHB) matrix was prepared fresh daily in methanol acidified veith

0,1% (v/v) trifluoroacetic acid (TFA), AIM stock solution of

fmetose (used for analysis of polypeptides) was prepared by
dissolving fructose in distilled water. The analyte samples were

weighed on a Mettler Toledo (Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, PAl
high-resolution analytical balance to an accuracy of ~O,l mg,

EpDendori centrifuge tubes (Fisher Scientific) prevented loss of
analyle to the sample ,ia]s and redClced alkali metal contamination
(e,g" sodium aud potassium salts), To eliminate sample probe

contamination from previous runs, we employed several acetone,
akohol, ard water washes as well as sample probe sonication,
Oxford BenchMate (Fisher Scientific) adjustable pipetters and

Ha:11ilton microliter (Fisher Scientific) syringes were used for

sample dilution and sample delivery, Typically, < 11'L of diluted

sample solution containing a few attomoles of analyte was applied

onto the stainless steel sample probe tip on a pre-eiously marked
spot. 1112 sample probe was air-dried and inserted into the mass
spectrometer for mass analysis, MALDl FT-ICR mass spectra
were obtained at a typical mattix-to-analyte ratio of ~109:L

Specifically, for the peptide mixture, '~0,8 mg sanlples of each
polypeptide (angiotensin II and bradykinin) were dissolved in 1

mL of ethanol acidified with 0.1% TFA (solution A, 7,63 x 10-'1 M
solution of angiotensin ID; a 5 I'L aliquot from solution A was
diluted to a total volume of 1 mL with ethanol (0,1% TFA e,g"

x 10'1 M angiotensin II, solution B), Next, a 51'L aliquot of
diillted D solution was further diluted to a total volume of 1

mL INith ethanol isolution C, LSI x 10-8 M angiotensin II),

Finally, a 5 ,aL aiiquot from solution C was further diluted to 1

to yield a 9,54 x 1D-ll M solution of angiotensin II (solution

D), Fifty microlitecs of 1M DRB (acidified with 0,1% TFA) and
S uL of 1 fructose (dissolved in distilled water) were added to
the !lnal solution fsolution D) to yield a final matrix-to-fructose
to ana]ylc ratio of 5 x 10':5 x 10':1. A 1 ilL aliquot (containing
~9G amols of each polypeptide) of the final solution was applied

by microsy:inge onto an indentation in the probe tip in a stepwise
manner: O,l,aL of sample was added in each step, and after
the sample was allowed to dry, an additional 0,1 ,uL was added
until all 01 the 1 ,aL of solution was deposited on the probe tip,

111e phospholipid sample was prepared by diluting 1 ,uL of 1
n1M lipid solution to a total volume of 1 mL with 1 M DHB
(acidi!led with D,l% TFA), One microliter of this solution was

again diluted to 1 mL with 1 M DRB (acidified with 0,1% TFA) to

give a finai matrix-to-analyte ratio of 1 x 109:1 and a lipid

concentration of 1 fmol!I'L. A 0,04 I'L aliquot (containing ~40

amol of phospholipid) was applied by microsyringe onto an

Indentation in the probe tip, For the spectra shown in Figure 5,
six ~ample deposits, each ,.....,1 mm in diameter and centered on a
spot of radius "-'I mm, were placed at wen~spaced positions on
the smooth probe tip.
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~
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Figure 2. Experimental event sequences for single (top) and
multiple (bottom) acqUisitions, The number cf detecton events (x)
and number of broadband azimuthal quadrupolar Jowamplitude
excitation events (y) vary from one experiment to the next (see text),

The substance P sample \\,'as prepared as for angiotensin II
(Figure 3), and the solution was diluted to the desired level (S

amoll,uL), A LO I'L aliquot (containing ~S amol of substance P)
was applied by microsyringe onto an indentation in the Jrobe tip,

FT-ICR Experimental Event Sequence. All of the MALDl

FT-ICR experiments were carried out in the source side of a dual
cubic ion trap, High kinetic energy positive ions were decelerated
by biasing the sample probe, source trap plate, and conductance
limit plate during the laser desorption event (60-1501's) to 0,0,
0,0, and +9 V, respectively, for the peptide san1ples, and -4, 0,
and +8 V for the phospholipid sample, The experimental event
sequence is shown in Figure 2, The single (top) and multiple
acquisition (bottom) segments of the event sequence are shown
separately. Restoration of the source trap and conductance limit
plates to +2 V occurred 60-150 ,us after ions were transfen'ed
into the trap, The trapped ions were allowed to ,-e]ax, in the
presence of ~4 x 10-8 TotO' argon, to the central trap axis for ~5

s, A Varian leak valve (Varian Associates, Walnut Creek, CAl
was used to maintain a constant argon neurral backgrDund
pressure in the source side of the dual ion trap mass analyzer.
When necessary, unwanted background ions (such as matrix
related ions) were ejected from the ion trap by use of stored
wavefol111 inverse Fourier transfom1 (SWIFT') dipolar excitation,

For example, phospholipid ions of 150 '" mlz '" 690 and 900 '"
mlz :s 1500 were ejected by SWIFT dipolar excitation of amplitude
~25 V(p_p), Coherent ICR motion was excited by fi-equency sweep

dipolar excitation, with the sweep rate and radio frequency
amplitude optimized for each experiment. Representative mass
spectra from a single laser shot and single data acquisition are
shown as the top spectra in Figures 3, 5, and 6,

Following the initial detection event, damping of ICR motIon
was achieved by collisiona] clamping only (Figure 5) or by

combining collisional damping and axialization (Figures 3 and 6),

For example, after every few remeasurements (denoted by the
first brackets, subsclipted by x in Figure 2), azimuthal quacimpolar
excitation, consisting of a series of SViTIFT waveforms covering
the mass range of interest in the presence of eollisiona] cooling
(second brackets, subscripted by y in Figure 2), refocused the
ions close to the center of the ICR cell. A home-built relay circuit
was used to switch from dipolar excitation and detection modes
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polypeptides were chosen so that our results could be compared
to previous mass spectral studies. For example, Russell et a!' have

reported detection 01 100 amol of angiotensin II by M-\LDl tandem
magnetic sector/reflectron time-ai-flight mass spectrometry,:) and

a MALDI IT-ICR mass spectrum for 1 fmol of substance P was
recently reported by McIver and Li.3l Jespersen and co-workers

have reported MALDI-TOF mass spectra from 2.5 amol of
bradykinin through the use of "picolitre vials"." We also included

v;;

800 1000 1200 i 400
m/z

Figure 6. MALO I FT-ICR single laser shot mass spectra obtained
from 8 amol of SUbstance P (FW 1347.6, RPKPOOFFGLM) applied
to the sample probe. Top, single time-domain data acquisition.
Bottom, sum of time-domain data from 40 co-added remeasurements
of the same ions. The sample solution contained 2,5-dihydoxybenzoic
acid, fructose, and substance P at relative molar ratio 4 x 109:3 x
108:1.

1 acquisition

40 acquisitions

Figure 5. MALOI FT-ICR single iaser shot mass spectra obtained
from 40 amol of dlpalmitoylglycerophosphatidylcholine applied to the
sample probe (GPC = 733 Oa). Top, single time-domain da'a
acquisition. Bottom, sum of time-domain data from 45 co-added
remeasurements of the same ions.

1 acquisition
Y~B

I

Matrix

/

to quadrupolar axialization mode..14 Coherent lCR motion was

excited by dipolar frequency sweep excitation (e.g., ~70 Vw-pj,

1-500 kHz at a sweep rate of 700 Hz/,us for the peptide mixture

or frequency sweep, ~55 Vw-pI, 1-500 kHz at a sweep rate of
1000 Hz/,us for the phospholipid). Fourier transformation of the
resulting time-domain signal (64K, 32K, and 128K time-domain

data points for the peptide mixture, phospholipid, and substance

P samples, respectively, at 1 MHz Nyquist bandwidth), without
zero-filling or apodization, followed by magnitude calculation and

frequency-to-mass conversion yielded an IT-ICR mass spectrum

(Figures 3, 5, and 6).

Figure 4. Scanning electron micrograph (20 keV. 130x magnifica
tion) of the stainless steel sample probe tip after 16 laser shots on
the same spot. The sample applied ante the indentation consisted of
2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid, fructose, angiotensin II, and bradykinin
at mole ratio 109:108:1 :1. The indentation and the laser spot are
denoted by arrows. The laser spot is outlined by dashes, and the
area over which sample was deposited is outlined by dotted lines.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Here we report low attomole (total applied to the sample probe)

detection of MALDI-generated phospholipid and polypeptide (viz.,

angiotensin II, bradykinin, and substance P) ions. These particular

800 850 900 950 1000 1050 1100

m/z

Figure 3. MALOI FT-ICR single laser shot mass spectra obtained
from 90 amol of a mixture of bradykinin (FW 1060.2, RPPGFSPFR)
and angiotensin II (FW 1047.6, ORVYIHPF) applied to the sample
probe. Top, single time-domain data acqLisition. Bottom, sum of time
domain data from 20 co-added remeasurements of the same ions.
Fragment ions corresponding to angiotensin II or bradykinin are
labeled "A" and "B", respectively.
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ions. In any case, the present results clearly establish the prospect
of structural characterization of biomolecules at very low concen

lrations by MALDI Fr-ICR mass spectrometry. The techniques
reported here are simple, inexpensive, and reproducible.

The sensitivity of the present met'lad comp2res favorably to
previously reported MALDI/time-of-flighp·24 and electrospray with
other mass analyzers.29.:lS-40 We are currently testing MALDI Fr
IeR MS detection limit techniques on other classes of biomol
eeules, toward the ultimate goal of mass spectrometric analysis

(39) Anderen, P. E.: Emmett, M. R.; Caprioli, R., M.]. Am. Soc. Mass Spec/rom.
1994, 5, 605-613.

(40) Cc,dy. R. B.: Tamura, j.; Finch, l V/.: Mlsselman, B. D.]. Am. Soc. Mass
Spectrom. 1994.5,194-200.

(41) Yeung, E. S. Ace. Chern. Res. 1994.27, ·W9-41 LJ.
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of intracellular components of a single biological cell:
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Comparison of Liquid Chromatography/Mass
Spectrometry Interfaces for the Analysis of
Polycyclic Aromatic Compounds

Joseph F. Anacieto,t,~ Louis Ramaley,t Frank M. Benoit,* Robert K. Boyd,*'§ and Michael A. Quilliam§
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Three liquid chromatography/mass spectrometry inter
faces were evaluated for their suitability for the analysis
of complex rni:>.:tures of polycyclic aromatic compounds
(PilCs). Preliminary qualitative experiments, which used
it carbon black extract as test material, confirmed that the
moving belt interface is mechanically awkward, is limited
with respect to the mobile phase composition which it can
tolerate, and is not efficient in detecting the more volatile
compounds. For these reasons it was not examined
furL':ler, although it performed well for larger PACs and
provided electron ionization (EI) mass spectra. The
particle beam (PB) interface also provides EI spectra, but
detection limits are poor (low nanogram range) and
calibration curves are nonlinear. Only seven of the 16
PACs targeted for quantification in a complex coal tar
reference material could be detected because of the
difficulty the PE interface has with the analysis of com
pounds "ith very high or very low volatility. The heated
pneumatic nebulizer (HPN) interface, which uses atmo
spheric pressure chemic.al ionization, produces both
molecular ions (M·e) and protonated molecules (MH") of
PACs, Detection limits were in the low picogram range,
and calibration curves were linear. Using the HPN
interface, 17 target PACs in the coal tar reference material
could be detccted and quantified within satisfactory
agreement with certified values when perdeuterated in
ternal standards were employed.

Polycyclic aromatic cO'Ilpounds (PACs) are potent environ
mental mutagens and carcinogens, formed from both natural (e.g.,
biosynthes1s and catural combustion) and anthropogenic (e.g.,

hig:l-tempcrature combustion) sources. l Complex mixtures of

these ubiquitous compounds are commonly found in airborne

paniculates. tobacco smoke, fossil fuels, marine sediments, and
food. In addition to health issues. the petroleum and synthetic
crude oil industries are alsc concerned with the interferences that
PACs produce in various upgrading processes. In particular,
nitfDgen-containing PACs are suspected of deactivating and

lJoisoning catalysts during cracking and reforming processes.
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Plugging problems and reduced heat exchange also arise iTem
the formation of high molecular weight polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbon (PAR) deposits in exchangers, transfer lines. and
valves.2

The difficulties associated with the characterization of samples
containing PAC fractions are due primarily to the large numbers
of possible compounds and isomers (which increase with molec

ular weight). Even for routine qualitative analyses, therefore,
methods combining good chromatographic resolving power with
selective and sensitive detection are essential for meaningful
results to be obtained. Although gas chromatography (GC)
possesses high resolving power and can be coupled easily with
mass spectrometry (GC/MS), its applicability is restricted by the
limited volatility of PACs of higher molecular weights. In addition,
the separation selectivity of GC for isomeric PACs is often
disappointing. Quantitative analysis of complex matrices for target
PACs is an even more ciemanding task, for which methodology
is stili being developed or improved. The activities of the U.S.
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) in this area
have been summarized recently.:~

Liquid chromatography (LC) has several advantages over Gc.
Less sample cleanup is required, thermally labile compounds are
more easily analyzed since they are not exposed to excessive heat
(though this is not a major consideration for PACs), delivatization
is usuaUy not necessary, and PACs with high molecular weights
may be analyzed because volatility is not an issue for optical
detection and is not such a stringent requirement for LC/MS
analysis. LC is also an inherently better quantitative method
because of the injection volume precision available with fixed loop
injectors compared "ith that for syringe injections with Gc. The
high chromatographic efficiency available from capiUmy GC.
however, is not cLllTently available iTom conventional LC. Thus.
LC chromatographic peaks are more likely to contain unresolved
components, which increases the need for more selective detection

methods, such as mass spectrometry. The lower chromatographic
efficiency of LC is offset to some degree by the higher separation
selectivity made possible through manipulation of the composition
of both stationary and mobile phases, exemplified"" by the LC

(2) Sullivan, R. F.: BO(!Jszym;ki, M. M.; Fetzer. J. c. Energy Firers 1989, 3.

603-612.
(3) Wise, S. A; Scha:Jlz. M. M.: Benner. B. A.. Jr.: Par:·is. R. M.; !\('b'x'rt, I~.

Sander. L. c.; Koster, B. L Che';)e:-. S. N.; W. L Freseni'IS J AiiOI
Chem. 1993,345. :;25-329.

(4) SiD, P. G.: Boyd, R K; R. M.; Guevremont. R.: Jamieson, D.:
Quilliam, M. A.: Gen~ely, R. J. EllvirOJI. Mass Sj)Cct70iIl. 1987.
375-381.
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separation of some PAC isomers \vhich are difficult or impossible
to separate by GC.

The main obstacle to routine analytical applications of LC
coupled directly to MS (LC/MS) has been the unavailability of
rugged and reliable LC/MS interfaces, and this has also been true
in the special case of PAC analysis. We have employed the

moving belt (MB) interface previously for the analysis of PACs
in marine sediments"':' and for qualitative characterization of high

molecular weight PACs (MW up to 580) in a sample from a coal
tar dump site. 'i Severe limitations on the mobile phase composi
tion &'1d flow rates were encountered. In genera~ solvent
gradients were restricted to a low aqueous content and/or low
flow rates to ensure that almost all the mobile phase was
evaporated before the belt entered the ion source.

This paper describes a comparison of the MB, particle beam
(PB), and heated pneumatic nebulizer (HPN) LC/MS interfaces
for qualitative and quantitative analyses of PACs using reversed
phase LC. Both the MB and PB interfaces were used with
electron ionization (ED, while the HPN interface used atmospheric
pressure chemical ionization (APCD. The capabilities of the three
LC/MS interfaces to provide qualitative information on PACs with
a ",ide range of molecular weights were tested using an extract

of carbon black. In evaluations of the interfaces for quantitative
analyses, detection limits and linear dynamic ranges were com
pared using PAC standards, and the concen trations of 17 PACs
in the NlST certified coal tar reference material (SRM 1597) are
reported for measurements using internal standardization with
perdeuterated PAC standards. The objective of the work was to
detennine whether the advantages of LC/MS over GC/MS (ability
to analyze larger PACs and greater separation selectivity) could
be implemented in a rugged, reliable methodology with adequate
sensitivity and dynamic range.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Materials. HPLC grade acetonitrile and dichloromethane

were obtained from BDH Chemicals (BDH Inc., Toronto, Canada)
and were used without further purification. Distilled water was
passed through a Milli-Q water purification system (Millipore

Corp., Bedford, MA) before use. All solvent mixtures are specified
as volume/volume ratios. PAC standards from Aldrich (Milwau
kee, WI), Supelco (Oakville, Canada), and Anachemia (Montreal,
Canada) were used without further purification.

A sample prepared by dichloromethane Soxhlet extraction of
carbon black was received as a gift from Dr.]. Fetzer of Chevron
Oil. This sample was redissolved in dichloromethane and filtered
before use in LC experiments. A complex mixture of PACs from
coal tar, standard reference material (SRM) 1597, and a standard
solution of 16 priority pollutant PAHs in acetonitrile, SRM 1647,
were purchased from the U.S. NIST (Gaithersburg, MD). A
solution containing 21 perdeuterated PACs, DPAC1, developed'
by the Marine Analytical ChemistlY Standards Program (MACSP)

of the National Research Council (NRC) of Canada, was used as
an internal standard solution for quantification experiments.

For purposes of quantification using internal standards, the
DPAC-1 standard solution was spiked at four different levels into

(5) Quilliam. M. A; Sim, P.
(6) Perreault, H.; Eamaley. L.;

Spectrom. 1991,5,604-610.
(7) Qui1liam, M. A; Hardstaff, W. E.; lillac1eto, ]. LeBlanc, M. D.; Ster-

V.; Dick, K L.; Bowser, M. T.: Curtis, J. M.: Embree, D. J.; Siro,
Boyd, R. K. Fresenius]. Ana!. Chem. 1994,350,109-118.
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the NISI SRM 1647 PAH mixture, in ratios of 1:1, 1:5. 1:10, and
1:15 (v/v). The exacl amounts of the two solutions mixed were
determined by weighings using a 5-place digital balance. The
DPAC-1 solution was designed to have ratios of analyte concentra
tions similar to those found in environmental samples.7 but all 16
analytes in the SRM 1647 solution are at roughly the same
concentration. The four spike ratios were therefore chosen to
ensure that the concentration ratio of each native and perdeuter

ated PAH pair was approximately 1: 1 in at least one of the mixed
solutions. The DPAC-1 internal standard solution was also spil<ed
into the NIST SRM 1597 coal tar mixture in a ratio of 3:1 (v/v).
This spike ratio ensured that most of the analyte/intemal standard
concentration ratios fell within the ranges covered by the DPAC

l/SRM 1647 solutions.
Safety. Since many polycyclic aromatic compounds are

mutagenic and carcinogenic, they must be handled \vith care.

Acetonitrile and dichloromethane are toxic, volatile solvents that
should be handled in a fume hood. All of these substances are
harmful if swallowed, inhaled, or absorbed through the skin.

liquid Chromatography /Mass Spectrometty. AJl analyses
were performed using a 25 cm x 2.1 mm i.d. column packed with

5 ,urn Vydac 20lTP octadecylsilica (Separations Group, Hesperia.
CAl and an HP 1090M chromatograph (Hewlett-Packard, Palo
Alto, CAl equipped with a variable volume injector/ autosampler.
a DR5 ternary solvent delivelY system, a built-in diode alTay
detector, and an HP7994A data system.

A mobile phase flow rate of 0.2 mL min-: was used. Separa

tions were performed with three different gradient programs: (A)
Starting with 100% acetonitrile and held for 15 min, and then
linearly programmed to 100% dichloromethane over 40 min and
held for a further 15 min, This binary gradient was used in early

work on the MB interface; it sacrificed chromatographic resolution
of the early-eluting PACs but provided good resolution of the
higher molecular weight components without excessive retention

times and avoided the use of water, which proved troublesome

for the routine use of the MB interface using gradient elution.
(B) Starting with 40:60 water/acetonitrile, linearly programmed

to 100% acetonitrile over 30 min, held 5 min, and then linearly
programmed over 40 min to 100% dichloromethane, ",ith a
subsequent 25 min hold prior to recycling the column. This
ternary gradient was used for the analysis of the carbon black
extract using the PB and HNP interfaces. (C) Starting with 40:
60 water/acetonitrile, linearly programmed to 100% acetonit1ile
over 30 min, held for an additional 30 min before being pro

grammed back to the initial conditions over 5 min. This binalY
gradient was used for the coal tar SRM with toe PB and HNP
interfaces.

The MB interface experiments were conducted using a VG
Organic 20-250 quadrupole mass spectrometer (Fisons Instru
ments, Altrincham. U.K) equipped with a VG MB LC/MS

interface. A VG spray deposition device was used to deposit the

LC effluent on to the moving polyimide belt while simultaneously
evaporating some of the mobile phase. The belt speed was
maintained at 1.6 cm/s, and a post-ion source isopropyl alcohol

belt wash was employed to avoid memolY effects. The electron
ionization source was operated at 250 °C, and the beir heater at
the tip of the interface, which protrudes into the ion source, was
operated with a supply voltage of 0.8 V (belt surface temperature
unknown). By adjustment of the intermediatc pumping stages,
the instrument could be operated at an indicated pressure reading
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either charge-transfer complex formation with a suitable electron

acceptor or electrochemical oxidation. However, success was
strongly dependent on a correct choice of solvent (generally

dichloromethane with 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid ll.l"), which is
incompatible with gradient elution to achieve efficient LC separa
tions. Moreover, at least in our hands, as applied to both fullerene
derivatives and PACs," these electrospray techniques for PACs

are neither sufficiently robust nor sensitive at present to provide
a useful quantitative analytical method for environmental samples.
Accordingly, only the MB, PB, and HPN interfaces were investi
gated further m the present work.

An early demonstration of LC/MS analysis of a liquefied coal
product" used a 'VIB interface to confim1 identities of the LC
peaks. A careful study of the effects of operating parameters on
both the LC and MS perfom1ancel'i used PAC standards as the
test compounds. Analy1e volatility was shown l' to have an effect

on both the accuracy and the precision of LC/MS determinations
of PACs using the MB interface. More recent workH > from this
laboratory has confinned and extended these earlier findings. In
particular, use of the ME interface to provide qualitative profiles

of PACs with molecular weights up to 580 was demonstrated..
The problem of assigning compound identities to chromatographic
peaks was faced" in the LC/MS analysis of a marine sediment for
PACs. Even when a standard compound is found to provide a
good retention time match, it is often difficult to eliminate the
possibility that the unknown compound is another isomer. This

is, of course, a problem for all LC/MS experiments, not only those
using the MB interface. The examination of UV spectra in
conjunction with MS data (using the MB interface) was found' to
help significantly \\ith the problem of peak identification.

The perfom1ance of the MB interface in LC/MS profiling of

the carbon black extract was consistent IV'ith expectations based
on past experience with this interface. The tomi ion cun"ent
chromatogram (TIC) matched reasonably well the chromatogrell1

obtained using UV detection at 254 nm (not shown), except for
the early-eluting (more volatile) components. Because EI was
used, fragment ions from compounds of higher molecular weights,
particularly alkylated aromatics, can be confused with molecular
ions of lower mass compounds, and the complete mass spectra

were essential for resolving this ambiguil'j. Ana]ysis of such
spectra indicated that almost all the peaks in the r,econstructed
ion chromatograms (RICs) represent signals from molecular ions
of the PACs. Examples of such spectra and of the RICs can be
found elsewhereY~ However. ~he performance for relatively
involatile and low-abundance compounds of molecular weights up

to 424 was gratifying. Note, however, that these LC/MS experi

ments with the MB interface used the simpler acetonitrile/
dichloromethane gradient A (see Experimental Section) since it
is more difficult to operate the 'VIB intelface routinely \\itil an
aqueous gradient (isocratic elution can be handled relatively
easily). Also, relatively poor sensitivity for volatile PACs of MW
< 200 Da was observed and ascribed to evaporative lassos in the

1993

R K.: Pleasance, S.: Quilliam, M. Howard,]. B.;
Che/ll. H)92, 70,2558-2568.

Novotny, :vI. Anal. Chnn. 1980,52,

R c.~ Browner, R. F. Anar. Citem. 1984,56,26'26-2631.
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489--493.
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of 1.5 x 10-' TOIT (read from the ion gauge located on the source
housing). This corresponds to pressure conditions inside the EI

source such that chemical ionization occurs to only a negligible
extent. The nominal electron energy was 70 eV, with a trap
current of 100 /lA. A VG 11-250 data system was used for
instrument control and for data acquisition and processing. Mass
spectra wcre acquired over a range m/z 150-600 'mth a scan cycle

time of 3 s.
LC/MS analyses with a PB interface were performed using a

Hewlett·Packard instrument comprising a Model 59980A particle
beaIn intedace and a Mode15988A quadrupole mass spectrometer.
A detailec description of this PB interface can be found else
where." Jltrahigh purity helium (Liquid Carhonic, Scarborough,

Canada) was used as the nebulizing gas at a flow rate of ~1.5
L/min. T1e temperature of the desolvation chamber was main
tained at 45 'c. El spectra were obtained using a nominal electron
energy 70 cV, with a source temperature of 250°C. Mass
spectra \vere acquired over a range of m/z 100-500, with a scan

cycle lime of 3 s. Selected ion recording experiments on the NlST

SRM/DPAC-1 quantitation solutions monitored a total of 24 ions
in three acquisition periods (8 ions/period, I s total cycle time):
first retcnlion time period, 0-9.8 min; second period, 9.8-33.5
mi'); and the last period, 33.5-60 min.

LC/MS ar.aiyses with a HPN interface and APCl were
pelfonned using an API III triple quadrupole mass spectrometer
(SCIEX, Concord, Canada) equipped with an atmospheric pressure
ionizaton (API) source. A detailed description of the HPN
interface can be found elsewhere lO The corona discharge
electrode current was maintained at 3 iiA and high-puri1y air was
used as the nebulizing gas at a flow rate of 1.2 L/min. Full scan
mass spectra werE acquired over a range of mlz 100-500. with

total scan cycle times between 2 and 3 s. A Macintosh !Ix

compUler was used for instrument control, data acquisition, and
processing. Selected ion recording experiments on the mixed
;\IS1cSRIVIiDPAC-1 quantitation solutions monitored a total of 48
;OIlS (M-- and MH) in six acquisition periods (8 ions/period, 1
s total cyc!e time): first period, 08.8 min; second period, 8.8
10.5 min: third period, ]0.5-18 min; fourth period, 18-33.4 min;
fifth period, 33.4-46 min; and the last period, 46-60 min.

RESlJIlTS AND DISCUSSION
Qualitative iillalysis, The objective of this part of the work

was to COlilpare the more common LC/MS interfaces with respect
their suitability for analysis of the PACs of higher molecular

weight. which are not amenable to GC/MS. Carbon black is a
suitable sample in this context. since it has been shownll that
high molecular weight PACs can be extracted from such materials.

In our hards, the thermospray interface provided no useful
information on PACs and was not investigated further. The
electrospray method has been shown by Van Berkel et al.12,1:; to
be c8pable of forming molecular radical cations of PACs, using
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Figure 2. Reconstructed ion c1romatograms for MOT ions of PACs.
from the same LC/MS analysis of the carbon black extract using the
PB intenace which was reported as a TIC in 1b. Pea~"

annotations correspond to numbering of analytes in 1.

Figure 1. LC analyses of a carbon black extmct, using the temary
gradient B (see Experimental Section). (a) UV deiection, 236-500
nm; (b) LC/MS total ion chromatogram obtained using the PB intenace
with Ei; (c) LC/MS total ion chromatogram obtainEd using the HPN
intenace with APCl. Mass spectrometer scanning parameters are
described in the Experimental Section.

benefits of flash heating (by the nose heater in this case), as
described by Beuhler et ajI9 and by Daves.1<1 The PB interface,
on the other hand, requires that small particles of analyie in the
beam must strike the back surface of the ion source and be heated
quickly enough to vaporize before the next-eluting analyte physi
cally covers the first. Attempts to improve the heat transfer rate.
by raising the PB ion source temperature to 300 from 250 'C,
resulted in only modest gains in sensitivity.

However, in those cases for which a good response was
obtained, the EI mass spectra obtained using the PB interface
(e.g., Figure 3a,b) showed much less low-mass background (mlz
< 150) than did the corresponding spectra obtained using the
MB interface.!8 These relatively simple spectra can be readily
matched with those contained in mass spectrallibraIies, although
this is of questionable benefit for positive confinnations becaLse
most sets of PAC isomers produce identical EI mass spectra.' In
addition, most alkylated PACs undergo fragmentation under EI
conditions. PACs "dth longer alkyl chains (> C:,) usually prodLce
low-intensity molecular ions. In such cases, the EI fragmentation
pattern will indicate that the compound is alkylated, but the

molecular weight may not be easily detennined.
Positive ion APCI spectra of PACs are dominated by singly

ionized molecules with no fragmentation and have a high

interface. Another problem for the MB interface at lower mlz
values is the background signal derived from the polyimide belt.
The most intense peaks in this background, at mlz values of 113,
149, and 167, are readily removed by background subtraction and

do not interfere with analyses of common PACs.
n,e perionnance of the PB and HPN interfaces in analysis of

the same carbon black extract was evaluated using the aqueous
acetonitrile/dichloromethane gradient B described in the Experi
mental Section. Figure 1a presents thc LC/lN chromatogram
obtained using a diode array detector with a broad bandwidth
setting (368 ± 132 nm) detect all PACs. Figure Ib,c shows the
TICs resulting from the LC/MS analyses using the PB and HPN
interfaces, respectively, Even at this level of comparison, the HPN
interface appears to provide superior perfonnance in that the TIC
obtained using this interface (Figure 1c) dosely matches the LC/
UV chromatogram (Figure 1a), whereas the TIC from the PB
interface (Figure Ib) provides good response oniy for the middle
range PACs. The nature of this disappointing perfonnance of the
FB interrace is made more clear in Figure 2, which shows selected

RlCs from this LC/MS analysis, No usefui data were obtained

below mlz 200 or above mlz 374. The poor perfonnance of the
PB interface for the more volatile PACs resembles that of the MB
interface, while the difference in perforn1ance of these two
interfaces for the larger PACs is probably due to the low volatility
of these compounds. Thus, samples fonning a thin layer on a
moving belt are more readily volatilized as a consequence of the

(19) Beuhler, R].; Flar:igan. E.: Greene, L. J.; Friedman, L].
1974,96,3990-3999.

(20) Daves, G. D., Jr. Ace. Chem. Res. 1979,12,359-365.

Cher'!!. SOt.
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Figure 4. Reconstructed ion chromatograms, from the LC/MS
analysis of the carbon black extract using the HPN interface reported
as a TIC in Figore 1c. The m/zvalues labeling 'he RICs are those for
the MH+ ions, since these dominate the M°-l.. ions for these larger
PACs Peak annotations correspond to numbering of analytes in Table
1,
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Figure J. Background subtracted EI (a, b, PB intertace) and APCI
(c, d, HPN intertace) mass spectra of benzo[a]pyrene (8, c) and
dibcnz[a,hJanth-acene (b, :I). Mass spectrometer conditions are
described in the Exoerimental Section.

background at mlz -< 250, which is, however, of constant or slowly
varying intensity and can readily be accounted for by background
subtraction The details of the spectra depend upon the composi
tion of the atmosphere m the ion source, The competing
ionization mechanisms" are proton transfer from protonated water
clusters and electron transfer to species such as '1i+, Oi"o and
possibly NO~, Lo form MH' and M'+ ions. respectively (e,g"
Figure 3c,d), The relative importance of the two mechanisms
varies "ith the partial pressure of water vapor wit'lin the plasma
created bv the corona discharge and can be controlled hy doping
the ion s~urce with water or benzene vapor, as demonstrated"
for PAC analysis by supercritical fluid chromatography using APCI
mass spectcometry, In general, ionization by protonation was
observed to increasingly dominate the electron transfer mecha
nism as the size of the PACs increased, These trends were
confirmed in the LC/MS work reported here, but since ion source
doping did not appear to offer any significant advantage, it was
not used further in the present work. Some preliminary experi
mentsl8 on negative ion APCI of PAC standards yielded complex
mass soeetra (not shown) dominated by (M + 15) - and (M +
31) - io~s, with other higher mass species formed by ion-molecule

Davidson, W. R.; Reid, N. M.; Buckley,]. A. In Tandem Mass
McLafferty, F. W., Ed.; Wiley-Interscience: New York, NY,

J. F.: &'1Daley, L; R. K; Pleasance, S.; Quilliam, M. A;
Benoit. F. M Rapid Mass Spectrom. 1991, 5, 149-

reactions with the oxide and superoxide anions, which arc the
main negatively charged constituents of the APCI plasma." These
spectra were not very reproducible, in accord with general
conclusions about negative ion chemical ionization in the presence
of water and oxygen,23 and this approach was not pursued further.

The performance of the HPN interface in LC/MS analysis of
the higher molecular weight PACs in carbon black is illustrated
in Figure 4 (the performance of this interface for the smaller PACs
is described in the following section), Excellent signal-to-noise
ratios are observed for all components observable in the LC/UV
chromatogram out to 100 min retention time (Figure la) ,That
Figure 4 does not represent an upper limit 10 the capabilities of
the HPN interface, in analysis of iarge PACs, is suggested by the
results of a similar analysis of carbon clusters extracted from a
commercial fullerene soot." Compounds up to C108 (MW 1296)
were clearly detected," and, while fullerenes are not expected to
behave in a fashion entirely identical to that ofPACs, this evidence
suggests that the upper mass limit evident in Figure 4 reflects
the composition afthc carbon biack extract rather than limitations
of the HPN interface. This conclusion is also supported by a
comparison of Figure 1 parts a and c, which suggests that all
components of the carbon black extract which responded to the
UV detector were also detected by the mass spectrometer when
the HPN interface was used,

(23) Stock!, D.; Budzikie'-Yicz, H. Or'l. /v!ass Spectrom. 1982.17,470-47':::.
(24) Anacieto,]. F.; Boy( , R. K.; QuilFam, M. A f. High ResoLu~. Ch"/Omctogr.

1993, 16, 85-39.
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Thomson, \V. Phil. 42, 448
(2()) 1\'1oore, VV. J. Physical Eel; Prentice Hall: Englewood Cliffs,

:\.1, 1972; pp 481-482.
\Vilemskl. Chem. 1995,103,1119.

(28) L: Boyd, Gaskell, S.]. Ano!. Chem. 1994,66, 634R-
(x'nK

It is important to understand the physicochemical origins of
this remarkable performance of a device in which the gas
temperature reaches no more than 120 "C or so. It seems likely
that the key phenomenon is the well-known increase of vapor
pressure P over the bulk value P" as the sample size is decreased
below micrometer dimensions. The quantitative expression of this
phenomenon is given by the Kelvin equation:25- 27

where M is the molar mass. y the surface energy per unit area, r
the droplet radius, and d the density. For liquids, the effect is
not appreciable until r falls below about 10-6 em. However, if the
initial nebulization of the LC eluate produces droplets of microme
ter dimensions (lO-' cm), subsequent evaporation of solvent will
leave dry particles of radius no larger than 10. 6 cm for initial
concentrations typical of LC/MS experiments. Moreover, the
surface energies of solids are appreciably larger than those of
liquids. so the ratio PIP" can be considerably greater than unity.
Although the Kelvin equation deals with an equilibrium situation,
while evaporation rates are likely important in the HPN interface,
it seems likely that the same parameters contro11ing the thermo
dynamics will also control the rate. This explanation can account,
at ieast qualitatively, for the ability of the HPN interface to facilitate
acquisition of APCI mass spectra of (sometimes labile) compounds
which do not vaporize from the bulk solid."

The present comparison of the three LC/MS interfaces for
qualitative profiling of PACs of higher molecular weights has
confirmed the utility of the MB interface in this regard, although
with notable restrictions on compatible LC mobile phases. The
PB interface has no such mobile phase reslTictions and provides
a better MS background, but it provides very poor response for
PACs iarger than about 380 Da and less than 200 Da. The HPN
interface provided the best performance with respect to both LC
compatibility and mass spectrometric response to the full range
of PAC, present in the carbon black extract. The APCI mass
spectra provided by the HPN inteliace contain only ions derived
from intact molecules, while tbe EI spectra [rom the MB and PB
interfaces contain more infolmation and are suitable for compari~

sons with library spectra. However. as discussed above, this
advantage is of limited practical importance for PAC analysis.

Quantitative Analysis: Standard Calibrationso In previous
work from this laboratory, the MB interface was used for the

quantitative analysis by LC/MS of PACs in marine sediments'·5

For most of the target PACs (300 Da or less), the precision
obtained using the MB interface was comparable to that obtained
by GC/MS for both external calibration and internal standardiza
tion techniques However, the precision for naphthalene using
the MB inteIiace was -50% relative standard deviation,' thus
cleariy illustrating the difficulty in analyzing volatile compounds
when using this interface.

In ,iew of both the previous documentation":> of LC/MS
quantification of PACs using the MB interface and also of the
mobile phase compatibility limitations of tbis if.terface, which in

(29) Brown, F. R.; Draper, W. M. BioL Mass SPectrom. 1991,
(30) Ho, 1 S.: Behymer. 1'. D.: Budde, W. 1.; Bellar, T. A. j. Soc. Jlv!!!SS

Spectrom. 1992,3, 662-671
(31) Doerge, D. R; Burger, M. W.; Bajic, S. Anal. Chern. 1992.
(32) Browner, R. F.; W;nkler, P. c.: Perkins. D. D.: Abbey. 1. E

1986,34, 15-24.
(33) Roby, M. R; Pa.ce, C. M.; Betowski, L D.: Marsden. P.]. rn"'CCaiii!;S a' ',ie

38th ASMS Conference on Mass Spectrometrty and Allied Tucson.
AZ. June 3-8, 1990: pp 625-626.

(34) Pace, C. M.; Betowski, L D. J Am. Soc. Mass 5.bectrom. 1995,6,597.
(35) Bellar, 1'. A.; Behymer, T. D.; Budde, W. L.]. j1m. Soc. Mass ...(.;/Jectrom. 1990,

1,92-98.

tum limit the isomer separation selectivity (which is one of the
major advantages of LC/MS for PAC analysis), only a lew
confirmatory experiments were conducted in the present work.
For example, the peliormance for coronene (mlz 300) using single
ion monitoring (SIM) was excellent, with respect to both instru
mental limits of quantification (25 pg) and linear range (2.5 orders
of magnitude demonstrated, but probably larger), and was typical
of most of the larger PACs studied. The performance fer
carbazole (dibenzopyrrole), on the other hand, was much worse.
with a SIM limit of quantification of 2 ng and a linear range up to
about 300 ng with a marked fall-off from linearity above this value.
The much lower sensitivity and deviation from linearity at higher

sample loadings probably arise from less efficient desorption of
the more polar carbazole molecules from the surface of the belt.

The use of the PB interface for quantitative analyses has been

seriously hampered because of the nonlinear calibration curves
it often produces. Several groups have reported quadratic
responses, with slopes increasing with increasing ccncentratio:1
for a number of analytes.'9-31 It has been suggested'" that this

nonlinear behavior is related to the amount of analyte in a particle
and its transmission through the interface. Anal'llc transport
efficiencies are generally less than 10% for most compounds in
the particle beam interface.'.' Losses occur primmily in tbe
momentum separator because of particle sedimp.ntLttion, turbu
lence, and misalignment of nozzles and skimmer cones." Sedi
mentation and turbulence losses are directly related to the size
of analyte particles, which In lurn is a function of analyte
concentration' and the diameter of the nebulizer tip.::! Thus. the

nonlinear curves are a result of small particles, produced at low
analyte concentrations, which are more prone to turbulent losses.
More efficient mass transport occurs at higher concEntrations as

the particle size increases.
The calibration curves obtained for two PAC standards, shown

in Figure 5a,b, can be fitted to quadratic equations. Recent

reports9'," have claimed that, with the exception of benzla I
anthracene and chrysene, several PAC standards exhibited linear
response behavior over the range of 20· ·1000 ng. The expansion
of the low-mass regions of the two curves (insets, Figure 5a,b)
clemoly shows that the curve for benzola]pyrene is nonlinear
throughout the entire concentration range, although that
dibenzla,hlanthracene reveals acceptably linear behacior (dashed
line) below 300 ng injected on-column. Above this leveL the

calibration curve exhibits the convex downward appearance
characteristic of the PB interface. Although nonlinear response
does not preclude the use of an instmmental method in quantita
tive analysis, it does increase the calibration requirements and
necessitates interpolation from multipoint calibration curves. As
an alternative in the case of the PB interface, the linearization of
calibration curves through the use of the "carrier effect" (i.e..
use of mobile phase additives) has been suggested.." Subsequent

(1)In(P/Pcl = 2MyirdRT
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1F~911re 5. 'LC/MS calibraticn curves obtained for benzo[ajpyrene
(a. 0) and dibenz[a.h]anthracene (b. d) using the particle beam (a, b)
End heated pneumafc nebulizer (c, d) interfaces.

Deasurements, however, indicated that this technique is limited

to very few cODpounds and that nonlinear behavior was still

prevalent."" The presence of unexpected coeluting suhstances in

rcal-world samples can also cause calibration errors and analytical

bias. The detector signal given by target analytes has been shown

to increase with coeluting matrix constituents.29 Presumably,

particle size discrImination in the momentum separator, with its

influence on Iransp0l1 efficiency, is also the basis of this phenom

enon.
Instrumental detection limits for the PB interface, determined

on the basis of the smallest sample size which yieided a signal

to-noise ratio of at least 3i1, were 3-4 ng injected on-column for

benzo[a]pyrene and dibenzla,hlanthracene. Previous studies33.34

0' PAC standards using a PB interface also reported detection

limits in the low nanogram range. These limits are by no means

universal for all PA.cs; however, the more volatile low molecular

weight PACs are more susceptible to losses in the PB interface,

thus giving rise to much higher limits of detection and of

quantificatior. This point will be further illustrated below.

The calibration curves obtained for the Same two PAR
standards using the HPN interface with APCI by monitoring MH+

ions, are shov"Il in Figure 5c,d. The insets show that the curves

arc linear down to the lowest concentrations analyzed. Such
curves ar? typical of all the PACs examined thus far using the
HPN interface. The dynamic ranges found here are similar to
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those commonly reported in the literature,:HU7 i.e_, at most three

decades (103). There are several possible explanations for this

narrow linear dynamic range. The most likely involves a depletion

ofAPCI reagent ions when high levels of analyte are present. i.e,

saturation of the APCI ionizing power. Other possible explana

tions involve saturation of the pulse-counting ion detection system

incorporated in the instrument used for the HP\i work.

Instrumental detection limits for the HPN interface, derermined

on the basis of the smallest amount of anajyte which yielded a

signal-to-noise ratio of at least 3:1, were 275 and 85 pg for benzo

[a)pyrene and dibenz[a,h) anthracene, respectively. These detec

tion limits are considerably lower than those of the particle beam

interface (between 1 and 4 ng). The difference of a factor of 3

between the values obtained for these two compounds is difficult

to explain in terms of gaseous ion properties. since the !wo

ionization energies are velY close''' (7.12 ± 0.01 and 7.38 ± 0.04

eV, respectively) and, using the correlations of Meot-Ner,3' the

corresponding proton affinities are estimated to be 900 and 870

k,) mol-I These values are sufficiently close that iI seems

reasonable that the ratios of intensities of M'+ and MH" ions

should be about t'1e same for these two PARs. as was observee

in Fignre 3c,d. It is also difficult ':0 account for this difference in

sensitivities in terms of iniormation on the vapor pressures of the

two solid PARs.'''-''

Quantitative Analysis of the NIST Certified Reference

Material SRM 1597. The NIST reference material SRM 1597

is a natural complex mixture of PACs isolated from coal tar,

certified for concentrations of 12 PARs ranging from naphthalene

(128 Da) to benzo[ghilperylene (276 Da). The preparation and

certification of this reference material have been described by

Wise et al." Information values for a further 18 PACs (including

some PARs) are also supplied in the NIST certification doeu

ment,44 and more recently an information value for the concentra

tion of dibenz[a,hJanthracene was published',I, This well

characterized materIal was chosen as a suitable test case for LCI
MS analyses.

The present experImems, designed to obtain calibration curves

for quantification by external standardization exemplified by

Figure 5, indicated that use of internal standards would be

ma'1datory for the PB interface. Particle beam MS has also been

shown to be susceptible to tremendous fluctuations in absolute

response durIng intra- and interday runs.'" For example, instru

ment response factors for chlminated phenoxy acid standards

varied as much as 2-fold over a 24 h period.'! This presents

another significant obstacle when using an external calibration.

(36) Gilbert, J. D.; Hand, E. L Yuan, A. S.; 01ah, T V.: Covey, T. R. Bio!. Mass
Spectrom. 1992.21,53-68.

(37) Fouda, H.: Nocerini, M.:Schncidc:-, R: Gedutis, c,]. Am. Suc. Mass Spectrom.
1991,2, 164-167.

(38) Lias,S. G.; Hartmess,J. E.; Liebm<'.n,J. F.: Holmes,]. L Levin. R. D.: Mallard,
W. G. Gas pr.ase Ion and Neutral Thern,ochemistry. I Phy:;. Chem. Ref
Data 1988, 17, Suppl. 1.

(39) Meat-Ner, M.]. Phys. Chem. 1980.84, 2716-:a23
(40) Wakayama, N.: Inokuchi, H. Bull. Chem. Soc-11m. 1967, 40. 2267-2;~71

(41) Murray,].].; Pattie. R. F.: Fupp, C COIl. I Chem. 1974.52557-563
(42) ~ite, C. M. I Chern, Ellg. Data 1986, 31. 198-203.
(43) wIse, S. A; Benner, B. A: Byrd, G D.; CheSler, S. N.: Rebben, R. E.; Schantz.

M. M. Anal. Chem. 1988,60,887-894.
(44) U.S. National Institute of Standards and Technoiogy, SR1\11597 Certificate

Df Analysis, 1987
(45) Wise, S. A: Deissler, /\...: Sander, L. C. Poiycyclic Aromat. Compd. 1993,3.

169-184.
(46) Brown, M. A.; Stephens, R D.; Kim, L S. Trends Allar. Chem. 1991.10.

330-336.
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Figure 6. Analysis of a SRM 1647/DPAC·1 mixture (10:1 v/v) using
particle beam LC/MS and ternary gradient C (see Experimental
Section). A total of 24 m/zvalues were monitored in three acquisition
periods: period 1 (0-9.8 rnin), m/z 128,136,152,160.154.164
166, 176; period 2 (9.8-33.5 min), m/z 176, 188. 202. 212. 228, 240
252,264; period 3 (33.5-60 min), m/z276, 288, 278.292,300.312.
302, 316. These m/z values represent Mo+ ions of PAHs and theil
perdeuterated versions (peaks marked with an asteriSK represert '[he
perdeuterated PAH internal standards). See Tabie 1 for compound
identities. The 81M chromatograms are labeled with their respective
m/z values and are shown offset from one another verticaliy for the
sake of clarity of presentation.

either as linear with non-zero intercepts or as quadratic curves

including the origin. In either case. the nonideality can be

interpreted in terms of lower transmission efficiencies for
native analyte than for its perdeuterated counterpart. Negative

y-intercepts for forced linear fits, such as that observed in Figure

8 for the PB intedace, are usually interpreted in terms oi
irreversible losses of analyte somewhere in the analytical
In this instance, analyle losses are known to occur in the FE

interface, but the dependence of these losses on total sample

loading makes difficult any detailed interpretation
The calibration curve obtained for BbF using the HPN LCI

MS intedace withAPCI in the analyses of the NIST 1647/DPAC-l

mixtures is also shown in Figure 8. The linear regression curves
for this, and for all the other target PARs,' did include the origir

to within experimental error. Regression coefficients were mostly
2:0.99, although a few were not as high. For the best precision

~
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The ohviollS Sohll"ion is through use of internal standards,

especially isotopically labeled internal standards, which exhibit

chemical behavior almost identical to that of the native substances

but are readily differentiated by their mass spectra. If internal
standards are chromatographically resolved from the target
analytes (which is blle for perdeuterated PACs), different matrix

effects can still cause calibration errors through coelution of a
matrix constituent with either the internal standard or the

analyte.1'! The only reliable means to guarantee no selective
enhancement of either the internal standard or the analyle, when
using the PE interface. is through the use of coeluting isotopically
labeled standards, e.g., i"C·labeled standards which are, however,

of limited availability and are expensive.
Experiments were conducted to determine whether perdeu·

tcrated PAC internal standards (chromatographically resolved

l1'Qfn their native perprotonated counterparts) can be used to

quantify PACs in a complex sample. A mixture of perdeuterated
PAJ{ standards (DPAC-l) was spiked at four different levels into

both a certified NIST PMI standard mixture (SRM 1647) and a
complex mixture of PACs from coal tar (SRlVI 1597). A total of
24 m/z values were monitored (17 PARs including several sets

of isomers, and appropriate perdeuterated PARs) using LC/MS
with the PB inteliace. A typical analysis of a SRM 1647/DPAC·l
mixture (10:1 volume ratio) is show11 as Figure 6. Only seven of

the 17 target PAHs were detected (Figure 6, second acquisition

period) and subsequently quantified. The iower molecular weight
PAEs (m/z 178 and lower), which were present in much higher

concentrations than the other components (see Table 1), were

among the PAHs that were not detected (Figure 6, first acquisition

penod). These compounds were too volatile to be efficiently
transpol1ed through the PB interface. The higher molecular

weight PARs (m/z 276 and higher), which were present in

concentrations similar to those of the PARs that were successfully
quantified (see Table 1). were also not detected (Figure 6, third

acquisition peliod). These compounds are apparently insuf·

ficientiy volatiie to vaporize efficiently in the hot ion source. These
disclimination effects, which were also noted in the qualitative
analysis of the carbon black extract (Figure 2), represent a severe

disadvantage of the PE intedace.
}\.nalysis of the same SRM 1647/DPAC·l mixture (10:1 volume

ratio). by LC/MS using the HPN interface with APCI, is shown
in Figure 7. A total of 48 m/z values were monitored (both M'+
and ME" ions of 17 PARs. including several sets of isomers, and

their perdeuterated counterparts). In contrast to the results

obtained using the PE interface, all 16 of the target PARs (and

also coronene) were easily detected with excellent signal·to·noise
ratios and were subsequently quantified. The LC peak observed
in the SIM trace for m/z 302 (Figure 7) probably represents

interference from the I:JC isotopomers of the coronene ions.
Calibration curves were generated using the data from the four

mi.xed SRM 1647/DPAC-I solutions (raw dotafor only one mixture

are shown in Figures 6 and 7). Plots of the protonated to
deuterated PAR peak area ratios versus the known molar ratios

(measured as SRM 1647/DPAC-l weight ratios) for benzo[b]·

flucranthene (BbF) are shown in Figure 8 for the PB and HPN
interfaces. For all those PARs that were detected with reasonable

sensitivity using the PE interface (Figure 6), the calibration plots

resembled that shown in Figure 8, in that they could be described

(:j7) Kim. L S,; Sasinos, F. 1.; Slcphc!ls, RD.; W,',ng, j.; Brown, M. A Anal.
OWJI. 1991, 63,819-823. (48) Boyd, R. K Rapid Commun. Mass Spectrom. 1993.7.
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Table j. Results of LC/MS Analyses of a Coal Tar Reference Material (MIST SAM 1597) Compared with Certified and
illl1lformat~onValuesa

particle beam interface hea::ed pneumatic nC'bub:er

LC/MS RSD, %
compound certfd canen conen (n = 3)

1160 ± 50 1149 2.9
250' 247 3.6

1.0
140' 161 <.6 -ISb
462± 3 Hil 3.2
101 ± 2 107 5.1
322 ±4 338 13 4.9 :::51 11 9.0
235 ± 2 238 11 1.2 5.0
98.6 ± 3.6 97.2 2.4 -1.4 105

10 71.7 ± 1.0 59.6 1.5 -17 70.4 7.5
Jl 66' 64 2.1 -::0' 63 7.9

12 43' 41 5.5 -4.7' 41 80
95.8 ± 5.8 94.7 4.7 -12 84.8 11 -11

1~ 53.7 ± 7.6 57.0 3.3
60.2 ± 4.4 6D 21:: -Ii.'!
6.8' 7.4 116 ~.w

1" 11' 12 -2.:'(.1

CO'cCCl1lratilll1s in ,ug/g. Internal standards were L'1e perdeuterated compounds
reported by NIST.44 C Value not certified by NIST; information

'''"'as used a::; internal standard. c Perdeuteriobenzofghi]peryler.e was

and accuracy in quantitative analyses of this kind, multipoint
calibrations and 1:1 concentration ratios (target analyte/internal
standard) should be used, but the highly linear calibration curves
obtained using the HPN intertace reduce the stringency of this
requirement.

Calibration curves such as those illustrated in Figure 8 were

used to detennine PAR concentrations in the NIST SRJ\,1 1597
coal tar extract, spiked with the DPAC·l standard solution, Most
of the values obtained using the HPN interlace were reported
previously,7 though vlith less experimental detail, and are included
here for comparison with the results obtained using the PB
interrace. Both sets of values, together with the 'lISf certified
concentrations'4 or infonnation values, 44,45 are listed in Table 1

for those 15 '2ompounds whose perdeuterated analogs are included
in the DPAC·l solution or for which closely eluting perdeuterated
compounds in DPAC·I can reasonably be used as internal

standards. [n addition, the concentration obtained for acenaph
thene (not covered by the NISf work'4,'5) is included for

information

Except for fluoranthene and chrysene, the accuracies of the
concentration values obtained using the PE interlace are within
acceptable limits. The low concentration obtained for chrysene
"ppears to be a result of matrix components coeluting with its
pcrdeuterated internal standard. A full·scan analysis of the coal
tar extract revealed the presence of components at mlz 216 (either
a benzofluorene or a methylpyrene isomer) and 226 (probably
cyc!openta[cd]pyrene) whose retention times matched those of
chrysene and its perdeuterated counterpart. The chromatographic
peaks of the other PARs which were quantified were also
thoroughly examined, and except for perdeuteriobenzo[b]fluo

ranthene, they all appeared frec from coeluting components. The
perdeuteriobenzo[bJfluoranthene peak was not completely reo
solved from another PAR of molecular mass 252 Da (probably
perylene), but not to an extent sufficient to significantly affect the

result listed In Table 1. In the case of fluoranthene, another PAR
isomer of molecular mass 202 Da appeared to coelute, as indicated
by the observation that the front baseline of the LC peak was

slightly but significantly broadened. The NIST SR1\1 1597

certificate of anaiysis" does indicate the presence of a thire! i80mo,
(acephenanthrylene) at a concentration (uncertified) of ~60 ug/
g. An assumption that the present experiments measured the
sum of concentrations of fluoranthene plus this isomer, ·.agether
with the probable PB transmission enhancement from the matrix
effect, could account for the high fluoranthene concentration

reported in Table 1.
The deviations of the concentrations measured by LC/MS

using the HPN intedace, from the certified values, were <7.0%,

with the exception of those for fluorene, fluoranthene, and benzo·
[aJpyrene, as discussed previously.; The partial coelution of
another PAR isomer of molecular mass 202 Da (probably'
acephenanthrylene) with f1uoranthene, and of an isomer of

fluorene (mlz 166) in the coal tar solution, is believed to be the

reason for the high values determined in the present work (Table
1). However, the LC peaks for both benzo[a]pyrene and its
perdeuterated analog were completely resolved from any inte11er
ences. At this time, no explanation for this low measured
concentration (Table 1) can be given,

CONCLUSIONS
The present findings concern ing the relative meds of rhe MB,

PB, and HPN intertaces for LC/MS analyses of PACs appear to
reflect some of the more general impressions of these three
devices. The MB interlace is mechanically awkward, does not
permit routine use of gradient elution with aqueous mobile phases

due to related variations in pumping and heating requirements
in the solvent removal stages, shows poor transmission efficiencies

for the more volatile PACs, and provides a significant mass
spectrometric background. On the other hand, the ME interlace
provides good quality El spectra for high molecular weight PAC,

not amenable to GC/MS analysis and can also readily be used
with chemical ionization, though this was not demonstrated here.

Previous work from this laboratory'·' has demonstrated that, with
some effort, acceptable quantification of the less volatile PAC, in
complex mixtures can be achieved using the ME intertace.
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Figure 8. Calibration curves for the analysis of benzo:bjfluoranthene
(BbF) using the PB (0) and HPN (e) LCfMS interfaces and using
perdeuterjo~BbF as an internal standard. Solutions were prepared
by mixin,~ varying proportions of 8RM 1647 and DP,O,C-1 standard
solutions. Each point represents the mean of triplicate measurements
of the ratios of peak areas for the M·-'- ions of perprotio- and
perdeuterio"BbF. The dashed curve (PB interface) represents a least

squares fit to an assumed form (y = ax"). with a = 1.006. b = 1.218,
and r' ~ 0.998. The full curve (HPN interface) represents a fi110 the
linear form (y ~ ex + d), where e = 1.042, d ~ 0.0361, and r' =
0.990.
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concentration of ion current in ionized molecu1clr species is an

advantage for SIM experiments) and the limited dynamic range

(about 103), although it is possible that the latter may ret1ect the

pulse-counting detection system of the APCI instrument used in

the present work. The mass spectrometric background at low

mlz values, while significant. varies slowly during LC elution

and thus provides a constant baseline for quantification by selected

ion monitoring or can be con'ected for by background subtraejon

for full mass spectral acquisition.
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Figure 7. Analysis of a 8RM 1647fDPAC-1 mixture (10:1 vlv) using
the HPN LCfM8 interface with APCI and ternary gradient C (see
Experimental Section). A tctal of 48 ions (both M·-e- and MH-;- ions of
target PAHs and their perdeuterated versions) were monitored in six
acquisition periods: period 1 (0-8.8 min), m/z 128 + 129, 136 +
137,152 + 153, 160 + 161; period 2 (8.6-10.5 min), m/z 154 +
155,164 + 165, 166 + 167, 176 -c-177; period 3 (10.5-18 min), m/z
178 179, 188 + 189, 202 + 203, 212 + 213; period 4 (18-33.4
min), m/z 228 + 229, 240 + 241. 252 + 253, 264 + 265; period 5
(33.4-46 min), m/z 276 + 277, 288 + 289, 278 279, 292 + 293;
period 6 (46-60 min), m/z300 + 301, 312 -- 313, 302 + 303, 316
+- 317. See Table 1 for compound identities. Peaks marked with an
asterisk represent the perdeuterated PAH internai standards. For the
sake of clarity of presentafion. the 81M chromatograms are shown
offset from one another ve.1ically.

202+203
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The PB interrace is compatible with aqueous mobile phases
and provides EI spectra with appreciably less background than

does the MB interrace. However, the PB inter'ace exhibits poor

transmission efficiencies for PACs afboth low «200) and high
(> 380) molecular weights. The highly nonlinear calibration

curves and poor detection limits obtained using the PB interrace,
together with the marked carrier effects due to coeluting com
pounds, make the PB interface difficult to use reliably in quantita

tive PAC analyses, even when perdeuterated PAC internal
standards are employed.

The HPN interrace with APCI provided the best overall
performance in the present work. This LC/MS interface is

compatible with a wide range of mobile phase compositions,

exhibits excellent transmission efficiencies and detection limits
for both low and high molecular weight PACs, and provides

excellent linearity of response. The main disadvantages of the

HPN interrace encountered in the present work were the lack of
fragment ions and thus of structural information (though this

feature is of limited importance for PACs, and in general,
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An Integrated Analytical Method for Determination
of Polychlorinated Aryl Methyl Sulfone Metabolites
and Polychlorinated Hydrocarbon Contaminants in
Biological Matrices
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A simple column chromatography method was developed
for separation and cleanup in tlle determination of chlo
rinated hydrocarbon contaminants and their metllyi sul
fone (MeS02-) metabolites in biological tissues. The
method was validated for determination of 11 polychlo
rinated biphenyls (PCBs), 15 tetra- to heptachloro 3- and
4-MeS02-PCBs, 3-MeSOz-DDE, and tris(4-chlorophen)i)
methanol spiked to herring gull egg, smelt, and polar bear
liver and adipose tissue using gas chromatography with
electron-capture detection (GC-ECD). The overall mean
recovery relative to the internal standard was 103% ± 8%,
independent of analyte, substrate type, and lipid extract
weights up to ~O.7 g. Precision of replicate analyses of
individual congeners was good. There were no significant
residual biogenic or xenobiotic interferences in the aryl
methyl sulfone fraction of any substrate. Sensitivity and
linearity molar response of MeS02-PCBs and MeSOz'
DDE was tested for ECD and electron-capture negative
ion mass spectrometry monitoring the total ion current
(TIC) and the molecular ion (SIM). The mean practical
quantitation limit among Me80z-PCBs and 3-Me80z-DDE
was lowest for 81M (2.1 ± 0.9 pg) and similar for ECD
and TIC (24.2 ± 4.6 and 44.4 ± 17.1 pg, respectively).
Response factors were linear above the practical quanti'
tation limit to at least the nanogram level for all three
techniques. In spite of superior sensitivity, there was
more inherent variability in the response factors for 81M
(~18%-56% CY) than for ECD (~7%-12% CV) or TIC
(~11%-18% CY); therefore, Ecn or TIC is recommended
for quantitative analysis.

Chlorinated hydrocarbon contaminants (CHCs) such as poly
chlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) and 1,1-<lichloro-2,2-bis(4--chloro
phcnyl)ethene (4,4'-DDE), a metabolite of the pesticide DDT, are
well~known global environmental pollutants that bioaccumulate
in biota.: In contrast, methylsulfonyl- (MeSO,-) containing

Address corres;Jondcl1ce to this author at Environment Canada, Canadian
\i\'Ildlj:c Senricc. Najonal Wildlife Researcb Centre. 100 Gamo-lin Blvd_.
#9. Hull. QUe-IX'C, K1A OH3 Canaca. Telepbone: (819) 997-1411. Fax;
95?--6612. :::-mail: rnorstro@ccs.carleton.ca

0003-2700/95/036/-415559.0010 © 1995 American Chemical Scciety

metabolites of PCBs and DDE have received scant attention as
environmental contaminants since their first discovery in Baltic
seals In 1976-' Aryl methyl sulfone metabolites have escaped
detection in standard analysis procedures, as they are more polar
relative to other common CHCs and quantitation standards have
not been readily available. Knowledge of MeSO,.PCB toxicology
is on the rise but remains poor relative to the parent compDunds.",'l
MeSO,.DDE is a potent adrenocortical toxicant in some species.5,6

MeSO,.PCBs are slightly less hydrophobic than the parent
PCBs; however, MeSO,PCBs possess lipophilic properties similar
to those of other bioaccumulating CRCs.' MeSO,.PCBs fulfill the
requirements for bioaccumulation since they have octanol/water
partition coefficients (log K,w) greater than 3. Furthermore.
bioaccumulated MeS02-PCBs and -DDE appear to resist further
metabolic degradation. At least 22 MeS02-PCB and two MeSO,.
DDE compounds at total levels ranging from 2% to 20% of lOtal
PCB and DDE levels have been identified in mammalian tissue,
including humans.s- :3

Aryl methyl sulfone compounds possess Lewis basicity, acid/
base stability, and high polarity, which are useful properties for
separation from coextracting lipids and other CHCs in biological
tissues. Existing analytical methodologies for aryl methyl sulfone

(1; Tanabe, S.: Iwata, H.: Tatsukawa, R Sci. Tota! Environ. 1994, 154, :63
177.

(2) Jensen, S.; Jansson, B. Ambia 1976,5, 257-260.
(3) Kato, Y.; K.; Kawastima, M.; Yamada, S.; Masuda, Y.: Kimura,

R. Chem.-Rioi 1994,95,257-263.
(4) Kiyohara, c.; HirohaT.a, T. Toxic?l. in Vitro 1994,8, 1185- :189.
(5) Jonsson, C.-].: Lund. B.-O.; Brunstrom, E.; Brandt, LEm./iron. ToX'icol. Clwm.

1994,13,1303-1310.
(6) Lund, Taxieo!. Chon. 1994, 13,911-917.
(7) Bergman, K Cambridge Isotope Laboratories SuPPlement:

Cambridge Isotope MA 1994; Vol. 1, DP 1-8.
(8) Letcher, R.]. Norstrom, R. J Total Environ. 1995, 160,

409-120.
(9) H.: Beland, P. Environ.

Taxieo!. 1994, 13,
(10) Haraguchi. K; Kuroh K; M<lsuda. Y Shigematsu, N. Food Chem. Toxieo!.

1987,22,283-288.
(11) Haraguc~li, K; Kuroi-;i, H.: Masuda, Y. I Chromaiogr. 1986. 361, 239

252,
(12) Bergmar., A.; Atham:~siadou, M,; Bergek, S,; Haraguc:Ji, K; Jensen, S,;

KIasson-Wehler, E. Jlmbio 1992,21. 570-576,
(13) Haraguchi, K; Athanasiadou, M.; Ben;,rman, A.; Hovander, L.; Jensen, S.

Ambia 1992,21,546-549.
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Table 1. MeS02"PCB, MeS02"DDE, and Internal
Standard Chemical Abbreviations

IS

IP,
~n

'n

'n

'n

'",

"'"

0_

substituted bipbenyl
structural formula

1*
2
3*
4
5*
6
r
8
9*

10*
11*
12*
13
14*
15*
16*
17*
18*
19*
20*
21 *
22'"

GC peak no.
in Figure 2a.b

a Standards for all compounds, except 4, 6, and 13.
GC-FID concentration verification. Compounds with
used for all other studies (Tables 2-4). "Congeners
were not spiked to herring gu] egg, and congeners
were not spiked to polar bear liver and adipose tissue
recovery determinations (Table 2). MeSO,-PCB congeners
bered have not been identified in environmental samples to
C Based on IUPAC numbering of precursor PCB congener is CB
for chiarobiphenyl.

evaluated to determine if isomer group RMRFs could be used for
MeSOz-PCB and -DDE quantitation in environmental samples.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Chemicals and Standards. MeSO,-PCBs, 3-MeSO,-DDE,

and the internal standard (IS), 3-MeSOz-2-methyl-5-2'.3·,4',5'
pentachlorobiphenyl, were synthesized as described previously."
The MeSOz-PCB and -DDE metabolite chemical names were
abbreviated and simplified (Table 1) on the basis of the lUPAC
derived numbering system of the parent PCBs." The PCB
standard mixtures, ClB-1-D and CLB-1-C, were obtained from the
National Research Council (NRC) of Canada. TCPMeOH was
purchased from MTM Research Chemicals (Lancaster Synthesis
Inc., Windham, NH). All solvents were of analytical grade or

better.
Verification of Standard Concentrations. Two standard

mixtures (nominal concentration 60 ng I'L-1 per congener), one
with 15 MeSOz-PCBs (Table 1), IS, and 11 dichloro- to octachloro
PCBs (NRC-CLB-l.-C) and the other with seven lVleSO,-PCBs
(Table 1), 3-MeSO,-DDE, IS, and the NRC-CLB-1-C solution. were

analyzed by on-column injection GC with flame ionization detection
(GC-FID) to verify the concentration of the standards. GC-FlD
conditions are given below. FID response of halogenated hydro
carbons, even those containing heteroatoms, has been shown to
be relatively constant when adjusted for the fraction of the
molecular weight that is carbon. '9.20 Two standard mixtures were

(14) Haraguchi, K.; Kuroki, H ; Masuda, Y.j. Anal. Toxicol. 1984, 8, 177-181.
(15) Zook, D. R.: 3user, H.-R.; Bergqvist, F.-A.; Rappe, c.; Olsson, M. Ambio

1991. 21, .557-560.
(6) Jarman. W. M.; Simon. M.: Norstrom. R. ].; Burns, S. A; Bacon, C. A;

Simoncit, B. R. T; Risebol'Ough, R W. EnvirDii. Sc,'. TechnDl. 1992, 26,
1770-1774
Haraguchi, K: Bergman, A.; Jakobsson, E.; M"suda, Y Fresenius]. Anal.
Chon. 1993,347, 441-449.

(8) Ballschmitcf. K.: Menne], A: Buy1:en, J. Frese'l.'ius}. Anal. Chem. 1993,
346, 396-'H)2.

cleanup and/or CHC separation have exploited these physico
chemical characteristics by incorporation of liquid-liquid parti
tioning strategies.,,'·-;1 Dimethyl sulfoxide, concentrated sulfuric

acid, and acetonitrile partitioning have been commnn approaches.

Lipid-destructive tissue extraction strategies, such as saponification
with alcoholic potassium hydroxide at elevated temperatures, have

alsn been used1 ' To simplify the procedures and enhance
reliability of deterTI1ination, we developed a simple column

chromatography approach amenable to routine CHC and aryl
methyl sulfone isolation from biological tissue samples. The
method takes advantage of aryl methyl sulfone polarity, which is
higher than that of most other biologically persistent CHCs, such
as PCBs and chlorinated insecticides (e.g., DDTs and chlordanes),
and the smaller molecular size of aryl methyl sulfones and CHCs
than biogenic coextracting compounds, mainly triglycerides. Gas
chromatography/electron-capture detection (GC-ECD) was used
to determine the percent recovery of (1) standard mixtures of
tetra- to heptachloro-3- and -4-MeSOz-PCBs, and 3-MeSOz-DDE,
which are biologically significant,s., and an internal standard (IS)

of 3-MeSO,-2-methyl-5-2',3'.4',5-pentachlorobiphenyl spiked to
herring gull egg, whole fish (smelt), polar bear liver, and polar

bear adipose tissue homogenates and (2) the same MeSOz-PCBs,
3-MeSOz-DDE, IS. dichlora- to octachloro-PCBs, and tris(4
chlorophenyl)methanol (TCPMeOH) spiked to contaminant-free
lipid extracts of the same samples prepared by ge1-permeation
chromatography (GPC). TCPMeOH has recendy been shown to
be a ubiquitous global environmental contaminant.'s.16 The
polarity of TCPMeOH is at the high end of routinely determined
CHCs. such as dieldrin, and separation from MeSOz-PCBs and
-DDE is a good test of the method.

The aryl methyl sulfone fractions obtained from tissue homo
genates were analyzed by GC-ECD as well as by gas chromatog
raphy/electron-capture negative ion mass spectrometry (GC/
ECNI-MS) to evaluate residual biogenic and xenobiotic inter
ferences. GC/ECNI-MS has been used for MeSOz-PCB chlori
nated isomer group and MeSO,-DDE characterizationS.9.12.l3 but
not as a quantitative technique. Sensitivity of :vIeSO",PCBs and
-DDE in GC-ECD and GC/ECNI-MS in the selected ion monitor
ing (SIM) mode is in the low picogram range, as these compounds
are electrophilic and readily capture thermally energized elec
trons. i Ll7 In this study. the response characteristics among ECD,
SIM. and TIC were compared to determine which techniques were
the best for precise and accurate MeSOz-PCB and -DDE quanti
tation. Technique sensitivity was evaluated by comparing the
instmmental detection limits (IDLs) of 15 MeSOz-PCBs and
3-MeS02-DDE to the con-esponding method detection limits
(MDLs) and practical quantitation limits (PQLs) determined from

CHC-free lipid extracts of polar bear liver. The stability of ECD,
31M. and TIC molar response factors (MRFs) for the same MeSOz
PCBs and 3-MeSOz-DDE were delerrnined over a mass range from
~1 to 2 ng down to PQL levels. The constancy of the relative
MRFs (R1\ARFs) to an internal standard among congeners was
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prepared to ensure complete GC resolution of the MeSO~PCBs,

3-MeSO,-DDE, and IS, and the molar carbon response factors

(MCRFs) were determined in triplicate. The mean MCRF among
the 11 PCB congeners in the primary standard was 5.89 ± 1.15
peak area counts pg-l injected total carbon we1 of the molecular
'1,1. The mean MCRF of the 22 MeSO,-PCB congeners, 3-MeS02
DDE, and IS (Table 1) was 5.57 ± 1.98 peak area counts pg-l
injected total carbon wt- 1 of the molecular wt. MCRFs of
3-MeSO,-DDE and five out of the 22 MeSO~PCB standards fell
outside ;he mean ± SD range for PCBs. If these five MeSO~
PCBs and 3 MeSO,-DDE were excluded, the mean MCRF of the
remaining 17 MeSO,-PCB and IS standards was 5.82 ± 1.05, the

same as that of the PCBs. Therefore, the nominal concentrations
of the six outliers were adjusted by multiplying by the ratio of
their MCRFs by the average MCRF of the PCB and other MeSO~
PCB staadards.

Column Chromatographic Materials and Apparatus. F10
risil (magnesium silicate, BDH Chemical Inc., Toronto, Canada;
pesticide analysis grade, 60-100 mesh) was activated at 600 'C

overnight, cooled to 100 'C, deactivated with 1.2% (w/w) doubly
distilled, n-hexane-washed water, and stored in a capped (Teflon
lined) glass bottle. Basic aluminum oxide (Fisher Scientific Inc.,
Ottawa, Canada; activity grade I, 60-325 mesh) and silica gel (Bio
Rad Laboratolies, Richmond, CA; Bio-sil A, 100-200 mesh) were

activated at 300 'C and 180 'C, respectively, for 3 h. The activated
matelials were stored at 100 'C in a.~ open top glass bottle for no
more than 1 month before reactivation. The basic alumina was
deactivated with 2.3% (wi'll) doubly distilled, n-hexane-washed
water 0.5 h olior to use. Potassium hydroxide (KOH)/silica gel
(33% KOH (~/w)) was prepared by combining 1 M KOH (Fisher
Scientific Inc.; prepared witl, n-hexane-washed, doubly distilled

water) with the appropliate amount of activated silica gel 0.5 h
prior to use. Sodium sulfate (BDH Chemical Inc.; anhydrous,
granular, analytical grade) was washed with 50;50 dichloromethane/

n-hexane, air-evaporated overnight, activated at 650 'C overnight,
cooled to room temperature, and stored in a Teflon-lined, capped
bottle. GPC was performed using an ABC Laboratolies automated
svstem. A 2.5 ern diameter column was packed with 60 g of SX-3
Envirobeads (ABC Laboratories, Columbia, MO; 200-400 mesh)
after presoakng ~1 h in 50;50 dichloromethane/n-hexane. Pyrex
glass columns 1.0 em in diameter were used for all liquid
chromatography.

Tissue Sample Preparation, Standard Spiking, and Ex
traction, Samples archived at -40 'C in the specimen bank at
the National Wildlife Research Centre in Hull, PQ, Canada, were

used for method validation. Lake Ontalio (1989) herring gull
(Larus argentatus) egg and Lake Huron (1985) smelt (Osmerus
mordax) samples were obtained from composites of 118 and 300
individual samples, respectively. Polar bear (Ursus maritimus)
liver homogenate and minced adipose samples were from an adult
male collected in 1993 from the Resolute Bay area of the
Northwest Terlitolies, Canada.

Homogenized or minced samples were dehydrated by grinding
with sodium sulfate in a 1:5 weight ratio. Tissue substrates for
method validation were spiked with one of three standard mixtures
(Table 1; Figure 1, position A) consisting of15 or 12 MeSO",PCBs,
3-MeSO,-DDE, and IS (Table 1). Spiked MeSO,-PCB and -DDE
levels (50 j1L of 52-552 pg j1L-l) approximately matched native

O. Wde, Y. Ana!. Cizem. 1990, 62,2063-2064.
F. W. Anal. Chem. 1984.56,2:24-2128.

TISSUE SUBSTRATE

!1. homogenize 2. sodium sulfat~ ®
Extraction

I 50:50 CH 2C)2/n-hexane

Lipid Extract

® CHC-free lipid~~{~
I_t.,.

diseaed (F1) - -I GPC t- --
.... _- (F2)

33% KOH/Silica Gel

CHCs (F1)

(GC/EI-MS)

50:50 CH 2Ci 2in.hexane

discard Aryl Methyl (F2)

Sulfonas

(GC/ECNI-MS + GC/ECD)

Figure 1 ~ Schematic diagram of ccluml chromatography methodol
ogy, MeS02-PCB, 3-MeS02-DDE, and IS standards were spikecJ at
point A and MeS02-PCB, 3-MeSO,-DDE, IS, PCB, and TCPMeOH
standards at point B Crable 1) for method validation. The part of the
schematic in dashed Jines was for method validation with contemjnant
free lipid extracts only. Extraction volumes are given in the Con
taminant Enrichment and Cleanup seotion.

levels in 0.5 g wet \\1 of polar bear liver and adipose tissue to
minimize error due to subtraction of GC-ECD peak areas. Native
levels in herling gull egg (5.0 g) and smelt (15.0 g) were low ng
g-l wet wt level and nondetectable, respectively, and therefore

did not require spiking concentration adjustment. Herling gull
egg and smelt homogenates were spiked with the same concen

trations of MeSO",PCB, 3-MeSOrDDE, and IS standards used for
contaminant-free lipid extracts (see below). Lipid extracts were
obtained by column extraction ,vith 80 mL of 50:50 dichlo
romethaneln-hexane. The dump cycle of gel-permeation chro
matography (GPC, see next section) was essentially free of CHCs.
However, CHCs such as chlorinated paraffins are similar in
molecular size to long chain Iipids.'l GPC separation is baser!
largely on size exclusion, and therefore chlorinated paraffins, if
present in the sample, coelute v,ith the lipid extract. The lipid

extract was considered "contaminant-free" since remaining chlo
linated paraffins would be removed by the second GPC loop. The
GPC dump cycle was spiked with 50 j1L of a CLB-I-D PCB (30
295 pg j1L-l) and TCPMeOH (500 pg pL-l) standard mixture and

50 j1L ofa 15 MeSO,-PCB (211-604 pg uL-l) , 3-MeSOrDDE (595
pg j1L-l) , and IS (436 pg j1L-l) standard mixture (Table 1) plior

to a second cycle of the GPC (Figure 1, position B). Contaminant
free lipid extract weights and MeSO,-PCB and MeSO,-DDE
spiking levels were chosen to simulate coextracted lipid loads and
MeSO,-metabolite levels encountered in the analysis of polar bear
liver and adipose tissue.'" PCBs were spiked only to contaminant
free lipid extracts because of relatively high natural PCB levels
in the tissue substrates.

(21) Jansson, B.; Andersson, R.; A.; Litzen, K: NylaneL
K.; Reutergardh, L.: Sdlstrom, [vema, Wahlberg, c.; Wideqv:st,
U. FreseniusJ- Anal 1991,340,439-115.
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Contaminant Enrichment and Cleanup Procedure. The
11rst step in enrichment involved removal of lipiCs by GPc." After
rotmy evaporation, the lipid extract was diluted to 10 mL with
:30:50 dichloromethane/n-hexane. iUl accurate 10% volumetric
portion was removed to determine lipid gravimetrically.' The
remaining voiume was readjusted to 10 mL. vOltexed, and loaded
onto the GPC. The first 140 mL fraction. containing the lipids,

dumped or used for contaminant-free spiking. The second
ti'aetion (150 mL), containing CHCs and metabolites, was col

lected. reduced in volume to ~2 mL by rotary evaporation, and
eluted through the 33% KOH/silica gel column (15 g) with 50
mL of 50:50 dichloromethane/n-hexane. The extract volume was
reduced to ~1 mL and chromatographed on Florisil (8.0 g). The
11rst fTaction (75 mL of 50:50 dichloromethane/n-hexane) con
tained all routinely determined CHCs, including PCBs and
TCPMeOH, substantially the same as the sum of the three
fractions in the method outlined in Norstrom et al.22•23 The second
,'faction (80 mL of 7:93 methanoVdichloromethane) contained the
alyl methyl sulfones. 111is fraction was rotary evaporated at 30
"C Jnder reduced pressure until just d:y. The residue was
redissolved in n-hexane and chromatographed on a 2.3% H20
deactivated basic alumina column (3.0 g). The first 10 mL of 50:
50 dichloromethane/n-bexane was discarded, and the second 40
mL fraction, containing aryl methyl su]fones, was collected using

the same solvent mixture. 11,e aryl methyl sulfone and CHC
ii-actions were adjusted to 1-2 mL by row! evaporation and
quantitatively transferred io 5 mL, acid-washed borosilicate glass
vials with 3 x 0.5 mL n-hexane washes and -50 I'L of 2,2,4
t"imethylpentane. The volume was reduced to ~100 I'L by a
gentle sD'eam of N, gas (99.99% pmified) at ambient room
temperature. The vial sides were washed do",n with -100 ,uL of
2.2,4-trimethylpentane, and the volume was adjusted very slowly
'.11 ambient temperature by N:rassisted solvent evaporation to 50
ilL. fonowed by brief vOltexing and transfer to a GC injection vial.

Instrumental Analysis. GC-ECD. Capillary GC-ECD was
performed on a Hewlett-Packard (Palo Alto, CAl 5890 equipped
with a r;"Ni ECD detector and HP 7673A automatic injector. The
GC was fitted with a fused silica, Rtx-5 capillary column (Restek
Corp Bellefonte, PA; 30 m, 0.25 mm Ld., O.I,um film thickness.
cross-iinked 95% dimethyl-5% cliphenyl polysiloxane). The canier
gas and ECD makeup gas were helium and 5% methane-95%
argon. respectively. All injections were 2 pL in volume and made
in the splitless mode. GC conditions and temperature ramping
were optimized for MeSO,-PCB and -DDE separation.' The
injector and detector temperatures were set at 270 'C and 330

respectively, and the GC oven temperature program was as
follows: initial temperature held at 100 'C for 3 min, 20 'C/min

220 'C, and 3 'C/min to 280 'c. For PCBs and TCPMeOH.
the injector and detector temperatures were 250 DC and 320 DC,
respectively, and the GC oven temperature program was as
follows: initial temperature held at 70 'C for 2 min, 5 'C/min to
150°C, and 3 'C/min to 250 DC.

GC-FID. The instrument and capillary column for validation
of MeSO,-PCB and -DDE standard concentrations were the same
as [or GC-ECD. The MeSOrPCB and -DDE and IS injection

technique was cold on-column using the "four-segment injection"
approach:"! 0.5 pL of pure solvent (2,2,4-trimethylpentane), 0.5

(22) NorsLrom, R].: Simon, M.; iVIuivihill, M. ]. Illt.]. Environ. Anal. Chem.
1986.23,267-287.
:\orslrom, R.].: Simon. Nt.: Mui . D. C. G.; Schveinsburg, R Environ. Sci.
TcchJlol. 1988,22, 1063-1071.
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I'L of air, 0.61'L of sample, and 0.81'L of air. On-column injecLion
was used to prevent discrimination of high molecular weight
compounds. The detector temperature was 350°C. and the GC
oven temperature program was as follows: initial temperature held
at 85 'C for 3 min, 20 DC/min to 200 'C, and 2.2 '(/min to 265
DC. The carrier gas was helium. The makeup gas had a total

flow rate of 440 mLimin (380 mLimin compressed air. 30 mL/
min helium, and 30 mL/min hydrogen).

GC/ECNI-MS. Total ion current (fIe) scanning was from 83
to 550 amu. The (M)- and (M + 2)- ions were scanned the

selected ion monitoring (SIM) mode, and the sum of their
responses was determined for each congener. The ions scanned
were m/z 368/370, 404/406, 438/440, 472/474, 418/420, anti 394/
396 for the tetrachloro- to heptachloro-MeSO,-PCB isomer grOJps.
IS, and 3-MeSO:rDDE, respectively. GC/ECNI-MS was perfom1ed
on a HP 5985 mass spectrometer upgraded ",ith an HP 5890 series
11 gas chromatograph coupled with an HP 5988 GC/MS direct
interface. The GC column was the Sanle as that used for GC
ECD and operated in the split1ess mode. The canier and reagent
gases were helium and methane (0.5 Torr), respectively. The
instrument was tuned with pcrfluorotributylanline (pI'TBA) at m/z
312,414, and 595 for optimal conditioning. The emission eun'ent
was 300I'A, and the electron voltage was 130 eV. The injection
port, transfer line, and ion source temperatures wcrc 270 'C. 260
DC, and 200 DC, respectively. The oven temperature program was

the same as that used for GC-ECD. A 21'L volume was used
all splitless injections.

Determination of Recoveries by GC-ECD. All analyses
were done in triplicate. For the contaminant-free lipid extracts.
hening gull egg, and smelt substrates. areas of the MeSOTPCB.
3-MeSO:rDDE, PCB, and TCPMeOH peaks relative to the IS were
compared to those in an external standard to determine percent
recoveries. The native MeS02-PCB and 3-MeSOrDDE congener
levels in polar bear liver and fat substrates were first determined
by GC-ECD, and 12 of the MeSO,..PCB and 3-MeSO:rDDE
standards were spiked to a second set of 0.5 g samples at matching
levels. A spike of 100 I'L of 100 pg I'L-l IS was also added (Figure
1, position A). The sample size was adjusted so thaI native MeSO,
PCB and -DDE levels in the final fraction were in the 25-500 pg
I'L-l ranges.,. The GC-ECD peale area contributions of the
analytes of the unspiked replicates (n = 3) were su btractec! ,l'om
the spiked replicates (n = 3) for the tissue substrates. The
difference in peak areas was compared to the otiginal YleSO,
PCB and -DDE standards to determine percent recoveries for
method validation.

MeS02-PCB and MeSOz-DDE Response Parameters.
separate mixture of -1 ng IIV' per congener of the 15 N1eSO,
PCB, 3·MeSO:rDDE, and IS standards used for method validation
(Table 1) was prepared and serially diluted down to ~0.01 pg ,uL-:.
The IDLs for ECD, SIM ((M)- + (M + 2)-), and TIC for each
congener were defined as the mass in picograms giving a signal
to-noise (S/N) ratio of 3.25 Replicate (n = 7) 0.5 g wet 'lit equi\
of polar bear liver, contaminant-free lipid extract samples
spiked with the standard mixture at concentrations near the

(24) Letcher, R l; Norstrom, R ].; Bergman, A.; Mu
Organohalogen Compounds; Finland.
Institute of Occupational Health:
360.

(25) MacDougall, D.; Lal,].; Amore, F.].; Langner, R. R.; Cox. G. \.; McC1el:ancl
N. L; Crosby, D. G.; Phillips, W. F.; Freeman, D. H.: Poj"i'sck, R P.;
W. E.; Sievers, R E.; Gordon, G. E.; Keith, L H. Ana! 1980. 52.
2242-2249.
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1

~Clr \~3UJ1!'\ '~~10 12

c'. \ 24 116J." ,

0.65

herring polar polar
gull bear bear
egg smelt liver adipose

Tissue Subslrates"
(g) 5.0 15.0 0.5 0.5

lipid 10.0 4.4 2.7 65.0

Methyl Sulfones
mean % 77 ± 5 78 ±4 83 ± 5 83 ± 3
rdative mean recovery" 88 ± 6 104 ± 5 108 ± 7 104±4

Contaminant~FreeLipid Extractsa
lipid extract wt (g) 0.18 0.15 0.019

Methyl Sulfones
:11eae 78 ± 5 75 ± 3
:-c1ative mean recoveryO 105 ± 7 105 ± 3

PCBs
75 ± 7 79 ± 1

101 =9 no ± 3

TCPMeCH
relative mean %recoveryti 116 = 2 110 ± 3

II :::::SD among congeners. See Table 1 for congener structures in
each matrix. spike. There are 14 dichloro- to octachloro-PCBs in the
NRC-CLB-1-D solution. b Relative to the IS.

Table 2. Mean Percent Recoveries for MeS02-PCBs,
3.MeS02.DDE, and the Internal Standard from Tissue
Substrates and MeSOz-PCBs, 3-MeS02-DDE, IS, PCBs,
and TCPMeOH from Contaminant-Free Lipid Extracts
Determ;ned bV GC·ECD

Figure 2. Chromatograms of the aryl methyl sulfone fraction
obtained from the column chromatography methodology: IA) GC
ECD of polar bear fat, IB) GC-ECD of polar bear liver. and (C) GC!
ECNI-MS(TIC) of polar bear liver. Peaks numbers refer 10 the
MeSOa-PCB and -DOE structures in Table 1. Peaks denoled CI,
were Identltled as MeSOa-PCB Isomers by GC!ECNI-MS(TIC). The
approximate GC elution window for MeS02-PCB isomer groups are
denoted in chromatogram A. The shaded peaks were non-MeSO::::-
PCB or -DOE compounds.

was indicated by the low SD of percent recovery of individual
congeners, which ranged from 0.3% to 10% but was generally
between 1% and 6% (not shuwn).

MeS02-PCB and ·DDE Congener Identity and Method
Cleanup Efficiency. GC-ECD chromatograms of the aryl methyl
sulfone fraction of unspiked polar bear fat and liver samples are
shown in Figure 2A,B, and the GC/ECNI-MS(I'lC) mass chro
matogram of ullspiked polar bear liver is shown in Figure 2C.
Virtually all of the peaks were identified as specific MeSO:rPCB
congeners by comparison to authentic standards or as isomeric

Retention Tirnt.: (min)

2018

11
I

1614

SV = SDliDLt("_I. 95%) (1)

where was the i-distribution constant for n - 1 degrees
of freedom a~ the 95% confidence leveL The commonly accepted

MDL is 3 SV. and the practical quantitation limit (PQL) is 10 SV
(i.e., 3.3 MDL) .,".26

MRFs for ECD, SIM, and TIC were determined in triplicate at
several concentrations from ~1000-1700 pg down to the MDLs
to deIermine the linear concentration range. The variance in the
MRFs. lDLs, and MDLs were assessed by a one-way analysis of
vaJiance (A:\JOVA) using Quattro Pro 6.0 (Novell Inc., Orem, U1).

The significance level of the TIC response variance was 95% for
n = 3 replicates at a given concentration and n = 6 concentrations.
l10ere were = 7 different concentrations for ECD and SIM. The
MRFs relative to the IS (RMRF) were also calculated.

IDL for detennination of the corresponding MDLs. The MDLs
were defined as three times the signiflcance of variation (SV)
calculated using Studenfs t statistic. The SVs were calculated
from thc SDs (n = 7) using the appropriate Student t-values

a~.cording to

(2(;) E.: PaLLerSOfl. D. G.• ]:-.; Isaacs. S. G.; Alexander, L. R Ckemosphere
1992.25. 793-804.

RESULTS
Recovery Studies. The 15 MeSO,-PCB standards chosen for

method validation (Table 1) represented a majority of the 22
congeners identified so far in biota.8.9.l2,13.24 The mean percent

recoveries obtained for the analyte standards spiked to tissue

substrates and contaminant-free lipid extracts are shown in Table
2. Percent recoveJies were consistently greater than ~75%

regardless of tissue matrix or variation in sample weight. The
SDs of the mean recoveries indicated that there was no significant

discrimination among MeSO,-PCBs, 3-MeSO,-DDE, IS, PCBs, and
TCPMeOH, substrates or sample weights. High method precision
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Table 3. Mean Instruntental and Method Detection
Limits for MeS02"PCBs, 3~MeS02..DDE, and the internal
Standard

GC/ECNI-MS

(E)

IM-CH 3-C1+Hr

(M-S02CH3+H)" \

IM_C\H 3)"

(M-CI+H)-

\

(M)"

\

IDL (pg)'"
MDL (pg)b.,
SV (pg)d

GC-ECD

0.23 (87) [241
615 (85) [191
2.42

0.08
0.55
0.21

SIM TIC

and -DDE. Similarly clean mass spectra were found in the aryl
methyl sulfone fraction of all four tissue substrates.

MeS02-PCB and MeS02-DDE Response Parameters.
The mean MDL was generally sub-picogram for 31M and in the
low picogram range for ECD and TIC (Table 3). The mean MDL
to mean SV ratios were -2.5 for the three techniques. A ratio of
-3 is acceptable for reliable, low mass quantitation. TI1e ratio of
mean MDL to mean lDL was seven for SIM, 11 for TIC, to 27 for
ECD. ,A.J"lOVA of the MDL and lDL data was peIiorn1ed to
detetmine the relative significance of among-congenc'r and among

replicate variance (Table 3). The among-eongener valiance was
larger than among-replicate valiance, especially for TIC. Trends
in MDL and lDL values with respect to MeSO,-PCB and -DDE
structure were not obvious for any technique. The mean PQLs
among congeners, defined as 10 SV, were 24.2 ± 4.6 pg for ECD,
2.1 ± 0.9 pg for SIM, and 44.4 ± 17.1 pg for TIC.

Mean MRFs were relatively undeviating among MeSO,..PCB
congeners for all three techniques, especially SIM (Table 4). There
was less than a factor of 2 difference between the highest and
lowest mean MRFs for each technique. There was not a
pronounced tendency for mean MRFs to increase with increasing
degree of chlolination from four to seven chlolines per molecuie.
No consistent pattern in MRF values between 3- and 4-MeSO"
PCB pairs could be discerned because differences were similar
to the SDs for each congener and within the expected accuracy
of the standard concentrations in most cases, By far the largest
difference occurred between 3- and 4-MeSO,-CBlO1. TI1e mean
MRF for 3-MeS02-DDE was similar to those of the MeSO,-PCBs.
The constancy of MRFs for all congeners using the three detection
techniques, over a conceutration range from low pieograi11 levels
up to 1.7 ng, was similar to that represented by the four MeSO,.
PCBs in Figure 4. The exact threshold congener masses at which
serious deviation from linearity began were not delelmined. but
they were less than the PQL

ANOVA of the MRF data was performed to determine the
relative significance of among-mass and arnong·replicate variance,

which are given as %CV in Table 4. The mean F-rarios among
congeners for ECD (18.68 ± 14.68) and TIC (55.67 ± 38.17) far
exceeded the clitical value (251)" for the null hypotheses that
among-mass variance was the same as among~rep1icate variance.
Thus, the among-mass varia~ce was significantly larger (e.g" the

(27) Pearson, E. S.; Hartley, H. O. Biometrika 'labies JOY

Cambridge University Press: Cambridge, UK. 1953: Vol. 1.
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280 340 360
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figure 3. Representative EGNI mass spectra for (A) 3-MeSO,.
G8101, (8) 4-MeS02-G8101, and (G: 3-MeS02-DDE selected from
the mass chromatogram of the aryl methyl sulfone fraction from polar
bear liver (Figure 2). The molecular and major fragment ions are
labeled. A MeS02-GlsC8 impurity coeluted with 3-MeS02-DDE and
is labeled.

MeSO,..PCBs from the GC/ECNI-MS mass spectra. Native levels
of total MeSO,-PCBs in polar bear liver and fat samples were
-2000 and ~'400 ng g-l on a lipid weight basis, respectively,
consistent with results found previouslys.2.:

The MeSO,-PCB and ·DDE congener pattern in herring gull
egg (not shown) was similar to that in polar bear adipose and
liver (Figure 2). Herring gull egg had relatively high native levels
of total MeSO,..PCBs, estimated to be -150 ng g~1 on a lipid
weight basis. Despite substantial levels of PCBs and other CHCs
aryl methyl sulfones were not detectable in smelt The aryl methyl
sulfone elution window for smelt and herring gull egg substrates
was also essentially free of interferences for both GC-ECD and
TIC (not shown).

GC/ECNI-MS mass spectra of native 3- and 4-MeSO,.CBI0l
and 3-MeSO,-DDE (peaks 7, 9, and 10, respectively, Figure 2C)
in polar bear liver are shown in Figure 3A-C, respectively. All
ions arose from molecular and fragment anions of MeS02-PCBs

(M-CI+H)"

\

(e)

.......,Id"
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Tabl" 4. Mean Molar Response Factors and MRFs Relative to the IS for MeSO,..PCB and 3-MeS02-DDEa

GC/ECNI-MS

GC-ECD SIM (M)- + (M + W TIC

CI congener MRP RMRF' MRF' RMRF' MRF' RlVlRF'

eLI 0.46 (8.6) [2..11 0.66 (0..15) 1.33 (21.5) [13.2] J.l2 (19.6) 0.82 (9.0) [221 0.78 (89)
0.38 (92) [2.2] 0.56 (5..1) 1.62 (19.4) [138] 1.35 (14.8) 0.81 (9.9) [4.11 077 (IDA)
0..14 (85) [2.2] 0.63 (4.8) 1.33 (29.7) [1561 U1 (22.5) 0.75 (9.7) [30] 0.71 (9.8)

C1-, 0.39 (7.4) [2.01 0.57 (1.8) 0.93 (27.2) [16.51 0.81 (21.0) 0.65 (9.0) 12.01 0.62 (8.1)
0.56 (8.3) [2.21 0.81 (2.5) 0.73 (17.0) [16.2] 0.61 (18.0) 0.86 (81) 127] 0.82 (9.8)
0.62 (9.1) [2.2] 0.89 (4.5) 1.24 (28.0) [22.7] 1.04 (24.0) 0.96 (12.1) [2.3] 0.90 (100)
0.66 (9.5) [2.2] 0.95 (1.2) 1.29 (18.7) [581 L08 (7.4) 1.18 (9.6) [341 1.12 (10.7)

C16 0.63 (6.2) [2.1] 0.91 (3.3) 1.34 (21.5) [13..1] Ll2 (17.8) 1.06 (lL5) [2.51 1.01 (8.9)
0.57 (8.7) [2.61 0.82 (4.9) 1.45 (21.5) [15.01 1.22 (21.3) 0.99 (l0.8) [3.01 0.93 (6.4)
0.67 (6.5) [2.41 0.96 (LO) 1.45 (26.1) [14.3) 1.22 (22.1) 1.11 (9.6) [1.71 1.06 (9..1)
0.58 (5.5) [2.2] 0.84 (2.4) 1.35 (290) [180) 1.13 (22.1) 0.95 (13.0) [2.0) 0.90 (12.2)
0.65 (8.6) 12.4) 0.95 (2.1) 1.39 (29.0) [27.1] U7 (28.2) 1.16 (12.4) [3.9) LlO (7.3)
0.64 (6.7) [2.3) 0.93 (Ll) 1.62 (28.4) [14.21 136 (220) 1.15 (13.1) [2.0] 1.09 (9.2)

CIc 0.75 (6.0) [2.4) 1.09 (2.8) 1.20 (25.6) [15.3) 1.01 (21.8) l.l4 (14.1) [3.6) 1.08 (8.3)
0.59 (4.6) [2.6] 0.85 (2.4) 1.06 (16.0) [l7AI 0.89 (19.1) 0.96 (15.0) 12.8) 0.91 (5.5)

mean %CV (76) [2.3) (23.9) [15.9] (11.1) [2.71
Dean total %CV (9.9) (3.2) (39.8) (20.1) (13.8) (9.0)
3-McSO,-DDE 0.70 (9.4) [1.9] 1.02 (7.8) 1.51 (24.1) [16.5) 1.26 (20.6) L06 (12.6) [L8] 1.02 (17.6)
IS 0.69 (5.6) [2.3] 1.20 (130) [541 l.06 (13.4) [33)

a MRF x 1018 (peak area counts/mol) for analysis at i mass levels from ",20 to 1700 pg
~ 7 for GC-ECD and GC/ECNI-MS(SIM) and i = 6 for GC/ECNI-MS(fIC). At each i mass

,'ariance (parentheses) and among-replicate variance {brackets] of total variance were
F~statistks. c The %CV (parentheses) is for the total variance.

mear. %CV for FeD was 7.6) than among-replicate variance (e.g.,
the mean %CV for ECD was 2.3) for these techniques (Table 4).
The mean Fratio among congeners (3.04 ± 2.24) and F-eritical
value (2.85)" were very clcse for SIM, indicating that among
replicate variance was closer to, but still not significantly higher
than, among-mass variance for this technique. Mean MRFs for
SIM also had the greatest total variance. It therefore appears that
SIM is an inherently less reliable technique than FeD and TIC.

The mear. MRFs relative to the IS (RMRFs) ranged from 0.6
to 1.4 for an three techniques (Table 4). The total %CV of the
mean RMRFs were less than the total %CV of the corresponding
mean MRFs. TI,e deviation from linearity of MRFs for ECD and
TIC at low concentrations (Figure 4A,B) was improved slightly
after conversion to RJ'ilRFs. In contrast, RMRFs for SIM declined
more at low concentrations than did MRFs (Figure 4C). F1uctua
tions in the congener MRFs for SIM over the entire concentration
range were not reduced after conversion to RMRFs.

DISCUSSION

E>:traction and Cleanup/Qualitative Analysis. The present
column chromatography-based extraction and cleanup mcthod
(Figure 1) is simple and nondestructive and is applicable to
determination of CHCs in a wide range ofanimal tissue substrates.
Although the method was not validated for all CHC compound
classes norm2lly determined, the normal range in polarity (elution
order from Florisil and alumina columns) was spanned by PCBs
and TCPMeOH. The method was extended to the even more
polar aryl methyl sulfones. This method is therefore suitable for
mu]tiresidue. routine determination of CHCs, including aryl methyl
sulfanes, in animal tissues. The method has advantages over
those pre,iously used for aryl methyl sulfones, which included
liquid-liquid partitioning steps'·9-l3 or saponification.n." There
is a risk of analyte loss or fraction contamination using liquid
liquid partitioning. Strong acid and base conditions destroy some

CHCs, rendering these methods unsuitable for multiresidue
analysis. For example, higher chlorinated dibenzo·p-dioxins are
base labi!e,'8 and the oxygenated organochlorines. oxychlordane
and dieldrin, are strong acid labile.'"

Most coextracting biogenic materia! was separated from CHCs
by GPc. Under the same operating conditions, GPC has been
shown to remove -99% of long-chain lipids and about half of the
carotenoid pigments from chicken egg yolk." Residual acidic
biogenic material remaining in the CHC fraction after GPC is also
retained. In a separate experiment, we were able to retain
approximately half the lipid extract weight from polar bear adipose
tissue on the 33% (w/w) KOH-impregnated silica gel column.

11,e aryl methyl sulfones were cleanly separated from other
CHCs, including TCPMeOH, by chromatography on 1.2% water
deactivated Florisil. The aryl methyl sulfones require high-polarity
solvents for quantitative elution from Florisil. Neat methanol has
been used for elution of MeSO,..PCBs and -DDE with no further
cleanup, although significant leve]s of residual interferences were
observed in the aryl methyl sulfone fraction.]5.30 The presence of
long-chain lipids was unlikely since lipid extracts had been subject
to GPC prior to Flarisi!. However, residual interferences from
polar compounds with smaller molecular diameters, such as
retinols and sterols, may have coeluted in the aryl methyl sulfone
fraction. These compounds are sufficiently electrophilic as a result
of conjugation or oxygenation to be ECD and ECNI-MS respon
sive.'] In the present study, a 7:93 methanol/dichloromethane
solvent mixture eluted MeSOz-PCBs and -DDE while retaining
residual colored biogenic coextractants. Color retention was

(28) lamparski, L. 1.; Nestdck. T.].; Stehl. R. H. Anal. Chern. 1979. 51, 1453
1458.

(29) Smith. L M.: StaHing, D. L:Johnson,]. LAna!. Chem.1984. 56.1830
1842.

(30) Buser, H.-R; look. D. R; Rappe, C. Anal. Clzem. 1992,64, 1176-1183.
(31) Gurr, M. L James, T. Lipid Biochemistry: An Introduction, 3rd ed.:

Chapman and Hall: London, 1980; Chapter:> 1 and 3.
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(:)2) Olsson, Bergman, A. Ambio 1995,24, 119-123.

(33) Letcher, RJ.; Norstrom, R J.; Bandiera, S. M.; Ramsay, A Toxico!. Appl
Pharmacol., in press.

(34) Stemmler, E.; Hites, A B£omed. Mass Spectrom. 1988.27,311-328.

polar bear liver. Approximately 10% of the losses in the present
study were subsequently shown to have occurred because of
incomplete sample loading in the GPC step. Recoveries of all
analytes from polar bear adipose and liver tissue have now been
improved to ~90% by optimizing GPC operating conditionss .:·
Good recoveries have also been obtained for standards spiked to
other matrices and isolated by liquid-liquid partitioning-based
methodologies. For example, ~90% recovery was achieved for
five dichloro- to hexachloro-substituted MeSO,.PCBs spiked :0

bovine fat" and 14Glabeled MeSO,.DDE spiked to rat tissues.::
However, routine analysis using these methods has not been
thoroughly demonstrated.

Precision of the whole analytical method was best demon·

strated by the low variance in recoveries of MeSO,·PCB and -DD E
from spiked polar bear tissues. The recoveries were based on
the difference between determination of native levels and spiked

levels of the same compounds. The variance in the recoveries
was therefore a compound variance of both spiked and unspiked
determinations. In spite of this, the SD of replicate analysis of
individual compounds ranged from 2% to 10%, with a mean oi 6 ±
2%, well within an acceptable range for environmental analyses.

The best overall precision for MeSO,-PCB and -DDE detern1ina
tion was obtained in the analysis of smelt. The mean SD of
replicate detenninations was 2.0 ± 1.1%. Precision of determina

tion of PCBs and TCPMeOH in contaminant-free lipid extracts
was also excellent. Only one out of 60 triplicate recovelY
detenninations for the PCBs and TCPMeOH had a SD >7%. TIle
SD of the mean recovery among MeSO,-PCB and PCB congeners
was <9%, indicating no discrimination among CHCs, regardless
of compound class or degree and position of chlorine substitution.

The electron-capturing ability of PCBs" is enhanced by
presence of the electronegative MeSOz functional group; :711'

therefore, instrument detection limits were generally subpicogram
for all three techniques (Table 4). These detection limits were
lower by an order of magnitude relative to those previously
reported for SIM and TIC, which ranged from 2 to 6 pg and 30 to

88 pg for SIM and TIC, respectively." Sensitivity in the lat,cr
study may have been decreased by oxygen reactions in the ion
source, since (M - CI + 0)- fragment ions were abundant.

Method detection limits for MeSO,.PCB and-DDE quantitation

increased in the order SIM < ECD s TIC (Table 3). Therefore,
if extremely high sensitivity is required, SIM is the best detection
technique, capable of subpicogram detection. The low-picagram
detection limits of ECD and TIC were close enongh that other
criteria need to be considered to choose between them. In
samples analyzed to date, the separation of aryl methyl sulfones
from potential interferences has been so effective that ECD could
be chosen because of significantly lower cost. However, if GCI
ECNI-MS instrumentation is available, detelmination using TIC
has the added benefit that the spectra can be checked for possible
interferences.

Linearity of ECD response in determination of MeSO,-PCBs
has been assumed in previous studies8 .9,:z.t3 Knowledge of the

response stability over a practical concentration range is necessary
for the most precise and accurate quantitation. 2S Therefore, in
the present study, linearity was tested over the low picagram to
nanogram range for all fhree detection techniques (Figure 4). Tnis

(A)

600

1.6

1.2

::~(C,

~08V ~

0: \-1_: -. 1

c 200 400
Congener Mass (pg)

Figure 4. Mean molar response factor (MRF, peak area countsl
mol of compounj x 10'8 , n = 3 per point) profile of representative
MeSOz-PCBs over a concentration range commonly used for deter
mination of CHCss,912,13,33 by (A) GC-ECO, (8) GC/ECNI-MS(TIC),
and (C) GC/ECNI-MS(SIM), 0, 3-MeSO,-CB49; '7, 3-MeSO,-CB101;
0, 3-MeSO,-CB149; and 6., 3-MeSO,-CB174, Error bars on indi
vidual points were not shown for clarity; see Table 4 for response
variation contributions of the mean MRFs. The vertical line denotes
the approximate low mass limit of MRF linearity.

especially obvious for polar bear liver. Some interferences were
observed in the ECD and TIC chromatograms after FlorisH, but
these mostly eluted prior to the aryl methyl sulfone elution
window, Remaining interferences in the aryl methyl sulfone
window were removed by the 2,3% H20-deactivated basic alumina
column, giving clean chromatograms for all three techniques
(Figure 2). Five or fewer minor peaks in the aryl methyl sulfone
elution windows of polar bear adipose (Figure 2A:; and polar bear
liver (Figure 2B,C) were not MeS02·PCB or -DDE compounds.
The lack of interfering ions in the ECNI mass spectra for MeSO,.
PCBs and -DDEs from polar bear liver (Figure 3) also emphasized
the absence of non-aryl sulfone compounds. Furthermore, the
(M)- I(M + 2)- ion abundance ratios of ~50:100 and 60:100 for

3- and 4-MeS02-CB10l, respectively (Figure 3AB), resembled the
ideal 61.5:100 ratio for pentachloro·MeSO,-PCBs. The recently
reported bis(4-chlorophenyl) sulfone (BCPS) in fish from the
Baltic Sea:" was found by ECNI-MS in the herring gull egg sample.
BCPS eluted in the aryl methyl sulfone window among the
hexachloro-MeSO,.PCB congeners. It is therefore possible that
the present method is suitable for detennination of diaryl sulfones.

ECD and ECNI-MS Quantitation. Internal standard cor

rection improved accuracy of MeSO,.PCB/DDE analysis but
overcompensated for PCB and TCPMeOH recovery in smelt and
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GI.OSSARY

gas chromatography \Vith electron-capture detec

tion

gas chromatography with electron-capture, nega

tive ion mass spectrometry

selected ion monitoring

total ion CUlTenl monitoring

method detection limit

instrumental detection limit

practical quantitation limit

molar response faclor

relative mDlar response factor to the IS

molar carbon response factor

SIM

TIC

MDL

lDL
PQL

MRF

RMRF

MCRF

GC/ECNI-MS

GC-ECD
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going from four and seven chlorines per molecule (Table 4).

Variation in molar response for all three detection techniques was
least among hexaehloro-MeSOz-PCBs, and little accuracy would
be lost by using an average response factor for chis group.

However, the molar responses of pentachloro-MeS02-PCBs were

more variable, driven largely by a low value for 3-MeSO,-CB101.
The RMRF of 3-MeSO,-CB101 resembled those of the tctrachloro

MeSO,..PCB congeners (fable 4). Most of the biologically
relevant MeSOz-PCB and -DDE standards are now available;)

therefore, individual standards should be used.

covers the range of masses usually injected for GC-ECD quanti
ration of MeSOz-PCBs and -DDE in environmental sam
ples.i\·9.12,I3.2:;,:;3

ECD was the most linear of the three techniques, as evidenced
by minimal variation in molar response factors over the ~20

600 pg range (Figure 4A), Nonlinearity in TIC response began
below 100 pg and became significantly nonlinear below 20 pg,

indicating that a calibration curve would be required for accurate
quantitative analysis (Figure 4B), SIM response did not fall
precipitously until below 20 pg, as was the case for TIC, but
response was highly variable among runs (Figure 4C). Ibe
variability of response factors among replicates was higher for
SIM chan ECD and TIC (fable 4). Furthermore, the total variance

in response factors for SIM among congeners and over the mass
range tested was very high compared to ECD and TIC. SIM
response variability may have been due in part to fluctuations in
fragmentation between runs. Ibe formation of hydrogen inclusion
fragment ions (e.g., (M - CI + H)- and (M - S02CH3 + H)-) is
knOwn to occur by heterogeneous catalysis at the source walls

and is dependent on ion source conditions like temperature and
pressure.:!5 Among-replicate variations in these parameters or
changes in source waH condition may result in variable abundance
of fragment i,ons and thus variable rr,olecular ion abundance. TIC
may not be as affected. Thus, in spite of superior sensitivity, the

more inherent variability in the molar response factors for SIM
indicates fha', the technique is less suitable than ECD or TIC for

quantitation of MeSOz-PCBs and -DDEs.
MeSOz-PCB response factors relative to a single internal

standard (IS) are commonly used to quantitate MeSOz-PCBs and
_DDEss.9.1213!133 The IS of choice has been a methylated MeSOz

PCB, as it possesses physicochemical properties similar to those
of MeSO·,-PCBs. The conversion of the MRFs to RMRFs made
little difference to the linearity of ECD response; however, the
linearily afTIC response was improved in the low picogram range.
Tne %CV of RMRFs was lower than that of MRFs for all three
methods of cetection, indicating that the IS compensated for a
large amount of the overall response variation (fable 4). Fur
thermore. the RMRFs for SIM were actually more variable (% CV

""20%) than MRFs. indicating that a single IS is probably not
salisfactory for accurate quantitative analysis by SIM.

Variation in molar response factors among MeSOz-PCB con
geners was significantly lower than that found for PCBs,36 probably
because the proportionate contribution of the MeSO·, group to
electron capluring outweighs the changes in electronegativity

B.; Budde, W. 1.; Deinzer, M. L
u""gnen". KC; L; GrillllIl, C.; Grirnsmd, E.
P.; c.; Sears, L Anal. Chern. 1988,60,781-787.

(::16) MuiEn, M. D; Pochini. C. M.; McCIind1e, S.; Romkes, :VI.; Safe, S. H.; Safe,
L. Sci. Techno!. 1984,18,468-176.
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ment efficiency by converting magnetron motion to cyclotron
moton, thereby reducing ion loss.

The Ii quadrupole ion trap does not require a magnetic field
for ion confinement. As a result, ion losses due to collisional
destabilization of the magnetron motion are eliminated, as is the
associated need for quadrupolar excitation instrumentation. In
contrast, typical helium bath gas pressures (10-L 10-3 Torr) used
in standard ion trap mass spectrometry generally aid ion confine

ment by promoting collisional damping of ion moton to the trap
center. Such helium pressures are also compatible with the
method used in this study for acquisition of mass spectra. The
success with multiple remeasurement of ions ln fT-ICR, along
with the potential advantages of implementing nondestructive ion
detection in the quadrupole ion trap, has led us to investigate
adapting ion remeasurement to ion trap mass spectrometry. This
paper describes the basis for image current detection in L'le
quadrupole ion trap, some of the considerations involved in
modifying the ion trap to function as a mass spectrometer in image
current detectioIl mode, and the results obtained in our experi
men:s with ion remeasurement.

EXPERIMENTAl. SECTION
Radio Frequency Quadrupole Ion Trap. A Teledyne

Hitachi 3DQ Ii quadrupole ion trap mass spectrometer was used
for these studies. The stainless steel trapping electrodes are
machined the conventional hyperboloidal shape,18 the ring
electrode having an inner radius, rc, of 1 em. The electrodes in
the standard instnJment configuration are assembled so that the
trap center-ta-endeap spacing, zo, is somewhat elongated compared
with the vaiue oi rll/2 1/ 2 for the pure quadrupole trap, thereby
intentionally introducing mInor hexapole and octapole content to
the trapping field.!9 Although such modifications are known to
produce nonlinear resonances2U at certain combinations of the
reduced operating parameters, a, and q" the multipole character
cm also have a beneficial effect In certain areas of instrument
perforrnance.21

111e ring cleeD'ode is connected to the output oi the standard
Ii generator, which operates at Q/2JT = 0.909 MHz. A l&-bit DAC
controls the output voltage (0-5000 VII-P)' An auxiliary signal
generator normally provides the capability for resonance excita
tion, but it was disconnected from the endcaps to prevent
interference with the image current detecton electronics. The
standard ion :rap assembly also Is fitted with an electron ionization
source, the filament beIng housed in one of the endcaps. An ion
lens, iocated in [he other e~dcap, focuses ejected ions into an
electron multiplier positioned along the axis (z) of rotational
svmmetrv.
- 1110 i;n trap assembly and detector are housed in a 10- x 12

x 38-cm vacuum chamber having two standard ports. For our
experiments, a Bayard-Alpert ionization tube was inserted into one
of the ports to prcvide vacuum measurements. rlanges fitted with

(1:3) Speir, J. Gorman. G. S.: Pitsenberger, C. C: Tlmer, C A.: Wang, P. P.;
ArnsLer.L J AI/ai. Chern. 1993,65,1746.
Savard, G.: Becker, S.: Bollen, G.; Kluge. H.-J.; Moore, R. E.; Otto, T.;
Schweikard. L.; U. Lett. A 1991, 158, 247.

(17) Schweikha,d, Ion Processes
1992. 120, 71.

(16) Knight, R In!. j. jI,Jlass Spectrom, Ion 1983,51, 127.
(19) W<:ng. Y.: l: Wznczek, K P. Mass Spectrom. Ion Processes

1993. 125.
(20) Dawson. P Vihettcn, N. Mass Spectrom. Jot! Phys. 1969.2.45.
(21) Franzen, j. lnl. j. }Y!ass Spectrom. Processes 1993, 125, 165.
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Figure 1. Tuned bridge circuit used in the quadrupole ion trap
remeasurement experiments. The resonance excitation signal at 79
kHz is coupled to the ion trap endcaps via windings T53 and T52 oi
the signal transformer. The resulting ion image current signal flowing
through the resonant LC impedance formed by T52, C1, and the t~o

endcaps produces a corresponcing voltage signal in T$1. Contribution
of the resonance excitation signal to the voltage signal is nulled by
adjusting the phase and amplitude of the signal applied to at the
matching null transformer.

BNC vacuum feedthroughs also were bolted to two additIonal
ports custom-machined IEto the sides of the vacuum chamber.
The feedthroughs were connected to the endcaps via shielded
signal cables. 111e vacuum chamber is pumped by the standard
56 L s-l turbomolecular pump, producing a base pressure of.---...-2

x 10-7 Torr.
Image Current Detection Electronics. A major oktacle to

image current detection in the ri quadrupole ion trap, in contrast
with the Ff-ICR, is the trapping Ii signal. A fraction of this high
voltage signal is coupled to the endeap, cia the small ling-to
endcap capacitance, producing a background signal whose am

plitude is dependent on the ac impedance between each endcap
and ground. Consequently, connecting the endcaps dlrectly to
the inputs of a high-impedance dIfferential amplifier, as is the
normal practice in Ff-ICR, is not practicable because the high
background signal (~,rplcally tens of volts) overloads the inputs.
In the experiments described here. a trardormer-coupled bridge
circuit was used to circumvent the rf drive background while
simultaneously enabling resonant excitation and image current
detection. Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the circuit.
which is similar to that used by Rettinghaus.7 The endeaps were
directly coupled to eIther end of the transformer secondalY (TOl).
with the center tap providing the necessary de ground. The
transiormer primary (TSI) and secondary were trilliar wound on
a toroidal core (Amidon Associates, FT140-77, Al. = 2250 nH) "ith
50 and 100 turns, respectively, of 26 AWG ·",jre. T" (L = 25 mH)
and the ion trap, wiring, and amiliary capacitor C, (C = 80 pF)
form a parallel L-C circuit having a resonant frequency wj2:r
'" 79 kHz and a measured Q = 40, yielding a resonant impedance
(ZR = QwRL) of ~0.5 MQ. Another single tum (Td of wire
around the core (producing an input impedance of ~50 Q) enabled

the resonance excitation signal (± [Vi.:/21 11-" at WI.:J frem an
external signal generator (Wavetek Model 295, San Diego, CAl
to be applied across the endcaps via Ts2 . The resulting image
current flowing through the parallel L-C circuIt generated a
corresponding signal voltage across TS1.

Because the ringMto-endcap capacitances are closely matched,

the IT background signals on the endcaps were virtualiy in-phase
and equal in amplitude. Therefore, very little or the Ii dlive signal
appeared on Tsi . FurThermore, WI' '" Q/10, so the t'Jned L-C
circuit significantly reduced the background at Q. However, the
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Although the initial positions (z(O)) and velocities (z'(O)) of
trapped ions are random with regard to the phase space of stable

= Qt/2. The z and r fields are uncoupled, enabling ion motion
in those directions to be treated independently. The a" anci q,
parameters, defined below. contain the tenns m/q, ion mass/

charge, U, de voltage, and V"" zero-peak voltage of the Ji trapping
signal applied between the ring and endcap electrodes. For rf-

_ _ -16qU
az - -2ar - 2· ') ?

m(ro + 2z0')Q'

_ fq VE(o.) (0.)<; = - -- - + z(O) -
2111Zo 2 2

(23) March, R. E.: Hughes, R. ]. [11 QuadrujJole Storage Mass
Winefordner,]. D., Kalthoff, I. M .. Eds.; Che:nical ,\nalysis Series 102; J(itm
Wiley & Sons: New York, 1989: pp 31-110.

(24) Winel,'lDcl. D. J; Dehmelt. H. C-l- AppL Pllys. 1975,46,
(25) Gaboriaud, M. N.: Desaintfusc:en. M.; Major, F. G. lut. I j\fass

Iou Phys. 1981, 41,109.

where a(dz/dt) is a damping term representing the effect of ion
neutral collisions and the factor f (-0.82) compensates for the
hyperbolic geometry of the endcaps.zu5 TI,e solution"; to eq 1,

which describes a driven harmonic oscillator "iti.. damping. is
given by eq 2.

fqVE cos(wEt - e)
--,------;;-c;-"-----'-----:;--~+

2111Zo [(wo' - WE')' + 4(0./2)2wE'r i2

[
2 f! ]1/2 ( ,

f3
l , ~",+ 'j 2 exp - ~t\ cos(j3t + I,)
) (wo (OE )' + 4 (0./2) 'WE )

(2)

only operation (U = 0) with q, < 0.4, the z-axis oscillations of
trapped ions can be treated as simple halmonic motion at a mass
dependent secular frequency, Wo = (q,/2'I') (Q/2) If a dipolar
resonance excitation signal, (Vi./2) COS(WEt). is appiied to the
endcaps so that a uniform dipolar excitation field. E(z) ~ (Tid

2zo) cos (WEt), is created. then the time-dependent form of the
Mathieu equation can be written,

Z(t)

THEORY
Dipolar Excitation of Coherent Ton Motion. The differential

equations describing ion trajectories in a three-dimensional
quadrupole ion trap are often presented in the parameterized form
known as the Mathieu equation,22.23

d2u/ds
2 + [a" - 2Qu cos(2s)]u = 0

in which u refers to ion motion in the z- and r-dimensions and S

presence of the resonance excitation voltage superimposed on the

much smaller signal voltage of the same frequency made direct
signal measurement difficult. Thus, a second parallel L-C circuit

(TNJ-Cz) , identical to the first except for a capacitor (C" C = 160
pF) substituted for the ion trap, was used to balance the excitation
voltage. The out-of-phase ends of TS1 and T" were connected,
the opposite end of TN 1 was grounded, and the signal side ofTs1

was sent to an FET preamplifier (SR560, Stanford Research
Systems, Sunnyvale, CAl. Another phase-locked output (balance
signal) from the signal generator was applied to T,.1, and the
resonance excitation signal was nulled by adjusting the phase and
amplitude of the balance signal to give minimum preamplifier
signal output without ions in the trap. TI,e preamplifier output
signal would normally be suitable for direct input to the digital
lock-in an1plifier (SR850, Stanford Research Systems). However,
gating of the electron beam produced high-amplitude ringing in
the high-Q, L-C network, thus overloading the preamplifier input.
Gating the preamplifier alleviated this problem. The starting point

and duration of the TTL gating signal, triggered by the sync pulse
from the ion trap Electronics Tower, were adjusted to correspond
with the image current detection sweep. In addition to being
gated, the signal was also low-pass filtered (100 kHz) by the
amplifier. The anlplifier output was then processed by the lock
in amplifier, which was phase-locked to the excitation signal
generator. Maximum operating frequency for the lock-in was 100
kHz. The de output signals from the lock-in were digitized and
displayed by a digital sampling oscilloscope (LECroy 7200, Model
7242B plug-in, Chestnut Ridge, NY). The data were also stored
on floppy disks for transfer to computer for further processing.

Control Software. Manufacturer-supplied firmware (Version
0.52) for the electronics tower and software (Version 0.52) for
the computer (80486-DX2) allow near-real-time control and modi
fication of most instrument parameters, such as ionization dura
tion, amplitude and ramp rate of the Ji voltage, resonance
excitation mass-to-charge, amplitude, and duration, sync pulse
triggering, mass-to-charge scan range, etc. Although instrument
modifications for image current detection prevented use of the
standard resonance excitation signal generator, all other instru
ment functions remained intact. Consequently, the standard
software, providing effective and flexible instrument control, was

used throughout these experiments.
Sample/Buffer Gas Introduction, Perfluorotributylamine

(pF'TBA) sample vapors were continuously introduced into the
vacuum chamber via a solenoid valve conu'olled by the software.
The pressure, monitored via the Bayard-Alpert ionization gauge,
was adjusted with a needle valve in series "ith the solenoid valve.
Helium buffer gas was admitted through a spare port machined
into the vacuum chamber. The helium pressure was adjusted with
a precision leak valve; pressure readings were corrected using
the ion gauge sensitivity factor.

(22) Da\vson, P. H.ln Quadrupoie l\ifass Spectrometry; ))aws·:m, P. H., Ed.: Elsevier
Scientific Publishing Co.: Amsterdam, The Ne1berhmds, 1976: p 65.
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(6)

Finally, making the approximations WE .,. WI) '" 2wo and 2(wo 
WE) '" !'"w, defining Q= wo/6.w, and taking the real part of the

result yields eq 6. The in-phase and out-of-phase components of

Using the approximation WE '" Wi! near resonance and substituting
11WI)2 for LC gives

Substituting the above result for Vs into eq 5 yields

Dividing through by cxp(jevl), factoring, and rearranging produces

(
2,) qw2EL

Vs = - ---=-;c--
, zo 2(1 - wE'LC)

trajectories, eq 2 indicates that dipclar excitation at frequency evE

imparts coherent z-oscillations at that frequency to the ion packet

due to an exponential (r = 2/a) decay in the state of the initial

conditions with lime, Thus, image current detection is possible.

Analysis of Image Current Detection. The magnitude of

the image current, J(I), can be obtained27 by determining the

differential charge, 6.Q(z), induced on the endcaps as a function

of ion position, substituting the time-dependent expression for the

center of traDped ion charge, zJI) , and differentiating the resulting
expression with respect 10 time. The potential corresponding to

the dipolar excitation field noted above is q. (z) = rVF,Z12zo, so

frorr. reciprocity," IIQ{z) is given by

qZ,(t)
6Q(I) = --- exp(jwEt)

zo

where Zero is the amplitucle of the rapid z, motion. [(I) is the

rate of change in 6.Q(I) (divided by 2 in this case to avoid counting

both the current entering one endcap and that exiting the other).
Under steady-state conditions, Z,. 7" f(I), so that

-f':,Q(z)lq = z/zo

Substituting the complex form for z,(t) at steady state, as given

in eq 2, yields &'1 expression for 6.Q(t),

The corresponding signal voltage, V(O, can be found by analyzing

cletection circuit. The flow of f(O between endeaps can also

be written as the sum olthe individual currents through Cand L,

where L represents the inductance of T S2 and C the parallel

combination of endcap-ta-endcap and auxiliary (CI) capacitances.

V(t) is generated by image current flow through the impedance

the parallel L-C circuit. Combining eqs 3 and 4 yields

dV(t) fo'V(t) dt
i(t) = edt +--L- (4)

the ion signal can be separated if phase-sensitive detection i, u,ed.

Thus, the maximum steady·state signal voltage, V'l, generated
across the paraIlel L-C circuit by coherent motion of ni" ions is

nico(qQI2C) since Z,. :0 zo. If the electronic noise is assumed to
be Johnson noise limited, then the corresponding signal·to-rms

noise ratio is

(7)

q2, d.. dV(tl , J:,V(t) dt
- .,.- - expljOJEt) = C-- T ---

2zo dt dt L

Differentlaring each side with respect to time gives If we assume

where the detection bandwidth, !'"f= 1kHz, is determined by the
time constant of the lock-in amplifier in these experiments. When

the experimental parameters are substituted into eq 7, the

minimum number of ions, nrrjw detectable with signal-to-noise

ratio, SIN, can be estimated by

n mio = 1.14 (SIN)

that V(I) is of the form

(5)

However, the fraction of lC\1 actually attained is dependent on the
nonexponential term on the right-hand side of eq 2, as weIl as

the harmonic content of the ion motion Furthermore, the

expression for Z, becomes more complex when OJ" (or wo) is
scanned,'9.3" since Z,. = f(I).

where lis is the amplitud., of the voltage signal, then substitution

and differentiation gives

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Mass Spectral Scanning with Image Current Detection.

Due to the narrow bandpass of the high-Q, paralIel L-C circuit,
(26) Gardner, F.: Barnes,]. L. Transients in Linear Systems, Volume 1: Lumped-

COilstant John & Sons. Inc.: New York, 1942.
(2i) Grosshans. P, B.: Sh:elds, P. Marshe.!J. A. G.] Chern. Phys. 1991. 94.

(28) Dunbar. E. C. bit.]. lv/ass Spectrom. 101! Processes 1984, 56.1

(29) Goeringer, D. E.: Whitten, W. n.; Hamsey, J. M.; McLuckey, S. /'1..: GJish,
G. L.Anai. Cheri!.. 1992.64,1434

l30) /\mold. N. S.; Gyorgy. H.: Meuzelaar, H. 1. C.]. Am. Soc. Mass SpeetrQm.
1994.5.676.
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only a narrow mass-to-charge range can be scanned by vaJy1ng
the resonance excitation frequency, WE. Thus, we have chosen

instead to fix WE (= wIll and scan the secular frequency, Wo, of
trapped ions through the excitation-detection frequency. De
scription of mass spectral scanning by this method is facilitated
by use of the reduced parameters, a, and g" and the expressions

for 13 and WI!.

(3 = Ja, + q//2 OJo = (3 (Q/2)

4.0

3.0

~

'" 20

"OJ)

c.n
10

]J.l1

\

It is clear from the expression for g, that m/g is directly

proportional to V·l for a fixed value of q" so that a mass/charge
range can be scanned linearly through a selected q, value by
ramping V; ( at a constant rate. Such a procedt.:.re is the basis for

the mass-selective instability mode; an increasing Vcr ramp

produces z-axis ejection of ions from low to high mass/charge as

they reach the g, = 0.908 boundary of the ion trap stability
diagram. Although the relationship between q, and f3 becomes

nonlinear above g, '" 0.4, a unique value of WI) still exists for each

combination of m/g and V·l. Consequently, the linear Vcr ramp
also sweeps the secular frequencies for a rar.ge of m/q values

through resonance with a (fixed) resonance excitation signal at

Wi: = WHo Note that the scan remains linear with mass/charge
despite the fact that Wo is inversely related to m/q.

However, an ion remeasurement scheme based on a Vc ramp/

image current detection combination differs from the mass
selective instability mode in that the targeted rr.ass/charge range

must be scanned nondestl1lctively. Therefore, sweeping a tar
geted mass/charge range, (m/g),,, - (m/qh, through WR vvithout
ion loss at the stability region boundary clearly requires WR <

Q/2 (i.e., g, < 0.908). Here, (m/q),,, and (m/q)h; represent the

low and high m/q values, respectively, of the targeted mass/
charge range. Further analysis of the situatior indicates that for

WI' cOiTesponding to g, = 0.908/n or (m/q)h/n, [n " (m/qlh/
(m/q),,,l, a V" ramp from (m/q);,,/n - (m/q),,/n satisfies the ion
loss requirements over the targeted mass/charge range. In

addition, the amplitude of WE must be adjusted to pro,ide for

maximum signal (see eq 6) while avoiding ion ejection. The

resonant L-C frequency used in these studies, WR = 79 kHz,
corresponds to q, = 0.24 and n = 3.7. For any specific (m/q),,,
(m/q);" range, the nondestructive image current sweep is also a

factor of n faster than the corresponding mass-selective instability
sweep. External detection scan rates equal to those for in situ

detection can be produced, however, by iurther increasing the

amplitude of WE so that ion ejection occurs at resonance, a
technique known as resonance ejection.3l ·::'

Multiple Remeasurement. One of the potential advantages

of ion remeasurement is signal-to-noise improvement via signal
averaging. However, as pointed out by Williams et a!.]] in their

original paper on multiple remeasurement of ions in FT-lCR, the

signal-to-noise enhancement factor drops quickly with reduction

in remeasurement ef:ficiency. The ion signal, RSi , after i remea

surement cycles of the same ion population is

(31) Fulford. J E.: Hoa, D.-N.; Hughes, R].; March, R. E.: Bonner. R F.: Wong,
Vac. Sci. Tecfmol. 1980. 1'7.829.

(32) Kaiser. R. E.: Lourls. J W.: Cooks. G. Rapid Commull. Mass
Sbectrom. 1989, 3. 225.
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Figure 2. Signal resulting from 24 consecutive remeasurement
scans of a single population of ions generated via electron ionization
of perfluorotributylamine. The mass/charge range (52-163) was
scanned by linearly ramping the amplitude of the rf trapping vcltage
thereby sweeping the secular frequencies of trapped ions through
resonance with the excitation signal at 79 kHz.

where RSorepresents the signal from the initial measurement 2nd

fR is the remeasurement efficiency. The value of 61< can be
determined from a plot of In (RS,) vs i. Summing signals 11-001 n
remeasurement cycles produces a signal-ro-noise ratio,
given by

(

RSO) ~,EIi
(S/N)n= ---

No .,In + 1

where the noise for each cycle, No, is assumed te constant
and is given by the Johnson noise voltage.

Figure 2 shows the image current signal obtained fTom 24
remeasurement scans following 20-ms electron ionization (EI) of
PFrBA The sample pressure was 1.4 x lO- li Torr, and the helium

bath gas pressure was 8.9 x 10-5 Torr. Each scan was made at
an rf ramp rate of 1500 amu s-: between rf levels corresponding

to m/z cutoffs 14-44 (q, = 0.908). When combined with the

effective scan rate increase (3.7x) resulting from the image
current detection frequency of 79 kHz, the mass!charge range

52-163 was scanned in 20 ms. There was no delay period

between scans other than the very short time required for the rf
amplitude to return to the starting level for the next scan.
Unresolved problems with the scan editor, which enables creation

of the scan functions, limited the number of remeasurement scans
to a maximum of 24.

The major PFTBA fragment ions in the scanned range and
their (approximate) relative abundances are as follows: CFr .. , m/z
69 (100%); C,F4+, m/z 100 (18%); and C,F5+, m/z 131 (48%).
Although the rapid decline in the m/z 69 signal would normally

imply poor remeasurement efficiency, two observations argue

against it First, the signals at m/z 100 and 131 increase and thon
plateau over the same time, suggesting that they are the products

of an ion-molecule reaction involving CFIl-. Second, the m/z 69
signal drops by the same amount when the ion packet is stored
for the same period without intervening scans. The ion-moiecule
rate constant, 9 x 10-11 cm" molecule-! s-], estimated from the
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CONCLUSIONS
The results presented here indicate that by employing nOIl

destructive image current detection in a radio frequency quadru

pole ion trap, multiple remeasurements of a single population of
stored ions can been achieved with >99% efficiency during
operation with ~10- Torr helium buffer gas pressure. Despite
the fact that a narrow bandpass. tuned circuit is used for image
current detection, ions within a range of mass-to-charge values
can be excited and detected by sweeping the secular frequencies
of trapped ions through resonance via amplitude modulation of
the confining radio frequency voltage Furthermore, the relatively
low mass ions studied here required no additional delay periods
between remeasurement scans to allow for ion relaxation due to
the inherent ion focusing of the quadrupole field and helium bath
gas.

hnage current signals from each remeasurement scan (other than
the first) arc quite similar in amplitude when the noise is ignoreu.
Analysis of the data as indicated in the previous section produced

a remeasurement efficiency of >99%. However, sum:ning the 24
remeasurement scans yielded a signal-to-noise enhancement factor
of only ~2.4 compared to the theoretical value of 4.38 (at 99%
remeasurement efficiency). Examination of the averaged spec
trum revealed the noise had a iarge nonrandom component,
suggesting the reason for the lower-than-predicted improvement
in signal-ta-noise ralio. EM! pickup by the long signal leads
running from the Ion trap to the tuned circuit and from :here to
the preamplifier was probably the source of the signal contamina
tion and presumably could be reduced by more careful circuit
design
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decay data, is within the range of typical values. Furthermore,
an independent experiment performed in the same instrument
with extemai ion detection rather than in situ detection conJirmed
the decline in the CF:l+ ion signal and the associated increase in

C,F,+ and CFe' ion signals. Despite the inability to successfully
demonstrate efficient ion remeasurement using the mlz 69 ion,
the above experiment suggests that the remeasurement technique
has pote:Jtial for monitoring ion-molecule reactions of a single
ion population as a function Jf time, as shown by Laude et aL" in
FrIeR

Figure;; shows the results obtained from another remeasure

ment experiment identical to the previous except all ions other
than those at mlz 131 were ejected immediately following
ionization and before the remeasurement sweeps. Thus, any scan
to-scan changes in the image current signal at mlz 131 during
the rCffieasurement experiment were not due io ion-molecule
ifi".Jctons involvi:1g any other ions. In contrast to the previous

remeasurement experiment, the Figure 3 data indicate that the

201J )1l0

Time (ms)

Figure 30 Signal resulting from a remeasurement experiment
identical to bat used to produce Figure 2, except all ions but those
2.1 mass/charge 131 were ejected prior to the sequence of remea
surement scans. Ana':ysis of tne peak intensities yields a remeasure
ment efficiency of > 99%.
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Leo. J. A: Edmond;::;, C. G; Smith, R. D.: Lacey, M. P.; Keough, T. BiNned.
Spectrom. 1990,19,286-294-.

F. ?; Roepstorif, P. Biomed. Environ. Mass Spectrom. 1989, 18,
131-137.

(25) Kuhr, W. G.: Lickiider. L. l: Amankwa, L. A. Ana!. Clwin. 1993.
282.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Chemicals and Reagents. The following chemica'S were

used: ammonium acetate, glacial acetic acid, sodium acetate.
formic acid, ammonium bicarbonate, sodium periodate. calcium
chloride, tthylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTAJ, dimethyl sul
foxide, acetone (Fisher Scientific, Fairlawn, NJ), benzamidine.
immobilized p-aminobenzamidine (Sepharose), sodium aide,
triethanolamine, urea, equine myoglobin, human angiotensin-l,
oxidized insulin B-ehain, Lys-bradykinin, bevine cytochrome c, anci
hemoglobin (Sigma, St. Louis, MOJ, (3-aminopropyl)triethoxy
silane (APTES) , triethylamine (Aldrich, Milwaukee. VI1),
NeutrAvidin, sulfosucdnimidyl 6-(1Jiotinamido)hexanoate (NHS
LC-biotin), biotin-LC-hydrazide (Pierce, Rockford, IL). 6- (6
(biotinoylaminoJhexanoyl) amino ihexanoic acid succinimidyl ester
(NHS-XX-biotin; Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR), trypsin crPCK
treated; Worthington Enzymes, Freehold, NJ), carbaxypeptidase-Y
(CPY; Calbiochem-Novabiochem, San Diego, CAl. An eleGie
engraving tool was purchased locally (Dremel, Racine, WI).
Fused-silica capiliaries (FSCs, 50 j.l.m i.d., 360 I'm a.d.; Polymicro
Technologies, Phoenix, AZJ were used in the preparation of the
microreactors and for CEo Water was distilled and deionized
(Millipore, Bedford, MA).

Biotinylalion of Enzymes and Preparation of Proteolytic
Microreactors. The procedures for the preparation of trypsin
and CPY microreactors have been described in detail previ
ously.'2.24

Trypsin Microreactor Digestions for Off-line Mass Spec
trometry. Several 90 em lengths of microreactor were attached
to the house vacuum line to draw several capiliary volumes of
ammonium bicarbonare digestion bufter (0.1 M, pH 8.1) through
the microreactors at 25°C. Test protein solutions (1 mg mL
were prepared in the digestion buffer. After the free ends of the
mieroreactors were attached to the house vacuum to siphon
several microliters of a protein soiution, the microreactor ends
were placed into a sterile rubber septum. The microreactors were
vibrated with an elecL-ic engraving tool for a 10-11 h pe:'iod at

25 'C. Afterward, a 1 mL syringe containing digestion buffer was
coupled to one end of each of the microreactors to elute their

contents into 0.5 mL vials, using several microreacwr volumes of
buffer. The vials were stored frozen.

Trypsin Digestion of Oxidized Insulin B-Chain. The
oxidized insulin B-chain solution (2 mg mL-l in NH4HCO" buffer)
was introduced into mleroreaclor by suction using a house

conditions in an on-line peptide mapping procedure."" -cc Sampling
of aliquots from the capillary microreactor conserves the re
mainder of the digest sample and prevents significant losses.
modification, or contamination of picomole quadties of protein
digest.

The feasibility peliorming microreactor digestions and
analyzing the resulting products eff-line with mass spectrometry
is demonstrated in this work. Off-line protein digestions in
carboxypeptidase Y- and trypsin-modified microreactors yielded
C-terminal sequences and mass fingerprints, by either MALDI
MS or PDMS, which were compared to protein fragment data
bases fDr identification. Finally, on-line trypsin digestion followed
by CE/ESI-MS is demonstrated for greatest efficiency in peptide
mapping analyses.

(lSi Ccvey, T
12~)O

Edmonds. C. G.; Loo..T. A: Loa, R. R.; Udseth, H. R; Barinaga, c.].; Smith,
R. D. Soc. Trans. 1991,19,943-847.

(20) P.: Paris, c.: Pleasance, S. Rapid Commun. Mass Spectro?J1. 1991,
5.4-84-490.
Rocp:;;torH. P. Methods Enzymoi. 1990, 193, 432-44l.
Amankwa. A.; Kuhr. W. G. Anal. Chem. 1992,64,1610-1613.
/\mankwa. I. A.; Kuhr. W. G. Anal. Chem. 1993,65,2693-2697.
Licklider. L.].: Kuhr. W. G. AnaL Chem, 1994, 66, 4400-4407.

Billed, T Stults, J. T.Ana~. Chem. 1993,65,1709-1716.
(16i Vcn"'n, oJ; Rocpstorff, P.; Mann. M.Anal. Chem. 1994,66,3281-3287.

Am. Sot:. Mass Spectrom. 1994, 5, 955-958.
C.: Henion, ]. ). Anal. Chem. 1991, 63. 1193-

Detection limits from the low picomole (PD) into the femto
mole range (using either MAWI or ESD have been demonstrated
for peptide mixtures when sample discrimination and component
specific suppression are minimizedl 3-l5 Relatively high tolerance
to salts present 'Nithin the dlgestion mixtures has been obtained
using McillDL,·6.12.lS The mass accuracy for MAIDI applied to
peptide mc"ures depends on a number of factors; however, recent
repo:1:s have demonstrated accuracy approaching 0.01%16.17 ESI
has also demonstrated a mass accuracy of at least 0.01% or better
for peptide mixtures, which is ~ I order of magnitude belter than

obtained with PDMS.13 Multiply charged ions formed in ESI
anow the use of rdativdy inexpensive quadrupole mass analyzers
for large peptide and protein molecular weight determinations and
have generated much intere:::t in augmenting mass spectrometry~

based peptide mappbg with primary sequence information gained
by tandem mass spectromelly.18 Due to the complexity of protein
digests, au on-line separation greatly facilitates the interpretation
of th2 ESI spectraJ,li),20

The difticulty in obtaining high specificity in trypsin digestion
with low picomole quantities of protein is primarily due to the
dilution of the target protein, which reduces the rate of reaction.
Ideally, a n'inimal solution volume should be used with an
adequate ratio of protein to trypsin (typically 100:1), but these
conditions are often difficult to produce, since the low protein
concentrations are further reduced by adsorption of either target
or proteo1:tLi::: enzymes onto surfaces.2: Therefore, addition of
nearly equai quantities of trypsin to target proteins has been
common in the in situ digestions of proteins adsorbed to PVDF
membranes,n resulting in a large quantity of trypsin autolytic
fragments, wilich seriously complicate the observed mass spectra.
To overcome difficulties in producing optimum digestion condi
tions, enzyme capillary microreactors of extremely low volume
(20 n'.- per centimeter length) have heen developed.22- 24 The large
surface area to volume within the 50 I'm cd. fused-silica capillaries
provided a support for a variety of enzymes possessing different
specificity toward peptide bond cleavages. Immobilization of a
biotinyla!ed enZ'jme to the biotin-modified capillary wall via
biotin-avidin interaction is accomplished under exceptionally mild
conditions. This stabilization of the enzyme eliminates the need

additional enzyme during the digestions and allows convenient
reuse of the enzyme \vith multiple protein samples. This design
aliows efficient migration of protein samples through the micro
reactor by either hydrodymlJ-nle or electroosmotic flow and also
allows optimization of mass transfer within the microreactor.24 The

20 nL!em voiume of :he microreactor digestions can be sampled
efficiently via an cpen fluid junction with a CE separation capillary,
which allows :ndependent optimization of digestion and separation
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vacuum line. After several capillary volumes had eluted, thc
vacuum line was removed, and the microreac:or was carefully

connected to an electrically insulated Teflon cell. Both ends of
the microreactor were held level to prevent flow during -30 min
incubation of the protein sample in the microreactor.

CPY Digestions. One end of either a 50 or a 25 em

microreactor was attached to the house vacuum line to draw
several capillary volumes of an ammonium acetate digestion buffer

(0.05 M, pH 5.5, 6.5, or 7.0, with 1 mM EDTA and 0.02% sodium

azide) through the microreactors at 25 'C. Angiotensin-l solu
tions, 1 mg mV 1, pH 6.5 and 7.0, and a Lys-bradykinin solution,

1 mg mL-1, pH 5.5, were prepared in the digestion buffer. The

Lys-bradykinin solution was introduced to a 50 em length of
microreactor by dipping one end of tile microreactor in the protein

solution and raising it -30 em above the free end. The protein

solution continuously eluted over a -1 h period, during which

time several microliters of fluid was collected in a 0.5 mL vial and

stored frozen. Angiotensin-1 solutions were introduced from a 1

mL syringe coupled to 25 em lengths of microreactor. The

microreactors were immediately attached to an electric engraving
tool, which vibrated the microreactors for a 20 min period.

Afterward, the microreactors were coupled to the syringe, and

the microreactar products were eluted into 0.5 mL vials using
several microreactor volumes of buffer. The vials were stored
frozen.

Mass Speclrometly. PD mass spectra were collected on a
BioIon 20 (BioIan KB, Uppsala, Sweden) time-of-flight eroF) mass

spectrometer fitted with a 10 ,uCi 252Cf ion source as described

previously.26 Low picomole levels of microreactor eluants were
typically mixed with 5 I'L of EtOH, and the entire solution was

then loaded onto the PD sample foil. Higher levels of digestion

products were typically diluted with 10-20 I'L of 0.1% TFA, and
50% of the resulting solution was loaded onto the foil after addition

of 51'L of EtOH. After 10 min, the foils were rinsed with distilled,
deionized water and dried under a stream of nitrogen. Spectra

were accumulated for 2 x 106 primary events at 15 kV ~20 min
acquisition time). Mass calibration was achieved using He and

Na- as internal reference standards.

MALDI-TOr spectra were collected on a Vestee VT 2000 linear
TOF mass spectrometer (perseptive Biosystems Vestee Division,

Houston,1X) as described previously.27 Approximately 0.5-1I'L

sample aliquots were mixed with 0.5 ,uL of a solution of a-cyano
4-hydroxydnnamic acid, prepared fresh daily at a concentration
of 10 giL in 0.1% aqueous TFAIacetonitirle (70:30), The resulting

mixtures were loaded onto the end of a stainless steel sample

probe and dried at ambient temperature. Sanlples were irradiated

with the frequency-tripled output of a Q-switched Nd-YAG laser

(Lumonics HY-400, 355 nm, puise "idth 10 ns, repetition rate 10
Hz). Spectra were produced from 50 to 100 laser pulses, and they
were recorded and processed as previously described."

The CE capillary was interfaced via an ion spray atmospheric

pressure ionization interface to a Sdex t:iple-quadrupole mass
spectrometer (perkin-Elmer Corp., Norwalk, en, as described

by Thibault and co-workers," with the following modifications.

The CE buffer was 2 M formic add, and the APTES was applied
to the fused-silica separation capillary using the procedure for

(26) Takigiku, R; Keough, T.; Lacey, M. P,; Schneider, R E. Rapid Commu.n.
Mass Spectrom. 1990,4,2429.

(27) Keough, T.: Takigiku. R; Lacey, \1. P.: Purdon, M. Anal. Chern. 1992,64,
1594-1600.
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APTES modification of a microreactor capillary.n T\.1akeup buffer

was a 0.2% formic solution of 1:1 methanol/water, which was

supplied coaxially at 5l'L/min. CE separations were carried Ollt
on a home-built CE system consisting of a Hippotronics 0-50 kV
high-voltage power supply (Model R50B; Brewstet. ",X) with
platinum wire electrodes.

Microreactor/CE/MS Interlace. The trypsin microreactor
and CE separation capillary were aligned an electricaUy

insulated well with a solution gap of 100 A digestion

sample was transferred after the well was filled a 10-fold
dilution of the 2 M H,C02 separation buffer and thon applying

-12 kV across the coupled microreactor/separation capillary for

a 10 s period. The well was then emptied to replace the diiuted
buffer with the 2 M run buffer before commencing the separation

run.

Protein Identification. iVIassMap v. 1.0 (Finnig,m MAT Ltd..

Hemel Hempstead, UK) was used on a Gateway 2000 486/DX33
computer (Gateway 2000, N. Sioux City, SD). Prorein databases

were supplied on CD-ROM by the National Center for Biotech

nology Information (Bethesda, MD). The databases used
Brookhaven Protein Database (October 1993). Swiss Prot (release

27.0), PIR International Release 38.0, Protein Research Foundation

Database (November 1993), Gen Bank (release 81.0). EMBL
(release 37.0), DDB] Uanuary 1994), dbEST (release 1.35), and

the U.S. and European patent databases. The combined set of
databases contains over 165000 protein entIies. Input search
parameters include protease or chemical cleavage reagent (trypsin),

measured peptide masses, a mass tolerance (typically 2.5 Dc),

and a molecular mass range for ·che intact protein. EnZYTne
cleavage rules can be input by the user. For these expeJimen·cs.

both complete and incomplete digestions were allowed. The
products of complete tryptic digestion are indicated as T in the

table and figures. The subscript i designates tr)l.ltic fragrr.ent
number, where the N-terminal fragment is assign2d as
products of incomplete tryptic digestion are indicat'2d as T_:

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Several possibilities were envisioned for coupling a micro-

reactor with mass spectrometry and are outlined Figure 1. In
the simplest case (Figure 1a), pure protein is admitted into

microreactor, digested material is eluted, and the contents are

transferred to the mass spectrometer. Although this couk be
accomplished with either on-line or off-line mass spectrometry.

the off-line approach more easily permits independent optimization

of both parts of the procedure (i.e., digestion and analysis). In

the second case (Figure 1b), the contents of the microreactOl

could be loaded onto a separation column before mass spectreJiTI

etry. The separation could be accomplished either HPLC or
CE. An intriguing possibility investigated here lS the direct
coupling of the microreactor and CE capillar'es via a gap

junction,"-" followed by on-line CE/ion spray mass spectrometry.
Finally, in the third case shown (Figure 1c), an on-line separation

step prior to the microreactor could conceivably result in the

highest degree of automation for the analYSES of complex
mixtures. Individually purified protehs couid sequentially
loaded onto a microreactor, or parallel microreactors couid be

employed. Digestion products could then be analyzed either

directly or after a separation step.
Procedures utilized earlier for peptide mapping in a CE

format"-2,i were duplicated in our investigations of the optimal
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figure Modes of combining mlcroreactors with MS_ (a) Pure protein is admitted into the microreactor, digested material is eluted, and the
contents are transfeered to the on-line mass spectroneter. (b) Contents of the microreactor are loaded directly onto a separation column (HPLC
or eE) before ion spray mass spectrometry. (c) O'l-line separation is used to purify proteins from complex mixtures prior to microreactor digestion.

is by mass spectrometry.

tubing (1 mm LdYC or macroporous silica suppol1s packed into
FSCs (0.32-0.50 mm i.d,).'" A complication in utilizing these

designs for protein digestion at the low picomole level has been
the lOa-fold or greater dilution following elution and off-line
collection of the digestion products. Off-line collection of the
products was followed either hy an off-line lyophilization pmcedure
after elution from the agarose support2S or by concentration on a
reverse-phase column for HPLC analysis,29 A major concern for
the use of lhe silica enzyme support was loss of protein sample
due to adsorptive processes. Recovery of the products was

observed to decrease with reductions in the initial protein
concentrations loaded, being only 50-60% for the highest cyto

chrome c concentrations (l0-50 pmo!/I'L)," The use of this
capillary packing for digestion of several picomoles of protein
complicated the peptide mapping analysis with the production of
relatively large quantities of trypsin autolytic fragments2!)

The specificity of trypsin microreactor digestions of proteins
is demonstrated by the purity of the observed mass spectra
obtained by off-line ~1ALDI-MS analyses of the digestion products,
Figure 2a shows a MALDl-TOF mass speClTUm of the peptide
products from equine myoglobin (MW 16952), Sequence as
signments are summarized in Table L Approximately 200 nL,
representi.'1.g 10% of the total microreaetorvolumc, was mixed with
the UV-absorbing matrix prior to generating the spectmm The
molecular masses determined for the microreactor digestion

mixture were used in a database search to test the feasibility of
protein identification using this procedure. The identification of
equine myoglobin was unambiguous, The four most likely
candidate proteins assigned from the databases were all horse
heart myoglobin, Nine of the 10 most probable candidates were

myoglobin from valious sources, The assignment of partial
sequences to the measured peptides was straightfornard (Table

preparation isoiation, and transfer of the microreactor digestion

producLs facilitate rapid and convenient determinations of

pepjde melee-ular masse'2. In particular, optimization of the

'rypsin digestion of globular protein structures was essential.24

Identificaticn of proteins by mass fingerprinting is generally

successful, even when only a sman subset of the tJ])tic peptides

is used for a given protein,' -" Since a complete set of tryptic

6-agments is not required for identification, the purified proteins

simply solubilized in digestIOn buffer and placed in the

'~l)'psin microreactor without any manipulations which could lead

icsses, contamination, or undesired modification. Introduction

peptides and proteins to the microreactors was accomplished

hydrodynamic !low, For example, gravity alone sustained the

of Lys-bradykinin and the oxidized insulin B-chain solutions

through a CPY-modi11ed microreactoL This resulted in continuous

eiution of the digestion products for convenient collection in 0,5

mL vials, ll11giotensin-1 and proteins incubated in the micro
reactors prior to off-line collection were eluted using several

microreactor volumes of dilute digestion buffer. The collection

of relatively large digestion samples was done to facilitate off-line

conection and storage without lyophilizing or modifying the

sandes, Shorter lengths of microreactor would be advantageous
generating digestion samples in smaller volumes,

111e length of incubation in trypsin microreactors was chosen

on the Casis of preilminary CE analyses of the optimized micro

reactor diges1icI1 of representative globular proteins (al acid

glycoproteir" cy10chrome c), The observed peptide maps con

tained o'lly the peptide fragments after 10 ii, More recently, CE
analyses have indicated that only peptide fragments are recovered

fi-ol11 the microreactor within 4 h of incubating 4 pmol of

undenatured cytochrome c per centimeter length of microreactor

Idata no: showli), Other rapid « 1 h) digestions of low picomole
quaEtitics of cytochrome c and other proteins have been demon
strated using trypsin immobilized on either agarose in Pyrex glass

(28) Cobb, K A;
(29) Davis, M.

235-244.

M. 'I. Anal. Chem. 1992, 61, 879-886.
D.; Ronk. M.: Eefta. S. A AnaL Biochem. 1995.221,
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tryptic fragment residues measd calcd

Equine Myoglobin
134-139 748.9 748.9
32-42 1272.4 1272.5

119-133 1503.6 1502.7
17-31 1607.8 ](i07.8

1-16 1816.3 1817.0
80-96 1854.6 18551
79-96 19826 1983.2

Bovine Hemoglobin
a.-chain

32-40 1072.3 1071.6
91-99 1088.1 1087.6

1-11 1101.4 1101.6
17-31 1530.4 1529.7
41-56 1834.3 183:3.9
12-31 20/13.7 2043.0
41-61 2284.2 2284.1

8-16 951.(i 950.5
19-29 1100.5 1101.6

132-143 1178.6 ]]77.7
1275.7 1274.7
1329.6 1328.7

120-131 1423.0 1422.7
132-145 1478.7 1477.8
117-131 1869.1 18690
40-58 2090.2 2090.0

Bovine Cytochrome c
8-13 763.0

80-86 780.1 780.0
'(3-7Y 806.8 807.0
80-87 908.7 908.2
28-38 ]]69.6 1169.3
26-38 1435.Y 1434.7
39-53 1585.7
9-22 1635.1 1635.0

56-72 2010.6 2011.3
56-73 2138.9 2139.4
54-72 2251-2 2253.5

but restricting the protein molecular mass range to that of the ,-'-\
and B-chains (15 000-20 000 Da). Under these circumstances.
the top 10 candidate proteins were hemoglobin or the hemoglobin
A- and B-chains. Obviously, caution is required when oligomeric
proteins are encountered in the current database searching
procedure. It is obvious from the data in Figure 2b and Table 1
that the intact protein must have been hemoglobin and nOl just
the A- or B-chain. This experiment yielded 79% coverage of the

entire sequence of bovine hemoglobin.
Figure 3 shows the PD mass spectrum acquired for a trypsin

microreactor digestion of bovine cytochrome c (MW 11 572) with
~2 pmol of the protein digested per centimeter length of
microreactor. Sequence assignments are summarized in Table
1. An abundant ion corresponding to the free heme is evident in
the spectrum at m/z 619. A few components which were not
identified as tryptic peptides may have been due to impurities
present in the sample. The sequence coverage achieved in this
experiment was ~79% (82 out of 104 residues) PDMS tryptic
mass maps acquired for a variety of proteins were comparable to
MALDI-MS mapping of myoglobin and hemoglobin digests, in
regard to the same extent of percentage sequence coverage
observed.

MH-

Table 1. Summary of Molecular Mass Measurements
and Sequence Assignments for the Observed Tryptic
Peptides Formed in Micrcreactor Digestions
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1) , particularly since no fragments associated with the autolysis
of trypsin were observed. Notice that incomplete tryptic digestion
products appear in Table 1. Incomplete digestion can be advanta
geous, since it often allows observation of small fragments that
might otherwise have been lost in sample handling or analysis.
For the myoglobin tryptic peptides, observation ofT12.13 in addition
to Tn allows confirmation of residue 79, which was not seen
directly as T 12. Roughly 54% coverage of the protein sequence,
82 out of 153 residues, was achieved in this analysis. Denaturation
of the protein before microreactor digestion would presumably
allow even greater coverage in the peptide map. However,
observation of only 3-4 tryptic peptide masses should serve to
identify a protein from databases."-6 Therefore, a rapid and

convenient means of generating mass fingerprints with minimal
sample handling was demonstrated by this experiment.

figure 2b shows a MALDI-TOF mass spectrum of the peptide
products from bovine hemoglobin. Approximately 30 pmol of
protein, representing 300 finol/cm, was incubated in the micro
reactor. Sequence assignments are summarized in Table l.
Twelve of the most abundant masses from Figure 2b were used
as inputs for the search algorithm. In the initial search, the protein
molecular mass range was limited to 60 000-70 000 Da, the mass
range for intact hemoglobin. The hemoglobin tetramer was not
identL'ied in this way. Unrelated structures were identified as the
most likely candidate proteins. Since the globulin subunits and
not the tetrameric protein would appear in the MALDI mass
spectra, the search was repeated using the same input masses

Figure 2. Positive ion MALDI-TOF mass spectrum of the trypsin
microreactor digestion products from (a) equine myoglobin and (b)
bovine hemoglobin.

Ir -(a-)---------T-2---------

I ~

500 1
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Figure 4. Positive ion PO mass spectra of the Cpy microreactor
digestion products from angiotensio-1 at (a) pH 70 and (b) pH 6.5.
(c). Positive ion PD mass spectrum of the CPY microreactor digestion
products of Lys-bradykinin.

2000

1000

sequential release ot four C-terminal amino acid residues, arginine.
phenylalanine, proline, and serine, had occurred. Several un
identified ions of Jow abundance appear in Figure 40 near a
molecular ion (m/z 788.8) of similar abundance which had been
assigned to a digestion product. Although identification cf the
molecular ion of interest is complicated by the nearby cons, it is
the difference in reaction rates for removal of the C-termini
(proline and serine) which resuited ill a relatively low yield for
this peptide molecular ion. Rapid removal of the digestion

products from the rnicroreactor and control of the reaction
conditions are essential to allow identification of each digestion
product.

The ultimate utility of nanoliter (and smaller) microreactors
can be gained only by the removal of all sample handling steps.

Hnyt.shL K Methoc{s, Enzymel. 1977.47,84-93.

l-lay<~shi, R.: Bai. Y: Hma, T]. Biochem. 1975,77, fi9-79

1nicde. lL Winmann-T ,iebold, B.: Bienert, :\1.; Krause, E. FEES Lett. 1995,
357.65-'09,
Schar, K. 0.; Gassman, E. Rapid Commun. Mass :5pectrom,
1991. 5. :31.9-326.
Self. R:. Pareme, A, Bicmed. Mass Spectom. 1983, 10. 78-82.
Klarsko\', 1\:.: 3reddam, K; RocpstorE, r. Anal. Bioc/lem. 1989,180,28-

Figure Positive ion PO mass spectra of trypsin microreactor
digestion oroducts from bcvine cytochrome c

Direct analysis of peptide mLxtures by mass spectrometry has

been advantageous for monitoring the CPY-mediated hydrolysis
of the carboxyl (C)-termini of large peptides and proteins for
identification of their C-terminal sequenoes.30 - 33 As anticipated
on the basis of the considerable variation in the rate of release
for different C-tenninal amino acids,3~ a complex mixture of

tnmca,ed peptides was prcduced for human angiotensin-1 and Lys

bradykinin sampies after only 20-30 min in the microreactor
PDMS analyses of these digests revealed a concatenated series
of oeptides, from which 3-4 residues of the C-terminal sequences
can be identified. The ion abundances suggested that reaction
rates in ti,e CPY microreactor may be comparable to reaction rates
obtained for the solubilized enzyme. Small changes in pH near

the pH optimum for CPY greatly affect the respective rates of
cieavage for acidic, neutral, 'md basic amino acid residues.;;; In

microreactors of 500 nL volume produced from a single 50 em
iength of microreactor, ~20 pmal of human angiotensin-! (MW
1295.5) per centimeter length of microreactor was digested at pH
7.0 and 6.5. The PD mass spectra observed appear in Figure 4,
pans a and b for rH 7.0 and 6.5, respectively. Although the ion

intensily axes differ between the mass spectra, each contained
three truncated peptides, demonstrating the release of leucine,
histidine, and phenylalanire. Al,O:) cluster ions were responsible
for most the low-abundance ions observed in the spectra. A
greater extent of the reaction was obsen'ttl at pH 7 than at pH

as vvmlld be expected for a sequence containing a basic
residue.

Figure 4c shows the PD mass spectrum acquired for a CPY
microreaclOr digestion after collecting ~ I microreactor volume
(l,LiL) of a Lys-bradykinin solution flowing continuously through
the microieactor. Efficient recovery of nanoscale volumes of
digestion products could be facilitated using this approach.
Elution time from the 50 cm length of microreactor was ~30 min.
Using the information contained in Figure 4c, four truncated
peptides were identified, which led to the conclusion that
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Figure 5. (a) On-line CE/MS total ion chromatogram of the products formed by tryptic digestion of the oxidized insulin S-chain. Ion spray
mass spectra at ib) the early-eluting ccmponent and (c, d) the unresolved later-eluting components.

The sample must be introduced to the reactor, digested, separated,
and transferred to the mass spectrometer without any intervening
steps. Such an on-line procedure, which integrates a variety of
enzyme microreactors with a CE separation of the digests, was
reported previously.'3.24 Figure 5a shows a total ion chromatogram
(TIC) obtained for a CE/ESI-MS analysis of the tryptic fragments
of the oxidized B-chain of bovine insulin following a 10 son-line
injection from a trypsin microreactor. A fluid junction integrated
the microreactor with CE/ESI-MS, allowing the transfer of low
nanoliter aliquots of tryptic digest to the separation capillary. A

high separation efficiency of ~10' plates and a mass accuracy of
0.03% were demonstrated. The high ion abundances indicate that
electromigration of digest aliquots from a capillary microreactor
into a CE separation capillary can provide the most efficient means
of sampling the digestion products. Efficient digestion of a large
quantity of the oxidized insulin B-chain occurred within ~40 min,
and the entire peptide mapping required < 1 h. Eleven picomoles
of the oxidized insulin B-chain was digested per centimeter of
microreactor, using a 50 cm length of microreactor. Because only
nanoliter scale volumes of digestion products were transferred
for the on-line CE/ESI-MS analysis, much smaller quantities of
the protein sample would be sufficient for on-line peptide mapping
procedure. Experiments are currently in progress utilizing short
microreactor segments integrated in a CE system.

Figure 5, parts band c contain selected mass spectra collected
over time intervals associated with the peaks appearing in Figure
5a. A triply charged molecular ion originating from the (1-22)
fragment and a singly charged molecular ion originating from the
(23-29) fragment differed only by 1 in m/z ratio; preceding the
mass analysis by CE was vital to the assignment of these ions.
Although neither the (1-29) and (1-30) tryptic fragments, nor
the (23-29) and (23-30) pair were resolved, an increase in the
electrophoresis voltage or lowering of the electroosmotic flow rate

4176 Analytical Chemistry, Vol. 67, No. 22, November 15, 1995

may increase the resolution obtained by CEo Off-line microreactor

digestion followed by a CE/ESI-MS analysis, providing ~50%

longer separation time, did successfully resolve the (23-29) and
(23-30) fragments (data not shown).

CONCLUSIONS

The picoliter to nanoliter volume requirements and the efficient
modes of sample handling demonstrated with trypsin- and CPY

modified capillary microreactors of 20 nL volume per centimeter
length facilitated the preparation, isolation and transfer of picomoie

quantities of protein digests. Complex proteolytic digests pre
pared in the microreactors were analyzed either off-line by PD
and MALDI-MS, or by on-line CE/ESI-MS. The mass spectra

contained abundant ions corresponding to highly specific enzyme
cleavages. The absence of enzyme autolysis products simplified
the interpretation of the mass spectra. Ions that could not be
assigned to tryptic peptides were generally of very low abundance,
which has not been possible for peptide mass mapping utilizing
low-volume, homogeneous digestions. The sequence coverage

provided by the observed tryptic fragments varied between the
observed MALD! spectra of myoglobin (54%) and hemoglobin
(79%). Additional sample preparation to completely unfold the
polypeptide chains would, conceivably, produce additional tryptic
fragment masses in the 500-2500 Dal range. The integration of

PDMS and MALDI-MS data with software methods designed to
search protein sequence databases allowed rapid identification of

the test proteins used in these investigations. C-Terminal se
quences covering 3-4 residues were obtained from the PD mass
spectra obtained following CPY microreactor digestions of angio
tensin-1 and Lys-bradykinin. This much information should
adequately define the C-termini of peptides for many appli
cations.



An on~line method of sample handling, involving electro~

migration of aliquots from a capillary microreactor into a CE
separation capillary, allowed rapid peptide mapping of the oxidized
insulin B~chain in an on~line trypsin microreactor/CE/ESI~MS

system. Thc entire peptide mapping procedure required < 1 h.
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Identification and Quantification of Lipid Sulfate
Esters by Electrospray Ionization MS/MS
Techniques: Cholesterol Sulfate

Karl Metzger,t Petra A. Rehberger,; Gerhard Erben,t and Wolf D. Lehmann*,t

Central Spectroscopy Department and Research Programme Tumor Cell Regulation, German Cancer Research Center.
1m Neuenheimer Feld 280,0-69120 Heidelberg, Germany

Negative ion electrospray ionization mass spectrometry
combined with collisional activation is used for specific
detection of sulfate esters in the presence of phosphomo
noesters and phosphodiesters. The energy dependence
for the formation of the relevant collision-induced frag
ment ions is investigated. Sulfomonoesters give rise to a
specific [S03]- fragment at m/z 80, whereas phosphomo
noesters generate a specific [P031- fragment at m/z 79
and a specific [POzl- fragment at m/z 63. In addition,
both sulfo- and phosphomonoesters generate an isobaric
fragment ion at m/z 97, with the composition [HS041
or [H2P011-, respectively. Phosphodiesters generate this
fragment ion with 2-3 orders ofmagnitude lower relative
abundance compared to phosphomonoesters. A clear
discrimination between sulfo- and phosphoesters was
achieved by product ion analysis of the M + 2 satellite
ion of their corresponding [M - HJ- species: in the
presence of 34S, the fragment ions split into doublets,
whereas the fragment ions of phosphate esters remain
monoisotopic signals. Cholesterol 3-sulfate is identified
and quantitated from total lipid extracts of mouse skin
keratinocytes without chromatographic separation and
using dihydrocholesterol 3-sulfate as internal standard.
During epidermal differentiation, the level of cholesterol
3-sulfate increases from about 16 ng/106 cells found in
basal cells to about 400 ng/106 cells observed in the most
differentiated cells.

Biochemically relevant organic sulfate esters include drug
metabolite conjugates, hormone conjugates, sulfopeptides, sulfated
nucleotides, and sulfolipids such as sulfatides and cholesterol
sulfate. i.1 Intact sulfoesters can be analyzed by mass spectrometry
(MS) using a soft ionization technique such as fast atom
bombardment,3-r, electrospray ionization (ES!), Jr matrix-assisted
laser desorption,' In the negative ion mode, these organic sulfate

Central Spectroscopy Department.
Research Tumor Cell
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esters form intense [M - HI - ions due to their anionic nature.
This investigation describes the low-energy collision-induced
dissociation (CID) of lipid sulfate ester anions generated by
negative ion ESI with emphasis on the use of MS/MS techniques
for discrimination between isobaric sulfate and phosphate esters,
a problem also relevant in the area of peptide and protein analysis."
As a biochemically relevant application of these techniques, the
identification of cholesterol 3-sulfate in total lipid extracts from
mouse keratinocytes is described. Further, it is shown that MS/
MS methods can be used for a straightforward and highiy sensitive
quantification of cholesterol 3-sulfate in total lipid extracts from
subfractions of mouse skin keratinocytes separated according to

their state of differentiation.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Materials. Hydrocortisone 21-sulfate, hydrocortisone 21

phosphate, cholesterol3-sulfate, dihydrocholesterol 3-sulfate, and
dipalmitoylphosphatidic acid were obtained from Sigma (Deiscn
hofen, FRG). All solvents used were of analytical grade and
obtained from E. Merck (Darmstadt, FRG).

Fractionation ofMouse Keratinocytes. Keratinocytes were
obtained from neonatal NMRI mice (Institut fur Versuchsticr
kunde, Hannover, FRG) and subfractionated nsing a preformed
discontinuous Percoll (pharmacia, Freiburg, FRG) gradient as
described8 Aliqnots ofthe keratinocyte subfractions were counted
in a Neubauer chamber. Between 5 x lO ii and 15 x lor; cells per
fraction were investigated in a single experiment.

Extraction of Membrane Lipids and Quantification of
Cholesterol 3-Sulfate. Keratinocyte subfractions were pelleted
by centrifugation, washed once with ice-cold PBS buffer, and
resuspended in 200 ,uL of ice-cold PBS buffer. Meer addition of
10 nmol of dihydrocholesterol 3-sulfate as internal standard to the
samples containing between 5 x lOii and 15 x Wi cells, lipids were
extracted according to a modified Bligh and Dyer procedure."
Shortly, 4 mL of ice-cold chloroform/methanol (2: 1) was added
to the sample, and the solution was mixed vigorously. 1110 organic
phase was separated by centrifugation at 2000g for 10 min at 4"C
and washed with 1 mL of 0.1 M potassium chloride. Tne extract
was evaporated under a stream of nitrogen and the residue
redissolved in 500,uL of a chloroform/methanol (1:1) mixture.
This solution was directly infused into the ESI ion source.

Ethanolic stock solutions of cholesterol 3-su1fate and dihydro
cholesterol3-sulfate with a concentration of 200 ,ug/mL each were

(8) Fiirstenberger, G.; Gross, M.; Schweizer,].; Vogt, 1. Marks, F. Carcinogenesis
1986, 7, 1745-1753.

(9) Bligh, E. G.; Dyer, W. ]. Can. }. Biochem. Physio!. 1959, 911-917.
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Table 1. Parameters of Linear Regression Calibration
lines y = a + miX for the Quantification of Cholesteron
3.5"lf"t" Usi"g Ilihydrocholeste,ol 3·5ulfate as
Interll1a~ Standard';;:

a) m/z79
ester

mod;: of measurement m i:1iz 97

pure stanCl'lrds

~pJ;:ed

regular scan
parent m/z 97
rerru lar sea'1
]Ja;e~L s~an', l'n/z 97

0.020 1.201
0011 1.244
0.060 1.075
0.020 1.158

molar ratio of

m/z 97

mlz 63

"
sulfate est~r

Scheme 1. Fragmentation of Sulfate and
Phosphate Monoester [M - H]- Ions upon
Collisional Activation"

100
collision energy reV] ...

Figure 1. Fragment 'on intersities as a function of the q2 collision
energy. (aj CID of [M - H:- of hydrocortisone 21-phosphate at mlz
441 and detection of tce fragments at mlz 97,79, and 63. (0) CID cf
[M - Hr of hydrooortisone 21-sulfate at mlz 441 and detection of
mlz 97 and 80.

[H,P04]- or [HSO"t ion, respectively. In addition, specific
fragnoents are formed. namely [303] - at m/z 80 for sulfate esters
as well as a [P031- fragnoent ion at mlz 79 and a [PO,]·· fragment

at m/z 63. The fragmentation behavior for phosphate monoesters

has been demonstrated (e.g., for phosphorylated peptides) and
used as the basis for discrimination between phosphorylated and
nonphosphorylated peptides by electrospray MS/MS tech
niqueslll.l1 The fragnoentation of sulfate and phosphate mo
noesters under cm conditions is summarized in Schen'e 1.

Thp energy dependence of these fragment ions is s"no\VI1 in

Figure 1 for the low-energy collisional activation of the pair 01
model compounds hydrocortisone 21-sulfate and hydrocortisone
21·phosphate.

For hydrocortisone sulfate, the energy plots in Figure Ib
suggest a precursor/product relationship between the [HSO,,]
and the [SO,] - fragnoents. At collision energies below 30 eV, oniy

the m/z 97 fragment ion is observed. By increasing the collision
energy, this fragment is converted into the m/z 80 fragment ion

[R-O-P03H]-" [H2P04]- .. [P03]""
m/z 97 miz 79

a The main fragment ions are given in bold print.

[P02]
m/z63

m/z 80

/

[HS04J" ..
mlz 97

[R-O-S-03t *

prepare:l. Eight. different mixtures were prepared according to
the followil1g volume ratios of cho~esterol sulfate to dihydrocho

lesterol sulfate stock solutions: 1:9, 2:8, 3:7, 5:5, 6:4, 7:3, 8:2, 9:1.
To 100 !,L oC each of these mixtures was added 900 I'L of methanol

obtain a set of standard mixtures with a total concentration of
cholesterol sulfate :Jlus dihydrocholesterol sulfate of 20 fAg/mL.

In these standard mixtures, the intensity ratio of m/z 465 over
';67 was measured by ESI-MS. 1110 intensity of the signal at m/z
4,67 was cO:Tected for the c,)ntrihution of the M 2 isotope peak

of cholesterol sulfate of 10.16% relative abundance, and the
corrected n, tio was plotted against [he molar ratio of the standard
mixtures. In addition to the regular scan mode. the standard
mLxtures were analyzed in the more specific parent ion scan mode
on the basis of the [HSO,,] - fragment ion, which represents the

friOSI intense coll.ision-induced fragment ion of cholesterol3-sulfate

and dihydrocholesterol 3-sulfate under the conditions of low
energy coliisions. Since the fragment at mlz 97 does not contain
the"'S isotope, the Isotopic correction for the spillover from m/z
465 to 467 is rduced from 10.16% to 5.47% for evaluation of the
parent ion scan mode data. To mimic the quantification of
cholesterol sulfate In the presence of cellular phospholipids,

aliquots of 106 cells were spiked with 4 .uL of each standard
mixture (corresponding to 80 ng of sulfate esters/D' cells), lipids
were extraCied as described above. and the intensity ratio of the
signals at m/z 465 over 467 was determined in the same way as
for pure standard m.ixtures. For these measurements, U937
celis were selected. since this cell line does not contain detectable

amounts cholesterol 3-sulfate. For all series of calibration

measurements, llnear calibration plots with similar slopes and
'y-axis intersections were obtained. The cOlTesponding data
dete'lnined by linear regression are given in Table 1.

The calibration plots obtained by analyzing the spiked cellular
extracts from U937 cells were used for quantification for choles

t~To13-suliate in keratinocytes. These calibration plots are given

belmv in Figure S.
Mass Spectrometry. J\JI mass spectrometric analyses were

performed using a triple quadrupole instrument Model TSQ 7000
(Finnigan IvL'H, San Jose, CAl eqc.ipped with the Finnigan ESI
source. 1110 electron multiplier was operated at 1.4 kV, and the
t"rlnsrer capillary was maintained at 200 DC Argon was used as

collision gas at a nominal pressure of 2 mTorr. Lipid extracts
were infused at a rate of3 ,uLlmin in chloroform/methanol (1:1).

IFiESULTS AND DISCUSSION
CID Fragments of Sulfate and Phosphate Esters. Upon

col1isional aCLivation of [M - HJ - ions, both sulfate and phosphate
monoesters form a fragment ion of m/z 97, representing an

(10) Huddleston,:vI.].; Aanan, R. S.: Beall, M. F.; Carr, S. A.]. ,1m. Soc. .'1-1ass

1993.4.710-717.
(11) umg,J.; ~ucKhact. W.; Kassel, I). B. Rapid CommUli. Mass Spectrom. 1994,

8.
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The spectra in Figure 2 verify the conclusions drawn from the
energy diagrams in Figure 1 and clearly identify the [M - H]
ions of cholesterol sulfate as the precursor of the [SO,] - fragment
at mlz 80 and the 1M - Hl- ions of dipalmitoylphosphatidic acid
as the sole precursor of the [PO:d - fragment ion at mlz 79. Thus,

it is demonstrated that sulfate and phosphate monoesters can be
selectively identified in mixtures by parent ion analysis of a specific
fragment ion.

Another possibility for positive identification of sulfate esters

makes use of the isotopic distribution of sulfur, which contains
34S with a natural abundance of 4.2%. In contrast, phosphorus Is
natnrally occuring as a monoisotopic element. There are three
ways to visualize the presence of sulfur in sulfate ester ion
signals: (i) via the isotopic distribution of the intact 1M Hl
ion, (ii) via the isotopic distribution of the IHSO,,j- or of the [SO]

fragment ion produced by CID of the unselected ion beam
(atmospheric pressure ionization CID, APl-em, oetapole eID),
and (iii) ,ia CID of the [M - H + 2]- satellite ion. The first and
second methods reqnire that a mass spectrum with low back
ground signals can be recorded, since a.~ accurate determination
of the isotopic distribution is needed, as 'Will be demonstrated
below. The third identification method, via product ion analysis
of the 1M - H + 2]- ion, is more specific and generally applicable
for mixtnre analysis. CID of the [M - H + 2] - satellite ion of
cholesterol sulfate results in a splitting of the [HSO] - and [SO]

fragment ion siguals into doublets separated by 2 mass units. For
cholesterol sulfate, this method results in the generation of an
ion doublet consisting of two ions of about equal intensity, as
shown in Figure 3.

The roughly 1:1 doublet splitting observed for cholesterol
3-sulfate is due to the fact that the ion at mlz 467 contains about
equal amounts of :;2S and .14S. The estimation of the isotopic

composition of the ion at mlz 467 of cholesterol sulfate and of
the corresponding fragment ions is given in Table 2. Exact
calculation gives a ratio of 1.2:1 of the illS-containing ions at mlz
82 and 99 relative to the "S-Containing ions at mlz 80 and 97.
This calculation is in good agreement with the expelimental data
shown in Figure 3.

Identification of Cholesterol Sulfate in Keratinocytes.
When total lipid extracts from mouse keratinocytes were inves

tigated by ESI mass spectrometry, a signal at mlz 465 was

Figure 3. Collision-Induced dissociation of authertic cholesterol
3-sulfate at 120 eV collision energy. (a) Product ion analysis of [M 
Hr at m/z 465. (b) Product ion analysis of [M H + 2) - at m!z 467.
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Figure 2. Negative ion ESI analysis of a roughly equimolar mixture
of cholesterol sulfate (eS) and dlpalmltoylphosphatldlc acid (dpPA):
(a) normal scan, (b) parent scan, m/z79, at 120 eV collision energy,
and (c) parent scan, m/z 80, at 120 eV collision energy.

by loss of an OH radicaL A different relationship is observed for
the phosphate ester fragments [H,P04]- and IP03]-, as evident
[rom the energy plots in Figure 1a. With an onset at about 20
eY the IPO:;]- ion is observed consistently as the most intense
fragment ion, probably becanse the loss of water from IH,PO,j
is energetically favored compared to the loss of an OH radical
from [HSO,] -. Compared to data from the literatnre concerned
\vith optimal detection of phosphate ester-specific fragment ions
from peptide phosphomonoesters with cm and negative ion ES1
MS,1: the collision energies required for optimal fragmentation
of lipid phosphomonoesters observed in this stndyare significantly
lower. We ascribe this effect to the different model of mass
spectrometer used rather than to the different class of phospho
esters investigated.

On the basis of the energy plots in Figure 1, a clear distinction
between a phosphate and a sulfate ester can be made: At collision
energies of 30-40 eV, a sulfate ester shows a single low-mass
fragment ion at mlz 97, whereas for a phosphate ester, both mlz
97 and 79 fragment ions are observed at an intensity ratio of about
1:2. At higher collision energies of 80-120 eV, a sulfate ester
shows two fragment ions (mlz 80 and 97) of comparable intensity,
whereas under identical conditions, a phosphate ester generates
predominantely the fragment at mlz 79. The fragments at mlz
80 and 79 can be used for specific detection of sulfate and
phosphate esters by a corresponding parent ion scan, According
to the energy plots in Figure 1, tbis parent ion scan can be
performed at collision energies between 50 and 150 eV. Figure

2 shows this for a mixtnre of cholesterol 3-sulfate and dipalmi
toylphosphatidic acid analyzed with a parent scan of mlz 79 and
80 and a collision energy of 120 eV.
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Figure 7. Fragment ion intensity of the [HSO,t fragment at mlz
97 as a function of the q2 collision energy tor cholesterol 3-sultate
(CS) and dihydrochoiesterol3-sulfate (dhCS). An equimolar mixture
of CS and dhCS was infused, and product ion experiments with
detection at m/z 97 were performed for the corresponding molecular
ions at mlz 465 and 467, respectively.

Figure 6. Negative ion ESi mass spectra ot a totai lipid extract ot
mouse keralinocytes from fraction I with dihydrocholesterol added
as Internal standard: (a) normal scan mode, (b) parent ion scan of
the [P03r tragment at mlz79 at 60 eV coiiision energy, and (c) parent
ion scan of the [HS04t fragment at mlz97 at 60 eV collision energy.
Phosphodiesters form a mlz 97 fragment with a relative abundance
which is between 2 and 3 orders of magnitude smaller than that of
phosphomonoesters. o~---~------~---------!
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the corresponding negative ion ESI mass spectra obtained in the
normal scan mode. the parent ion analysis of m/z 97, and the
parent ion analysis of m/z 79.

The normal scan mode shows intense ion signals for choles
terol sulfate, dihydrocholesterol sulfate added as internal standard,
and the variety of phospholipids, in particular of phosphatidyl
ethanolamine, phosphatidylserine, and phosphatidylinositol. The
parent ion scan for the [PO:J ... fragment ion at m/z 79 selectively
shows only the phospholipids, whereas the parent ion scan at m/z
97 representing the [HS04] fragment ion selects for cholesterol
sulfate and its dihydro analogue. Since phosphodiesters form a
m/z 97 fragment with about 2-3 orders of magnitude lower
relative abundance than that of phosphomonoesters, this parent
ion scan provides a high specificity for sulfate monoesters present
in a mixture with phosphodiesters, as is the case in total lipid
extracts of cellular origin.

The parent ion scan mode was evaluated for its suitability as
a quantification method, since it provides a highly specific analysis
mode for lipid mixtures, as shown, e.g., for the quantification of
dehydroepiandrosterone sulfate in serum samples' by fast atom
bombardment MS/MS. As the basis for a quantification based
on parent ion analysis, we first investigated the energy dependence
of the [HSO,] - fragment ion formation for cholesterol sulfate (CS)
and of the selected internal standard dihydrocholesterol sulfate
(dhCS). An equimolar mixture of CS and dhCS was infused, and

CS/DHCS molar rara

Figure 8. Calibration plots tor the quantification of cholesterol
3-sulfate (CS) with dihydrocholesterol 3-sJltate (dhCS) as internal
standard using the normal scan mode and the parent ion scan of
mlz 97 at 60 eV coHision energy.

product ion experiments with detection of m/z 97 were performed
by selecting the corresponding [M - H]- ions at m/z 465 and
467. The results are given in Figure 7.

In spite of the small chemical difference between cholesterol

sulfate and dihydrocholesterol sulfate, the former shows an onset
of the m/z 97 fragment ion formation at a significantly lower
collision energy. However, the collision energy plots in Figure 7
also show that when a collision energy in excess of about 55 eV
is selected, both cholesterol sulfate and its dihydro falTn fragment
with the same efficiency. Therefore, a collision energy of 60 eV
was selected for the m/z 97 parent ion scans.

Investigations of standard mixtures of cholesterol 3-sulfate and
dihydrocholesterol sulfate showed that dihydrocholesterol 3-sul
fate can be used as internal standard for the quantification directly
from total lipid extracts. Figure 8 gives a calibration plot
established by addition of standard mixtures to about 106 cells.
U937 cells were selected for this purpose, since these do not
contain cholesterol sulfate. These cells were spiked with standard
mixtures of cholesterol sulfate and dihyclrocholesterol sulfate and

analyzed as described in the Experimental Section.
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Table 3" Quantitative Determination of Cholesterol
Sui/ate (Nanograms/10· Cells) in Crude Lipid Extracts
from Density Gradient-FractionatedS Mouse Back Skin
Keratinocytes by Negative Ion ESI-Msa

fraction

III

direct scan

461±172
304 ± 54

59 ± 16
59 ± 40

405 = 115
240 = 47
19 ± 5
16 ± 2

parent ion scan of mlz 97, a factor of about 50 is lost in sensitivitf,
The lower concentration data observed in the parent scan mode
indicate a higher specificity of this quantification mode, Obviously,
the parent scan mode excludes the influence oi nonspeci£c
background ions arising from other biological components present
in the cmde lipid extract and of those arising from the density

gradient fractionation, The data obtained by the parent scan
method show an increase of the cholesterol sulfate concentration
in mouse skin epidennis by a factor of about 25 between the basal
and the uppermost epidennal cell layer. -This observation is in
agreement with a vaIiety of investigations concerned with epi
dennal cell differentiation which demonstrated a strong mduction
of cholesterol sulfotransferase activity in the course of epirlerm,j
cell differentiation. :H4

The calibration plots in Figure 8 were used for the quantifica
liar" of cholesterol 3-sulfate in keratinocyte fractions. Using
density gradient centrifugation, mouse skin keratinocytcs can be

separated into four fractions representing the order of their vertical
alTangement in native skin corresponding to different states of
renninal differentiationS The fractions exhibiting the highest
densities, fractions III and N, mainly contain vital basal cells from
',he stratum basale, The less dense cells in fraction II contain
postmitotic cells from the stratum spinosum and the stratum
granulosum, The uppennost fraction I consists mainly of late
granular cells and aggregates of corneocytes, Quantification of
cholesterol sulfate in these fractions by ESI-MS using dihydro
cholesterol sulfate as internal standard and the calibration plots
established above gave the data shown in Table 3.

The data in Table 3 show a significantly increased content of
cho.esterol sulfate in the tenninallydifferentiated cells of fractions
I and II compared to the basal cell fractions III and N. Quantifica
tion has been perfOlmed bOIh in the nonnal scan and in the parent
ion scan mode based on the fragment ion at mlz 97, Using this

CONCLUSIONS
Negative ion electrospray ionization mass spectrometry, com-

bined with collisional activation alld MS/MS scan techniques,
represents a powe:iul technique for the specific detection of
organic sulfate esterS in mixtures in the presence of large amounts
of phosphomonoesters, phosphodiesters, or both, Based on these
features and on the outstanding basic sensitivity of negative ion
ESI for sulfate ester compounds such as cholesterol sulfate, a
direct quantification of those componds is possible in crude lipid
extracts of cellular origin.
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Microchip Separations of Neutral Species via
Micellar Electrokinetic Capillary Chromatography

Alvin W. Moore, Jr., Stephen C. Jacobson, and J. Michael Ramsey*

Chemical and Analytical Sciences Division, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, P.D. Box 2008, Building 4500S, MS 6142,
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831-6142

Micellar electrokinetic capillary chromatography (l\ffiCC)
of three neutral coumarin dyes was performed on glass
microchips. Manifolds of channels for analyte injection
and separation were machined into one surface of the
glass substrates using standard photolithographic, etch
ing, and deposition techniques. Coverplates were then
directly bonded over these channels to form capillary
networks, with fluid flow in these networks controlled by
varying the applied high-voltage potentials at the outlets.
The separation capillary was 16.5 em long for a serpentine
channel chip and 1.3 cm long for a straight channel chip.
Detection of analyte zones was accomplished by laser
induced fluorescence using the UV lines (~350 nm) of
an argon ion laser. At low applied electric field strengths,
MECC analyses with on-chip injections gave high repro
ducibilities in peak areas and migration times « 1% for
two of the three coumarins) and near constant separation
efficiencies throughout the analysis. At high fields (>400
V/ cm), analysis times were shorter, but separation ef
ficiency decreased at later migration times. These peaks
showed significant broadening, consistent with mass
transfer effects.

Many of today's applications of analytical chemistry involve
collection of samples from some remote site, transportation of
these samples back to the laboratory, and analysis using benchtop
instrumentation. These situations range from detection of pol
lutants in water supplies to process monitoring for quality control.
In the typical analytical laboratory, a universal detection system
such as a UV absorption detector and a separation technique such
as liquid chromatography (LC) or capillary electrophoresis (CE)
are used to quantify the analyte of interest. The separation
method provides the selectivity between components and classes
of components that the universal detector lacks. If the analysts'
needs change, such that they must quantify other species, the
selectivity can be easily modified by changing the separation
conditions such as the pH of the mobile pbcse or buffer, the
organic solvent content, or the elution gradient. The enhanced
versatility of this method comes at the expense of requiring that
samples be collected and transported to the lab.

An attractive means of saving time and expense would be to
take the instrument to the sample. Micromachining technology
may allow the ultimate miniaturization of chemical measurement
instmmentation. Liquid phase separation devices are particularly
amenable to miniaturization because analytical separation perfor
mance often improves with decreasing size of the components
involved. CE is a relatively new separation method which has

4184 Analytical Chemistry, Vol. 67, No. 22. November 15. 1995

used microcolumn capillaries from its inception. Because CE
gives high-efficiency separations but requires no high-pressure
pump or gas supply, it is especially well suited for miniaturization.
Substantial progress has already been made in this area.'-'

A problem with CE for general analysis is its inability to
separate uncharged species. All neutral species in a particular
sample will have zero electrophoretic mobility and thus the same
migration time. Previously, our group has investigated open
channel electrochromatography (OCEC) on a microchip as a
means of separating neutrals," ln this previous work. sample
components were separated by their partitioning interaction \I,ith

a stationary phase coated on the channel walls. The mobile phase
was driven not by a conventional pump but by electroosmotic tlow.
Micellar electrokinetic capillary chromatography (MECC) is a
operational mode of CE which was developed by Terabe et aF to
address the separation of neutrals by CEo A surfactant such as
sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) is added to the CE buffer in
sufficient concentration to form micelles in the buffer. ln a typical
experimental arrangement, the micelles move much more slowly
toward the cathode than does the surrounding buffer solution.
The partitioning of solutes between the micelles and the sur
rounding buffer solution provides a separation mechanism similar
to that of Le.

In this work, MECC was perfol111ed in a capillary etched ,nto
the surface of a glass chip. All of the fluidic manipula:jon
necessary for sample injection and analysis was done through a
manifold of channels, with flow controlled by the vo!tage applied
to the reservoir at the end of each channel. Laser-induced
fluorescence detection was used to monitor the separations. Some
results of this implementation of MECC will be shown, and some
of its advantages and disadvantages for chip-based microinstll1
mentation will be discussed.

OVERVIEW

An in-depth treatment of the theory of MECC has been given
by others6-8 and is beyond the scope of this paper. Only a blief

(1) Harrison, D. ].; Manz, A; Fan, Z.; Ludi, E.; Widmer. H
1992, 64, 1926-1932.

(2) Seile:-, K; Harrison, D.].; Manz, A. Anal. Chem. 1993,65. 1481-1488.
(3) Jacobson, S. c.; Hergenroder, R; Koutny, L 8.; Warmad;, Ramsey.].

M. Anal. Chern. 1994,66, tlC7-1tl3.
(4) Jacobson, S. C.; Hergenroder, R.; Koutr,y, L. B.: Ramsey,].

1994,66,ltl4-tlI8.
(5) Jacobson, S. c.; Hergenr6der, R.; Koutny, L. E.; Ramsey,].

1994,66,2369-2373.
(6) Terabe, S.; Otsuka, K; Ando, T. Anal. Chem. 1985.57, 834-84l.
(7) Sepaniak, M. ].; Powell, A c.; Swaile, D. F.; Cole, R C. In Capi!lary

Electrophoresis: Theory and Practice; Grossman, P. D., Colburn,]. C.. Eds.:
Academic Press, Inc.: San Diego. CA, 1992: pp 159-89.

(8) Sepaniak. M. J,; Cole, R. O. Anal. Chern. 1987.59, 472-47ii.
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Time (mln)

Figure 2. Microchip MECC analysis of a mixture of coumarin dyes.
The small peak at 4.6 min is an unidentified impurity one of the
dyes. Concentration of each dye was .-...-50 pM. Other analysis
conditions are given in the text.

into these channels. These flows ensure that the sample plug is
cleanly "broken off' from the analyte strean1 and that no excess

analyte leaks into the separation channel during the analysis. This

sample loading method is time-independent (after the initial time
necessary to pump all components through the intersection),

nonbiased, and reproducible.

C450
C440

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results of an MECC analysis of a mi.xture of C440, C450,

and C460 are shown in Figure 2. The peaks were identifed by
individual analyses of each dye. The migration time stability of

the first peak, C440, with changing methanol concentration (see
below) was a strong indicator that this dye did not partition into

the micelles to a significant extent. Therefore. it was considered

an electroosmotic flow marker with migration time The last

peak, C460, was assumed to be a marker for the micellar migration

time, tm. Using these values of to and tmfrom the data in Figure

2, the calculated elution range, to/tn, is 0.43. This agrees well
with a literature value of to/tm= 0.4 for a similar buffer system'
and supports our assumption. This analysis was done the

serpentine chip with a separation length of 21.3 mm and an applied

electric field strength of 47 V!em.
Buffer Evaporation. Figure 3 shows several successive

analyses of the same three component sample over a period of

30 min. These analyses were done with an applied field of 96
V/ em and a separation length of ] 7 mm Notice that from pans
a to c of Figure 3, the C440 peak and the C450/C460 peak pair

tend to move closer together (the elution range decreases). and

the resolution between the C450 and C460 peaks gradually
decreases. The high voltage was switched off for 5 min between

parts band c of Figure 3, so that if gradual heating of the MECC

buffer in the chip were responsible for the lost resolution, it should
have been partially restored in Figure 3c. Obviously, this was

not the case. Immediately before the a'lalysis shown in Figure

3d, the buffer and sample solutions were replaced. '\lotice that
the resolution between the last two peaks has been restored,
indicating some change in the buffer solutions during the course

of the analyses shown in Figure 3a-0.
For the data in Figure 3, the reservoirs at the end of each

capillary channel were open to the surrounding air. When the

(0) Jacobson, S. c.; R.: Moore, A W., Jr.; Ramsey, 1 M. Anal.
Chem 1994. 66.

(11) Exciton, Inc., Dayton, OH, 1991.

voltage divider/relay apparatus described earlier10 was llsed to
set the relative voltages applied to each reservoir and to switch
between run and inject modes under computer control. For both
chip geometries, the separation voltage was applied over the entire
length of the capillary channel for all analyses. However, for
individual groups of analyses, the length of the separation channel
used was set by the location of the point of detection.

The reservoirs at the end of each capillary channel had a

volume of only 200,uL. To avoid problems with changes in buffer
concentration due to evaporation, the reservoirs were sealed with
thin rubber septa held in place with parafilm. The platinum
electrodes could be inserted through the septa if the septa was
initially pierced with a syringe needle. The reservoirs could be
flushed and filled a in similar manner with a sytinge of buffer or
sample. In use, the seal formed around the electrodes was almost
gas-tight. The resolution between peaks could be maintained from
run to run for several hours before significant evaporation effects
were noticed. Only the data in Figure 3, as mentioned below,
were acquired with open buffer reservoirs.

The analytes used in these experiments were the neutral dyes
coumarin 440 (C440), coumarin 450 (C450), and coumarin 460

(C460, Exciton Inc.). Individual stock solutions of each dye were
prepared in methanol and then diluted in the analysis buffer before
use. The concentration of each dye was ~50 ,uM unless indicated
otherwise. The substrate is glass rather than quartz, so there is
substantial background fluorescence where the UV laser strikes
the chip. No attempt was made to measure limits of detection
with the present system. The MECC buffer was composed of 10
mM sodium borate (pH 9.1), 50 mM SDS, and 10% (v/v) methanol.
The methanol aids in solubilizing the coumarin dyes in the
aqueous buffer system and also affects the partitioning of some
of the dyes into the micelles. Due care must be used in working
"ith coumarin dyes as the chemical, physical, and toxicological
properties of these dyes have not been fully investigated. ll

Sample Injection. The microchips were operated in a
"pinched injection" mode described previously3 The voltages
applied to the reservoirs are set to either an "inject" (sample
loading) or a "run" (separation) configuration. In the inject mode,
a fror"tal chromatogram of the solution in the analyte reservoir is
pumped electroosmotically through the intersection and into the
analyte waste reservoir. Voltages applied to the buffer and waste
reservoirs also cause weak flows into the intersection from the
sides and then into the analyte waste reservoir. These flows serve

to confine the stream from the analyte reservoir to give a well
defined plug of sample in the intersection. The chip remains in
this mode until the slowest moving component of the sample has
passed through the intersection. At this point, the sample plug
in the intersection is representative of the analyte solution, with
no electrokinetic bias.

An injection is made by switching the chip to the run mode,
which changes the voltages applied to the reservoirs such that

buffer now flows from the buffer reservoir through the intersec
tion, into the separation column, and eventually into the waste
reservoir. The plug of sample which was previously in the
intersection is swept onto the separation column. Proportionately
lower voltages arc applied to the analyle and analyle waste

reservoirs to cause a weak flow of buffer from the buffer reservoir
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6.89
0.05
0.78

1.55
0112
1.51

0.:014
0.01
1.11

peak area ratio

C4401 C4601
C450 C450

with applied dec'ric field of
mm.

1.1'!
O.Ot
0.54

C4601
C450

0.544
0.01
1.57

C4401
C450

migration time ratio

av(n~5)

SD
%RSD

a Ratio values 2nd capacity factor fo: C450 calculated from the daa
used in Table 1.

generally even higher. Here, for the C140 and C450 peaks, peak

area %RSD values are < 1%. For C460, the %RSD values for

migration times and peak areas are 1.3 and 2.2%, respectively. Such
low values are presumably due to the on-chip injection scheme:

all fluid handling for sample injection and analysis is done on
chip with no moving parts (oIher than the bnffer itself). Thus,
many of the sources of valiance associated with benchtop
instruments, such as those resulting from moving the separation
capillary between '1als, are minimized.

To better correct for environmental variances, peak migration
time and peak area ratios may be calculated relative to an intemal
standard peak. These ratios help to account for differences in
flow rate and injection volume from run to run. The %RSD for
ratio data is llsually <2%7 [n Table 2, we have calculated ratio

values for C440 and C460 considering C450 an internal standard,
based on the same raw data used to coastmct Table 1. As

expected, our %RSD valnes fDr these ratios are also < 2%.
Alternately, some have calculated capaci!:'; factors, k', fer the

analytes of interest. Because the partitioning into the lnicelles is
similar to the partitioning found in liquid chromatography, the k'

values are distinctive for a given compound under given experi
mental conditions.

If we consider the migration time of C440 to be that of the
e!ectraosmotic flow, and that of C460 to be that of the micelles,
then a k' value for C450 can be calculated for each analysis. The
%RSD for the k' value of C450 is also below 1%, which compares
wen to a value of 0.5% found in the Hteratureu

For a given applied electric field (47 VIcm, as above), and
consequently, a constant plate height, the number of theoretical
plates should increase as the lengjh of the separation capillary
(the distance from point of injection to point of detection)
increases. Figure 4 is a plot of efficiency data gathered from

Table 2. Ratio Peak Parametersa

Table 1. Peak Parameters3

migration peak
time (s) area

C440
av (n = 5) 209.1 2.82 3523 oJ)5
5D 1.94 0.03 (iO 0.10
%R5D 093 0.91 1.71 1.71

C450
av(n=5) 384.6 4.92 3855 5.5:)
SD 3.27 0.05 80 C.12
%RSD 0.85 0.92 2.09 2.09

C460
av (n = 5) 138.1 7.62 3705 5.7;)
SD 5.76 0.17 101 C.16
%RSD 1.31 2.21 2.73 2.78

4.5

/
4.5

a, 0 min

[ j

c, 27 min

b, 15 min

4.0 'L5

4.0 4.5

Chern. 63, 823-827.
"acc'en,n. "uc rtnu; Chem. 1991,63,

1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0
Time (min)

f'g".e 3. Effects of methanol evaporation in microchip MECC. The
-times indicated in the figLre are :imes between the ends of the
analyses, immediately after acquistion when the data were saved.
Peaks are identified as in Figure 2.

buJers were entirely acpeOllS, buffer evaporation was not a

significant problem. However. the MECC buffer contained 10%
(vIV) methanol, so methanol evaporation might be significant. A
decrease the methanol concentration would cause the C450 to
prefer the free buffer salueon less and partition to a greater extent
into the micelles. That is, the partition coefficient of the C450
would 'ncr.ease, and tbe selectivity between C450 and C460 would

decrease. lowering the resolution between them. Also, addition
of methanol is known to extend the elution range in MECC? so
the decrease seen in Figure 3a-c agrees well with a decrease in
methanol concentration due to evaporation. Weinberger and
Luric u have suggested that similar evaporation problems with

;vlECe buffers containing organic modifiers contribute to poor
rlll\-to-run reprodllciblity.

Reproducibility. The results for five replicate analyses of the
three coumarin dyes mix as in Figure 2 are shown in Table 1.
fhe migration times, peak areas, and peak variances were
obtained from the best-fit values for Gaussian curves fitted to the
experimental data. The percent relative standard deviation
(%RSD) of the migration times and peak areas are slightly lower
than expected for MECe. Some authors have reported %RSD of
migration times of 2% or less/X! with some as high as 10% over
the course of a day, J3 while %RSD values for peak area are

1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5
Time :min)

01 .

t)\
i i

[\(\,
1.5 2_0 2.5 3.0 3.5

Time (min)

!i' \
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2.5 3.0 3.5
Time :min)
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~ I f I d, 35 min (after replacing buffer)
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where H is the theoretical plate height, u is the velocity of the
mobile phase, A represents band broadening effects independent
of u (such as eddy diffusion in LC), B represents band broadening
effects inversely dependent on u (such as longitudinal diffusion),
and C represents band broadening effects directly dependent on
u (such as the mass transfer term in LC).

For MECC, the major causes of on-column band broadening
have been studied by Terabe et aL" and Sepaniak and Cole.oThe
mobile phase velocity represented as u above is given by the
electroosmotic flow velocity v" in MECC. The A term can include
all constant additions to the plate height, such as extracolumn
effects of the injector and detector, because with free solution CE
or MECC, there is no eddy diffusion terrn, This is written as H",.
and is independent of the electroosmotic flow velocity. The B
term is a longitudinal diffusion term as in LC which is inversely
proportional to the electroosmotic flow velocity, written as H. The
Cterm for MECC includes two terms, Hm, and H",. The sorption/
desorption kinetics term, Hmo> is the plate height due to the rate
at which solutes move into and out of the micelles. In most cases,

(14) Terabe, S.; Otsuka, K; Ando, TAilal. Chem. 1989, 61, 251 260.

Average Velocity (mm/s)

Figure 5. (a) Plot of analyte velocity versus apptied electric fieid
strength. Each potnt represents the average of three analyses, With
error bars above and below the average at 1 SO. The fitted data are
calculated from a linear regression fit of the four data points at the
lowest applied fields. See text tcr further description. (b) Plot of plate
height versus anaiyte velocity. Each point represents the averag.e of
three analyses, with error bars in both dimens'lons at piUS and mmus
1 SO. The point at 0.9 mm/s is omitted from the data fit to the Van
Deemter equation. The fit equation is of the form H = A + B/v, Cu,
where Hoc = A, H, = B/v, and (,I-fmo + H,p) = Cu, to give !-Iro' =
+ H, + Hmo + H,p. From the curve fit, A = 2.32 ,um, B = 0.141
sand C = 0.651 s. For this fit, %' = 0.0063 and ~ = 0.9990. See
t~xt for further description.

602010

triplicate analyses at four different capillary lengths. The dotted
lines are the best-fit lines for each of the components (C440, C450,
and C460). As expected, at each capillary length, the measured
peak efficiencies for each of the three compounds are similar. The

linear increase in efficiency as the separation length increases
demonstrates the homogeneity of the capillary walls over the
length of the separation.

MECC at High Applied Field Strengths. The straight
channel chip (Figure Ib) was used to study the effects of applied
electric field strength on the MECC separations. Because the
separation capillary in the straight chip is much shorter, signifi
cantly higher applied fields can be obtained for the same total
applied voltages. In our present experimental arrangement,
applied voltages of >4 kV begin to give arcing between the buffer
reservoirs, so studies of higher applied field strengths are best
done with shorter separation capillaries.

A single analyte, C450, was used for the range of applied fields
studied. C450 was chosen because it is partially retained by the
micelles, and thus its behavior should be indicative of free solution
and micel1ar effects. In Figure 5a, average analyte velocity is
plotted versus applied electric field strength, with a best-fit line
through the four points at the lowest field strengths, Theoreti
cally, the analyte velocity should increase linearly with applied
field. The curve upward seen in the actual data indicates Joule
heating effects at the higher applied fields. 111is is not unexpected,
considering the high ionic strength of the MECC buffer, Analyses
were also done at 1340 V/ cm, but the C450 migration time
continually drifted to earlier times. The precision is greatest for
the points at low field. This is due both to the lack of heating
effects, so that the capillary is nearer its point of thermal
equilibrium, and to the longer migration times, any variations in
which will be a smaller percentage of the average value.

In Figure 5b, the average plate height for these analyses is
plotted against the average analyte velocity, Error bars are shown

at the 1 standard deviation (SD) points for both dimensions
because both are calculated from the experimental data. The data
give a Van Deemter-like plot, similar to that found in LC, The

plate height at 0.9 mm/s is high relative to the trend of the other
points and is probably the result of a systematic error in the
analyses at that point. With this point omitted, a curve fit of the

Van Deemter equation to the experimental data gave an l' value
of 0.9990.

The general form of the Van Deemter equation is

30 40 50
Capillaty Length (mm)

Figure 4. Plot of peak efficiency versus length of separation
capillary. Each point represents the average of three analyses, with
error bars above and below the average at 1 SO. See text tor further
description.
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Coaxial Capillary and Conductive Capillary
Interfaces for Collection of Fractions Isolated by
Capillary Electrophoresis

Rick W. Chiu, Kathleen L. Walker,t Jeffrey J. Hagen, Curtis A. Monnig,* and Charles L. Wilkins

Department of Chemistry, University of Califomia, Riverside, Califomia 92521-0403

An instrument is described that allows the automated
collection offractions isolated by capilliuy electrophoresis.
This instrument allows the electrical connection to be
established with the separation capillary by using a coaxial
capillary flow cell or by treating the outer surface of the
capillary with a gold-filled epoxy to allow electrophoresis.
The coaxial interface is most useful when the electroos
motic flow in the capillary is small, and the conductive
capillary interface is favored when dilution and contami
nation ofthe sample must be minimized. Both geometries
permit closely spaced fractions to be acquired with
minimal cross-contamination and dilution. Sample re
coveries were better than 80% and virtually independent
of the chemical characteristics of the sample. Fractions
isolated with this instrument were successfully analyzed
by high-pressure liquid chromatography and electrospray
mass spectrometry.

Capillary electrophoresis (CE) is a popular method for rapid
and efficient separation of complex mixtures. The small dimen
sions of the capillary allow the rapid dissipation of Joule heat,

enabling the separations to be perfonned in high potential fields
without significant loss of separation efficiency. The capillary
fannat also reduces the volume of sample required for an analysis.
Although these reduced sample demands are desirable, identifica

tion of unknown molecules is more difficult because of the small
quantity of analyte available for detection. Since most on-column
CE detectors provide limited chemical and structural infonnation
abour the isolated molecules, acquisition of more detailed infonna
tion usually requires that the zones isolated in the capillary be
collected and subjected to additional analyses.

Fraction collection for CE shares many common characteristics
with fraction collection for high-pressure liquid chromatography
(HPLC), but also has its own unique set of challenges. Specifi
cally, the volumetric flow rate through the column is low (typically
100 rL min-lor less). and elecnical contact must be maintained
with the buffer in the capillary for the separation to occur.
Detennining when a fraction should be collected at the capillary
outlet can also be difficult as the migration velocity of each sample
constituent varies with its electrophoretic mobility.

Despite these problems, numerous attempts have been made
to collect CE fractions for postseparation analysis. Rose and
Jorgenson I described a fraction collector that sequentially posi
tioned the outlet of a separation capillary in vials containing 25

Current ,qdclress: Department of Pha:-macology, The Johns Hopkins
University, School of Medicine, 725 N. Wolfe St., Baltimore MD 21205,

(1) Rose, D.].; Jorgenson,.r. W.]. Chromatogr. 1988,438,23-34.
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I'L of buffer and that was held at ground potential. Tnis
instrument configuration is simple, robust. and similar to 'he
fraction collection option available with many commercial capillary
electrophoresis instruments. Furthennore, this fraction collection
method had little effect on the biological activity of an enzyme
collected with this instrument. Unfortunately. the nanoliter CE
fractions are diluted into microliter volumes of buffer. which can
make subsequent analyses difficult. An additional problem is that
it is almost unavoidable that the electrophoresis current be
interrupted for a short period of time during the capillary transfer.
This introduces a temporal uncertainty in the migration of zones
as the number of fractions collected is increased.

To avoid the problems associated with dilution of the sample
and interruption of the electrophoresis, several methods for
grounding the separation capillary at positions other than the
outlet have been proposed. These methods usually involve 'the
fonnation of cracks or frits in the capillary wall to establish
electrical contact with the separation buffer prior to the capillary

outlet. The force of the electroosmotic flow is used to push 'he
zone from the capillary. This type of interface has beon used for
continuous fraction collection onto filter paper2,3 and to collect
samples for plasma desorption and matrix-assisted laser desorption
mass spectrometry4,5 This method of collecting fractions mini
mizes sample dilution and contamination ",ith buffer salts but
requires that a strong electroosmotic flow be maintained in
capillary. This requirement may not be practical if capillary
coatings are required to minimize analyte interaction \Yith the waHs
of the capillary or if the electroosmotic flow must be altered to

optimize a separation. An additional limitation of this interface
design is that it requires accurate estimates of the electroosmotic
flow in the capillary and electrophoretic mobility of a substance
to accurately predict when the analyte zone migrates from :he
capillary outlet.

An alternative method for continuously collecting the effluent
from capillary electrophoresis columns is to place a rotating moist
membrane maintained at ground potential in electrical contact \\ith
the outlet of the capillary6-8 Alternatively, Tracht and co-workers

utilized a silver-eoated capillary to establish electrical contact "ith
electrophoresis buffer while the analyte was captured on a peptide-

(2) Huang, X.; Zare, R N. j. Chromatogr. 1990,516, 185-189
(3) Huang. X.; lare. R N. Anal. Chem. 1990, 62. 443-446.
(4) Takigiku, R.; Keough, T.; Lacey, M. P.; Schneider, R. E. Rapid Commi/!!.

Mass Spectrom. 1990.4,24-29.
(5) Keough, T.: Takigiku, R.; Lacey, M. P.; Purdon, M. .4nal. Chem. 1992,64,

1594-1600.
(6) Eriksson, K 0.; Palm, A; Hjerten, S. Anal. Biochem. 1992,201.
(7) Cheng, Y.; Fuchs, M.; Andrews, D.; Carson. W.]. Chromatogr. A 1992,

608. 109-116.
(8) Warren, W.; Cohen, S. LC-GC 1994, 12. 12-17.
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binding membrane and radioisotope detection performed in place.9

These membrane collection devices help maintain the efficiency
of the separation by trapping the analyte before it can migrate in
the membrane by diffusion or capillary action. The membranes
can also act as an additional selectivity parameter, only capturing
molecules with the appropriate chemical characteristics. However,
the use of these membranes requires a priori knowledge of the
chemical characteristics of the analyte. Further, if the molecule
cannot be analyzed while attached to the membrane, it must be
released by some means,8 which can make the processing oflarge
numbers of samples very labor intensive. Finally, the act of
physically being adsorbed and released from a membrane may
alter the activity of some biomolecules.

Several papers report the use auxiliary flows to maintain
electrical contact with the capillary and help transfer the zones
to a collection vial or surface for subsequent off-line analysis.IQ-12

Although each of these instruments has been shown to be capable
of collecting CE fractions, their performance has not been well
characterized and the samples are diluted with the auxiliary flow
of liquid.

In this report, we provide detailed descriptions of a fraction
collection instrument which can be configured for use under most
CE analysis conditions. This instrument is easily constructed,
allows automated collection of large numbers of fractions, and
maintains the efficiency provided by the electrophoretic separation.
As will be demonstrated, fractions can be collected from capillaries
in which the inner surface was chemically modified to minimize
analyte adsorption, and the resulting fractions are suitable for
analysis by many different off-line analytical techniques.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Reagents and Materials. Proteins and methylparaben were

purchased from Sigma Chemical Co. (St. Louis, MO). Hexa
dimethrine bromide (polybrene), mesityl oxide, phthalic acid, 2,5
dihydroxybenzoic acid, dicumyl peroxide, and hexamethyldisila
zane were obtained from Aldrich Chemical Co. (Milwaukee, WI).
Ucon was obtained from Alltech Associates, Inc. (75-H-90,OOO,
Deerfield, IL), and all other reagents were obtained from Fisher
Scientific (pittsburgh, PAl. Solutions were prepared with deion
ized water from a Nanopure Ultrapure water system (Barnstead
Thermoline, Dubuque, IA).

Capillary Electrophoresis. The CE instrument used in these
investigations was constructed in-house from available compo
nents. A regulated high-voltage dc power supply (Model EH50R02,
Glassmann High Voltage, Inc., Whitehouse Station, NJ) provided
the driving potential for the electrophoretic separations through
a 22-gauge platinum wire electrode immersed in the inlet buffer
reservoir. All separations were performed in a field ranging from
250 to 333 Vern-I. To minimize arcing and protect the operator
from accidental shock, the inlet buffer reservoir and high-voltage
end of the capillary were enclosed in a Plexiglas box. Separations
were carried out in fused-silica capillaries (polymicro Technologies
Inc., Phoenix, AZ! which had the following dimensions: 52- or
75-/"m inner diameter (i.d.), 363/"m outer diameter (o.d.), 50 em
from the inlet to detection window, and 10 em from the detector

(9) Tracht. S.; Tom" V.; Sweedler, ]. V. Anal. Chem. 1994, 66, 2382-2389.
(10) Hjerten, S.; Zhu, M.l- Chroma/ogr. 1985,327,157-164.
(11) Castoro.]' A; Chiu, R W.; Monnig, C. A; Wilkins, C. L.l- Am. Chern. SQc.

1992,114,7571-7572.
(l2) van Veelen. P. A; T)aClen. U. R; van der Greet,].; 1ngendoh. A; Hillenkamp,

F.l- Chroma/ogr. 1993,647,367-374.

to the outlet Electrokinetic and hydrodyamic sample introduction
procedures were used to introduce sample into the capillary, and
the separation was monitored with an on-eolumn variable
wavelength absorption detector (Model 200 with a capillary flow
cell, Scientific Systems, Inc., State College, PAl at 200 or 254 nm.
The detector signal was digitized at 7 Hz with a l&-bit analog-to
digital convertor (Model XL-1900 chassis with an ADC2/16 analog
to-digital convertor, Elexor Associates, Morris Plains, NJ), and
the resulting data were transferred to a NeXTstation computer
(NeXT Computer, Inc., Redwood City, CAl for processing and
display. Current in the capillary was determined by monitoring
the voltage across a 1.0-kQ resistor used to electrically connect
the outlet of the capillary and ground. The reproducibility of the
separations was maintained by flushing the capillaries between
runs with fresh buffer and by replacing the buffer in the inlet
reservoir after a small number (i.e., 5) analyses.

Coaxial Capillary Interface. The coaxial capillary interface
(Figure lA) was constructed from a IllS-in. stainless steel tee
(Swagelok Co., Niagra Falls, ON, Canada) and a 2-em length of
530-/"m-Ld., 700-jtffi o.d. fused-silica capillary (po1ymicro Technolo
gies, Inc.). The separation capillary was threaded through the
tee as shown in Figure lA so that ~1 cm of the capillary extended
beyond the tee. The 530-/"m-Ld. coaxial capillary was positioned
over the separation capillary so that the smaller tube extended
~.5 mm beyond the outer capillary, and the fittings on the tee
secured. fluid was continuously pumped through the tee and
the outer capillary with a l00-/"L syringe mounted on a syringe
pump (Model341B, Sage Instruments, Boston, MA). When the
coaxial fluid is conducting and the stainless steel tee is held at
ground potential, the capillary outlet is also maintained at ground
potential. Under typical operating conditions, a flow of at least
100 nL min-I of an aqueous solution was required to maintain
electrical contact with the separation capillary.

Fractions from the separation capillary were automatically
collected utilizing the same computer software used to monitor
the detector output This program uses operator-specified criteria
(e.g., migration time, peak height, etc.) to identify peaks in the
detector signal and, once a peak is detected, estimates the time
the zone will emerge from the capillary. This estimate is obtained
with the following formula:

(1)

where T, is the tim~ r.e.quired for the zone to migrate from the
capillary inlet to the outlet, TI is -tHe time required for the analyte
to travel from the capillary inlet to the detector, and LI and L, are
the distances from the capillary inlet to the detector and total
capillary length, respectively. At the appropriate time (T,) , the
computer sequentially (1) signals a solenoid to lower the stage
on which the stepper motor and sample probe are positioned so
that the probe is no longer in contact with the separation capillary,
(2) rotates the probe with a high-resolution stepper motor (M83
93 motor, 2100-1 indexer, Compumotor Corp., Petaluma, CAl so
the capillary is over a previously unused position; and (3) signals
the solenoid to reposition the sample probe -0.5 mm below the
outlet of the separation capillary. This movement is accomplished
very quickly, typically in less than 1 s. To avoid unnecessary
dilution and contamination of the sample, the capillary is reposi
tioned at a designated waste position on the probe after each
fraction has been collected. Each of these movements is recorded
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Figure 1. Expanded view of capillary interface for (A) coaxiai fiow interface and (B) conductive capillary interface.

by the computer so peaks in the electropherogram can be
associated with specific positions on the sample probe.

Conductive Capillary Interface. The conductive capillary
interlace (Figure 1B) was constructed by tapering the outlet of
the separation capillary by abrasion "lith 600-grit sandpaper, then
sequentially rinsing the beveled surlace with methanol and water,
and allowing it to dry. A 9:1 (vIv) mixture of gold-filled epoxy
and heat-curing epoxy (H81E and 353ND. respectively, Epoxy
Technology, Inc., Billerica, MA) was prepared and applied as a
thin layer on the final 1.5 cm of this capillary. After curing the
epoxy at 120 "C for 15 min. the conductive coating was polished
with SOO-grit sandpaper to give a smooth surface. This capillary
was mounted in all16-in. stainless steel tee (Swagelok Co,) with
graphite ferrules to securely position the capillary and allow
electrical contact to be established with the conductive coating.
The movement of the sample probe under the capillary outlet was
controlled with the same software and hardware used with the
coaxial capillary interface.

Capillary Surface Coatings. The inner walls of some separa
tion capillaries were coated with the polymer Ucon utilizing the
procedure of Malik et alB or Polybrene using the following
procedure. The capillary was sequentially flushed with methylene
chloride for 1 min, an aqueous solution of 0.5% (vlv) hydrofluoric
acid for 30 s, 0.1 N NaOH for 5 min, deionized water for 5 min,
and finally a solution containing 1.0% (w/w) pol)llier in deionized
water for a period of not less than 5 min. Follovnng exposure to
the cationic polymer solution, the capillary was flushed with the
analysis buffer while an electric field of several hundred volts per
centimeter was applied for several minutes. Capillaries prepared
this way produce stable clectroosmotic flow and demonstrate
excellent efficiency for several days before the coating degrades.!4

High-Pressure liquid Chromatography. All HPLC separa
tions were performed with a reciprocating pump (Model I.r6200A,

Hitachi Ltd.,Tokyo, Japan) equipped with a lO-JlL loop injector

(13) Malik, A.: Zhao, A.; Lee, M. L.]. Microcolumn Sep. 1993,5,119-125.
(14) Chill, R. IV.; Jimenez,]. C.; Monnig, C. A Anal Chem..4cta 1995, 307,

193-201.

(Model 9125-080, Rheodyne, Cotati, CA). For the capillary liquid
chromatography separations, the pump flow was set to 0.8 :nL
min-' and a precolumn split was made using a 5-cm piece of 50
Jlm-i.d. capillary to produce a flow through the chromatography
column of 4 JlLmin- 1 The separation capillary (180-um i.d, 10.2
em in length) was packed with Paras IIR (lO-l'm diameter,
PerSeptive Biosystems, Cambridge, MA). Separations were also
performed on a small reversed phase column (ODS-5S column,
Bio-Rad, Inc.. Richmond, CA). The effluent from the columns was
monitored with an absorbance detector (Spectra 100, Spectra
Physics Analytical, San Jose, CAl equipped "ith a capillary or
biocompatible flow cell, as necessary.

Electrospray Ionization Mass Spectrometry. Electrospray
spectra were acquired and processed with a quadrupole mass
spectrometer configured with an electrospray interface (Model
201 mass filter with options ES and E2000, Vestee Corp., Houston,
TX). This instrument has been described in detail elsewhere.'"
Samples were introduced into the electrospray interface through

a fused-silica capillary with a tapered outlet and coated 'With the
gold-filled epoxy. During the analysis, this capillary was held at
a potential sufficient to provide an electrospray current of 0.2 ,uA
The resulting spectra were converted to ASCII files and trans
ferred to a NeXTstation computer (NeXT Computer, Inc.) for
processing with a multiplicative correlation algorithm.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The first instrument used to collect fractions from the CE
capillary utilized the coaxial capillary configuration shown in
Figure 1A Although coaxial capillary geometries are popular for
coupling CE with electrospray ionization mass spectrometry, three
previous publications have utilized this type of interface to collect
fractions,n,",17 In these reports, little effort was made to charac
terize the efficiency with which material can be transferred from

(15) Penn, S. G.; Chiu, R. W.; c. AI Chromatgr. 1994,680,233-241.
OR) Hagen, 1-1-: Monrig, C. A Chern, 1994, 66, 1877-1883

(17) Weinmann, W.; Parker, C. E.; Deterding, C. E.; Papac, D. 1.; Hoyes. .J.:
Przybylski, M.; Tomer, K. B.]. Chromatogr. 1994, 680, S:"53-361
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FBgure Fradon collection or small molecules separated by
capillary Eiectrophoresis with coaxial interface: (A) Eleclropherogram
of (i) phtilslic Ecid, (ii) methylparaben, and (iii) 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic
aCid, (S) Chromatograns of fractions collected from (A) at 4.23-4.77,
(zone 1) 515-5.71 (zone 2), and 6.06-6.61 min (20ne 3). Detection
ior the eiectroJherogram and the chromatograms was at 254 nm.
Experimertal details a'e described in the text.

the separation column or to define the experimental conditions
(blffer pE and concentration, electrnosmotic flow velocity, etc.)

that can be utilized.

One concern with the coaxial capillary interface was whether
the tlow over the outlet of the separation capillary would induce

a flow in the columu and degrade the efficiency of the separation.

To measure any induced flow in the separation capillary, a capillary

WES coated with lJeon to suppress electroosmotic flow and the

migration time oi myoglobm was monitored as a function of coaxial

fluid flow cate. Ueon efficiently suppresses electroosmotic flow
and minimizes protein interacdons with the capillary wall13 so any

change in migration time must be caused by the coaxial fluid flow.

No significant change in migration time was obsef\led as the flow
was Varlf'c1 [Tom 0.36 to 7.6,uL min.- l.

To test the \1abilil:y of the coaxial interface, a sample containing

76 pmol of phthalic acid, 110 pmol of metllylparaben, and 116 pmol
oi 2,5-dihyclroxybenzoic acid was separated by CE, and fractions

corresponding to each of these CDmponents were collected and
further analyzed by liquid chromatography. The CE separations

performEd in a 75-,um-i.d, 363-l'm-o.d. fused-silica capillary

Gllecl with:;O mM sodium borate buffer (pH 9.0). Figure 2Ashows
the electropherogram for this mixture. Each zone corresponding
to a peale in Figure 2A was deposited on a stainless steel surface,

alicwed to dry, and then resnspended in 151'L of deionized water;
10 uL of this mixture was analyzed by HPLC to confirm purity
ami irlentity_ 111e HPLC separations were perionned under

'socratic conditions with a mobile phase of 0.1% TFA in water on

(ii)

(iii)

6 8 10
Time (min)

12

A

14

a reversed phase column (ODS-55 column, Bio-Rad, Inc.). From

the chromatograms in Figure 2B, it is clear that there is little, if

any, cross-eontamination between fractions. A comparison of the

peak area for each of the fractions with standard solutions

indicates that more than 90% oi each analyte introduced into the

electrophoresis capillary was detected by HPLC. Together. these

results indicate that eq I is valid for the proposed application and

that it is possible co quantitatively recover fractions deposited on

metal surfaces.

A popular application for capillary electrophoresis is analysis

of protein mixtures. Proteins can be difficult to analyze since they

often interact with the walls of the capillary." Any association

between tl,e analyte and the capillary wall will degrade separation

efficiency and can adversely impact the stability of the electroos
motic flow in the capillary. [;)20 The ability to efficiently collect

fractions from mixtures containing molecules that imeract with

the capillary walls is dependent on the ability to control or

eliminate these adverse processes
One method to reduce analyte-wail interactions is to chemi

cally modify or physically block the sites of interaction." To

demonstrate that fractions could bo collected from surracc

modified capillaries with the coaxial capillary interface, a standard

protein mixture was separated in a Dcon-coated caplllary and

fractions were collected. Initial attempts to assay these fractions

by capillary HPLC indicated that the analyte often did not emerge

from the caplllary during the expected time intervals. Typically,

the zones were delayed aIllI broadened, but in some extreme cases

no analyte was detected. One likely explanation for these

observations was that the analyte was being trapped in a small

stagnant region at the outlet oi the capillary. The rednced

electroosmotic flow in the capillary and the rapid decrease in the
electric field at the outlet oi the capillary are tl,e most likely

explanations for the stagnation. CDnsequently, transport of the

analytc away from this region is primarily dependent on convective

forces and molecular diffusion, both of which are slow processes.

To assist \vith the transport of the analyte away from the

capillary outlet, the end of the capillary was tapered by abrasion

with 60o-grit sandpaper so that the coaxial liquid flow could more

efficiently sweep the critical outlet region. Unfortunately, this

change did not significantly alter the retention of the proteins.

Alternatively, a supplemental flow was induced in tl,e capillary

by raising the inlet buffer reservoir relative to the capillary outlet.

For onr investigations, a height difference of 3 em eliminated the
delay. Raising the capillary inlet relative to the outlet will increase

zone broadening because of the parabolic flow velocity profile

induced in t'1e capillary. TI,e theory of zone broadening in an

open tube developed by Gulay" was used to estimate the

maximum separation efficiency possible under these analysis
conditions. For a 50-pm-i.d. capillary and molecular diffusion

coefficient of 5 x 10-5 cm' S-1 a maximum separation efficiency

of 17200 theoretical plates should result when the inle'L is raised
3 cm and the inlet-ta-detector distance is 47 em. This estimate is

(18) Maa, Y. F.; Hyver, Swedberg, S. /l..]. lligh Reso!ul. Cluuma:ogr. 1991,
14, 65-67.

(19) Bolger, C. A; Zhu, M.: Rodriguez. R; Wl?hr, T.}. Liq. Cluwnawgr. H)91,
14,895-906.

(20) Nashabeh, W.; 2t. R
(21) Timerbaev, A R.: P.: Bonn. G. K I

1992, 630,379-389.
(22) Golay, In Gas Chromaiography: Desly. D. IL Ed.: BuHc-lwonh'

London, 1958; pp :·~G-55.
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chromatograms for the fractions for each of these proteins. By

comparing the peak areas for these chromatograms with stan
dards, it is estimated that approximately 70-80% of each protein
introduced into the CE capillary was successfully transferred to
the HPLC column. Possible mechanisms for protein loss include
adsorption to the capillary and surfaces of instruments used to
transfer the samples and incomplete collection of the solvent used
to suspend the sample.

Conductive Capillary Interlace. Ar:other promising alterna
tive, which eliminates the need for a coaxial flow, is the addition
of a grounded conducting film near the capillary outlet. Wahl
and co-workers used Tollen's reaction to provide electrical contact
at the capillary outlet for a design for the coupling of CE to

electrospray ionization mass spcctrometty without using a sheath

flow.23 A similar design has been imp,lemented for fraction
collection onto peptide-binding membranbs,'" .

A gold-coated capillary was constructed to: allow the collecton

of CE effluents without the addition of coa.xial flow. Gold was
chosen as the conductive medium because it is relatively inert
and has excellent electrical properties. A stable electroosmotic
flow in the capillary (~2 nL s-: for Polybrene-treated and bare

fused-silica capillaries) efficiently sweeps the analyte from the
column and establishes the necessary electIical contact between
the buffer and the conductive coating. Eliminating the coaxial
flow alleviates the need for a syringe pump, dramatically reduces
the volume of liquid deposited with each fraction, and conse
quently minimizes the quantity of buffer salt collected with the

analyte. The smaller liquid volume is advantageous when it is
desirable to place the entire fraction in the smallest spot possible.
The reduced salt minimizes any possible interference witl1

subsequent analysis techniques.
The gold-coated capillary is very simple to manufacture and

can be used continuously for several days before the gold/epc"y
coating softens and degrades. In our initial attempts to construct
a conductive capillary, we coated the capillary with silver-doped
epoxy (Epo-Tech No. H20S). i\lthough the resulting columns
appeared very stable over an extended period of time, inspection
of the metal surfaces On which the samples were 2011ected and
the coating at the outlet of the separation capillary clearly indicated
that silver was being lost from the coating and deposited on the
sample probe. Oxidation of the metal seems to be the result of
an electrochemical process, although chemical stripping may also
playa role under some analysis conditions. Despite this loss of

metal, the coating remained conductive for an extended period
of time (I.e., weeks) in agreement with earlier statements concern
ing the stability of these types of coatings." Cnfortunately, the
release of silver from the coating could lead to adduct formation

and potentially could alter the chemical properties of some
analytes, as well as interfer witb mass spectral analyses. In
particular, many enzymes are known to be sensitive to silver
"poisoning".

Although the gold-coated capillary also lost its coating over
time, visual inspection of the sample probe, mass spectromeuy
of isolated fractions, and collection and assay of the activity of
the enzyme trypsin showed no evidence of metal ions and/or
adduct formation, The softening of the gold-filled epoxy is
electrochemically driven, with an increasing amount of current
decreasing the lifetime of the coating. Fortunately, the coating
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Fugure 3. Fraction collection with the coaxial capillary interrace and
HPLC analysis 0' three proteins separated by capillary electrophore
sis: (A) Electropherogram for a solution contalnin~ (I) myoglobin, (H)
cytochrome C, and (iii) lysozyme. (8) Chcomatograms for the fractions
corresponding to 9.5-105. (zone 11.0-120, (zone 2), and 200-
21.0 min (zone 3) in (A). See text analysis conditions.

in reasonable agreement witb the empirically determined ef
ficiency reported here, It is interesting co note that for the
analyses reported here, lowering the inlet reservoir so that it is
level with the capillary outlet did not significantly enhance the
separation efficiency, This is likely the result of the relatively large
sample quantities that must be introduced intc the capillary to
allow detection by HPLC and electrospray ionization mass
spectrometry (ESI-MS), If smaller analyte concentrations are
employed, the reduction in efficiency produced by this pressure
induced flow would be significant

Protein samples were prepared at concentrations of 2.5 x 10-4

M in the analysis buffer. The capillary inlet was held 5.7 cm
higher than the outlet for 50 s to introduce 9.4 pm)l of each protein
into the capillary. The separations were pcrfonned in a fused
silica capillary with an inner diameter of 75 I'm and filled with pH
5.0, 3D mM tris-acetate buffer. An electric field of 340 V em-I
was used to drive the separation. and the cOaYial flnw was adjusted
to a flow of 1.1 ,uL min- '. Fractions deposited On the sample probe
were allowed to dry and then dissolved in 15 ,ilL of double
deionized water, and 10 ,uL of this solution was introduced into
the capillary HPLC column. The proteins were eluted from the
capillary with a solution that contained increasing amounts of
acetonitrile (25-47%) in water and 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid. Figure
3A is the electropherogram sho'hing the separation of lysozyme,
cytochrome C, and myoglobin. Figure 3B show the corresponding
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Figure Analysis of capillary electrophoresis fractions by electrospray ion;zation mass spectrometry:
(ii) mycglocin, and cytOChro1l8 c. The reconstructed mass spectrum for t18 fraction c:lrrespnnding to
7.03-7.45 min in See text for analysis conditions.

Etect:opherogram of (i) conalbumin
4.82-5.33. (e) 5.33-5.73, and (D)

can quickly be resLOred by polishing the end of the capillary to

obtain a dean surJace and then recoating the tip by utilizing the

procedure desClibed in the Experimental Section. This entire

procedure Lypically requires 20 min and was perrormcd after 3-5

days of operation.

Analysis of Fractions by ESI-MS. To characterize com
pounds isolated by capillary electrophoresis, protein fractions were

analyzed by electrospray ionization mass spectrometry. Electro

spray iOlli,ation techniques can be adversely affected by ionic

species in ihe sample. often leading to the formation of undesinble

adduct ions. increased instability in the spray current or both.

Furthermor·e. most of the buffers employed for CE are nonvolatile

and so are general1y considered incompatible with ESI-MS when

used as an on-line detector. Off-line fraction collection with the
conductive capillary interface provides one means of reducing

sample contamination with electrolytes and nonvolatile species,
making these samples easier to analyze by EST-MS.

To demonstrate the utility of CE with fraction collection for

anaiysis of isolated zones, a synthetic mixture containing
2.5 pmol of conalbumin and 5 pmol of both myoglobin and

cytochrome c was introduced into a capillary by hydrodynamic

injection and separated. The surface of the capillary was modified

with Polybrene and the separation perrormed in a pH 5.0, 30 mM

acetic acid-sodium acetate bnffer. Frgure 4A shows the electro
pherogram for this separation. Three fractions corresponding to
the three major peaks were deposited with the conductive capillary

interface on stainless steel pins and allowed to dry. These samples

were suspended in 151"L of a 50:47:3 methanol-water-acetic acid
solution. and 8.4 ,aL of this mixture was introduced into the mass

spectrometer over a period of 6 min. These electrospray spectra

were averaged, converted to ASCII files. and processed with a
multiplicative correlation program as previously described.": The

resulting mass spectra are shown in Figure 4B-D. The mass

assignments for conalbumin. myoglobin, and cytochrome c are
77 586, 16952, and 12 359, respectively, in reasonable agreement

with the values 77 500.16950. and 12360 previously reported.""

Previous attempts collect fractions for ESI·MS suffered from

both a loss of sensiti;ity due to sample dilution and contaminaticn

with buffer salts." lilthough the procedure employed for this

analysis also diluted the sample, contamination of the sample was

greatly reduced, which allows both instruments to be IndeIJen
dently optimized and greatly simplified their operation.

CONCLUSIONS
The ability to quickly and efficiently collect fractions isclated

by caplllary electrophoresis opens new possibilities for the
characterization of microscopic samples. TIle combination of on
column detection and automated deposition of the sam)le main

tains the separation resolution and simplifies operation of the
instrument. Deposition of fractions on a clean surrace eliminates

the requirement that the anal)1e-binding properties be known prior

to analysis and can simplify sample handling. Off-line analysis of

these fractions effectively decouples the temporal demands of the

separation and postcolumn analysis technique and allows each
instrument to be Dptimized independently Fractions isolated by

this instrument have been successfully analyzed by liquid chro-

(24) Smith. R. D.; Loo. J A.; Edmonds. C G.; Barinaga. C. J; l,Idselh. H. f~

AllaL Chem. 1990, 62, 882-899
(25) Albin, M.; Chen. S. M.: Louie, P<lirat.:cL C; Colburn,.L: \V'il~torowicz,:.

Anal. Biochern_ 1992,206.382--388.
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matography and mass spectrometry, but couid potentially be
processed with any analytical technique that demonstrates the
requisite sensitivity, and so pro\ides a significant advance in the
analyst's ability to characterize microscopic unknown samples.
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Off-Line Coupling of Capillary Electrophoresis and
Matrix-Assisted Laser Desorption/Ionization
Time-of-Flight Mass Spectrometry
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Ed. Proc. SPIE 1992, 1636, 172-

An automated fraction collection interlace is used in
conjunction "ith matrix-assisted laser desorption/ioIriza
lion (MALDI) time-of-flight mass spectrometry to analyze
material isolated by capillary electrophoresis (CE). CE
fractions are deposited directly on the MALOI probes so
that individual peaks from the electropherogram are
associated willi a single sample spot on the prohe.
Y1ALDI matrices with high acid concentrations afford
enhanced tolerance of electrophoresis buffers. The utility
of this hybrid instrument is demonstrated by separation
and mass analysis of a tryptic digest of Cl'tochrome c and
synthetic mixtures of four proteins. Mass assignments
corresponding to the protonated molecular ions are in
good agreement with those predicted from molecular
structw:e. Miniaturization of the interface affords en
hanced sensitivity, with good-quality spectra from separa
tions of as little as 25 finol of protein.

Capillary electrophoresis (CE) is an efficient tool for the
separation of mixtures of ionized molecules. When compared with
liquid chromatography, CE usually requires similar analy1e
concentrations (i.e., nanomolar and above) but smaller sample

volumes (mnoliters). As a consequence, the quantity of analy1e

available for detection is extremely limited. The characterization
of unknowl1 molecules isolated by CE requires a sensitive detector
that can provide detailed chemical information about the analy1e,
Mass spectTometry is an analytical technique capable of providing
the requisite sensitivity and chemical information but does not
routinely lend itself to analysis of complex mixtures. However,
when mass spectrometry is coupled with CE, the resulting
instrument provides a very effective means for characterizing
difficult samples.

The utility of capillary electrophoresis with mass spectrometric
detection has long been recognized, but relatively difficult to

implement. Most often these instruments have been coupled

through an on-line electrospray ionization source, Electrospray
ionization is capable of monitoring a diverse range of chemical
species but can be adversely effected by ionic species such as
the salts used in CE buffers (e.g, NaH,p04, NaH,B03, etc.).
FUl1her, because th,o column effluent is continuously introduced
into :he ion source of the mass spectrometer, it is generally limited
to buffers :hat only contain volatile species. Consequently, these
hybrid instruments have not found widespread use as a routine
method of analysis. A more practical instrument configuration
would tolerate nonvolatile and ionic electroly1es and not require

CurrenL a('dress: Depal~"ment of ?hannacology, School of Medicine, The
.bhns Hopkins University, 725 N. Wolfe St., Baltimore, MD 21205

C003-2700/950367-419789.0010 © 1995 America'l Chemical Society

that the separation method be tailored to accommodate the
shortcomings of the mass spectrometry.

Matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization (MALDD time-of
flight mass spectrometry (TOF-MS) is a powerful analy1ical

technique capable of excellent sensitivity and tolerant 0' diverse

analysis conditions. As such, it is an excellent candidate as a
detector for CEo Recent attempts to couple CE and MAlD! TOF

MS with an on-line interface have met with limited success.! An
on-line interface requires differential pumping in the interface
region to maintain pressures of at least 10-5 Torr in the MALDI

source. Further. continuous introduction of buffer into the source
will increase the maintenance requirements of an instrument and

may ultimately degrade its performance.
Off-line coupling of CE with MALDi MS has several distinct

advantages over on-hne analysis. Commercially available MALDI

mass spectrometers can be utilized with little if any modification
of the sample prebe and ion source. Contamination of the ion

source with nonvolatile sample concomitants is also minimized,
allowing nonvolatile dectrophoresis buffers to be utilized. Finally,
physically decoupling the instruments allows the analysis condi

tions for both the separation and the mass analysis to be
independently optimized.

Peptides and proteins isolated by CE were first collected and

analyzed by plasma desorption mass spectrometry' and MALDI
TOF-MS3 in 1990 and 1992, respectively In 1992, CE was also

coupled with IVIAlDI Fourier transform mass spectrometry
through an automated fraction collection interface4 Subsequently.
several other reports describe the coupling of CE effluents with
MALD! TOF-Mss.G All of these sludies utilized compromised
conditions that saClificed separation efficiency and/or mass

spectral resolution to facilitate the acquisition of mass spectra
Furthermore, many of these instruments were very labor intensive,
often requiring manual coUection of sample fractions and extensive
treatment of the isolated fractions prior to mass analysis.

In this report we describe two methods for off-line coupling of
capillary electrophoresis with MALDI time-of-flight mass spec-

(1) Williams, E. R.; ]om~s. G. c., Jr.;
in Material Science JJ: Golden. Vv

T

181.
(2) T;

Mass 4.
(3) Keough, T: Takigik 0, R.; Lacey.:\I1. P.: Purdon, M.Anai. Ch~m. 1992,64,

1594-1600.
(4) Castoro,]. A; Ch:u, R W.; Monnig, C. A.; Wilkins, C. L.]. Am. Chem. Soc.

1992,114,7571-7572.
(5;' van Veelin, P. A; Tjaden, lJ. K; van d·2r Greef, J.; Ingendoh, A: HiUenkamp.

F.). 1993.647,367-374.
(6) Weinmann, Parker, C. E.; Detenng, L. ].; Papac, D. L

Przybylski, 1\1.; Tom(~r, K. B. j. Cliromatogr. Ii 1994, 680,
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trometry that address many of the problems associated with these
l1rst-generation instruments. A coaxial capillary sheath flow

interface' is used to collect fractions from electrophoresis capil
laries in which the electroosmotic flow (EOF) has been sup

pressed. If strong EOF is present in the separation capillary,
superior performance is provided with a fraction collection

interface that utilizes a separation capillary coated with a conduc
tive epOl>.T Application of a lVlALDI matrix containing formic acid

on dried CE fractions allows the acquisition of well-resolved,

adduct-free mass spectra in the presence of salts and buffer
additives.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTiON
Reagents and Materials. Protein standards, trypsin, 2,5

dihydroxybenzoic acid, o.-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid, buffer

salts, and fucose were obtained from Sigma Chemical Co. (St.

Louis, MO) in the highest purity available and used without further
purification. Sigma Chemical Co. also supplied the formic acid

(ACS grade) and trifluoroacetic acid (protein sequencing grade).

Matrix solvents and acetonitlile were obtained from Fisher
Scientific (Fairlawn, NJ) in HPLC or ACS grade.

Buffers were prepared by titration of appropriate salts with acid

or base to the correct pH. Matrices for the mass spectrometry
were prepared as follows. a-Cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid was

initially dissolved in a 100:100:1 mixture of 0.1% aqueous TFA,
acetonitrile, and ethanol to form a 42 mM solution. For samples
treated with a high concentration of acid, the matrix solution was

further diluted with 10% formic acid to yield a final concentration

of 15.3 mM a-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid and 6.4% formic acid.
2,5-Dihydroxybenzoic acid was dissolved in a 1:1 solution of 0.1%
TFA and acetonitrile diluted to yield a solution with a final

concentration of 41 mM. Further dilution was with 3% TFA to
yield final matrix-to-analy1e molar ratios of 5000:1. Fucose was
prepared by dilution to 406 mM with high-purity water. 2,5

Dihydroxybenzoic acid and fucose were used together, each in

the ratio of 5000: I to the analyte.

Instnunentation. A detailed description of the capillary

electrophoresis instrument and fi'action collection interfaces used
in these studies has been published elsewhere.' Briefly, the CE
instrument used in these investigations was constructed in-house
from available components. A regulated high-voltage de power

supply (Model EH50R02, Glassmann High Voltage, Inc., White
house Station, NJ) provided the driving potential for the electro
phoretic separations. To minimize arcing and peatect the operator

fi'om accidental shock, the inlet buffer reservoir and high-voltage
end of the capillary were enclosed in a Plexiglas box. Separations
were carried out in fused-silica capillaries (polymicro Technologies
Inc., Phoenbc, AI) that had the following dimensions: 52- or 75

Lim inner diameter (Ld.), 363-l'm outer diameter (o.d.), 50 em from

the inlet to detection window, and 10 em from the detector to the

outlet. To minimize analyte interactions with the capillary walls,

the inner surface was modified with one of four reagents,
(3-aminopropyl)triethyloxysilane (AYrES; Sigma Chemlcal Co.),

Ucon (75-H-90,000, Alltech Associates Inc, Deerfield, IL), poly

arginine (MW 139300, Sigma Chemical Co.), or Polybrene
(Aldrich Chemical Co., Milwaukee, WI) , utilizing previously
published proceduress - IO Electrokinetic and hydrodyamic sample

introduction procedures were used to introduce sample into the

(7) Chiu, R. 'N.: Walker, K L Hagen, J. .T.; Monnig. C. A.: Wilkins, C. 1. 1995,
67,4190-4196.
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capillary, and the separation monitored with an on-column variable
wavelength absorption detector (Model 200 with a capillary flow

cell, Scientific Systems, Inc., State College, PAl at 200 or 254 nm.
The detector signal was digitized at 7 Hz witl1 a 16-bit analcg-to

digital convertor (Model XL-1900 chassis with an ADC2/16 analog
to-digital convertor, Elexor Associates. Monis Plains, NJ) and the

resulting data transferred to a NeXTstation computer (NeXT
Computer, Inc., Redwood City, CAl for processing and dispiay.

The coa.xial capillary interface was constructed from a

stainless steel tee (Swagelok Co., Niagra Falls, ON Canada) and
a 2-cm length of 530-l'm Ld., 700-l'm o.d. fused-silica capillary

(polymlcro Technologies, Inc.). The separation capillary was

threaded through the tee so that 1 cm of the capillary emerged

from the end, and the 530-l'm i.d. coaxial capillaIy was positioned

over the separation capillary so that it extended 0.5 mm beyond
the inner capillary. Fluid was continuously pumped through the

tee and the outer capillary with a 1001,L syringe mounted on a

syringe pump (Model 341B, Sage Instruments, Boston, MA)

The conductive capillary interface was constructed by tapering

the outlet of the separation capillary by abrasion with GOO-grit

sandpaper, then sequentially rinsing the beveled surface with

methanol and water, and allowing it to dry. A 9:1 (vIv) mixture

of gold-filled epoxy and heat-curing epoxy (H8lE and 353!\D.
respectively, Epoxy Technology, Inc., Billerica, MA) was prepared

and applied as a thin layer on the final 1.5 em of this capillary.

After curing the epoxy at 120 °C for 15 min, the conductive coating
was polished with 600-grit sandpaper and mounted in a ,/,,-in.

stainless steel tee (Swagelok Co.) with graphite fenules to

securely position the capillary and aHow electrical contact to be

established with the conductive coating.

Fractions from the separation capillary were automatically

collected with the same computer software used to monitor the
detector output. This program uses operator-specified criteria

(e.g., migration time, peak height, etc.) to identify peaks in the

detector signal and, once a peak is detected, estimates the time

the zone will emerge from the capillary. This movement is

controlled by computer software that estimates the time required

for each sample zone to pass from the detector tc the capillmy
outlet. At the appropriate time, the computer signals the solenoid

and stepper motor to position a clean portion of the sample probe

under the capillary outlet to collect the fraction. After tl1C zone

is deposited on the probe, it is rotated so that a waste positicn is
positioned under the oapillary outlet until the appearance of the

next zone. The software can be instructed to collect specific peaks

or to sequentiaHy coHect all zones. Zones not selected are
deposited on the waste position of the san1ple probe.

MALDI time-of-flight mass spectra were measured with a

LaserTec ResearcH mass spectrometer (Vestec CoqJ., Houston.

TX) equipped with a neodymium-YAG laser (Yagmaster 200,

Lumonics Ltd., Warwickeshire, England). All samples were

desorbed with the frequency-tripled (355 nm) output of the laser.
The sample irradiance was controHed with a variable attenuatar

(Model 935-5-0PT UV, Newport Research Corp.. Irvine, CAl.

Under typical analysis conditions, a spot 50 I'm in diameter was

sampled with 30-I'J pulses to deliver a peak fluence of 107 W cm·'.

(8) Moseley, M. A; Deterding, L.].; Tomer, K. B.; Jorgenson,]. \V. Anal Oem.
1991.63.109-114.

(9) Malik, A.; Zhao, Z.; Lee, M. L. I Microcolumn. Sep. 1993. 5, 119 125

(10) Chiu, R W.; Jimenez, ]. c.; Monnig, C. A. Anal. Chim. Ada 1995, 307.
193-201.



Figure 1. Linear MALDI TOF-MS spectrum of an unfractionated
mixture of a tryptic digest of cytochrorre c.

were deposited on top of the dried analyte fractions to yield matrix

to-analyte ratios cf 71 400:1. For samples containing less than

150 fmol, 0.7-IlL droplets of matrix were also used.

Some isolated proteins fractions were co-deposited on the

sample probe vvith a solution containing 36.4 mM o..-cyano-4

hydroxycinnamic acid in 1:1 acetonitrile-O.l% TFA or 2,5-dihy

droxybenzoic acid In 50% acetonitrile solvent. These matrix

solutions were introduced in the sheath liquid flow at a rate

sufficient to generate a matrix-to-analyte ratio of ~5000:1. Viben

the matrix was added to the dried fractions after the separation,

2.0-1-'L droplets of 5.1 mM a-cyano-4-hydroll.jcinnamic acid (sol·

vent: 6.27% acetonitrile, C.13% ethanol, and 93.6% of aqueous 3%

TFA) were utilized to produce matrix-to-anaiyte catios of 5000:1.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Peptide and protein mixtures were analyzed using separation

capillaries with several different sUJiace coatings, sheath now and
conductive capillary interfaces, and various matrix solutions. All

configurations provided good results, but the lowest detection

limits were obtained with capillades treated with cationic reagents

(polyarginine and Polybrene) utilizing a sodium acetate buffer and

fraction deposition with the conductive epoxy-coated capillary
interface. .

Analysis of Peptides and Proteins. To demonstcatc the

utility of CE/MALDI TOF-MS for complex mixture analvsis the
tryptic digest of bovine cytochrome c and a synthetic mlxtu;e of

proteins were analyzed. The latter mixture was analyzed under

a variety of CE conditions to demonstrate the versatilitv of the

hybrid instrument. Excellent separation efficiencies wer;reaIized

under some conditions, and the fractions from these separations
deposited directly on the laser target. dried, and analyzed without

washing or lyphilization. To optimize MALDI perfornlance in the

presence of these buffers, multiple manices and matrix conditions

were examined to establisb conditions that enhance the formation

of proton attached spectra, signai-to-nOlse ratio, and spectral

resolving power.

A tryptic digest of bovine cytochrome c was separated and

characterized with the CE/MALDl TOF-MS combination, and

these results were compared v"ith the spectra obtained by MALDI

TOF-MS without prior separation. The mass spectrum for the

unfractionated digest is shown m Figure 1. Spectral resolution

is poor, with a large cluster of peaks present in the mass range of
the heme group (mlz 600) and two other large peaks in the mlz
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All speclTa were measured in the linear time-of-flight mode

(1.2-m flight path). Ions were accelerated with a potential of 29

or 30 kV and detected by an ion multiplier biased at 5 kY The

resulting ior current was monitored at 2-ns intervals with a digital

oscilloscope (Model TDS 520, Tektronix Inc., Beaverton, OR).

Mass speclra were generated from the average of 12-75 single

consecutive acquisitions from the same spot on the sample probe.

Savitsky-Golay smoothing over a range of 5-10 points was applied

to tLe spectra when necessary.

Mass assignments were made by estimating the centroid of

the peaks "ith a commercial software package (Grams 386).

Spectra were externally calibrated using the singly-charged and

doubly-eharged protonated ions of horse heart cytochrome c (m/z
:2361.5 and 6180.75) and myoglobin (m/z 16951.7 and 8476.35).

The expected masses of tryptic peptides were detennined for

the average mass (M + H) + ions using the computer program

NLi\.SS BIOSPEC 1.0 §2 (PE Sciex Instruments, Thornhill, ON,

Canada).

E>.-perimental Conditions. Capillary Electrophoresis. Unless

otherwise indicated. the quantity of each analyte introduced in

the separation capillary was 2 pmol. For protein separations in

polyarginine-treated capillaries, the separation was perfonned in

20 rr.M pH 5.0 sodium acetate buffer. The sample was introduced

into the capillary by raising the capillary inlet 6.5 em relative to

the outlet ur.til the desired quantity of ana]yte was introduced into

the rapiilary Protein separations in APTES-modified capillaries

utilized 30 mM pH 5.0 sodium acetate or 50 mM pH 2.5 sodium

phosphate buffer, while Ucon-coated capillaries were used with

30 mM pH 5.0 Tris-acetate buffer or 40 mM pH 5.0 Tris-HCI

buffer. i\nalyses perfonned with APTES and Ucon capiIIaries

utilized electrokinetic sample introduction. TlyptiC digest mix

tures were separated in fused-silica capillaries treated with

Polybrene or APTES and filled with 50 mM pH 2.5 sodium

phosphate. In this case, the cationic polymer was present to

ensure a stnng electroosmotic flow at the low pH of the buffer.

All separations utilized driving potentials between 200 and 408 V
om-. the exact value being determined by the conductivity of

the buffer. In no case did the power dissipation in the capillary

exceed I W m- I The voltage from the power supply was held at

negative potentials for separations perfonned in capiIIaries treated

"ith cationic modifiers (e.g., APTES, Polybrene, and polyarginine)

and at positive potentials for Ucon-modified capillaries.

Tryptic Digest. The tryptic digest of bovine cytochrome c was

prepared by procedures pre,iously described. 11 For these studies

mg of bovine cytochrome c was digested and an aliquo;

corresponding to 5 pmol of the protein was introduced into the

sepatation capillmy- After separation, the isolated fractions were

deposited directly on the stainless steel sample pins and allowed

to dry, and 1.O-,uL aliquots of the 15.3 mM a-cyano-4-hydroxy

cinnamic acd matrix solution were deposited directly on each

fraction Assuming that 23 peptides are generated in the digest,

the estimated average peptide quantity introduced into the

capiLary is 24 pmol for an average matrix-to-analyte ratio of 6375:

1.

Protem Mixtures. The 15.3 mM a-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic

acid matrix solution was also used for the analysis of pmol and
fmol quantities of protein. For Z.O-pmol samples, 20-I-'L droplets

were deposited on the sample pins to yield matrix-to-analyte ratios

of 15300:1. For analyses of 150-fmol fractions, 0.7-I-'L droplets

Larkin, P.; Perre:.t, DJ Ozromatogr. 1993,636,69-79.
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Figure 2. (A) Electropherogram of a tryptic digest of bovine cytochrome c. Panels B-D are the MALDI TOF-MS soectra of the sixth 1.18.72
19.24 min), eleventh (24.50-25.09 min), and twelfth (27.49-28.32 min) fractions of a tryptic digest of cytochrome c isolated by CE [shown in
(A).

mass

Table 1. Mass Data for Peptides from a Tryptic Digest
of Bovine Cytochrome c Separated by CE and
Analyzed by MALDI

Synthetic protein mixtures prepared with basic proteins (horse
skeletal myoglobin, ribonuclease A., horse heart or bovine cyto
chrome c, and hen egg lysozyme) were also separated by CE,
collected, and subjected to MALD! analysis to demonstrate the
versatility of the instrument. These proteins have a st1"ong affinity
for many surfaces and so are difficult to separate with good
efficiency by CEo Furthermore, the high mass of these molecules
increases the difficulty of detecting subpicomole quantities by
MAWr TOF-MS. As such, they are an excellent test of instru

ment performance. To compare the behavior oj the protein
standards in MALD! MS independently of the CE, individual
protein standards were suspended in high-purity water and mixed
with (l-cyan0-4-hydroxycinnamic acid matrix; aliquots containing
1.0 pmoI of protein were deposited directly on the sample probe.
These standards varied slightly in their relative sensitivity in
MALD!, but none were particularly difficult to detect under these

3S()
283
200

107
17

257

1584.6
1168.6
1633.4

1584.77
1168.62
1633.82

KTGQAPGFSYTDANK
TGPNLHGLFGR
IFVQKCAQCHTVEK

peptide sequencea

a Peptide sequences and expected 11!-asses obtcined
program MASS BIOSPEC 1.0 §2 (PE Sc:ex Instruments.
ON, Canada). b Average masses, (M + H)" ion.

1200 and 1600 range. The peptides from a digest of bovine
cytochrome c lie throughout the mass range 600 to 2200,'1 but
few of the expected peptides are observed in this spectrum. Two
possible explanations for the lack of peaks in this region are
detector saturation by the apparently larger quantities of the
predominant peaks and peak suppression due to competitive

ionization effects. Regardless of the source of this suppression,
Figure 1 demonstrates that MALD! TOF-MS alone is not suitable
for the analysis of complex mL,:tures.

When the peptide mixture was separated by CE (Figure 2A),

20 separate fractions were obtained, 11 of which were analyzed
by l\~D! TOF-MS. TIle representative spectra shown in Figure
2B-D demonstrate the excellent performance of the hybrid
instrument for complex mixture analysis. As is evident from the
data in Figure 2 and Table 1, excellent mass accuracy, resolution,
and signal intensity were obtained. Although some CE fractions
contained more than one component, MAWI analysis is much
more amenable to mixtures containing 2-4 components than to
those containing 20 or 30. If desired, these fractions could be

further purified by a second separation method prior to mass
analysis.

It is important to note that the separation shown in Figure 2A
was eanied out in a concentrated sodium phosphate buffer (50
mM), but there is little indication of the fonnation of sodium
adducts in Figure ZB and C, and only minor peaks corresponding
to sodium and potassium adducts in Figure 2D. In all spectra,
the dominate peaks are the protonated species. These results
were obtained by the addition of relatively high concentrations
(6.4%) of formic acid to the matrix solution.
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Figure 3. iA) Electropherogram of 2 pmol each of a synthetic protein mixture containing () horse skeletal myoglojin, (ii) bovine pne"eas
rbonuclease A, (iii) bovine cytochrome 0, and (iv) hen egg lysozyme, Panels B-E are the MALD! TOF-MS spectra of the fractions isolated in
the time interval (6) 628-6,74, (0) 7,07-7,51, (D) 869-9,19, and (E) 9,19-9,59 min,

conditions, When diluted to 50 nM with 30 mM buffers, the
proteins did not respond as well to l\1AWI and the signal-ta-noise
ratio and/or mass spectral resolution were degraded, Matrix
solutions were modified to compensate for the presence of the
buffers, The MAWl behavior in the presence of various buffers
and matrix modifications is summarized below,

Figure 3A is the electropherogram for a sample containing 2
pmol of each of the four protein analytes, The largest peaks are

the four pror,=in standards, while the smaller peaks are impurities
in the proteins as delivered from the supplier, The CE capillary
was treated with polyarginine and then fined with a 20 mM sodium
acetate buffer solution, Fractions were collected using the coaxial
flow interface, The peaks in the eJectropherogram are broad,
1ndicating a significant loss of separation efficiency. Large
quantities of analyte can alter the electric field in the capillary
and increase zone broadening, The MALDI spectra (Figure 3B
E) of the four collected fractions illustrate that the separations
are successful, with single peaks corresponding to (M +H) + ions.
Mass accuracy and resolution data are summarized in Table 2.
Initial attempts to analyze these fractions with matrix solutions

Table 2. Mass Data from Synthetic Protein Mixture
Separated by CE and Analyzed by MAUll"

DUGS

expectedb

protein Cralz) n:-solutn

myoglobin 16951.7 16950,36 79 120
ribonuclease A 13683 106842 90 285
cytochrome c 12231.88 12233.4 124 157
lysozyme 14307 }4306.3 lO4

a Each analyte, 2 pmol. b Average masses. (M+I-n-- ion.

containing 0,1% trifluoroacetic acid yielded spectra with substan
tially poorer signal-ta-noise ratios a"1d resolution than those ShO\Vl1

in Figure 3. Increasing the formic acid in the matrix solution to
6.4% improved resolution and the signal-to-noise characteristics
of the signal (see Figure 3),

To facilitate the analysis of smaller analyte quantities by CE/
MS, the MALD! sample probes were modified to depDsit the CE
fraction in a smaller area. The sample pins are 1.5 mm in

Analytical Chemistry, Vol, 57, No, 22, November 15, 1995 4201
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Figure 4. (Aj Electropherogram of 150 fmol each of a synthetic protein mixture containing (I) horse skeletal myoglobin, (H) bovine pancreas
ribonuclease A, (iii) horse heart cytochrome c, and (iv) hen egg lysozyme. Panels B-E are the MALO ITOF-MS spectra of the tactions isolated
in the time interval (B) 7.15-7.97, (C) 8.58 9.27, (D) 10.31-11.23, and (E) 12.01-13.03 min.

diameter, while the focused laser beam has a diameter of ~50
jim. Thus, for a sample distributed across the pin, only a small
fraction of the sample is desorbed by a single laser shot and
detection sensitivity suffers. The buffer flow from the coaxial
capillary interface dilutes and distributes the sample over the
surface of the pins and prevented routine detection of the signal
from less than 500 fmol of protein.

When wells measuring 100 I'm in diameter (total volume of
~100 nL) were drilled in the center of the MALDI sample probes,
samples were confined to this reduced area and detection
sensitivity was enhanced. In the experiments previonsly de
scribed, electrical contact was established with the capillary via
the coaxial flow of buffer over the capillary outlet. When larger
(500 fmol) analyte quantities are collected, the buffer volume from
tbe coaxial flow (~l ,uL) dilutes the sample, but a reasonable ion
signal is still obtained. When less protein is collected, the coaxial
buffer volume distributes the sample over a larger area and the
ion signal is reduced. This problem was overcome by coating
the last 1.5 em of the electrophoresis capillary with a thin layer

4202 Analytical Chemistry, Vol. 67, No. 22, November 15, 1995

of a gold-doped epoxy. With this arrangement, electrical contact
was maintained "ith the capillary without the addition of liquids.
and nanoliter volumes of analyte could be deposited in very small
spots on the probe surface.' To further assist with the transfer of
liquid from the capillary to the probe surface, the outlet of the
capillary was sharpened to a fine point to reduce the area of the
capillary in contact with the sample liquid. Surface tension allowed
volumes as small as several tens of nanoliters to be efficienctly
deposited on the surface of a stainless steel probe. Silver- and
silver-doped epoxies were also tested with the conducting capillary
interface, but the metal coating rapidly degraded under the
separation conditions employed. Electroplating gold on top of
these silver coatings improved the stability of the layers, but did
not completely eliminate these problems.

Fignre 4 presents the electropherogram and MALDI MS
spectra produced when a sample containing 150 fmol of each of
several proteins was analyzed. The separation conditions are the
same as those used with the pmol analyte quantities; i.e., the
separations were performed in polyarginine-treated capillaries "ith



CE MALDI instrument is below 25 fmol with this instrumentation.
Continued optimization of the fraction collection interface and
improved methods for preparing the sample for mass spectrom
etry should further reduce these detection limits.

Matrix Deposition. If the electroosmotic flow ln the capillary
is high, or if electromigration of the matrix is away from the

capillary inlet, it is possible to co-deposit the matrix with the
analyte using the coaxial capillary sheath flow interface. If these
conditions are not established, the matri..x can migrate back into
the separation capillary. The resulting change in analysis condi·
tions and interference with detection would greatly complicate
these analyses. Initial experiments closely mimicked the standard

MALDI sample preparation procedure, with the matrix anrl analyte
being mixed as they are deposited on the probe surface. Although

high-quality spectra were obtained for these analyses, several
problems were encountered. The analysis of large biopolyrners
often necessitates the use of capiiiary coatings that suppress the
EOF (e.g., acrylamide, Ucon, etc.)." To prevent the interference
of the matrix with the electrophoresis and detection, coiumns that

generate strong EOF, or matrix molecules that would not
electromigrate into the caplllary, could be used.

a-Cyano-4-hydroxycinnarnic acid and 2,~dihydroxybenzoicacid

were co-deposited with several proteins determine the relative
perfoI1nance of the matrices. TIle MAIJ)I performance was found
to be substantially better in the presence of the a-cyano-4
hydroxycinnamic acid matrix but no better than the results

obtained when the matrix was added to the sample after deposi
tion. Excellent results were obtained when the CE fractions were
deposited directly on the stainless steel pins and allowed to dry.

and the matrix scludon was deposited directly on these spots.
This method was routinely used through these investigations
because it is compatible with all of the instrument configurations
and consistently provided high-quality MALDI spectra. Con

versely, when CE fractions were deposited on preformed matrix
layers as described by Vorm et a1.,B detection limits and resolution
suffered.

MAWl Manix Selection. Several common matrices were
used with the CE protein standards in the presence of buffers.

When the a-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid matrix was used, the
spectra showed the most abundant and best resolved ion signals.
A mixture of 2,~dihydroxybenzoic acid (DHB) with fucose was
also investigated but did not prOvide sensitivity and resolution

comparable to the a-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid matrix.
Six buffers commonly used in CE were tested with the a-cyano

4-hydroxycinnarnic acid matrix. For these tests, protein standards

were diluted to 500 n'\1 with the analysis buffer. In each case, an
aliquot corresponding to 1.0 pmol of the analyte was deposited
on the stainless steel sample probe and allowed to dry. Subse
quently, 2.0 j.lL of a-cyanO-4-hydroxycinnamic acid (the matrix
mixture) was deposited Oil the dried CE fractions. TIle results
of this investigation are summarized in Table 4. MALDl ion
signals were evaluated on the basis of signal-to-noise ratio and
resolution. Samples diluted with Tris-acetate were found to give
the best response, sodium phosphate and sodium citrate buffers
responded well, sodium borate and sodium acetate provided
intennediate responses, and sodium carbonate per[onned poorly.

As previously discussed, the formation of adducts with buffer

salts was suppressed by the addition of formic or trifluoroacetic

Table 3. Mass Data from Synthetic Protein Mixture
Separated by CE and Analyzed by MALOI"

mass

expectedb measd accuracy
protein (m/z) (m/z) (ppm) resolutn

16951.7 16949.7 118 142
13583 13583.5 37 131
12361.5 12363.1 129 180
14307 14306.7 21 157

I: Each analytc, 150 fmol. b Average masses, eM + H)+ ion.
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figure 5. (A) Electropherogram of 25 fmol each of a synthetic
protein mixture containing (i) horse skeletal myoglobin, (il) bovine
pancreas ribonuclease At (iii) horse heart cytochrome c, and (iv) hen
Egg lysozyme. (3) MAIDI TOF-MS spectrum of a 25 fmol ribo
nuclease fractior isolated by CE from a synthetic protein mixture
containing horse skeietal myoglobin ribonuclease A, horse heart
cytochrome c and hen egg lysozyme.

20 mM pH 5.0 sodium acetate buffer. Separation efficiency was
increased to 130000 theoretical plates with the lower a11alyte
concentration. The MALDI TOF-MS spectra still show very good
signal-to-noise ratios with an average resolution of 150 and
pruvided an accurate estimate of molecular mass (Table 3).
Figure 5 shows the electropherogram and a mass spectrum
obtained from a sample That contains 25 fmol of the four proteins
also used Figures 3 and 4. It is clear from the data in Figure

that the reduced quantity of sample allows higher separation
efficiency to be achieved (593 000, 1169000,463000, and 829 000
theoretical piates, respectively). The ribonuclease fraction from
this separation was collected, mixed with the high acid manix,
a:1d mass analyzed. The resulting mass spectrum is shovvn in

Figure 53. These data suggest that the detection limit for the
R. T. ;'.nal. CholZ. 1994,66, 280R-31L.R.

M. Anal. Chern, 1994,66, 3281-2R7
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:-\c\son, R. w.; McLean, M. A.; Hutchens, T. Anal. ('hem, 1994, 66,
1408-1415.

Table 4. Relative Performance of Protein MALDI in the
Presence of 30 mM Buffers for CE

acid to the matrix in concentrations above the standard 0.1%. The

amount of acid required to give optimal results was dependent
on the form of the buffer. Buffers that interfered most with
iVIALD! generally required the use of higher quantities of acid.

The relative MALDI MS signal response for proteins in the
a.-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid matrix (0.1% TFA) are sum
marized. When the a.-cyarlO-4-hydroxycinnamic acid matrix was
diluted with a solution of 10% formic acid, ]l;IALD! ion signals were
enhanced and the overall sensitivity improved in the presence of
the interfering buffers. Solutions that contained 2.6% TFA worked

well when the buffer was 30 mM Tris-acetate. However, when
the buffer was sodium acetate, performance was most enhanced
by matrix solutions containing 6.4% formic acid. Increasing the
acid concentration above 6.4% suppressed the signal for some
proteins. This matrix mixture was the most buffer tolerant so
was subsequently used for all protein analyses.

Successful applications of the CE ]l;IALD! interface were
realized with several separation conditions other than the poly
arginine-coated capillary with sodium acetate buffers. Two
picomole quantities of the proteins were separated and analyzed
in Ucon-coated capillaries with Tris-acetate and Tris-HCI buffers
and an AffES-coated capillary with a sodium acetate buffer and
co-deposition of matrix. The resulting electropherograms and
MALD! MS spectra are similar' to those show'll in Figure 3.

Quantitation. Direct quantitation of analytes by MALD! is
not routinely possible and tedious when atcempted. Internal
staEdards can be utilized to determine relative concentrations of
analytes11 but are sometimes problematic. Use of an internal
standard for quantitation assumes that the relative signal response
of each mixture component is equivalent from each crystal on
the probe. Because nse of an internal standard requires that a

buffer

Tris-acetate
sodium phosphate
sodium citrate
sodium borate
sodium acetate
potassium carbonate

pH

5.0
2.5
4.0
9.0
5.0
6.0

reI perform.

best
good

fair
poor

mixture be analyzed. the shot-to-shot signal response of the
different mixture components is likely to vary, as analy1es tend
to concentrate themselves in specific crystals in varying amounts.
This phenomenon gives rise to the "good spots" often described
in the MALD! MS literature. However, when 'vIALD! MS is used
with CE, it is possible to determine absolute analyte quantities
with the UV detector, assuming complete separations, as con
firmed with the MALDI MS results. A calibration plot of anaiyte
concentration versus absorbance can be generated vvith standards
of known concentration. For any snbsequent analysis, UV'
response can be compared to the calibration cu;-ve to estimate
the quantity of analyte.

CONCLUSIONS
An off·line interface has been successfully applied to couple

CE and MALDl TOF-MS under a variety of separation conditions
that are realistic for separations of biDlogical macromolecuies.
Bonded (Ucon, AffES) and chemisorbed (polyarginine, Poly
brene) capillary coatings were used 'mth a variely of buffers.
ranging from 30 mM Tris-acetate to 100 mM sodium phosphate.
and separated fractions collected directly on the laser target pins

with an automated interface. Decreasing the pH of the I\W~Dl

matrix solutions enhanced spectral resolntion and the signal-to
noise ratio by preferential fO!1Jlation of protonated molecular ions
in the presence of the buffer salts.

Sample quantities as large as a few picomoles can be separated
and analyzed; however, the separation qnality is not optimal under
these conditions. Miniaturization of the inteliace and use of a
capillary coated v;ith a conducting polymer allows acquisition of

high-quality MAIDI spectra from sample quantities as small as
25 fmol. Under these conditions, the efficiencv of capillary
electrophoresis is optimal and the analysis of complex mixtures
realistic.
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End·label, Free·Solution Capillary Electrophoresis
of Highly Charged Oligosaccharides
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Figure 1. Structure of a K-carrageenan disaccharide unit.

happens to involve end-labeling with a fluorescent moiety, For

the sake of sensitive detection by laser-indcced fluorescence (LIF) ,
various oligosaccharides were labeled with CBQCA' or ANTS and
other fluorescent labels.']' 1:) Separation of their derivatives was

accomplished electre-phoretically in either concentrated gels: or
free buffer media]]-::i The end-labeled oligosaccharides with a

unifonn charge thus seemed appropriate for testing the model
by Mayer et al.,8 albeit in a very different molecular weight range

than the proposed DNA sequence. Of the available cligosaccha
rides, we have chosen here tbe mixtures of partially hydrolyzed
K-carrageenan [a highly charged polyelectrolyte with a linear
galactan backbone which is known to contain approximately one

sulfate group per disaccharide unit'" (Figure 1)], Of the fluores

cence tags. we have selected one which increases the charge-Io
friction ratio of the solute (ANTS) and another which decreases

this ratio (6-aminoquinoline). It should also be noted that the
hydrodynamic and electrostatic interactions between the solute
and reagents as well as confonnational heterogeneity of the end
labels (which seems to be a problem when working with large
end-labels, such as strcptavidin, avidin, etc.) were neglected in
this study,

First, we investigated the effect of the fluorescent tag's nature
on the electromigration behavior of carrageenan oligomers. By
changing the charge and friction at the end-labeling site, we ceuld
reverse the electromigration order. The measured electrophoretic
mobilities have been further correlated with the ELFSE theory:'
and the effects of applied voltage and injection rime were also
studied.

The effect of fluorescent tags on the separation of nega
tively charged oligosaccharides, derived from a partially
hydrolyzed K-carrageenan, was studied. 'When the charge
to-friction ratio of oligosaccharides is increased by the
end-label, the migration order is from smaller to larger
oligomers, and the resolution of larger oligomers could
be improved by using a sieving medium. The migration
order can be entirely reversed when the charge-to-friction
ratio of the solute is decreased by the end-label. The
experimental electrophoretic mobilities obtained in this
work are in excellent agreementwith the recently reported
t,'leoreticaJ model (Mayer, P.; Slater, G. W.; Drouin, G.
Anal. Chem. 1994,66,1777-1780). The maximum
number of separated oligomers (Mmax) as a function of
applied voltage and injection time was also studied, but
no strong dependencies were found. Resolution between
small oligomers could be significantly improved by fol
lowing this separation principle.

The electrophoretic mobility of any solute is proportional to
its charge-to-friction ratio, and itis well known that this ratio is
CJnstant and independent of the solute size for unifonnly charged
polyelecD'ol}1eS I such as DNA To separate such polyelectrolytes
by means of electrophoresis, the common remedy has been to

use a sieving medium (a pennanent gel or a polymer solution):
in higb-perfonnance capillary electrophoresis (HPCE) , this strat
egy has worked well for the separation of polynuc1eotides,H
a~lino acid homopolymers,'" and negatively charged oligosac
c'larides.' Yet another strategy for separation may involve
imparting additional charge or friction to the solute to alter its
charge-tc-friction ratio. In fact, Mayer et aL8 recently proposed a

physical model and derived theoretically a set of conditions for
high-performance DNA sequencing in gel-free medium, in which
unifonnly charged biopolymers are end,labeled with a molecular
moiety (e.g" a homogeneous protein), They have called this
approach "er,d-labeled free-solution electrophoresis" (ELFSE) ,

The fundamental strategy for analyzing oligosaccharides and
ocher glyroconjugates by HPCE (for a review, see refs 9 and 10)

oso;
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3

Figure 3. Separation of 6-aminoquinoline-derivatized oli[!os''lecha
rides derived from a partially hydrolyzed ,-carrageenan.
were the same as in Figure 2.

proceeds from smaller to larger oligomers and that the separation
of larger oligosaccharides is improved in the polymer solution in
comparison to the free-buffer condition. This is a well-known
phenomenon. as the separation mechanisms in a polymer solution
could be accounted for by the Ogston sieving model (for the large
oligomers on which the label has little effect). ln the case of
oligosaccharides. the end-labeling happens to be a sensible
remedy to detection problems-",llI In most cases. the tluorescence
tag is likely to have a different charge-to-friction ratio than the
monomeric unit in an oligosaccharide structure and can, therefore

change the electrophoretic mobility of small oligomers signifi
cantly. This is actually seen in Figure 3A, where the same mixture
of snlfated oligosaccharides, now derivatized with a slightly
positive (at pH = 3) reagent, 6-aminoquinoline, n is displayed (for

better clarity of presentation, only a zoom of the entire run is
shown in this figure). The migration order now starts with large
oligomers (the unresolved "hump" at the beginning) and proceeds

to smaller ones. This occurs because the reagent has decreased

w
u
c
o
u
w
o

time /

Figure 2. Separation of the ANTS~derjvatjzed oiigosacci12rides
derived from a partially hydrolyzed g-carrageenan. Numbers 5 and
10 above the peaks correspond to deca- and eicosasaccharide.
respectively. Capillary: 60-cm effective length (lO-em total): 50-um
i.d. (363-,um o.d.); coated with a linear polyacrylamide. Buffer: (Aj
25 mM sodium citrate, pH = 3.0; hydrodynamic injection, l':;.h = 10
cm, injection time, 10 S. (B) 25 mrvI sodium citrate. pH = 3.0: 1%
linear polyacrylamide (Mw '" (5-6) x 106); electrokinetic injection.
10 s at 100 V/cm. Applied voltage: 350 Vlcm (24 kV)

(Ll) ].; Hsieh, Y-A.; vViesier, D,; \'ovocny, M. V. Alia!. Chem. 1991, 63,
1108-412.

(Hi) Hjc-rlen. S.]. 1985. 347, 191-198.
(17) Jackson, P. Biochem. 1990,270,705-713.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Apparatus. A home-built capillary zone electrophoretic (CZE)
system, described previously, li was used in all experiments. A
high-voltage power supply (Spellman High Voltage Electronics.
Plainview, NY) capable of delivering 0-40 kV was employed. The
separation capillaries. 30-6Q-cm effective length (40-7Q-cm total
length; 50-I'm i.d.; 363-l'm o.d.), were purchased from Polymicro
Technologies (Phoenix. AI). The inner surface of the separation
capillary was modified by the attachment of a linear polyacryl
amide. IIi The capillary was enclosed in a Plexiglas box with an
interlock safety system. On-column fluorescence measurements
were carried out with a helium-cadmium laser (Model 56X.
Omnichrome, Chino, CAl used as a light source (5-mW output
power at 325 nm). The incident laser beam was aligned to its

optimum by adjust1ng the position of the collecting optics between
the optical cell and the detector. Fluorescence emission (>495
nm) was collected through a 60Q-l'm fiber optic placed at a right
angle to the incident laser beam. Signals isolated by a long-pass,
low-fluorescence filter with the cutoff wavelength at 495 nm (Oriel.
Stradford, CT) were monitored with a R928 photomultiplier tube
(Hamamatsu Photonics K.K., Toyooka ViI!., Iwata-Gun. Shizuoka
Prefecture. Japan) and amplified with a Model 128A lock-in
amplifier (EG&G Princeton Applied Research, Princeton. NJ).

The electrophoretic mobilities were calculated from 3-5
replicate measurements. The relative standard deviation of all
collected data was better than ±2%.

Chemicals. Citric acid was purchased from EM Science
(Cherry Hill, NJ), sodium hydroxide and hydrochloric acid were
from Fisher Scientific (Fair Lawn, NJ), and acetic acid (glacial)
was from Mallinckrodt (Paris, KY). Acrylamide, ammonium
persuliate, and Tris buffer [tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane]
were received from Bio-Rad Laboratories (Hercules, CA). K-Car
rageenan and D-glucose-&-sulfate were received from Sigma (St.
Louis, MO), and sodium cyanoborohydride was from Aldrich
(Milwaukee, 'ti'I). 8-Aminonaphthalene-1,3,6-trisulfonic acid (ANTS)
and 6-aminoquinoline were the products of Molecular Probes, Inc.
(Eugene, OR). The linear polyacrylamide (Mw "" (5-6) x 106)

was purchased from Polysciences. Inc. (Warington, PAl.
Sample Preparation, Partially hydrolyzed K-earrageenan and

D-glucose-6-suliate were derivatized through the Schiff base
formation between the aromatic amine of a reagent and the
aldehyde fom1 of a sngar, followed by reduction of the Schiff base
to a stahle product The concentrations of the reagents were 30
70 mM in 3% (w/w) acetic acid. I? A 1Q-mg amount of the sugar

was dissolved in 1 mL of 0.1 M HCl and mixed with 100 ,uL of
reagent. The mixture was heated to 95 'C for 2 min before
addition of 50 I'L of 2 M sodium cyanoborohydride and then
derivat1zed at 95 'C for 3 h. The samples were stable when stored
at - 20 'C before analysis. The hydrodynamic and electrokinetic
techniques of sample introduction were employed.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2 compares the separation of the oligomers, derivatized
with AJ\JTS. from the partially hydrolyzed .<-carrageenan in (A) a
gel-free medium and (B) 1% linear polyacrylamide (Mw "" (5-6)
x 10"). both recorded at pH = 3. It is clear that the migration

4206 Analytical Chemistry, Vol. 67, No. 22 November 15, 1995



"" c(IY! +- ,B)/I;(M + 0.) = /lo(M + (3)/(M - a) (1)

whe:-e p and I; are the charge and mction of one monomer unit,
and ;3 and 0. are the charge and friction of the end-label
tnonnalized to dbe charge andlor friction of the monomer),
respectively. I'll is ti1e number of monomers, and,uo = pi!; is dbe
electt'ophoretie mobility of the polyelectrolyte without an end-labeL

The limiting cases of eq 1 can be expressed as follows:

the charge-w-frieticn ratio of the small oligomers significantly

more than for the larger mixture components. We further
clemons'Yate (Figure 3B) that the resolution of larger oligosac

charides de':eriorates upon the presence of a sieving medium in
the capillary. This is because the faster (larger) oligomers are
nuw being retarded by the polyacrylamide medium more than

the slower (smaller) oligomers.
Using the e~d-Iabeling strategy fo" a gel-free medium. the

following ecuation becomes applicable:s

2030 10015, 0

::C .
I ~_D----$)jlo$"t®

30 1 .~~._--

aoLf
':i~f~

Figure 4. Dependence of the electrophoretic mobility on the
monomeric number (iv1) of oligosaccharides derived from a partially
hydrolyzed K-carrageenan. Capillary: 30-em eftecti'Je length (40-cm
total). Buffer: 25 mM Tris-acetate (pH = 8.1). voltage: 400
V/cm (16 kV). e, ANTSfiderivatize,j O. 6-amino-
quinoline-derivatized cligosaccharides lines
calculated using eq 1: a. = 2.02. (f 3 (ANTS): a. ~ 1.023. ~ 0
(6-aminoquinol'lne). and 110 = 31.93 x 10-' crriN·s. +, a-Glucose·
6-sulfate derivatized \/tith ANTS; 0, D-glucose-6-sulfate derivalized
with 6-aminoquinoline.

(2)

(3)

"" {!"oC/3la) =(3R/aR' M= 0

,un, M» (3 and M» a

ratio of the solute remained CDnstant (see also eqs 4 and 5 of ref

8).

From the dependence of on the reciprocal of 111, we
obtained the intercept, which was veri close to unity (0.9-34), and
the slope was 1.023 (a. = 1.023, i?' = 0.997). In the case of MUS
derivatized oligosaccharides, we rean'anged eQ 1 into following
fonn:

Another important parame,er that can be obtained experimen

tally is the liD-value. We have estimated ,u" from the migration
time of the unseparated hump (Figures 2A and 3A ,uo = 31.93 X

10-5 cm2(V·s ± 3.06%, which is the average value for both

reagents). To calculate ,U(:'vf), we must also know the f3- and

a.-values. In the case of 5-aminoquinoline, 13 = 0 (pH = 8.1). and
a. can be easily 0 btalned from a linear form of eq 1.

(4)= a.11\'[ + 1

and from the intercept (exrrapcladng 111 to zero) of the dependence
f3(PO/,u:M) vs 111, we further obtained (I. fa. = 2.02, knowing that
= 3)

By using the values for 0., /3, and 1'0, we caiculated next the
electrophoretic mcbilities from eq 1 and compared them with our
experimental data (Figure 4); the points are experimental data,
and the lines are the cOlTesponding calcnlated mobilities. The

values of fin are indicated [or a large !vI ("-'100). \Ve observe

excellent agreement between the experimental data and the
mobilities calculated from the ELFSE model (Figure 4).

Going back to Figures 1 and 2 (at pH = 3.0) and using the
a.-values obtained from eqs 4 and 5, the experimental electro
phoretic mobilities were made to fit witl1 the calculated values
using once again eq 1. The values of j3 found the best fit were

where (3" and a., are dbe charge and friction of the end-structure
(not nonnaiized to the charge and friction of the solute).

For the case of M = 0 (eq 2), one obtains an electrophoretic
mobility of the end-label which is proportional to its charge-to
friction ratio. In the second case, when M >-> f3 and M» a. (eq 3)

fthe cha"ge as well as the friction of an oligomer are much larger
tloan that of the end-label), one obtains the electrophoretic mobility
of a polyelectrolyte not influenced by the end-label (which is

constant and size-independent)
We have fureher used the ELFSE model of Mayer et aLB to

describe the abDve experiments. First, the migration times of

oiigosaccharides (rlerivatizcd with ANTS and/or 5-anlinoquino

Lne) were measured and recaiculated into the electrophoretic
mobilities (in Figure 4, the electrophoretic mobilities are plotted

as tbeir absolute values). These experiments were done in 25
nM TIde-acetate buffer (pH = 8.1) to simplify the system. 1t is
reasonable to assume that the reduced Schiff base is not proto

nated at such a high pH. therefore, the charges on the end-labels
are given solely by their functional groups (i.e., -3 for ANTS and
ofor 5-amil1oquinoline). To identify the separated peaks, the
sample was spiked with D-glucose-5-sulfate. As seen in Figure 4,
L-glucose-5-sulfate migrated before the first peak (for ANTS label)
and between the first and the second peaks (for 6-amilloquinoline).
This proves that the first peak of the sample has a smaller charge
to-friction ratio than the monosaccha;ide with one negative charge.
Moreover, It is known from the literature" dbat the K-carrageenan
contains approximately one sulfate group per disaccharide unit
(Figure and the charge increases linearly with dbe number of
disaccharide units. Consequently, it seems plausible that the first

peak in the sample is a disaccharide, and that disaccharide (with
one suliate group) behaves as a monomeric unit. It is also
important to mention that Mm", for ANTS-derivatized oligosac
charides increased through elevated pH, and consequently, Mm,,,

for 5-aminoquinoline-derivatized oligosaccharides decreased. This
seems La be a logical consequence Df the charge-to-friction ratio
changes of end-labels at increasing pH, while the charge·to-friction
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Figure 5. Dependence of the electrophoretic mobilities on the
monomeric number (M) of the oligosaccharides derived from a
partially hydrolyzed K-carrageenan. • , ANTS-derivatized oligosac
charides; 0, 6-aminoquinoiine-derivatized oligosaccharides. Condi~

tions were the same as in Figure 2A. Corresponding lines are the
calculated values using eq 1: 0. ~ 2.02, j3 = 2.7 :ANTS); 0. ~ 1.023,
(J = -0.6 (6-aminoquinoline); 1'0 ~ 31.93 x 10-5 cm2N·s. +, ANTS
derivatized oligosaccharides; 0, 6~aminoquino:ine-derivatjzedoli
gosaccharides. Conditions were the same as in Figure 28.

2.7 for ANTS and -0.6 for 6-aminoquinoline (Figure 5), indicating
the charge of ANTS to be approximately -2.7, and that for
6-aminoquinoline, +0.6 (at pH = 3.0). TI,e electrophoretic
mobilities of oligosaccharides obtained in 1% linear polyacrylamide
did not agree with the calculated values because, besides the
ELFSE principle, the Ogston sieving model is also involved in

the separation mechanism (Figure 5).
Next, we tested the limiting behavior of the ELFSE model as

described by Mayer et als This model predicts for M» 0. and a
small initial width of the bands, wo, that Mm" '"p/3 (V= EL, where
E is the applied electric field strength and L is the effective length
of the separation capillary [see eq 4, ref 8]). Mm" waS measured
as a function of applied voltage (in kV) (Figure 6), and the
exponents were obtained from a log-log plot (the slope is 0.15
for ANTS-derivatized and 0.07 for 6-aminoquinoline-derivatized
oligosaccharides, while the theoretical value is 'h). We assume
that there is only a slight dependence of M"e.x on the applied
voltage in this case, concluding that M is not much larger than
a. This dependence should be more important when larger end
labels are used, but this does not seem to be pa:ticularly pertinent
to a typical oligosaccharide analysis.

In the second limiting case (for small molecules and large wo),
Mma, '" wo'!' (see eq 5 of ref 8), we measured Mme.x as a function
of injection time (in s). Because the amount of injected sample
was not a linear function of injection time, we measured the area
of a selected peak (the second peak in the sample, corresponding
to tetrasaccharide) and plotted it logarithmically as a function of
injection time [the slope was 0.96 (R' = 0.998) for ANTS and 0.84
(R' = 0.996) for 6-aminoquinoline]. Consequently, the injection
times were recalculated according to the slopes (corrected
injection time = injection time'-ep,). Interestingly, the slope for
6-aminoquinoline-derivatized oligosaccharides was smaller than
that for ANTS-derivatized oligosaccharides. This is most probably
due to the different viscosities of these two samples. The molar
concentration of 6-aminoquinoline in the sample during derivati
zation was approximately twice that of ANTS. Because both

v I kV

Figure 6. Dependence of Mma, on the appiied voitage (kV) 11>.
ANTS-derivatized oJigosaccharides; 0, 6-aminoquinoline-derivatized
oligosaccharides. Capillary: 30-cm effective length (40-cm total). The
slopes are 0.15 (ANTS) and 0.07 (6-aminoqulnoline). +, Measured
current (;J.A) (slope ~ 1.2). Other conditions were the same as
Figure 2A.
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Figure 7. Dependence of Mmax on injection rime. Applied voltage:
400 V/cm (16 kV). The slopes are -0.15 (ANTS) and -0.005 (6-
aminoquinoline). t::.h 10 em. Other conditions were tile same as
Figure 6.

reagents are weak bases, the hydrogen ions were more easily
neutralized by 6-aminoquinoline, and the con-esponding calng
eenan sample was less hydrolyzed than the sample using l\.l'iTS.
Once again, we obtained the slopes from the log-log plot of M"",,,
vs corrected injection time (Figure 7). No strong dependence
was visible [slope was -0.15 (for ANTS. the less viscous solution)
and -0.005 (for 6·aminoquinoline)]. The measurements
done on the capillary with a total length of 40 em. We noticed
that Mm,cr was more dependent on injection time in shorter
capillaries (e.g., 20-cm total length), but the absolute values of

exponent were still much smaller than '/, (results not shl1\H} It
should be noted that, due to the high sensitivity of the LIF
technique and a higher viscosity of sample compared to the buffer
used, the injection time should not significantly int1uence M.,",.

We experienced a strong dependence ofMma, on the migration
distance (the effective length of a separation capillary, L).
Nevertheless, as the experimental results obtained here were
slightly influenced by different values of Wo for varying capillary
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Figure 3. Resolution between the neighboring oligosaccharides.
('1esolutlon is defined as R,.! = 2(tmj - tm ,)/( Y; + Y,), where tm Is the
migration time and Y is the peak width at the baseline). Note that
resolution between the first a1d second peaks is shown at ~M = 1,
between the second and the third peaks at 10M = 2, etc. e, ANTS
deriv3tized cligosaccharides; 0, 6-aminoquinoline derivatized oli
gosa::charides. Other conditions were the same as in Figure 2A.

lengtlls, we find that the values of Mm", are typically proportional
to VI'-L'!'.

Finally, we were interested in the effect of reagents on
resolution between neighboring oligosaccharide molecules. This
dependence is sho"-11 in Figure 8. Note that resolution between
the first and the second peaks is shown at position one (on the
x-a.xis), resobtion between the second and third peaks at position
2, etc. As seen in Figure 8, resolution between small oligosac
charides derivatized with 6-aminoquinoline is significantly better
than that for the oligosaccharides labeled by ANTS. This could
be explained by a greater difference in the charge-ta-friction ratio

between 6-aminoquinoline and a disaccharide unit than the
cOITtsponding relation for ANTS and a disaccharide unit. How

ever, resolution between the adjacent oligosaccharides decreases
relatively fast in both cases and varishes for larger oligomers.
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CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that the charge-to-friction ratio due to an end

label has a significant effect on the electrophoretic mobility of

fluorescently labeled, charged oligosaccharides. By changing a

charge and/or friction of the end-label, the migration order can

be reversed. TIlis principle was hypothetically described else

where,S and a theoretical model was derived for the sake of

improved DNA sequencing in gel-free media. We have sho"'11

here experimentally that the same model is applicable to additional

cases of the oligomers with a constant charge-to-friction ratio
(independent of their size) which are labeled with an end-label

whose charge-to-friction ratio is different from that of the oligo

mers, In all likelihood, the range of resolved components and

their resolution can be adjusted by molecular design of appropriate

end-labels.

Since the fluorescence tags in oligosaccharide analysis are

rather small, Mm", does not depend on the applied voltage. In
addition, we have not experienced a strong dependence of Mm",

on injection time, which supports the idea that, through using

LIF detection and a higher sample viscosity, the values of w{) are

small, and M;n~, is not limited by injection time. However, we

cxpcrienced some dependence of Mm", on the effective length of

a separation capillary.
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Individual and Simultaneous Class Separations of
Cationic and Anionic Surfactants Using Capillary
Electrophoresis with Indirect Photometric
Detection

Shahab A. Shamsi and Neil D. Danielson*

Department of Chemistry, Miami University, Oxford, Ohio 45056

Various chromophoric cationic and anionic reagents and
combinations thereof are evaluated for individual and
simultaneous class separations of nonchromophoric cat
ionic and anionic surfactants using capi1laJ:y electrophore
sis (CE) with indirect photometric detection (lPD). Op
timization results indicated a pH of 6-7 with at least 50%
methanol is necessary for separations of long-chain cat
ionic (tctrabexylammonium, didodecyl dimethylammo
nium) or anionic (C1CC'SS03' or C14-C1SS04-) com
pounds along with medium- to short-chain ionic surfactants
of each class. For individual class separations, benzy
lamine (BA) or I-ephedrine (EP) are recommended elec
trolytes for cationic surfactants, and naphthalenemono
sulfonate (NMS) provided better detectability than
p-tolucncsulfonatc (P'fS) for anionic surfactants. Using
an electroosmotic flow driven approach, a combined
separation of a five-component tetraalkylammonium cat
ionic and 1O-component anionic (CCC'SS03-) surfactant
mixture is possible in about 45 min using either BA-NMS
or BA-P'fS electrolytes, The BA-NMS mixture will provide
better detectability of anionic surfactants with some loss
of sensitivity for cationic surfactants, whereas the reverse
is true with the BA-P'fS combination, The commercially
available pyridinium (PY)-P'fS reagent in the absence of
methanol could separate a three-component tctralkylam
monium cationic and a 10-component anionic (C,-C14"
SO:,-) surfactant mixture in less than 7 min.

SUliactants or surlace-active substances are i'11portant additives
in a variety of chemical processes and have :ound widespread
application as cleaning agems, emulsifiers, solubilizers, and
stabilizers. Anionic alkyl sulfates and alkanesulfonates as well as
cationic quaternary ammonium surfactants exist in many com
mercial formulations as homologues and isomers. Structurally,
these compounds consist of an aliphatic hydrocarbon tail with a
polar head group and nonchromophoric substituent. Mixed-mode
reversed-phase ion chromatography (RPIIC) 'mth indirect pho
tometric, fluorometric, nonsuppressed, or suppressed conductivity
detection has been successfully used for the separation and
detection of anionic surfactants. H Less work using RPIIC with

0) Shamsi. S, Danielson. N. D. C/zromatographia 1995,40,237-246.
(2) Shamsi, S. A.: Danielson, N. D.l- Chromatogr. Sci. 1995,33,505-513.

Hoeft. C E.: Zollars, R_ L I Chromatogr. 1994, 17, 619-64l.
(4) J~hou. D.: D. J. Anal. Chon. 1992, 6<,;', 1003-1008.

Maid, S. A.: Danielson. N. D. Anal. Chem. 1991,63,699-703.
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indirect detection has been directed toward cationic surfactants. '1

The reports on the development of capiUary electrophoresis (CE)
for the separate determination of nDnchromophoric anIonic

surfactants7- 10 show lbat CE is a complementary technique to RPI
IC with respect to retention order. 'v!inImal or.Qanic solvent

consumption and inexpensIve column replacement are practIcal
benefits of CE beside its inherent good peak capacity. A literature
survey revealed that the separation of non-I.JV active cationic
surfactants by CE is rare. There is one report of the separation

of C,,-Cl15 trimethyIammonium compounds by CE using ben
zyldimelbyldodecylammonium as the indirect photometric detec
tion (IPD) electrolyte in a phosphate running buffer \\ith a
tetrahydrofuran (THF) organic modifierll

One area of CE with indirect detection that holds paIiicular
promise for ion analysis is the advent of combined anion and cation
determinations in a single run. Two different approaches can be

considered to produce this analytical method. One of these
procedures utilizes Ce3+ and p-hydroxybenzoate counterions (or

indirect fluorescence of some cations and anions, respectively."

However, dual detectors, one at each end of the capillary. are
required since the anions and cations migrate in opposite direc
tions. A second approach not reported in the literature to the
best of our knowledge is envisoned as follows. If the velocilY of
the electroosmotic flow (EOF) is high enough, then hoth non

chromophoric cations and anions can be determined in one run
provided that they have a suitable mobility match with their

respective indirect photometric counterions.
In this paper, we concentrated on the comparison of five one

component and three two-component detection counterions for
the respective individual and combined class separation of cationIc
and anionic surfactants with IPD. Separation and detection factors

such as the electrolyte/analyie mobility match, pH. and the use

of organic solvents are first optimized for the individual electro
lytes. Simultaneous separations of cationic and anionic surfactants

using a pair of selected electrolytes having a good absorbance

match are demonstrated.

(6) Walker, T. A: Akbari, N.: Ho, T.]. Lia.
(7) Nielen, W. 1991. 588,
(8) Goebel. L. McNair, M.: Rasmussen. H T.: McPherson. P ].

Microcolumn 1993,5,41-50.

(9) Chen, S.: D.]. Anal Chem. 1993.65,
(10) Shamsi, S. A.; Danielson. N. D. Anal. Chem. 1994,66,3757-3764.
(11) Weiss, C. A.; Hazlett.]. S.; Dalta. M. H.]. Chromarogr. 1992,608.

331.
(12) Backmann, K.; Haumann, I ; Groch. T. Fresenius]. AwL 1992,343,

901-2.
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EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
CE Instrumentation and Data Collection. The CE instru

ment employed was an Applied Biosystems (Foster City. CAl

Model 270 A Data acquisition was carried out with MacIntegrator
I software with a Rainin Instruments (Woburn, MA) interface

connecting ule CE system to the software. The leads of the signal

cable connecting the interface and the CE instrument were
reversed to obtain positive peaks for IPD. The CE detector time

constant was set at 0.5 s, and the data acquisition rate was 20
points s". illI data were collected and stored on a MacIntosh
SE computer. The fused-silica capillary (Applied Biosystems)

dimensions were 75 cm x 50 flm i.d. with a 5O-cm effective
distance .from the point of injection to the center of the detector
cell. Because organic solvents were used in the running buffer,

acrylic cathode reservoir was replaced with a glass one and
the acryiic manifold was covered with Teflon tape. Both ends of
the capillary were burned to remove the polyimide coating, which
can swell in the presence of organic solvents and effect injection
r~proc1ucibility.

Reagents. Benzylamine (BA), naphthalenemonosulfonic acid
C\JMS) , and pyridinium-p-tolllenesulfonate (pY-PTS) with a purity

range of 99-99.5% were purchased from Eastman Kodak (Roch

ester. !\"'ij. p-Toluenesulfonate (PIS) in the acid form and
I-ephedrine (EP). also known as o.-(l-methylaminoethyl)benzyl

alcohol. were bought from the Aldrich Chemical Co. (Milwaukee,
\'1). BOlio acid (99.5%) and pyJidine were purchased from the
Fisher Scientific Co. (Fair Lawn. N.J). The sodium salts of alkyl

sulfates wd alkanesulfonates of various carbon chain length were
obtained frOD Lancaster Synthesis (Windham, NH), The chloride
salts having tetramethylammonium erMA'), chloroethyltrimethy
lammonium (ClETI\!LI\.T), and tetrabutylammonium (TBN) cations
as well as the perchlorate salts having tetraethylammonium
(fEA) or tetrahexylammonium (TIJA+) cations were delivered
from Aldrich. The didodecyldimethylammonium (DDMA+) bro

mide salt was purchased frcm Eastman Kodak

Preparation of Electrolyte and Analyte Solutions. A 50
mM stod, solution of each basic (BA EP) and acidic (NMS, PTS)
eiect'olyte was prepared in triply distilled water; however, in some
cases a few milliliters of methanol was added to promote complete
dissolution. One-component electrolytes were used after subse
quent dilution. Two-eomponent electrolytes such as BA-NMS and

BA-PTS were prepared by mixing an equimolar concentration of
BA with NMS or PTS whereas PY-PTS was used as received, All
ODe- and two-component electrolytes were dissolved in 100 mM
boric acid and adjusted to the desired pH using either 1 mM
GaOH or H,SO" and then the appropriate volume of methanol
was added. All the final operating electrolytes were filtered using

0.2-um syringe filters from Gelman Science (Ann Arbor, MD by
creating a vacuum inside the syringe. Stock solutions of anionic

analytes up to C" in chain length were prepared in water, but the
longer chain co:npounds were dissolved in acetonitrile. The
cationic surfactant slock solutions were prepared in methanol.
Aliquots of he 1000 mg/L stock solutions were diluted to the

apprcpIiate volume in water, and the~e working solutions were
filtered before use.

CE Procedures. Prior to first use, a new capillary was
subjected to a standard wash cycle for 6 h using 1 M NaOH at 60
0(, As a daily routine procedure, the capillary was flushed with
1 Iv! H.,PO, and NaOH for 10 min each and then with triply
deionized water min), and finally it was equilibrated with the

operating buffer for 10 min before any sample injections. 11,e
separation was initiated by applying a voltage (+30 kV) between
the two capillary ends, which were immersed in reservoirs

containing the operating buffer. Replenishment of the inlet buffer

solution was made after every run. Between injections, the
capillary was flushed for 2 min with each of the following
solutions: 1 M NaOH, water, 1.0 M H,PO i , water again. and then

the operating buffer. This procedure resulted in improved peak
shapes, and the migration time reproducibility was :'02.0% relative
standard deviation (RSD) for the cationic and anionic surfactants.

Electrophoretic Mobility Detennination. Salicylanilide anded
to the standard mixture of cationic and anionic carrier electrolytes
acted as the neutral marker for the electroosmotic How (EOF)

determination. The observed mobility (u",,,) for each of the
various cationic and anionic IPD reagents was determined in 100
mM l-I1B03, pH 6.0, and 50% methanol buffer. 11,e parameters

EOF or I'ob' were calculated by the following equation: EOr or
flob' = L,,1.,/ (tm]l) (cm'V 1 s "), where L" and L, are the length of
the capillary to the detector and thc totallcngth of the capillary,

respectively; V is the separation voltage; and tm is the migration

time of the salicylanilide or IPD compound. The reproducibility

of migration time for three replicate injections of IPD reagent
ranged from 0.9 to 1.5% RSD. The electrophoretic mobility (u,)
for each IPD compound was obtained by subtracting EOF from

the !tubs.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Selection of Suitable Anionic and Cationic Electrolytes,

Because aliphatic surfactants such as anionic alkyl sulfates.
alkanesulfonates, and tetraalkylammonium cations do not shovi
any appreciable IN absorbance even at 200 nm, IPD represents

an excellent detection strategy for such analytes. Vlfhen seJecting
electrolytes for the CE separation of ionic compounds with IPD,
reagents prepared at a low concent'ation with high molar
absorptivity (e) and dynamic reserve (DR) are preferredI:l In

addition, highest sensitivity can be achieved for those analvtes
having an effective mobility closc to the IPD compound,:' those
of low electrophoretic mobility (u,,,) are best for the detection of

surfactants lll The 1'"" E, and DR values measured experimentally
inside the capillary for some anionic and cationic chromophoJic
reagents are summalized in Table 1. Mobilities of the cationic
and anionic electrolytes are in the range of +2.71 to -1.89 x 10
em'" V-I 8- 1 and follow the expected order of migration, vvhich is
dependent on the charge to mass ratio, pH, and the degree of

ionization. For instance PY (PK,. = 5.23) at pH 4.0 under aqueous
conditions is reported to have a higher mobility than EP or BA
(pK, values of 9.33 and 10.14).1" However, in a pH 6.0, borate

buffer with 50% methanol (conditions found appropriate for our
study), PY is the least mobile among the cationic electrolytes.
The PY reagent should provide a belter mobility match to ,.nalytes

retained in the 4-min range. For both BA and EP, quite shorl
analyte retention in the 2-3-min range would be the best mobility

match. Although BA and EP have respectable E and DR values.
the lower e and DR vaiues for PY may pose a detectability problem.
For the anionic electrolytes tested, the DR and E of NlvIS are
greater than those for PTS. PTS and NMS have similar
values with the best mobility match to analytes retaineel in the

(13) Wang, T.; Hartwic~, R AI. 1992. 6CI 116-125.
(14) Foret, F.; Fanalli, S.; Ossicini. L P.]. Chromalo/Zy. 1989,470.

308.
(15) }.f'"E\ Y. H.: Lin, T Lj. Chromatogr. 1994,675. :227-36
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Figure 1. Migration times of oationic (a; and anionic (b) suriactants
as a function of electrolyte pH. Electrolyte composed of 5 mM PY
PTS, 100 mM H3BO,. and 50% methanol. Vacuum injection fer 1.0
and 3.0 s for 50-100 mg/L cationic and anionic surfactants. Separa
tion voltage was +30 kV, and current was 3-7.uA. iPD at 22C 11m

.g
~

~ 4

3+-~~~~~~~~~~~~~
3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0 6.5 7.0 7.5 8.0

pH (S ruM PY, 50% Methanol)

TBN and -4 x 10-5 for THA+ and DDM.!\' match for PY
quite well. Electrolytes BA and EP show similar migration
behavior with pH except that the THN /DDIVIN peak pair was
baseline resolved at all pH values. Using PTS. the migration time
change with pH was particularily pronounced for short-chain

anionic surfactants. Similar migration time profiies were seen for
NMS. Mobilities,pcp, calculated to be -3.1 x 10- 1 for CSO: anel
-2.5 x 10' 4 for C,2 or C18S0:;- closely match tile values for

PTS orNMS.
The peak area response of the same surfactants with the same

IPD reagents as in Figure 1 is plotted as a function of pl-l in Figure
2. Similar peak height versus pH profiles were also seen. For

cationic surfactants, response first improves \vith the increase in
pH from 4.0 to 7.5 mainly due to a decreasing contribution of H
ions and reduced background. However. at a pH > 7.5, a drop in
peak area for the cationic surfactants can be explained by the
increased fraction of the neutral fonn of PY. Checking pH 6 and
pH 8, a similar drop in peak areas of cationic surfactants for BA
and EP is not observed due to their higher pK" values (9.3 anel
10.0, respectively). For anionic surfactants using PTS (a 1ll1ly
ionized anionic eluent), there is an increase in peak area for all
anionic surfactants (C,-C 18S03-) when the pH of the PTS

electrolyte is raised from 6.0 to 6.5. This enhancement in
detection continues for slowly migrating ions such as e,so] as
the pH increases to 7.0. These observations confirm that the
sensitivity of IPD can also be influenced to some extent by the
ion migration time.!9 A further increase in pH fr-0l11 7.0 te 8.0
decreases the IPD response for all anionic surfactants due to the
competition of borate and hydroxide with the PTS ion. The
system peak also increases in the pH 7-8 range, which can cause
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S-9-min range, At this point, it is still difficdt to decide which
cationic and anionic reagents would be the best for the cationic
and anionic surfactant separations without analyte mobility data.
The concentration and type of organic modifiers as well as pH,
which all influence both analyte migration time and detection, need
to be detennined.

It should be emphasized that the use of organic modifiers is
essential for both solubility and to obtain selectivity between the
homologues of long-ehain ionic surfactants, Selection of methanol
over acetonitrile is preferred because the EOF can be reduced
by a factor of 2 by increasing the percent of methanol from 0 to
40%; acetonitrile showed very little change in EOF with percent
composition. Hi Our experience with THF was also not very
encouraging as reported beforeI7 .!8 Even though the THF
containing buffers were thoroughly degassed bubble fonnation
durlllg the CE run (generated as spikes) was a problem. More
extensive mixing of the THF- buffer solutions may be important;
one of the reviewers of this paper indicated that 60% THF could
be used. However, we found a 50% methanol composition in the
niD buffer to be a reasonable compromise between analysis time
and resolution of the cationic and anionic homologues (optimiza
tion data not shown).

Both separation and detection can be optimized by a judicious
selection of electrolyte pH. Each of the aromatic bases and acids
listed in Table 1 is studied over a pH range of 4.0-8.0 at a fixed
IPD reagent concentration of 5 mM in 100 mM H3BOs/50%
methanol. Since both cationic (tetraalkylammonium) and anionic
(aikanesulfonate) anaiytes are strong enough bases and acids to
be fully ionized over a wide pH range, an increase in pH decreases
the migration time solely because of the increase in EOF (Figure
1). The migration time for PY decreased by about a factor of 2
as the pH increased from 4 to 6.5. A retention time reversal is
noted forTHA+ and DDiVlA+ from pH 4 to pH 6. From pH 6.5 to

pH 3, the change in migration time is more gradual. Although
the pIC value for PY is 53, it remained an effective counterion
for the detection of cationic surfactants throughout a wide pH
range. At pH 8, the PY concentration is about 1 x 10-5 M.
Mobilities, p,'p, calculated at pH 6 to be about 2 x 10-4 for

Table '1 a Characteristics of Cationic and Anionic
Detection Reagents for CE/IPD

electrolyte

P,luIUlTtcsulfo",,,e (PTS)

lv""",',,,~;,,,,, (BA)
(EP)

pyridine (PY)
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Figure 3. Campa,cisan of SA (a) and EP (b) for the separation of a
standard mixture of catonic surfact8.nts. Electrolyte conposed ')f 5
mM BA or EP with 100 mM H3BO,. pH 6.0, and 50% methanol. Peak
identification: 35 rrglL each of 1. ~EA ~ 2. CIETMA': 3. TBA
THA+; 5, DDMA~ Vacuum injection for 1 S, +30 kV, 2 {IA IPD 0\

204 nm.

with BA, based on an injection volume of 24 nL (8-s V<ccuum).
The IPD reagent E?, which has a lower mebility than BA provided

a sharp and symmetJical peak for T~IA'. Therefore, the LOD

lowest for THA+(0.25 mg/L. 8-s vacuum injection) with the EP

electrolyte. On the other hand. cl1e peak shape for DDMA is

similar using either BA aDd EP. as neither reagent has 3

close mobility value to this analvte.

Separation of Konchrom~phoricAnionic Smfactants.

Figure 4. panels a and b. compares electropherograms of a

standard mixture of CCCIBSO:· with PIS ane NMS electrolytes.
Similar retention patterns can be seen with both anionic electro
lytes in which the migration time is inversely related to the
number of methylene groups (the least mobile C.50, being·

detected first and the mobile e,so,:· detected last). Howeve~.
NMS because of itsiarge E and DR compared to PIS provicles

for a better analyte response. An eleclTopherogram of 2ll alkyl
sulfate mixture containing Cj-ClkSO~" v..ith NMS (not SllOW;l)
was very similar ,vith respect to both peak shape and separation

time to that shown in Figure 4. A similar C,-C.50,' electro
pherogram but with smaller peaks was found using PIS. AJI the

CC C1SS03- or C.-C 18SO,- peaks are baseline resolved within

their homologous senes. excepl peak C,SO:., (Figure 4) and peak

C1IISO, , which partiany overlap wIth a system peak At pH values

7 or higher, the system peak overlap increases, causing peak
to be obscured. The system peak overlap can be omitted if the

percent of methanol is increased above 50%, however. ani'! at the
expense of longer migration times for C,SO:: or (;SO, .

The separation complex mixtures of alkyl sulfates anei

alkanesulfonates of identical chain length is a challenging pmblem

in CE because of their very similar electrophoretic mobilities.
Chen and Pietrzyk ,) were able to resolve Ci-CWSO:;,/SO" pairs

by incorporating Mgr+ in a salicylate buffer. However.'he CE

resolution of longer alkyl surfactant pairs was not considered. We

found that a combination of the best anionic electrolyte system
such as NMS with 50% methanol can enable the baseline
separation of C1SSO'1 /So.J- and C_tSO:;- /So.; pairs along 'v\ith

8.05.$

C4S03

TnA

(a~

Cfuwnatogr. 1994, 662, 153-166.
E. T.; Goodall, D. M.; Kawazumi, J.; EV2ns, K

Chro?ila[ogr. 636. 39-45
van Astcn, A. C.; Xu, X.; Poppe, H.]. Chromatogr. 1992,603,

o-< 20000

'"
,& 1 5000+--~-~-~~-~----~--~

S.O 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0 6.5 7.0 7.5 8.0
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'5'950001 {hi
'2 j
::l 800001
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.~650001 C1880~~,
~ 50000-1
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.;:
'52000°1

... 5000 I
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:e
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'§ 35000
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pH (5 mM ITS. 80% Methanol)

Fig"re 2. Peak areas Of cationic (a) and anionic (b) surfactants as
a function of electrolyte pH. Conditions are the same as ir Figure 1.

the complete loss of certair. peaks. The appearance of svstem

peaks In CE caused by a pH mismatch of sample and elec~olyte
has been reported prevlously.20 Similar migration and sensitivity

trends were also observed with the NMS electrolyte (data not

shown). Tne pH optimization study clearly indicates that a trade

off exists between analysis time and response; this can be achieved

by using electrolytes of pH around 6-7.

Separation ofNonchromophoric Cationic Surfactants. For
some reason, PY alone without PIS using the same borate buffer/

50% methanol solution was an ineffective IPD reagent for cations;

110 peaks were seen regardless of the chosen pH. Using a 95%

methanoll5% pH 6.9 borate buffer with PY-PIS. negative TEN
and CIETEA- peaks but positive TBNand THN peaks were

observed. A similar phenomenon for short chain cationic surfac
tants has been reported previously." Figure 3 shows 7-min

electropherograms for a five-component cationic sutiactant mix
ture using the two best cationic (BA and EP) electrolytes. As

expected. the cationic surfactants are detected in order of

increasing number of carbon atoms and hydrophobicity. Even

though BA and EP have similar values of E and DR (Table 1), the

electropherograms clearly show that the sensitivity depended on

the mobility match of the analyte with the IPD reagent When

the mobilities of the IPD compound and analyte are equal. a one
te-one displacement can occur enhancing sensitivity.22 For BA,

the peak heights for the first three peaks (CIETMK. TEN, and

TBA') are better due to a close mobility match. Literature

detection limit data for cationic surfactants by CE-IPD is lacking

in specifics. The limet of detections (LOD) for CIETMA+, TEN,
and TBA~ are found to be 10, 0.5. and 0.25 mg/L, respectively.
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(23) Pietrzyk, D, J.; Senne, S. M.; Broy,m, D. M.]. Chromatogr. 1991,546,101
10.

Figure 5. Separation of standard mixture of anionic sulfonated and
sulfated surfactants. Electrolyte composed of 5 mM NMS with 100
mM H,BO" pH 6.0, and 50% methanol. Peak identification: 100 mg/L
each of 1, C

"
SO,'; 2. C,8S04'; 3, C"SO,'; 4, C"SO,'; 5, C12S0,';

6, C
"

S04'; 7, ClOSOs'; 8, ClOS04'; and 70 mg/L each of 9, C,SO,';
10, CsSO/,-; 11, CSS03-: 12, CSS04 - Vacuum injection for 3.5 s,
+30 kV applied for separation, current 2-3 uA. IPO at 206 nm.

(24) Hayakawa. K; Sawada, T; Shimbo, K; Miyazaki, M. Own. 1987
59,2241-45.

(25) Small, H. Ion Chromatography: Plenum Press: York. :989; pp 202-S
(26) Iskandarani, Z.; Miller, T. E. l1nal. Chem. 1985, 57,
(27) Small, E.; Miller, T. E. Anal. Chem. 1982.54,463-'69.
(28) Shamsi, S. A; Danielson, N. D. Anal. Chem. 1995.67,

our knowledge. To obtain a favorable simultaneous separation
of cationic and anionic surfactants using (E "ith IPD, the
countercation and counteranion electrolytes must fulfill the [al

lowing criteria: (1) A two·component IPD solution must be
chromophoric with high E and DR (2) They must provide a
suitable mobility match, i.e., small L'.Tvalue ("'.T= migration time

of IPD reagent - migration time of anaMe ion). (3) IPD reagents
should preferably be strong organic bases or acids to ensure that

a high fraction of both are ionized for enhanced analyte displace

ment and good sensitivity; however, they must have reasonable
solubility in an organic solvent. (4) Contribution from the :1on

UV-absorbing counterion must be minimized. For this reason.
mixing of free aromatic bases and acids (instead of the salts) to

generate a two-component IPD reagent system is important. This
procedure minimizes the dilution of the UV-absorbing component

by nonabsorbing extraneous spectator ions. A pH range of 6-7
minimizes the contribution of H+ and OH' ions (generated from
the buffer), which in tum improves the detectabilit~, of IPD. (5)

Absorbance match of the IPD reagents should be as ciOS'2 as

possible (Le.-t<.A should be minimum) so that neither the
nor the anion is masking the absorbance of the other ion. (6)
The total background absorbance (AJ should be additive and be

within the linear range of the UV absorbance detector. The A
value for this particular instrument was found to be definitely linear

up to 0.2 AU and fairly linear to 0.5 AU." "'\lthough the normal

linear range found for most instruments is about 0.1 AU, the
selection of an electrolyte that suppresses analyte electromigration
dispersion can extend the calibration range in IPD. ",

Taking into consideration all the above-mentioned factors, BA
or PY bases were mixed with NMS or PTS aciel s to generate
various combinations of two-component IPD reagents. For the

selection of a suitable wavelength for simultaneous detection of
both IPD reagents (criterion 5), the background absorbance of
mM each of BA, PTS, or NMS was measured from the readou'

of the CE detector by flushing the capillary with the solutions.

The cation - anion background absorbance (M) values for BA
YfS and BA-NMS electrolytes as a function of wavelength were

detennined in 1-2-nm increments throughout the region of 200

220 nm. With BAPTS, M values (+3 m.AU) are found to be

smallest at 201 and 208 nm, whereas a value of -61 n'h",U is found

with the BA-NMS electrolyte at its minimum interierence wave

length of 200 nm.
Table 2 list the total background absorbance (A.) and total

dynamic reserve (DR,) values of the three binary IPD reagents

the optimum wavelengths. The Al values (witbin an average

relative error of ±l.l%) are found to be additive of the individual
absorbances and fall within the linear range of 0.5 AU of the VV'
detector used. The DRt of BAPTS is lower than BA-NMS as the
background absorbance/noise ratio of Ni\IS is greater than that

for the YfS counteranion (see Table 1). The reason for PY-PTS
having the lowest DRt value is due to the difficulty in finding a

suitable wavelength where both countetions possess high absor

bance. A wavelength of 220 nm was deemed to be best for PY

YfS; however, the absorbance of YfS is quite a bit stronger than

PY

11'0

(minutes)Time

the (ii-(12SO,,'j-S04' pairs in 30 min (Figure 5). A similar

electropherogram but with smaller peaks could be generated with

PTS. Resolution with NMS can be further improved by decreasing
the injection size without any significant loss in analyte signaL
Using a NMS electrolyte, the LaD values at SIN = 3 for (,8

(j'SO,,' or ('1-("SO,' are in the 0.5-l.0 mg/L range. This
range corresponds to a LOD of about 0.1 pmol, similar to
previously reported detection limits9

Combined Separations of"ionchromophoric Cationic and

i\nionic Surlactants. In the past, IPD has proven to be a useful
approach for the detection of inorganic anions and cations

separated simultaneously by ion exchange columns.'3'27 Never

theless, this strategy for CE has not been reported to the best of

Figure 4. Comparison of PTS (a) and NMS (b) for the separation
of a standard mixture of anionic sulfonated surfactants. Electrolyte
composed of 5 mM PTS or NMS with 100 mM H,B03, pH 6.0, and
50% methanol. Peak identification: 100 mg/L each of 1, C

"
SO,'; 2,

C,6SO,; 3, C"S03'; 4, C12SO,'; 5, C,0SO,'; and 70 mg/L each of
6, C,SOs'; 7, C,SO,'; 8, C6S0,'; 9, C5SO,'; 10, C4SO,'. Vacuum
injection for 3 s. +30 kV applied for separation, CJrrent 2-3 uA. IPO
at 221 nm with PTS and 206 nm with NMS.
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Table 1. Recovery of Calcium from Water, Serum, and
Urine Using Ion Exchange Membrane FiUers and
Oxalate Precipitation

Table 3. Effect of Extraction Method on Automatic

Data Analysis Efficiency, Expressed as a Percentage
of Total Number of Filaments Analyzeda

extraction method water senlm

CONCLUSIONS

90%

75%
92%

100%

oxalate precipitation
cation exchange
Chelex exchange

We report a method that allows for easy and rapid extraction

and purification of calcium from biological fluids prior to isotopic

enrichment analysis. The use of ion exchange il:lters resulted in

an improvement in automated sample analysis for water and urine

samples. Sample preparation for thermal ionization mass spec

trometric analysis using ion exchange filters requires 1 day. as

opposed to a 2 day procedure for oxalate precipitation.

'TbenUlmb,er in pare,n trles,es indicalesthe LeLa1 nun: bel' 0 . ,'iL:lmclH:o:.

filaments analyzed automatically. A 39% improvement in automatic

filament analysis was observed for urine samples extracted with

cation exchange filters. Water-extracted samples also showed

improvements in automated data analysis when extracted with

cation (21%) or Chelex (33%) ion exchange filters. No improve·

ment was observed for the already very effective alltamatec

analysis of serum calcium samples.

water serum urine

1.0 009 0.6
85.5 ± 0.9 74.0 ± 3.4 65.9 ± 2.5

1.0 009 06
64.6 9.5 97.8 ± 3.2 19.6'" 0.8

0.2 0.2 0.1
93.0 1000 96.3

collected for each filter.

matrix treatment regression line RS)~b

water cation y ~ -0.367 + 1.016x 0.020
Chelex y ~ -0.118 + 1.000x 0.026

serum cation y ~ 0.041 + 0.976x 0.025
Chelex y = 0.573 0.952x 0.014

urine cation y ~ -0.628 + 1.017x 0.02"
Chelex y = -0.813 + 0.990x 0.031

Table 2. Linear Regression Analysis of the Enrichment
of the "Ca/,sCa Ratio of Ion Exchange Treated
Standard Curves (Ordinate) versus
Oxalate·Precipitated Standard Curves (Abscissa)a

to those observed from the oxalate precipitation curves. The
linear regression analyses are shown in Table 2. ./\11 curves were

linear with slopes not different from 1 (p < 0.001)1 and standard
errors of the estimate less than 1. No isotopic fractionation was
observed for the three matrices investigated.

Automated Data Analysis Efficiency. Table 3 shows the
results of the effect of extraction method on automatic data
analysis for the three matrices investigated. Interruption of
automated data analysis of oxalate-precipitated calcium is a
problem observed principally with urine samples in this laboratory.
In this experiment, urine samples yielded the lowest number of

Received for review May 22, 1995. Accepted August 21.
1995-"
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60
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multiple 1 mL volumes of 6 M and 1 M HCl from the cation and

Chelex filters, respectively'" Three 1 mL eluent fractions were
collected into acid-washed glass centrifuge tubes and were
analyzed individually for total Ca using flame atomic absorption
spectrophotometry (perkin-Elmer Model 5000, Perkin-Elmer
Cocp., NOlwalk, CT).

The procedure for the oxalate precipitation has been described
previously.,j

Isotope Dilution »lass Spectrometry. Duplicate standard
CUlves were prepared for mass spectrometric analysis by the
additio] of highly enriched (98.95%) "Ca tracer to aliquots of water
(0.1 mg of Ca/mL), serum (0.091 mg of Ca/mL), and urine (0.045
mg of CalmL). Enrichments approximated 10%, 20%, and 300!o of
the nabrally occurring .14Ca. Follo'Ning a 24 h equilibration period,
caicium was extracted from each prepared standard by precipita
tion and cation and Chelex ion exchange using one-third of the
totai volume for each extraction approach, The serum (but not
the water or urine) ion exchange filters were washed with 10 mL
of deionized water prior to elution of the calcium. Calcium was

extracted veith 2 mL of eluent for all standards. The elutions were
heated and dried in an argon stream. Concentrated HN03 was
added to l.1e dlied precipitates, and these solutions were dried
again. All precipitates (oxalate, cation, Chelex) were then dis
solved in HNO:: for ,nass spectrometric analysis. Isotope ratios
were IT.easured using the Finnigan MATTHQ Thermoquad mass
spcctromeler V\ith electron muitiplier detection in the dual filament
mode. i\JI ratios were measured relative to 48Ca, and fractionation
correction was made using the 43Ca/'8Ca ratio.

Automated Data Analysis Efficiency. Thermal ionization

filameLts were loaded with a 5 )'L droplet of extracted calcium
(cation exchange, Chelex, oxalate precipitated) from water, serum,
and urine samples. The f.laments were loaded onto the sample
magazine (13 filaments/magazine), which was then mounted in
the THQ mass spectrometer. Eleven magazines were analyzed
usiDg the THQ automatic data analysis program. The total
number filaments automatically analyzed was expressed as a
percentage of the total number of filaments loaded in the
instmrnenr for each matrix.

2
ml Eluent

./"~ .....- ~;( Chelex filters

o¥'l----~----~---_---__I

o

20

40

Figure 1. Total calcium recovery. Comparison of oxalate precipita
tion (dotted lire), cation exchange (n = 3) and Chelex ion exchange
(n - 3) calcium extraction from (A) water standard, 1 mg of Ca, (8)
human serum, 0.091 mg of Ca, and (Cl human urine, 0.585 mg of
Ca. Data points are mean ± standard deviation.

reported here. In addition to increased residence time, the
binding constant of Chelex is higher than that of most proteins. II>

This property would augment the already efficient Chelex extrac
tion of calclum from serum,

Isotope Dilution Mass Spectrometry. 11,e 'i-lCa/1SCa eu

richments for the ion exchange standard curves were compared

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Total Recovery of Calcium. Figure 1 shows the cumulative

percentage recovery of calcium extracted with each successive
eluent fraction collected. It is evident that more than 3 mL of
eillent will extract only minimal additional calcium. An additional

mL of elllent added to the serum cation filter only resulted in

the recovery of an additional 3.6% of Ca loaded (total recovery of
77.6 ± 2.1%). A more detailed comparison of recovery efficiencies
between the three extracticn methods is shown in Table 1. These
results demonslrate that the cation filter is more efficient for
extracting Ca from water and urine matrices, while Chelex is more

efficient for serum samples. The different extraction efficiencies
be~Nee:l cation and Chelex filters observed for the three
matrices can be explained on the basis of extraction equilibria
and residence time (i.e., amount of time the sample remains in
contact the resin) 10 Chelex has a longer equilibration time
than the cation resin. Therefore, the more viscous serum would
remain in contact ",ith the resin-embedded filter longer than the
water or oline matrices, thereby resulting in the observations

(9) F. W. E. fInal. Chern. 1960,32, 1185-1188.
'Wood. Bio-Rac1 Laboratories, Richmond, CA, unpublished data.

(ll) ur. J. H. Biostatistical Analysis. 2nd cd.: Prentice-Hal] Inc.: Englewocd
Cliffs, NJ, :984; Chapter 17.
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Technical Notes

Anal. Chern. 1995, 67. 4217-4219

Extraction of Serum and Urine Calcium with Ion
Exchange Membrane Filters for Isotope
Enrichment Determination Using Thermal
Ionization Mass Spectrometry

Nancy E. Vieira* and Alfred L. Yergey

Laboratory of Theoretical and Physical Biology, National Institute of Child Health and Human Development,
National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, Maryland 20892

The extraction of calcium from water, serum, and urine
using Bio-Rcx 25 mm ion exchange membrane filters was
compared with the oxalate precipitation procedure cur
rently used in our laboratory. Total recoveries of a known
quantity of calcium loaded onto the membrane filters for
water, serum and urine were as follows: (a) cation
exchange filter, 85%, 74%, and 66%; (b) Chelex, 65%,
98%, and 20%; and (c) oxalate precipitation, 93%,100%,
and 96%, respectively. Regression analysis for precipita
tion versus ion exchange isotope ratio measurements of
standards prepared using highly enriched calcium-44
showed slopes of unity. An improvement of automated
sample analysis was observed for water and urine calcium
samples extracted with ion exchange filters.

We have used calcium stable isotopes extensively to study the
absorption and kinetics of calcium in a variety of populations,
including premature infants, pregnant and lactating women. and
patients with disorders of calcium metabolism. H Calcium had
been extracted from serum and urine samples by oxalate precipi
tation,'; a procedure that may also coprecipitate other cations that
could interfere with the thermal ionization process of the extracted
calcium.' Such interference may cause irreproducible sample
volatilization from the ionization filament, resulting in the inter
ruption of automated data acquisition. This is observed principally
in work with urine samples. We recently published a method

c Address correspondence to this author at LTPB, NICHD, NIH, 10 Center
Dr., :vISe 1580, Building 10, Room 6C208, Bethesda, MD 20892·1580.
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using ion exchange membrane filters for the extraction and
separation of magnesium from biological fluids.' In this work.
we found that the chromatographic separation/e.xtraction of Mg
using membrane filters exactly mimics column chromaography
and that it was a more convenient and less time consuming
procedure. The objective in this study was to evaluate calcium
extraction using membrane filters for the possibility of yielding a
calcium sample containing fewer potentially confounding cations.
thereby improving automated data acquisition.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Materials and Reagents, "CaCO" (98.95 atom enriched)

was obtained from Oak Ridge National Laboratory (Oak Ridge.
TN) and was used to enrich water and the biological matrices
under investigation. Water standards were prepared using a Ca
atomic spectral standard, 1 mg/mL (Fisher Scientific. Fair Lawn.
NJ).

All storage vessels, glassware, and disposable pipet tips
soaked overnight in a 10% H'lO" bath (Baker-Analyzed. J T
Baker, Phillipsburg, NJ), rinsed four times with deionized water
(Hydro Service and Supplies, Durhan1, NC), and air-dIced unde'
cover.

Bio-Rex (Bio-Rad Laboratories. Richmond. CAl 25 mm syringe
filters (AG 50W-X8, Wand Chelex ion exchange resin filters)
were used for ion exchange chromatography. Ultrex II HCi and
HN03 a. T. Baker), high-purity HPLC grade methanol (Baxter
Healthcare Corp., Burdick &Jackson Division. Muskegon, MI).
and deionized water were used for all filter preconditioning and
eluent solution preparation. All reagents used for the oxalate
precipitation procedure have been previously described. 1i

Total Calcium Recovery. Three cation exchange and three
Chelex filters were evaluated for calcium recovery efficiency for
each matrix. Filters were conditioned prior to sample loading by
the addition of 10 mL of methanol and then rinsed with 10 mL of
deionized water. Filters were loaded with 1 mL of water standard
(1 mg/mL, pH > 5), 1 mL of serum (0.091 mg/mL, pH 7), or 3
mL of urine (0.195 mg/mL, pH 5). Calcium was eluted with

(8) Vieira, N. E.; Yergey, A. L Abrams, S. A. Ana!. Biochnn. 19~)4. 218.
97.
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same, improved delectability of cationic surlactants was observed
with BAPTS. These observations can be explained by the higher
background absorbance of NMS, which is good for anionic
surfactants, but can have some loss of sensitivity for cationic

suJiactants due to its masking effect on the BA background
absorbance.

CONCLUSION
For the combined separation of cationic and anionic suriac

tants, peak capacity is higher ror the latter class of compounds.

YIixtures containing short-chain cationic and anionic surfactants
can be separated in less than 7 min because methanol is not
needed for solubility reasons in the run electrolyte. Peak
,'esoiution ,s improved with the addition of methanol in the

4216 Analytical Chemistry, Vol. 67, No. 22. No'/ember 15, 1995

running buffer but at the sacrifice of short separation times. The
BA-NMS electrolyte will improve detectability of anionic surfac
tants because of the negative M value 10m BAPTS will detect
cationic surfactants better as predicted by the positive M value.
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BA-PTS
.6. A = + 3 mAL:

Time (minutes)

to a pH value of 7.5. However, for cationic surfactants such as
TBK, TEA+, and TMA+, better detectability and shorter migration

times are observed with 0% methanoL The shorter chain anionic

surfactants, (C1-C4SO:1-) are only shown in Figure 6a because

their migration times are reasonable in the absence of methanol:

however, the system peak eluting at about 4 min obscming peak
C,S03- In Figure 6a is pronounced since both a higher pH and

lower percent of methanol seem to be related to system peak

intensity and position. This may not be a signilicant disadvantage
as most 8f the commercial formulations of anionic sunactants

usually contains RSO,,- or RS0 4- with R in the rangr, of C'i-C".

Figure 7 compares electropherograms for the simultaneous

separation of a I5-component mixture of a"ionic and cationic

sUliactants using BA-PTS and BA-NMS IPD electrolYles. Similar
combined separations can also be obtained \vith ephederine
naphthalenemonosulfonate (EP-NMS), or ephederine-p-toulene

sulfonate (EP-PTS) electrolytes. As expected with the normal or

positive polarity CE configuration, all cationic sunactants of
increasing chain length are eluted before, and all anionic sunae
tants of decreasing chain length are eluted after the large

rectangular water peak (*). This water peak increases in size 'hith

an increase in injection volume and has been used previously as
an EOF marker in IPD.1W The percemage of methanol in the

BA-PTS or BA-NMS electrolyte can be raised to increase the peak

capacity, lengthen the system peak retention, and promote
detection of ;> C'4 chain length cationic sunactants as in the PY

PTS case. However, the migration times of sClIISO; or C]()SO,

chain length compounds will become excessive. The detectability
of anionic sunactants is better using the BA-PTS electrolyte than

with BA-NMS. Even though the aromatic countereation is the

Figure 7. Compar:son of BA-PTS (a) and BA-NMS (b) tor the
simultaneous separation of a standard mixture of cationic and anionic
surfactants. Electrolyte composed of 5 mM BA-PTS or 8A-NMS with
100 mM H3BO" pH 6,0, and 50% methanol. Peak idenl!fication: 50
mg/L of 1, TEA'; 25 mg/L each of 2, CIETMIl,+: 3, TBA - THA': 5,
OOMA+; 50 mg/L each of 6, C13S03-; 7, C16S03-; 8, C"S03-: 9.
C12S0,-; 75 mg/L of 10, C, 0S0,'; and 35 mg/L each of ,.:. CsSO,
12, C,SO,-; 13, CSS03-; 14, CS503-; 15, C4SOS-: vacuum inj8ction
for 3.0 s, +30 kV applied for separation, current 4-5 u.~ IPD at 208
nm with BfI,-PTS and at 200 nm with BA-NMS.

the
the

total dynamic
reserve (D R,) b

PYFTS pH fr 7.S
0% Methanol

0.224 (208 om) 614

0.313 (200 nm) 735

0.193 (220 om) 494

cationic + anionic electrolyte

Figure 6 compares the simultaneous separation of anionic and
cationic sunactants in the absence (a) and the presence (b) of
methanol using the PY-PTS electrolyte. An electropherogram

taken using 50% methanol with an electrolyte pH value of 7.5 when

compared to Figure 6a indicated the sensitivity (average peak
area) for tetraall)'lammonium cations increased only by a factor

of 1.2, whereas the sensitivity for alkane sulfanates (C8-CI8SO,-)

showed a significant drop by at least 3-fold. Analysis time is longer
with the use of methanol; however, no separation of longer chain

anionic (CHi or C"SO:,-) or cationic sunactants (THA+, DDMA+)

is possible without methanol. Note the weaker signal obtained
for C1,1S0,,- (peak 8) at 0% methanol as compared to 50%. This is

despite the fact that pyridine is more ionized at pH 6.0 compared

IFRgure 6~ Comparison of electropherograms of a mixture of cationic
and anionic suriactants in the absence (a) and presence (b) of 50%
methanol. Electroly1e composed of 5 mM PY-PTS with 100 mM H3

B03. a1 pH 7.5 (a) and at pH 6.0 (b). Peak identification: 50 mg/L
each of 1, TMA': 2, TEA+ 3, CiETMA+; 4, TBA"; 5. THA+; 100 mg/L
each of 5, C,8S03-' 7, C,6S03-; 8, C

"
S03-; 9, C12S03-; 75 mg/L

of 10, ClOS03-; and 50 mg/L each of ", C8S03-; 12, C,SO,-; 13,
C6S03-; 14, C5503-; 15, C,503-; 16, C3S03-; 17, C,S03-; 18,
C,S03-: vacuum injection for 3.0 S, +30 kV applied for separation,
currert 8-10 ,uA in (a) and 4-5pA in (b). IPO at 220 nm with PY
PTS

Table 2. Characteristics of Two~ComponentIPD
Reagents
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